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ABSTRACT 
Chaplaincy m state schools in Australia is a relatively new phenomenon. Li Queensland, 
the first salaried Chaplain was appointed in 1987. Scripture Union (SU) Queensland 
appointed its first Chaplain in 1990. During the period 1990-1997, the growth in 
chaplaincies associated with SU Queensland was substantial. In my opinion, the 
phenomenon was important enough to warrant in-depth investigation and 
documentation. I commenced this investigation at the begirming of 1998. 
My overall aim was to understand the nature and development of chaplaincy in 
Queensland state schools in terms of the contribution of key stakeholders (e.g.. 
Education Queensland, schools, local churches, Local Chaplaincy Committees [LCCs], 
SU Queensland). To achieve this aim, I used issues as the conceptual structure and issue 
questions as the primary research questions. I used case study as the basic research 
approach. The "case" was the set of chaplaincy services utilizing SU Queensland as 
employing authority. I selected nine sites (or sub-units) based on characteristics of the 
school (e.g., location: metropolitan or non-metropolitan), the LCC (e.g., the Chaplain's 
employment status: part-time or full-time) and the Chaplain (e.g., age, gender, 
denomination, time in the job). The investigation combined qualitative and quantitative 
data and methods, although a qualitative approach predominated. I used the computer 
software QSR NUD*IST 4 to enhance data analysis. This thesis, the culminating 
product of my investigation, is an interpretive account of the phenomenon of chaplaincy 
in Queensland state schools. The thesis structure reflects the emergent nature of the 
research design and the developmental nature of the phenomenon. Li retrospect, I 
believe my research approach to be the most appropriate for the purposes of the 
investigation. 
This thesis is significant in that it contributes to knowledge and understanding 
about the topic, informs policy-makers, validates the worth of chaplaincy in state 
schools, informs stakeholders and practitioners and, in a wider context, contributes to 
Australian social and religious history. 
Chaplaincy in Queensland state schools arose as a grassroots movement in the 
1980s. While SU Queensland played a significant role in leading and coordinating the 
movement at state level from the late 1980s through the 1990s, chaplaincy services were 
established as the result of concerted campaigns at local level. Education Queensland 
played a significant (albeit reluctant) leadership role in the movement in the period 
1991-1993, but little role after that. In contrast, throughout the 1990s, SU Queensland 
IV 
played an important integrative and quality control and resource fimction in relation to 
chaplaincy. 
Chaplaincy contributes to the accumulation of social capital in school and local 
communities. It provides a significant opportunity for local churches to work together in 
the community. Importantly, it serves to increase cooperation among people in local 
communities generally. Schools are embracing and owning chaplaincy, as are many 
communities touched by the work of Chaplains. State school chaplaincy in Queensland 
is about community development, which is undoubtedly its greatest strength. Education 
Queensland policy, procedures and guidelines, together with the "SU model" of 
chaplaincy, both of which emphasize local responsibility and local ownership, enabled 
chaplaincy to develop in this manner. 
Chaplains provide a "public service", one valued in communities because of the 
quality of their work and the good they are perceived to be doing. They are excellent 
adult role models. State school chaplaincy is essentially a pastoral ministry: Chaplaincy 
is relational. Chaplains perform a unique and much-needed support role in Queensland 
state schools. 
There are, however, a number of concems. For example, there appears to be a 
lack of understanding and consensus among key stakeholders at state and local level in 
relation to their roles in the establishment and operation of chaplaincy services. While 
there is a reasonable level of expressed agreement among key stakeholders regarding 
the aims of chaplaincy, commitment varies considerably, especially at local level. There 
is ambiguity about the role of Chaplain among Chaplains' role-partners. On the whole, 
supervision and support of Chaplains seems to be inadequate. 
The mam issues for consideration and fiirther research concern communication 
and collaboration among stakeholders, clarification and transmission of stakeholder 
roles (e.g., of Chaplains, LCCs, SU Queensland, Education Queensland), induction and 
inservice training of Chaplains and LCC personnel, supervision of Chaplains, funding, 
ownership, and the necessity for a collaborative review of policy, procedures and 
guidelines goveming chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chaplaincy in state schools in Australia is a relatively new phenomenon. The first state 
school Chaplains in Australia were appointed to three Victorian schools in 1954. In 
1982, the first three Chaplains were appointed to state schools in Western Australia. 
Chaplains were first appointed to state schools in South Australia in 1987, the 
Australian Capital Territory in 1992 and Tasmania in 1998. There is some evidence that 
"ad hoc" chaplaincy arrangements existed in Queensland state secondary schools in the 
1970s and early 1980s. However, the first paid chaplaincy appointment in Queensland 
was not made until 1987. 
In Queensland, as in three other Australian states—^Victoria, Western Australia 
and South Australia—^the establishment of chaplaincy services in state schools has been 
characterised by rapid development and expansion, particularly in the first 10 years. In 
Victoria, the number of Chaplains increased 7-fold in the first 10 years (Bass, 1976, p. 
12); in Western Australia, the number of Chaplains by 1993 was 44 (Berlach & 
Thomber, 1993, p. 11); in South Australia, at the end of 1997, there were 72 Chaplains 
in state schools (L. Totham, personal correspondence, 2001, August 18). In Queensland, 
by the end of 1997, the number of Chaplains was in excess of 50. 
The majority of Chaplains in Queensland state schools are employed by 
Scripture Union Queensland (SU Queensland). SU Queensland appointed its first 
Chaplain at Kelvin Grove State High School in Brisbane in 1990. Within a year, 10 
Chaplains had been appointed to secondary schools in and around Brisbane. Within 5 
years, at the end of 1994, this number had grown to 27. These Chaplains were working 
in secondary schools as far afield as Cairns in far north Queensland, Stanthorpe near the 
Queensland-New South Wales border and Chinchilla in south-west Queensland. At the 
end of 1997, SU Queensland employed 54 Chaplains, including two in primary schools. 
Clearly, during the period 1990-1997, the numerical growth in chaplaincies associated 
with SU Queensland was substantial (Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1 Number of Chaplains employed by SU Queensland 1990-1997 
The novelty of state school chaplaincy—at least in all states apart from 
Victoria— t^ogether with its rapid development and expansion in four Australian states 
aroused my interest. What is the nature of state school chaplaincy? Why has state 
school chaplaincy experienced significant growth and development? These two broad 
questions gave rise to this investigation, which focuses on the Queensland situation and, 
in particular, chaplaincy services associated with SU Queensland. 
In this chapter I briefly introduce the topic and sketch my own background in 
relation to the topic. I outline the aim of the investigation, its conceptual structure, 
significance, and my theoretical orientation. I provide details of the research design, and 
discuss design issues and specific methods. I conclude with an overview of the thesis 
structure and glossary of terms. 
My background and choice of topic 
My interest in state school chaplaincy began in the early 1990s when my husband, 
Tony, was appointed as first Chaplain at Yeppoon State High School. His appointment, 
in April 1992, was the first made by SU Queensland to a school outside south-east 
Queensland. It was a full-time position. It was one of only two SU Queensland 
appointments in 1992, the other one made due to a vacancy arising at Mitchelton State 
High School in Brisbane. The appointment was made during a period when the 
Queensland Government imposed a moratorium on the establishment of new state 
school chaplaincy services, apart from any approved prior to the moratorium. The 
Yeppoon chaplaincy was one of these. Tony served as Chaplain until the end of 1994. 
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In 1995, I became my local church's representative on the Rockhampton 
Northside Chaplaincy Committee and, at the end of 1996, its Chairperson. Its first 
Chaplain was appointed in 1997. Presently this Local Chaplaincy Committee (LCC) is 
responsible for two Chaplains ministering in two state high schools and a special school 
in North Rockhampton. 
My interest and involvement in Christian ministry m state schools goes back 
much further. As a new teacher at Blackwater State High School in 1973-74,1 became 
involved in SU Queensland's schools ministry, due to the influence of a colleague who 
led the school Inter-School Christian Fellowship (ISCF) group. In 1974, my husband 
and I attended the first of many Scripture Union holiday camps as adult leaders. In 
1975, when transferred to North Bundaberg State High School, I established an ISCF 
group there. Schools continued to play an important part in my life even when I was no 
longer working as a teacher. During the period 1984-91,1 conducted weekly RE lessons 
at primary and secondary schools in Rockhampton and I led two primary ISCF groups. 
During the period when my children attended state schools, I was involved in numerous 
school committees, at both operational and strategic levels, and represented the schools 
and district on various regional Queensland Department of Education forums. More 
recently, my involvement with state schools has been via the LCC. 
Tony and I have been involved as voluntary workers and supporters of the 
Scripture Union (SU) movement since 1974. Furthermore, Tony was employed by SU 
Queensland for 6 years during the 1980s as Coordinator of SU ministries in Central 
Queensland. 
This brief account reveals why I am interested in the topic and why, in part, I 
may be considered as an insider with respect to chaplaincy in state schools and with 
respect to the SU movement. The investigation has been conceived, planned and 
conducted with academic rigour and integrity, openness and honesty, and by means of 
research design and methods appropriate for the topic. My aim in conducting this 
investigation (which is outlined in the next section) is not to serve the interests of any 
particular stakeholder or group of stakeholders. 
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Aim and conceptual structure 
The overall aim of this investigation is to understand, in relation to the contribution of 
various stakeholders, the nature and development of chaplaincy services in Queensland 
state schools. The research explores the many and varied issues relevant to the 
establishment and operation in nine secondary schools of chaplaincy services associated 
with SU Queensland as the employing authority. 
To achieve this aim, I have used issues as the conceptual structure and issue 
questions as primary research questions to focus the study (Stake, 1995). The main 
issues became apparent as the study proceeded, and my research questions were refined 
and rephrased in view of this. The over-arching issue question became 
How can the nature and development of chaplaincy in Queensland state schools 
be understood in terms of the contribution of key stakeholders (individuals, 
groups and organizations)? 
The main issue sub-questions are 
1. How do stakeholders' perceptions of their role and the roles of significant others 
in the development (establishment and operation) of chaplaincy services at either 
state or local level, compare with their roles as documented in chaplaincy 
services definitions, policies, procedures and guidelines? 
2. Is there agreement among stakeholders (at state and local level) regarding the 
aims of chaplaincy services and the role of Chaplains? 
3. With respect to chaplaincy services presently operating in Queensland state 
schools, what evidence is there to support the claim that Chaplains are needed in 
state schools? 
4. What is the nature of state school chaplaincy as an occupation and what are the 
important issues for stakeholders in relation to employment of Chaplains? 
5. Are present defmitions, policies, procedures and guidelines for chaplaincy 
services in Queensland state schools appropriate m terms of the nature and 
development of state school chaplaincy as revealed in this investigation? 
Other questions cover the need for information: for description, analysis and 
interpretation of the case data (Appendix l .n . Stake (1995) calls these topical 
information questions. The main topical information questions were devised early in the 
research process. However, the structure of these topics allowed many sub-questions to 
be added as the investigation progressed. 
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Significance 
This investigation is significant for a number of reasons. It aims to contribute to 
knowledge about the topic, inform policy-makers, investigate the worth of chaplaincy 
services in state schools, inform stakeholders and practitioners and, in a wider context, 
contribute to Australian social and religious history. 
First, it appears that state school chaplaincy in Queensland is not well known nor 
sufficiently understood among individuals and groups associated with state schools and 
churches in Queensland. From a survey of the literature it is evident that chaplaincy in 
state schools in Australia has received little attention fi-om researchers. This study, the 
first of its kind, gives the topic due consideration through systematic, in-depth 
investigation over an extended period of time. It is one attempt to fill a perceived gap 
and contribute to knowledge and understanding of the topic. In addition, the findings of 
this study reveal important issues for consideration by stakeholders and areas for fiirther 
research. 
Second, this investigation will provide policy-makers in government and non-
government organizations much-needed information. Qualitative research such as this is 
highly relevant to the information needs of policy-makers at various stages in the 
policy-cycle: policy formulation, policy implementation, and policy accountability 
(Rist, 2000, p. 1003ff). During policy formulation, policy makers need information that 
helps them better understand the issue, or issues, in relation to the phenomenon (e.g., 
What is the phenomenon? Is it larger, smaller or the same as before? Has its nature 
changed? Does it have the same target population as before? etc.) and information that 
reveals what programs are currently operating (e.g.. How long did they last? Were they 
successful? What level of funding was required? Who was involved? etc.). On the basis 
of what is known about previous efforts, policy-makers choose among present-day 
options. Information about the developmental aspect of the phenomenon is highly 
relevant for decision-making at this stage of the policy-cycle. In relation to policy 
implementation, qualitative research can provide invaluable information about the 
implementation process per se (i.e., what is actually happening "on the ground"), 
whether definitions, policies, procedures and guidelines are appropriate to the current 
situation, and about how the various stakeholders regard their role in the process of 
implementation. Finally, with respect to policy accountability, qualitative research can 
reveal both anticipated and unanticipated outcomes, changes in understandings and 
perceptions of the phenomenon or policy over time, and importantly, the wider 
educational, social and political impacts of the phenomenon. 
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Third, this study investigates the worth and necessity of chaplaincy services in 
Queensland state schools. There is clearly a need for more support personnel in state 
schools, as evidenced by Queensland Government initiatives in the 1990s such as the 
funding and provision of School-based Nurses and School-based Police Officers in 
schools across the state. Chaplains provide a unique and valid support service. 
Importantly, they provide assistance to individuals or groups in the school community 
who seek help on a voluntary basis. Chaplains' efforts are focused on spiritual, moral 
and ethical issues and concems, an area in which there is a definite lack, especially 
considering the inadequacy of Religious Education in Queensland state schools overall. 
Fourth, there is likely to be enormous stakeholder interest in the outcomes of an 
investigation such as this. Individuals currently employed as Chaplains in Queensland 
state schools, or those who seek employment as Chaplains, comprise one such 
stakeholder group. Many individuals and groups presently contribute to chaplaincy 
services at a local level (e.g., individual donors, members of LCCs, schools, local 
churches. Parents' and Citizens' Associations, businesses, industry, service clubs). Their 
contribution is considerable in terms of time, effort or money. SU Queensland also has a 
huge investment in chaplaincy in Queensland state schools. Not only does it have a 
huge financial investment and responsibility, but also its reputation depends largely on 
how local stakeholders perceive its performance as an employing authority. Education 
Queensland also has an interest in chaplaincy services because, although it does not 
presently contribute any funds, it endorses the work of Chaplains and benefits greatly 
fi-om their presence in state schools. Finally, organizations involved in training of 
individuals for chaplaincy ministries generally are another stakeholder group. 
Fifth, this investigation is significant in that it examines in detail a phenomenon 
that has spanned a period of over ten years in Australia's recent social, political and 
religious history. While state school chaplaincy is not unique to Queensland, its history 
and "flavour" in this state are distinctive. As Breward (1993) pointed out in relation to 
Australian Christianity, there are distinct differences between the various states and 
territories and each one has a unique religious history. 
Finally, this investigation comes from an evangelical perspective. Piggin (1996) 
claims there is a great need for studies of Australian religious history from an 
evangelical perspective. He argues that a significant minority of Australian Christians 
are evangelicals, and evangelicalism has made a considerable contribution to the 
shaping of Australian history. As will be shown, the nature and development of state 
school chaplaincy in Queensland owes much to evangelical Christians. 
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Theoretical orientation 
In relation to the ontological issue (i.e.. Does this phenomenon of chaplaincy exist apart 
from human perceptions of it?), my assumption is that the phenomenon exists in the 
minds of people, but it also exists in the objective world outside people's minds (e.g., 
through social institutions, norms, pattems of events, etc.). As a researcher, therefore, I 
attach considerable importance to people's words and ideas and the issues they raise. 
However, I also attach importance to information obtained through material sources 
(e.g., documents, surveys, checklists). This is shown by the way in which I have 
designed and conducted the investigation (e.g., sources of data, methods of data 
collection and data analysis). 
In relation to the epistemological issue (i.e., How can I come to understand the 
phenomenon?), my assumption is that the process of imderstanding or making meaning 
of the phenomenon involves the process of theory and model building on the part of the 
researcher (cf Miles & Huberman, 1994; Kraft, 1979). hi the words of Krafl: 
We perceive data in terms of some combination of the theories that we have 
been taught and the theories that we construct. We never see that data except 
through such grids or filters as "dim images" (1 Cor. 13:12). We cannot now see 
as God sees—objectively, as things really are. (p. 28) 
The position I take is one of intersubjectivity (Potter, 1996), which means that as a 
researcher I can never be purely objective (just as participants and stakeholders can 
never be purely objective), but I can at least show that people share interpretations. My 
overall aim is to develop an interpretation of the phenomenon based on an analysis of 
data obtained from a variety of sources. Like all interpretivists, as Schwandt (1994) put 
it, I affirm "the permanence and priority of the real world of first-person, subjective 
experience" and yet, in true Cartesian fashion, I endeavour "to disengage from that 
experience and objectify it" (p. 119). This written account, in essence, is my 
interpretation of the phenomenon. The methods of data collection and analysis I have 
employed in this investigation are in keeping with this interpretive approach. 
In relation to the axiological issue (i.e.. What is the interconnected role of ethics 
and values?), I contend that all social research is value-laden and that the researcher, 
participants and stakeholders alike have their own biases and prejudices. As a 
researcher, I believe it is important to make these biases and prejudices clear (e.g., as 
indicated in the section on my background and choice of topic). In taking an 
interpretivist approach to inquiry, I endeavour to understand the phenomenon from the 
perspective of the participants and stakeholders. My written account, therefore, includes 
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extensive quotes using the words of participants and stakeholders, numerous 
descriptions that aim to bring to life the complex social world of the participants, and 
analysis and interpretation that is open-minded, truthful and fair. 
Design approach 
The basic design for the investigation is the case study. Design decisions were governed 
by the overall aim and research questions, together with personal and practical purposes. 
A case study may be based on qualitative or quantitative data and methods, or some 
combination of both (Yin, 1989; Merriam, 1988). In this investigation, while both were 
used, a qualitative approach predominated. 
A qualitative approach is appropriate for research such as this that aims to 
understand something, gain insight into what is going on and how it is happening 
(Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Bogdan & Biklen, 1998), As is typical of a qualitative 
approach, the overall design was emergent and responsive (Merriam, 1988). I did not 
embark upon the investigation with preconceived ideas about how it would proceed. 
While I submitted a plan and timetable as part of my research proposal, these were not 
"set in concrete" but flexible and subject to change. As the investigation proceeded, 
concepts and issues arose from the data and led to more refined and specific questions 
(Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Stake, 1995). The strengths of this approach derive from 
its focus on specific situations and people, inductive logic, concern for process, 
emphasis on words rather than numbers and a concem for meaning (Maxwell, 1996, pp. 
17-20; Bogdan & Biklen, 1998, pp. 4-7). 
A qualitative case study is appropriate for research that places an emphasis on 
interpretation (Stake, 1995) and where the desired end-product is an interpretive account 
(Merriam, 1988; Tesch, 1990). Here, the focus of the investigation (the case) is the set 
of chaplaincy services utilizing SU Queensland as employing authority. While it is a 
single case, it involves a number of sub-units, or separate programs, at various sites and 
is thus a multi-site case study (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998; Merriam, 1988). 
A qualitative case study was chosen for personal and practical reasons. First, my 
previous experience as a researcher—I conducted an in-depth investigation of the 
Department of Education (Queensland) Years 1-10 Mathematics In-service Project in 
the Central Region in 1991 for the research degree of Master of Education 
predisposed me towards a qualitative approach, in spite of its lack of specific rules and 
procedures, its ambiguity, and the possibility of lengthy engagement (Creswell, 1994). I 
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was keen to go into the field, to interact with participants, to try to see things from their 
perspective. Second, a qualitative case study best addressed the practical purposes of 
this investigation. One practical purpose is to inform and influence policy-makers. 
Another practical purpose is to promote understanding and greater awareness amongst 
other researchers, practitioners, stakeholders and the public at large. A case study based 
on a qualitative approach is likely to suit such diverse audiences. In short, the 
investigation is a longitudinal, multi-site, qualitative case study of nine state school 
chaplaincy services utilizing SU Queensland as employing authority. 
Design issues 
§ SAMPLE SELECTION 
The selection of sites was purposeful, rather than random or representative, and I used 
maximum variation sampling to obtain diverse examples (Patton, 1990). At the end of 
1997, the population comprised 54 chaplaincy services, with more than 90% in 
secondary schools. Chaplaincy in primary schools was in its infancy. Thus, I decided to 
include only secondary school chaplaincies in the sample. A number of considerations 
with respect to the school, the LCC, and the Chaplain govemed the final choice. 
Sites were selected to provide greatest potential for revealing factors that shaped 
the development of chaplaincy services associated with SU Queensland. For schools, 
location (metropolitan or non-metropolitan), size, and cultural mix of student population 
were considered. Another important practical consideration was the school's 
accessibility. For LCCs, time of establishment, the Chaplain's employment status (full-
time or part-time), and number of schools serviced by the LCC were considerations. For 
Chaplains, gender, age, teaching experience (or lack thereof), denomination, and length 
of time in the job were the main considerations. At the beginning of 1998, taking into 
account all these considerations, and with the assistance of the (then) SU Queensland 
Chaplaincy Coordinator, Karen Schaffer, eight sub-units were chosen. The sample 
comprised eight schools, six LCCs and seven Chaplains (Table 1.1). 
As expected, the nature and composition of the case and the features of the sites 
changed as the investigation proceeded. The SU Queensland Chaplaincy Coordinator, 
Karen Schaffer, resigned and was replaced by Andrew McCafferty in November 1998. 
Two Chaplains resigned during the course of the investigation. One, a part-time 
Chaplain, was replaced. The other, a Chaplain employed full-time and serving two 
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schools each in a part-time capacity, was replaced by two full-time Chaplains at each of 
the schools. Changes to employment arrangements affecting the sample occurred at two 
other schools during 1999. One part-time Chaplain had his or her days reduced from 2.5 
to 1.5 days per week and entered a job-sharing arrangement with a second Chaplain 
appointed to the school. A full-time Chaplain went on leave and was replaced by a 
person on a temporary basis. 
Table 1.1 Features of the sample at January 1998 
Site 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
( 
Location 
metro 
metro 
metro 
metro 
non-metro 
non-metro 
non-metro 
non-metro 
School 
Size 
1000-
1500 
<1000 
<1000 
>1500 
<1000 
1000-
1500 
1000-
1500 
<1000 
Cultural 
mix 
medium 
high 
high 
medium 
low 
low 
low 
low 
LCC 
Establishment Status 
4 years 
3 years 
3 years 
3 years 
5-6 years 
4 years 
3 years 
3 years 
part-
time 
part-
time 
part-
time 
full-
time 
part-
time 
time 
part-
time 
part-
time 
Schools 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Gender 
male 
male 
female 
female 
female 
male 
male 
Age 
group 
40-44 
20-24 
25-29 
25-29 
35-39 
35-39 
35-39 
Chaplain 
Teacher 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
no 
yes 
no 
Denom-
ination 
AOG 
Baptist 
Uniting 
Anglican 
COC 
Brethren 
AOG 
Time m i 
job I 
< 1 year 
< 1 year 
3 years 
1-2 years 
< 1 year 
< 1 year 
1-2 years 
One other change—deliberate on my part—was made to the sample. In 1999,1 
added a chaplaincy service newly established at a non-metropolitan school, in order to 
explore how a pioneermg Chaplain settled into his or her role. Thus, by the end of 1999, 
the sample had changed to that summarized in Table 1.2. It comprised nine schools, 
seven LCCs and 13 Chaplains (only 11 are shown because 2 had been replaced). 
Site 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
Location 
metro 
metro 
metro 
metro 
non-
metro 
non-
metro 
non-
metro 
non-
metro 
non-
metro 
Table 1.2 
School 
Size 
1000-
1500 
<1000 
<1000 
>1500 
<1000 
1000-
1500 
1000-
1500 
<1000 
<1000 
Cultural 
mix 
medium 
high 
high 
medium 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
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Features of the sample at December 1999 
LCC 
Establishment 
5-6 years 
5 years 
5 years 
5 years 
7-8 years 
5-6 years 
5 years 
5 years 
< 1 year 
Status 
part-
time 
part-
time 
part-
time 
part-
time 
part-
time 
part-
time 
part-
time 
full-
time 
full-
time 
full-
time 
full-
time 
Schools 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
Gender 
male 
male 
female 
male 
female 
female 
female 
male 
female 
male 
male 
Age 
group 
35-39 
20-24 
25-29 
45-49 
25-29 
20-24 
35-39 
35-39 
35-39 
35-39 
35-39 
Chap] 
Teacher 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
lain 
Denomin-
ation 
Independent 
(Pentecostal) 
Baptist 
Uniting 
Independent 
Anglican 
Uniting 
COC 
Brethren 
AOG 
Churches of 
Christ 
Presbyterian 
11 
Time in 
job 
< 1 year 
2-3 years 
5 years 
< 1 year 
2-3 years 
< 1 year 
2-3 years 
2-3 years 
< 1 year 
< 1 year 
< 1 year 
§ RESEARCHER ROLE 
In conducting this investigation, my role as a researcher was crucial in relation to entry, 
reciprocity, and ethics (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). 
At the outset, I had to gain approval from SU Queensland. In October 1997, I 
informed Dr Jim Rawson, SU Queensland's State Director, of my proposal to study 
chaplaincy in Queensland state schools and sought his approval to focus on chaplaincy 
services utilizing SU Queensland as the employing authority. After reading my 
proposal, Dr Rawson gave his approval and assured me of SU Queensland's support. In 
particular, he gave me permission to liaise with the SU Queensland Chaplaincy 
Coordinator prior to and during the investigation. In approaching SU Queensland, it was 
advantageous that I knew Dr Rawson and others in the organization and that there was 
already a relationship of mutual trust. 
Importantly, I had to gain ethical clearance from The University of Queensland 
Behavioral and Social Sciences Review Committee prior to conducting the research. 
Since the investigation involved people, the Committee had to be assured of 
participants' informed consent (including genuine voluntary participation and the right 
to withdraw at any time), confidentiality of individual data and records during and after 
the investigation, and anonymity in the publication of any results and in the publication 
of the written account of the investigation. Ethical clearance was obtamed early in 1998. 
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Chaplains were contacted initially via telephone, and the proposed research 
explained to them. Each person I contacted agreed to participate. At the first meeting, I 
provided an Information Sheet and answered any queries regarding the research. Each 
person signed a Consent Form indicating his or her willingness to participate. 
Negotiations with Chaplains were not one-off events, however, but occurred 
periodically over 2-3 years. For example, dates and times for interviews and school 
visits had to be continually negotiated (and re-negotiated). Chaplains are busy people 
and some work only part-time in the school. I had to be flexible and patient, but also 
persistent. I was well aware that gaining their cooperation and respect was essential for 
the research process. 
Two key groups of "gate-keepers" were School Principals and LCC 
Chairpersons. Entry to schools was negotiated with the Principals. Permission to liaise 
with the LCCs was sought from the LCC Chairpersons. Contact was first made via 
telephone. Next, I wrote giving details of the proposed investigation, formally 
requesting permission, either to visit the school periodically or to attend LCC meetings. 
I also requested one interview per year with each School Principal and LCC 
Chairperson. I made contact with them in 1998, 1999, and (for some) in 2000. 
When I began in 1998, I planned to collect data only from Chaplains, School 
Principals, LCC Chairpersons and committees. Since Chaplains are employees of SU 
Queensland (not the Department of Education) and they work in schools by agreement 
with Principals, my involvement in the schools was negotiated at a local level only. 
However, in 1999, because of emerging issues and the need for further topical 
information, I decided to collect data from students and staff involved in, or connected 
with, the chaplaincy service. For this reason, permission to extend the research in this 
manner was sought and obtained from the Queensland Department of Education. With 
the approval of the Principals, Chaplains were asked to record (anonymously) data 
about all pastoral contacts they made with students and staff in first term 1999. Further 
to this, at the end of 1999, I interviewed students, individually or in small groups, at 
most sites. These students knew the Chaplain well and a number of them were student 
representatives on LCCs. Their participation was voluntary and they understood the 
nature of the research and the risks and obligations involved. For students under 18, 
parental consent was obtained. A Consent Form was provided for signing by the student 
and the student's parent or guardian. 
Contact with the Chaplains and others at the sites did not end with the 
completion of the bulk of data collection at the end of 1999. For example, in mid-2000. 
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I forwarded a copy of my report on the pastoral care contact survey to each site, SU 
Queensland, REAC, and the Department of Education. In my opinion, it was important 
as a matter of courtesy to keep in contact with Chaplains and school, LCC and SU 
Queensland personnel throughout the investigation. 
Data transformation 
Data transformation describes the combined processes of data collection and data 
analysis (Wolcott, 1994). Whilst data transformation begins with data collection, once 
some data is at hand, analysis begins and continues throughout the period of data 
collection. Analysis simply becomes more intensive once all the data is in. As is typical 
of qualitative research, collection and analysis of data occurs simultaneously, the whole 
process being recursive and dynamic (Merriam, 1988). The term data analysis in this 
context describes the entire process of "doing something" with data that has been 
collected. In what follows I describe in tum the processes of data collection and data 
analysis as they applied in this investigation. 
§ DATA COLLECTION 
In this investigation I relied heavily upon qualitative data obtained from interviews and 
documents. I supplemented these data with quantitative data obtained via a survey, a 
checklist and official statistics. Figure 1.2 shows how I integrated qualitative and 
quantitative data during data collection. Qualitative data were collected continuously; 
quantitative data collection came in "waves". The purpose of the survey was to test 
(deductively) hypotheses arising (inductively) from analysis of qualitative data, and to 
obtain data from a large number of sites. The purpose of the checklist was to provide 
systematic and detailed information on a specific topic (pastoral care). 
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wave 1 
QUANTIXATIVE 1998 survey 
wave 2 
checklist 
QUALITATIVE continuous fieldwork.. 
wave 3 
/ \ / \ / \ 
1999 survey 
Figure 1.2 
Integration of quantitative and qualitative data during collection 
(adapted from Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 41) 
Qualitative data 
Interviews were the main source of qualitative data. Interviews were important for three 
reasons. First, they gave opportunity for participants to express their views on a variety 
of topics; second, they were a source of historical information; third, they provided 
information about what I would not have been able to observe or discover for myself 
I used both formal and mformal interviews. Formal interviews were 
prearranged; informal interviews were spontaneous and generally occurred during 
school visits or by telephone. Formal interviews were semi-structured. Questioning was 
essentially open-ended in initial interviews but became more focused and direct as the 
investigation proceeded. Formal interviews made use of interview guides to help me 
obtain comparable data across sites. Sample interview guides are included in Appendix 
1.2. Informal interviews were conversational. Formal interviews were conducted with 
Chaplains, School Principals (or Deputies), LCC Chairpersons, students and SU 
Queensland staff Informal interviews took place with Chaplains, current and former 
school staff (Prmcipals, Deputy Principals, teachers), various LCC persormel and SU 
Queensland staff A number of informal interviews were conducted in 2000 with former 
LCC members and school and church personnel. 
Most interviews were with individuals. For formal interviews with individuals, I 
recorded the text in hand-written form, wherever possible word for word. From previous 
experience, I found this to be a satisfactory method of recording interview data. In my 
opinion (based on past experience), tape-recording interviews tends to make them stilted 
and inhibits the flow of conversation. For informal interviews, such as telephone 
conversations, I took only notes. As soon as possible after each interview I read and 
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word-processed the transcript or notes. Interviews with students were with individuals 
or groups of two or three. I tape-recorded these interviews, to ensure I did not miss 
anything that was said (particularly in group interviews) and to free me to observe non-
verbal cues and, where appropriate, group dynamics. 
Table 1.3 summarizes formal interviews conducted in 1998 and 1999 with 
School Principals and Deputies, students, LCC Chairpersons and Chaplains at each site. 
Table 1.4 summarizes interviews (both formal and informal) conducted in 2000 with 
school and LCC personnel in connection with the establishment of chaplaincy services 
at the various sites. 
Table 1.3 Formal interviews in 1998 and 1999 
\ 
: Site 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
School 
PrincipalTDeputy 
1998 1999 
/ / 
/ V^ 
/ / 
/ / 
/ • 
/ / 
/ 
StudeQt(s) 
1998 1999 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
J 
LCC 
LCC Chairperson(s) 
1998 
w 
/ / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
1999 
if: 
J 
/ 
•4 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Chaplain(s) 
1998 
/ / / / 
/ / / / 
/ / / / 
/ / / 
/ / / 
/ / / / 
/ / / / 
1999 
• • • / 
/ / / 
y / / ( / ) 
/ / / ( / ) 
/ y / 
/ • / 
yyyj^ 
Note: Each ^ indicates one interview; {•/) indicates a written response 
Table 1.4 Formal and informal interviews in 2000 
Site 
Scliool Personnel LCC Personnel 
Current Former Current Former 
Prmcipal/ „ , Prmcipal/ ^ , ™, • 
_ r^ Teacher _ "V Teacher Chair Deputy Deputy Member Chair Member 
A 
B 
C 
/ 
• 
/ 
• 
Note: Each •/ indicates one interview 
/ 
D 
E 
F 
6 
H 
I 
Other sites 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
# 
/ 
/ 
• 
/ 
/ 
/ 
y / 
/ / 
/ 
/ 
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Documents were an important source of qualitative (and quantitative) data, 
providing new or confirmatory information about people, places, events, numbers, dates 
and times. They comprised personal and official documents. Personal documents 
included letters, notes, e-mails, faxes, newsletters or reports obtained from Chaplains, 
School administrators, LCC personnel, and SU Queensland staff. Official documents 
included intemal documents and extemal communication from government 
departments, schools, churches, organizations (e.g., SU Queensland) and groups (e.g., 
LCCs). Examples of intemal documents are letters, minutes of meetings, memos, 
reports and policy documents. Examples of extemal communication are yearbooks, 
annual reports, newsletters, media releases, newspaper reports, school magazines, 
brochures and advertisements. 
Quantitative data 
The Chaplain Satisfaction Survey^, which surveyed all Chaplains employed by SU 
Queensland, was administered in May 1998 and May 1999. The 1999 survey form is 
found m Appendix 1.3. I conducted the survey in successive years, so that 1999 results 
could be compared with those obtained in 1998, and similarities or differences noted. Its 
overall purpose was to compare fmdings obtained from the sample with those obtained 
from the population of Chaplains. The survey aimed to ascertain what was important to 
Chaplains and how well Chaplains considered they and their chaplaincy were 
performing. It comprised two parts, each with 50 items (or indicators), covering four 
facets of a Chaplain's role: personal (items 1-8), school (items 9-35), LCC and local 
churches (items 36-44), and SU Queensland (items 45-50). Part A required Chaplains to 
rate, on a scale of 1-6, the importance of each item; Part B required Chaplains to rate 
their chaplaincy's performance for each one of the same items. Prior to administering 
the survey, two Chaplains pre-tested the survey instrument. While there was a need to 
rephrase several items, overall, the instrument seemed satisfactory. I used the Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences {SPSS) Version 6.0. for data analysis. Importantly, each 
year I received expert advice and assistance from Dr Dieter Kotte (Intemational 
Consultant for Educational Testing and Measurement, Hamburg, Germany) in analysing 
the data and interpreting the fmdings. Reports of the survey results each year were 
forwarded to Chaplains, School Principals, LCC Chairpersons and SU Queensland staff 
The 1999 report is found in Appendix 1.4. 
' The idea for this survey came from the Employee Opinion Benchmark (© Rodski Faalls McGowan Pty 
Ltd, 1997), which I had undertaken as a TAFE employee in 1997. 
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In 1999, seven Chaplains agreed to collect information about pastoral care 
contacts they made during first term. The purpose of the Pastoral Care Record Schedule 
(Appendix 1.5) was to obtain detailed information about the nature, scope and extent of 
the support Chaplains provide. A prototype was trialed by Chaplains over a 2-week 
period and minor adaptations made. Chaplains reported the checklist to be user-friendly: 
easy and quick to use. In particular, one Chaplain collected data throughout the whole 
year, allowing a detailed profile of his role and activities to be constructed. Data were 
analysed by means of the SPSS program, the focus being on descriptive statistics. 
Reports of findings from each site were forwarded to Chaplains, schools and LCCs in 
September 1999. A report on findings from the site where the Chaplain collected data 
throughout the whole year was finalized by April 2000. A modified version of this 
report. Profile of a State School Chaplain, was distributed more widely. 
Official statistics were another major source of quantitative data. The sources for 
these descriptive statistics were organizations such as SU Queensland, schools and the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics. These sources provided important demographic 
information about the Chaplains, LCCs, schools and the localities covered by the study. 
§ DATA ANALYSIS 
Data analysis comprised a number of overlapping and recurrent procedures—data 
management, reading and annotating, describing, classifying and connecting, 
representing and visualizing—and finally the production of this written account. 
Throughout, I used QSR NUD*IST 4 (Non-numerical Unstructured Data, Indexing 
Searching and Theorizing—^NUD*IST for short), a computer program dedicated to 
qualitative data analysis. NUD*IST was particularly usefiil in helping me manage the 
enormous quantity of data. In addition, it served important analytical purposes. As 
Fielding and Lee (1998) point out, distinctions between so-called clerical tasks of data 
management and analytical tasks of data transformation are somewhat artificial (p. 60). 
From the early stages of data management, use of NUD*IST forced me to think about 
relationships in the data and likely categories. 
NUD*IST helped me set up the case study database (Yin, 1989) or case record 
(Merriam, 1988). Its document system stored imported (on-line) documents (e.g., the 
text of an interview) and extemal (off-line) documents (e.g., the text of a newspaper 
article). Its index system stored categories {^'nodes'"). Text units (e.g., a single interview 
question or paragraph) were "coded" by assigning them to categories. NUD*IST 
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enabled me to organize nodes into a flexible hierarchy or "tree", a process which 
facilitated a logical approach to data management. 
Reading and annotating were on-going analytical procedures that helped me 
absorb and reflect upon the data (Dey, 1993). NUD*IST helped considerably. It enabled 
me to "get close to the data" through immediate and easy access to text in documents 
through the document browser and text coded at nodes through the node browser. 
Importantly, I was able to move easily between the two via hypermedia techniques 
(Richards & Richards, 1991, p. 45). Documents could be read in their entirety or 
searched for particular words or phrases via text search tools (which I used extensively 
throughout the entire analytical process). NUD*IST enabled ideas to be recorded as 
memos attached to documents or at nodes. Inserting the date and time in memos assisted 
in tracking progress. In addition, by using NUD*IST, I was able to produce, edit, save 
and print reports on documents, the index system, or memos at any time during analysis 
without affecting the project database. 
NUD*IST enhanced the core qualitative data analysis procedures of describing, 
classifying and connecting. In a qualitative case study, description is important as it 
reveals the context of the case: participants, setting, people's perceptions, intentions and 
actions and a chronology of events. Classification involves fracturing the original data 
and bringing them together again in new units called categories (Maxwell, 1996; Dey, 
1993). Importantly, these conceptually derived categories were data-driven and not 
imposed on the data prior to collection. The flexibility of NUD*IST allowed categories 
to be added or deleted, renamed, redefined, split apart or joined, or rearranged in the 
hierarchical tree. Figure 1.3 shows an early template (or tree root and main branches) I 
used. The base data node contained factual information about each school, interviewee, 
chaplaincy service and SU Queensland. The case data node stored the entire case record 
including information from each site. The third node, issues, stored categories derived 
from analysis of the case record. 
BASE 
DATA 
ROOT 
CASE 
DATA 
ISSUES 
Figure 1.3 Early tree diagram for the case study 
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Connecting data is a contextualizing strategy (Maxwell, 1996) that helped me 
see the data in context, rather than in fractured form. A very real danger in classification 
is loss of context. However, according to Richards and Richards (1991), NUD*IST's 
hypermedia facility helps overcome this danger by allowing continual exploration of the 
index system and its theoretical context, while maintaining links to data in their original 
context. A potential danger in a multi-site case study such as this is for the researcher to 
focus on the separate sites and fail to retum to the larger unit of analysis (Yin, 1989). 
Cross-site analysis, assisted by NUD*IST's index search tools, helps overcome this 
difficulty by identifying major issues and pattems across the entire case. 
Representing and visualizing data helped to show connections between 
categories and to simply analysis. Throughout the entire analytical process, I made 
extensive use of tables, graphs and models. Many of these form the basis of the 
numerous tables and figures in this thesis. 
The end product of analysis is this written account. The structure of the thesis 
reflects the emergent nature of the research design and the developmental nature of the 
phenomenon I investigated. As to the conceptual structure of the investigation, I found 
that using issue questions (although more difficult than simple questions) forced me to 
maintain an issues focus throughout the writing process. The thesis shows my concem 
for people, process, and context. The extensive quotes aim to give a sense of reality and 
humanity, a sense that this account is their story, not mine. The thesis contains no 
literature review per se. Instead, the main issues arising from the analysis of data are 
discussed in relation to relevant theory and other research fmdings, chapter by chapter. 
Validity 
The important issue of trustworthiness in this investigation is addressed by procedures 
that aim to increase the probability that credible fmdings will be produced. The 
investigation involved prolonged engagement, accurate and complete recording of 
interview data, and use of multiple sources of data and methods. Throughout the 
investigation, I made use of peer debriefing with my supervisors, the SU Queensland 
Chaplaincy Coordinator, and my husband (a former teacher and Chaplain). I obtained 
assistance from an expert in the field of educational evaluation and measurement in 
connection with the statistical analysis of quantitative data. Member-checking— 
soliciting feedback from participants and other stakeholders about data, analysis and my 
interpretation—was on-going. 
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According to Fielding and Lee (1998), using computer software such as 
NUD*IST enhances the acceptability and credibility of qualitative research. There is 
transparency of method: It is explicit, systematic, and well documented. Both the 
process and product of the research is open to scrutiny. Moreover, data can be submitted 
to secondary use, analytic (re-)assessment of the research can be made through audits or 
replication, and it greatly assists in rigorous searching for and examination of both 
supporting and discrepant evidence. 
Overview of the thesis 
In this chapter, I have provided a brief introduction to the topic and detailed information 
about the nature and scope of the investigation. I have outlined the aim and conceptual 
structure of the investigation, its significance, my theoretical orientation, the research 
design and key design issues. I have explained in detail data collection and data analysis 
methods and addressed the important issue of validity. 
Throughout this thesis all Bible quotations are from the Holy Bible: New 
International Version (1973/1978/1984). Because of the time period covered by the 
investigation, in this thesis I generally use the former name for Education Queensland 
(i.e.. Department of Education, Queensland). Longer quotations (of 40 words or more) 
from primary data sources are presented m a smaller font (size 11) than the remainder of 
the text; longer quotations from secondary data sources are presented in normal (size 
12) font. Apart from chapter 1, each chapter concludes with a summary and discussion 
of the main issues arising from the analysis of data in the chapter. Chapter 1 concludes 
with a glossary of key terms used in the thesis. 
Chapters 2-3 focus particularly on the development of chaplaincy in Queensland 
state schools. In chapter 2,1 trace the historical development of chaplaincy services in 
Queensland state schools at state level, from tentative beginnings in the early 1970s 
until their emergence proper in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In Chapter 3,1 focus on 
the development of chaplaincy at a local level, outlinmg how, why and by whom 
chaplaincy services came to be established at the nine selected sites during the 1990s. 
Chapters 4-7 deal mainly with the nature of chaplaincy in Queensland state 
schools, although developmental aspects are included. Chapter 4 focuses on the aims of 
chaplaincy services, both official and unofficial, according to the main stakeholders: the 
Department of Education, schools, LCCs and SU Queensland. Chapter 5 focuses on the 
role of the Chaplain, as documented, and as implemented at four selected sites. In 
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chapter 6, I concentrate on the pastoral role of the Chaplain, presenting data from all 
selected sites, but focussing especially on Chaplains at four sites (not the same ones as 
in chap. 5). Chapter 7 addresses the many issues surrounding state school chaplaincy as 
a vocation, issues relevant to Chaplains and prospective Chaplains, and employers, 
supervisors and trainers of Chaplains, and others employed in similar Christian 
ministries. 
Chapter 8 focuses on the central issue of ownership of state school chaplaincy in 
Queensland, an issue linked to both the nature and the development of chaplaincy in 
Queensland state schools. It is an issue that concems the Department of Education and 
the Queensland Government, SU Queensland, LCCs, schools, local churches and local 
communities. The thesis concludes with a brief section outlining key issues for 
consideration or further research, based on findings in this investigation. 
Glossary of key terms 
The following definitions are found in the Department of Education Manual (DOEM), 
1992/1996/1998: 
Chaplain refers to a person who is approved and appomted by a local chaplaincy 
committee to provide chaplaincy services on a regular basis within a school. 
Chaplains work in a school with the agreement of the Principal. 
Chaplaincy services refers to voluntary arrangements in Queensland state schools 
through which members of the school community may gain access to 
educational activities as well as other forms of support in relation to spiritual, 
ethical and religious matters. 
Employing Authority refers to the organisation which is accredited by the Minister for 
Education and which has the responsibility for the employment conditions, 
payment of salary and attention to the industrial and professional needs of 
particular Chaplains in Queensland state schools. 
Local Chaplaincy Committee refers to the body, established and approved by the 
school Principal, through which religious societies and denominations work with 
the school community to provide the chaplaincy services in that school. 
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Helpers, hindrances, hiatus 
In this chapter I outline the historical background to the state-wide development of 
chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools. While I cover a period from the early 
1970s until the late 1990s, I focus on the latter part of this period, the late 1980s when 
SU Queensland became involved. I examine the role in this development of individuals 
and groups representing SU Queensland, RE teams, churches, schools, professional 
associations and the Queensland Department of Education. The historical information in 
this chapter is presented under three thematic headings: helpers, hindrances and hiatus. 
The chapter concludes with an examination of the key issues that emerged, particularly 
in relation to SU Queensland's involvement in the establishment of chaplaincy services. 
Helpers 
A number of individuals and groups made significant contributions in the 1970s and 
1980s to the early development of chaplaincy in Queensland state secondary schools. 
Most of these people were involved in school Religious Education (RE) programs at the 
time. They included school personnel responsible for RE, local church representatives 
on RE teams, and parachurch organizations such as SU Queensland. Dissatisfaction 
with current RE programs (or their demise altogether), coupled with the feh need for a 
Christian presence in state high schools, led a number of schools and RE teams to 
propose a different model for RE, associated with the appointment of a "Chaplain" at 
the school. It was m the late 1980s that SU Queensland was asked to help manage two 
of these nascent chaplaincy appointments. 
In this section, I examine the role of these strategic helpers—^(E teams and 
school personnel, SU Queensland through its Christian Option team, voluntary 
Chaplains, early employers of salaried Chaplains— i^n the embryonic development of 
chaplaincy in Queensland secondary schools. 
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§ RE TEAMS AND SCHOOL PERSONNEL 
The emergence of chaplaincy in Queensland state secondary schools is linked 
inextricably with the system of RE that existed in these schools in the 1970s and 1980s. 
Two Department of Education research surveys, in 1977 and 1981, revealed the current 
level of provision of denominational RE in Queensland state primary and secondary 
schools. 
According to the 1977 survey report (Varley, 1980), approximately 75% of 
primary pupils, 70% of secondary students and 62% of students in secondary 
departments received some form of RE from denominational representatives. Most 
primary pupils received lessons on a weekly or fortnightly basis. Thirty-one per cent of 
secondary students, however, received lessons less frequently than monthly and often 
irregularly. RE personnel comprised clergy, members of church staff, lay volunteers and 
some class teachers. The majority of persons conducting RE lessons were lay 
volunteers. There was a trend towards interdenominational grouping of students for RE 
lessons. 
The report of the 1981 survey (Campbell, 1983) shows that the overall level of 
services provided by denominational representatives had changed little since 1977. In 
1981, approximately 82% of primary pupils, 75% of secondary students and 76% of 
students in secondary departments had some form of RE. A comparison of the 1977 and 
1981 figures for the levels of student receipt of lessons shows that there was a tendency 
for consolidation in primary schools in Years 2-7 and a decline in secondary schools, 
systematically decreasing across Years 8-12, and a particular decline in Year 12. In 
1981, the majority of primary pupils had weekly lessons, while approximately 59% of 
secondary students had lessons on either a monthly or less than monthly basis 
(compared with 31% in 1977). Lay volunteers were still the most common persons 
conducting RE lessons. The 1981 study showed that clergy, rather than lay volunteers, 
took the major workload in secondary schools. An important finding in 1981 was that 
approximately one-third of all RE personnel were engaged in some form of 
interdenominational, or cooperative, teaching. 
As shown by these research fmdings, and widely recognized by school and 
church persormel, RE in secondary schools m the 1970s and early 1980s was in decline. 
As early as 1971, the Queensland Government had commissioned the Gutekunst Inquiry 
to examine RE in state schools. While the inquiry report was not published and its 
results not made public (Department of Education, Queensland, 1984, p. 20), it appears 
that RE in Queensland state schools at the time was found to be seriously deficient, hi 
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1975, the Queensland government acted by establishing the Religious Education 
Curriculum Project (RECP). The Religious Education Advisory Committee (REAC), 
chaired by Mr W.L.Hamilton, Deputy Director-General of Education, was set up to 
oversee the project. This project, which spanned 12 years, had a major impact on RE in 
Queensland. The RECP team developed a syllabus, provided curriculum materials for 
use by all denominations, developed and implemented RE teacher in-service programs, 
conducted pilot programs and supported the development of cooperative RE programs. 
In the meantime, in the 1970s and 1980s, a number of schools, churches, and 
parachurch organizations like SU Queensland took a proactive approach to tackling the 
"RE problem". A number of examples are included here. 
In the early 1970s, Miami State High School conducted an experiment that 
aimed to improve the school RE system (Callinan & Lally, 1976). This experiment in 
ecumenical RE was linked to the school's new pastoral care system. The pastoral care 
groups, averaging 20 to 25 students, were homogenous with respect to school Year level 
but heterogeneous with respect to sex, academic performance and social background. 
After discussions between the school administration and the visiting clergy, all but one 
of the clerics agreed to experiment with a new RE system. The school's pastoral care 
groups became the units of RE, and the traditional role of the visiting clergy as 
"instructors" became one of discussant and co-explorer of problems defined as relevant 
and meaningful by students. Visiting clergypersons had contact with different pastoral 
care groups each week. Overall, students' attitudes to RE improved as a result of the 
new system and members of clergy found the new system more satisfying than the 
former one. Further, along with this ecumenical approach to RE, a "chaplaincy service" 
operated at the school from 1970-72 (Callinan & Lally): 
Under this scheme the clergy rostered themselves so that there would be at least 
one of them available every lunch hour. The Chaplain was given a room and 
students were advised every moming as to which clergyman would be available. 
There was marked contrast in the number of "clients" a particular cleric would 
attract. Those who attracted few or none became despondent. On the other hand 
it should be noted that a few clerics remarked that some of their best contacts 
were made in the school grounds, (p. 52) 
This so-called chaplaincy service was discontinued due to lack of patronage within the 
school and pressure of work on the clergy outside the school. This service, established 
as an addend to the school RE program, had a limited life under this scheme. 
In 1981, MacGregor State High School in Brisbane put forward an innovative 
proposal—new to the Queensland state school system—to employ a full-time RE 
teacher at the school in the following year (Colbert, 1981). According to the proposal. 
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this person would have to be a teacher eligible for registration in Queensland. The then 
Deputy Principal—a Christian—strongly supported the proposal and put his energies 
behind it (Joint Churches' Chaplaincy Committee [JCCC], n.d.). As was typical of 
many secondary schools in Queensland at the time, RE classes had ceased because of 
lack of volunteer teachers, subsequent large classes and ensuing discipline problems 
(JCCC). Thus, in early 1981, a Board of Christian Education comprising representatives 
from local churches, teachers of the school and parents was set up to develop and 
implement the proposal. Perhaps the most notable feature of the proposal was that the 
program was to be totally devoted to "Christian" RE and the teacher appointed would be 
called a Christian Education Teacher (CE Teacher). The program however, while 
distinctively Christian, would be non-denominational and utilize Religious Education 
Curriculum Project (RECP) materials. Besides teaching, the Board expected the CE 
Teacher to have a counselling role with both students and staff and be a liaison person 
between local churches and the Board (Colbert, 1981, pp. 40-41). One major obstacle to 
the proposal was the legislation at the time that made provision for a person conducting 
RE classes to be present in a school for at most one hour per week. Thus, the Board had 
to make its own negotiations with the Department of Education to gain approval to 
place a full-time RE teacher in a Queensland state school. Approval was gained and the 
CE Teacher was appointed at the beginning of 1982. Arguably, this was a prototype of a 
Chaplain. 
§ SU QUEENSLAND'S CHRISTIAN OPTION TEAM 
Another development in the 1980s in secondary RE was Christian Option (CO), a 
program introduced into Queensland schools by a team from SU Queensland. It was 
modelled on the SU schools program of the same name developed by Ron Buckland in 
Tasmania and which had been operating in secondary schools in that state since 1977 
(Rossiter, 1981, p. 155). In 1984, after several years of planning and after gaining 
Education Department approval, SU Queensland trialed CO in a number of Queensland 
secondary schools in the Brisbane area. It comprised a team of two SU Queensland stafl" 
members both registered teachers—who were invited into the schools to conduct the 
four-week program. Wherever possible, the CO team worked within the existing RE 
structure. The purpose of CO was "to clearly explain the Christian gospel to high school 
students (and probably teachers), and to demonstrate how the Christian faith can be 
examined intelligently at any level, in any subject area and will stand the tesf (Scripture 
Union of Queensland, 1984, February-March). 
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Dr Jim Rawson, SU Queensland's State Director (1972-2000), explained in a 
1999 interview that the CO program "was designed to share with students the Christian 
option, as opposed to any other option". Each program included four aspects (a) RE 
lessons (gospel clarification), (b) voluntary lunch-time meetings, (c) integration of the 
Christian viewpoint within other subjects (e.g., History, Science, Citizenship Education, 
English), and (d) a weekend camp for interested students, staff and clergy at the end of 
the 4-week period (Scripture Union of Queensland, 1984, February-March). With 
respect to (b), SU volunteers—generally teachers on staff—had been conducting such 
meetings (under the "Crusaders" banner) in Queensland schools since 1930. In the 
1980s, these meetings were part of the activities of Inter-School Christian Fellowship 
(ISCF), which had groups in hundreds of Queensland state schools and was recognized 
by the Department of Education (1986, November 14). With respect to (d), SU 
Queensland had been operating holiday camps for school students since 1930. What 
was new for SU Queensland through CO was its involvement m school RE and, as the 
opportunity arose, the general curriculum. CO programs were conducted in secondary 
schools, mainly in Brisbane and south-east Queensland, over a period of 7 years. 
SU Queensland's involvement in secondary school RE programs through CO 
planted seeds of interest for its later involvement in school chaplaincy. Keith Drinkall, 
SU Queensland's Secondary Schools staffworker, was the driving force behind the CO 
program and one of the members of the first CO team. In a 1998 interview, Keith 
Drinkall recalled the impact CO had on the students and on the SU staff involved: 
It was a two-man team, one month per school, teaching RE every day. . . all day . . . 
nmning ISCF and limchtime programs and finishing with a camp. It was basically RE 
plus voluntary Christian programs plus camping. . . . The problem was that we were 
there for a month, then gone. Therefore we believed we should have someone in the 
schools full-time. We didn't think of chaplaincy at that stage. 
Jim Rawson explained the problem to me: "It awakened thmgs in kids' lives . , . kids 
felt cared for. Then we abandoned them. We left. We couldn't give them any ongoing 
care. So that disturbed us." The main problem with CO, from SU Queensland's 
perspective, was the lack of ongoing support for students who were contacted during the 
month-long programs at the schools and durmg the follow-up camps. Richard Jessup, 
SU Queensland's Chaplamcy Coordinator (1992-1995), explained to me that chaplaincy 
was later considered to be a solution to this problem: 
It was a natural progression of the CO program. It [CO] had a "shelf-life". Keith 
thought: If only you could put a person in a high school . . . someone who would be 
accepted as one of the staff... someone to be relational... someone to give access for 
the kids . . . to hear the message of Christ... to be there for the kids. That was the goal. 
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§ VOLUNTARY CHAPLAINS 
In the 1980s, a number of Queensland state secondary schools were utilizing the 
services of so-called Chaplains, generally local ministers of religion who volunteered 
their services on a part-time basis. Burridge (1991) documented a number of these 
situations. Three examples are included here. From 1984 until 1990, at Wynnum State 
High School and Wynnum North State High School in Brisbane, a local pastor visited 
each school 2 days per week during the lunch hours. This person was available for 
counselling and was also involved in the school RE program. At Rockhampton State 
High School, commencing in 1988, a local pastor attended the school from midday one 
day a week. The main function of this chaplaincy program was counsellmg. There was 
no RE program operating at the school at the time. Occasionally, the Chaplain (a 
registered teacher) was mvited by staff to have input mto specific curriculum areas. The 
voluntary Chaplam was a member of the school's Human Relationships Education 
Consultative Committee. In 1988, at Springwood State High School, a Bible-College 
trained layperson was appointed by the local Ministers' Fratemal as an honorary 
Chaplain to serve the school on a full-time basis. The person's duties included 
counselling, coordination of the school RE program, tutoring, involvement m extra-
curricular activities and leading the school ISCF group. 
In 1985 the Queensland Department of Education officially acknowledged the 
involvement of Chaplains in Queensland state schools. The 1985 Policy Statement 2A 
Religious Education in Schools included a statement about the appointment of school 
Chaplains (Department of Education, Queensland, 1985, March 22): 
In addition to the teaching of religious education, the churches have sometimes 
arranged with a school for one or more persons to serve as Chaplams during the 
lunch hour or at other times. This is a matter of local arrangement between a 
school and the denominations. The major concem would be that the safeguards 
be observed that apply to religious education generally, in terms of religious 
groups not misusing this access to students. 
In some areas, particularly where the churches have not been able to 
provide volunteer teachers, arrangements are being made to employ a person as 
a religious education teacher serving a range of denominations. By local 
negotiation, that person may be given recognition as part of the school staff. At 
present, however, there is no provision for the employment of such persons by 
the Department of Education. 
Thus, while the involvement of school Chaplains was acknowledged by the Education 
Department in 1985, there existed no legal provision for their appomtment until 1989. 
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§ EARLY EMPLOYERS OF SALARIED CHAPLAINS 
Meanwhile, a number of Queensland state schools had salaried Chaplains by the end of 
the 1980s (Burridge, 1991; JCCC: n.d.). One of the first schools to have a salaried 
Chaplam was Craigslea State High School in Brisbane. A person was appointed to this 
part-time (3.5 days per week) position in September 1987 under the auspices of the 
school RE Committee. The committee, consisting of representatives of several 
denominations—^Anglican, Assemblies of God, Baptist, Catholic and Unitmg 
churches—was responsible for managing and fundmg the position. The Chaplain's role 
description was determined by the RE Committee in conjunction with the School 
Principal and comprised social work and counselling as well as teaching in and 
coordinatmg the cooperative RE program. In April 1988, another Brisbane 
school—Everton Park State High School—had a person appointed as a part-time 
salaried Chaplain. Once again, the Chaplain was appointed by the school RE Committee 
and funded by the local churches. A further example is provided by the chaplaincy 
model that evolved at Mansfield State High School m Brisbane from 1987. The 
appointing body was the local Ministers' Fratemal. The person appointed on a part-time 
basis was a Youth Minister at a local Anglican church, St Bartholomew's, which 
considered the school position as part of its ministry. Thus, this position was sourced 
and funded by the Anglican Church. The person's duties included teaching in and 
coordinatmg the school's cooperative RE program (3 hours per week) and offermg peer 
support and counselling (12 hours per week). 
SU Queensland's initial mvolvement in state school chaplamcy came about as a 
resuh of a request for assistance from Bmce Dobbin, a Pastor at Stafford North Baptist 
Church m Brisbane. This church, one of the local churches supporting the Chaplains at 
Craigslea State High School and Everton Park State High School, was the employer of 
the two Chaplams on behalf of the respective committees (Burridge, 1991, p. 3). In this 
arrangement, a smgle local church administered the chaplaincy service(s). Bruce 
Dobbin approached SU Queensland because he considered it was m a better position 
than a local church to admmister state school chaplaincy. First, it had Education 
Department approval to conduct religious activities m state schools (Department of 
Education, Queensland, 1986, November 14); and second, it had in place administrative 
arrangements appropriate for employing Chaplains in state schools. Keith Drinkall told 
me how he first responded to the request: "I went to the Education Mmister to see what 
was possible: to see what was the Department's attitude. We were a bit scared, but there 
were no negatives." 
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Commencing m May 1989, Jim Rawson and Keith Drinkall, representing SU 
Queensland, visited leaders of Queensland churches to talk about state school 
chaplaincy. They met with leaders from the Baptist Union, Churches of Christ, 
Salvation Army, Catholic Church, Uniting Church of Australia, Presbyterian Church of 
Queensland and Assemblies of God. However, at that time, they failed to make contact 
with the Anglican Church, as the Brisbane Diocese was in the process of appointing a 
new Archbishop at the time. This was an unfortunate omission, as later events revealed. 
It was not until 2 years later, in May 1991, that they met with the new mcumbent. 
Archbishop Peter HoUuigworth. By the end of May 1989, Keith Drinkall and Jim 
Rawson had visited the majority of church leaders in Queensland, "testing the waters" 
in relation to state school chaplaincy and SU Queensland's involvement in it. 
Keith Drinkall recognized the potential of chaplaincy for relevant on-going 
Christian ministry in state schools. He pursued the idea. According to Richard Jessup, 
"It was Keith's vision. . . . His vision was to take the gospel to every secondary student 
in Queensland, in a contemporary way and a relational way. Keith said, 'It's a big 
dream.'" Keith Drinkall put forward a proposal for state school chaplaincy to SU 
Queensland Council (Drinkall, 1989, June). In relation to this proposal, Keith explained 
to me, "We wanted an SU model that compared with CO: with educational credibility, 
evangelical in nature, but not evangelistic, and supported by all churches." The SU 
Queensland Council agreed in principle. He was given the go-ahead to develop the 
proposal on behalf of SU Queensland. 
However, what precipitated immediate action by SU Queensland was a large 
donation ($42,000) from a member of a Brisbane Assemblies of God church, "ear-
marked" for state school chaplamcy. In particular, the money was offered on the proviso 
that a chaplamcy service be established by SU Queensland within the year in the local 
area. Jim Rawson explained how SU Queensland responded to this challenge: 
That got us going. With that money, we were able to bring other churches on board. We 
were able to appoint the first full-time Chaplain . . . at Mitchelton. Very rapidly, other 
chaplaincies came on board. Within a year, there were ten, including the two initial 
ones. They decided it was better to have someone else do all the administration. 
With the Education Department's approval, SU Queensland appointed Melissa 
Anderson as part-time Chaplain at Kelvm Grove State High School on 13 March 1990 
and Michelle Salm as its first full-time Chaplam at Mitchelton State High School on 23 
April 1990. Table 2.1 shows SU Queensland's first 10 chaplamcy appointments, made 
in the period 1990-1991. 
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Table 2.1 SU Queensland's first 10 chaplaincy appointments 
Start Date 
13/03/90 
23/04/90 
04/06/90 
21/01/91 
21/01/91 
21/01/91 
21/01/91 
21/01/91 
21/01/91 
08/04/91 
Chaplain 
Melissa Anderson 
Michelle Salm 
Paul Tuxworth 
Jo Gottle 
Joh Knijnenburg 
Dave Underbill 
Brett Gottle 
Jonathan Sargeant 
Adam Pike 
Bruce Green 
School 
Kelvin Grove State High School 
Mitchelton State High School 
Craigslea State High School 
Albany Creek State High School 
Dakabin State High School 
Everton Park State High School 
Sandgate State High School 
The Gap State High School 
Wynnum State High School 
Caboolture State High School 
In March 1990, Keith Drinkall framed a general model for chaplaincy in 
Queensland state secondary schools. Its essential features were 
1. 
2. 
3. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
That Chaplains be employed by SU Queensland on behalf of the local 
participating churches. 
That a local chaplaincy committee drawn from participating churches and an SU 
Queensland representative be responsible, in agreement with SU Queensland, for 
the day-to-day operations of the Chaplain and act as a reference body for and 
support to the chaplain. 
That a specific statement of aims, objectives and methods of operation be jointly 
developed by the school, the chaplamcy committee and SU Queensland for each 
chaplaincy. 
That applicants be sought by extensive advertismg. A selection committee 
comprising two local church and two SU Queensland representatives be set up to 
facilitate the selection process. 
That the Chaplain be responsible to the School Prmcipal in matters relating to 
school administration, the local committee m matters relatmg to day to day 
operations and liaison with local churches and SU Queensland m matters 
relating to employment. 
That chaplamcy duties always include: coordinatmg of and involvement m the 
school RE program, counselling, mvolvement with ISCF or other Christian 
groups withm the school, disciplmg young Christians and buildmg bridges to 
local churches, liasmg with and regularly visiting participatmg churches, 
involvement in other school activities. 
That Chaplains meet regularly for trammg and fellowship and attend one SU 
Queensland traming conference annually. 
That monies for salaries be raised by local churches and forwarded to SU 
Queensland as tmstee. Salaries to be paid fortnightly. Full-time positions are 
preferred. 
That Chaplains report to the local churches' chaplaincy committee. 
That the performance of the Chaplain be reviewed annually. 
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This model (hereafter called the SU model), together with a suggested time-lme (Time 
Line for Beginning Chaplaincies, August 1990), was offered to local churches, under the 
auspices of Scripture Union-ISCF. The timeline revealed SU Queensland's emphasis on 
local church mitiative m the establishment and management of chaplamcies, and the 
role of SU Queensland in plannmg and makmg appomtments: 
1. Discussion between SU and individual local churches re chaplaincy proposal. 
2. Acceptance of SU proposal by meeting of local clergy and other interested 
parties. 
3. Formation of a local committee and election of chairman. Local committee to 
include agreed representation from local Christian churches and a representative 
from Scripture Union. 
4. School administration approached by committee or SU to confirm that a 
Chaplain may be appointed. 
5. Local committee and SU agree to local "Basis of Agreemenf including 
acceptance of salary and conditions package (part-time or full-time), and level of 
payment from local churches. 
6. Payment of monies to SU should begin. Money is credited to committee account 
pending appointment of Chaplain. 
7. Local committee meet regularly to decide materials for RE use, program and 
style of chaplaincy envisaged. 
8. Interview committee formed— t^wo local committee representatives and two SU 
representatives. 
9. Position advertised in papers and through church avenues. Replies to come to 
SU—application papers sent and completed. 
10. Initial interview by SU to estimate general suitability of applicants—report made 
to local committee. 
11. Local committee mstructs selection committee to interview applicants— 
interview(s) follow. 
12. Local committee selects suitable Chaplam from interviews, and proposed 
starting date. 
13. SU Council approve appointment provided normal conditions met. 
14. Chaplam appomted jomtly by SU and Chaplaincy Committee. 
15. Induction arranged at school and at Chaplam's home church. 
The SU model and the timelme were generally well received by school and local church 
personnel. 
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Hindrances 
Here I examine further the historical background to the development of chaplaincy 
services in Queensland state schools. Particular attention is given to the issues that 
emerged as chaplaincy services were established in the early 1990s according to the SU 
model and utilizing SU Queensland as the employer. This examination reveals that, 
throughout this period, SU Queensland experienced a number of obstacles as it 
endeavoured to assist local churches and committees to establish chaplaincy services. 
§ CRITICISM BY THE CHURCHES 
SU Queensland's proposal to assist local churches in establishing state school 
chaplamcy services met with criticism from leaders or representatives of collective 
bodies of a number of Queensland churches. 
Misgivings were first voiced by the Head of the Anglican Church m 
Queensland. The Anglican Archbishop of Brisbane, The Most Reverend Peter 
Hollingworth, in a letter to parishioners (5 September 1990), made the following 
statement about Chaplains in state high schools: 
There is a growing practice of bodies like Ministers' Fratemals to enter into 
agreements to employ "chaplains" to undertake education and other duties on a 
locally agreed basis in State High Schools. 
The Youth Unit of St. Francis' College has some concems about some of 
these models of chaplaincy and wishes to suggest that there are some Education 
Department guidelmes that have been laid down by the State Government. 
Before entermg mto any such arrangements it is important that parishes 
consult with the Diocesan Youth Officer . . . m order to examine all the various 
options and to avoid entermg mto arrangements which may raise serious 
questions about theological emphases, education curriculum and various other 
extra curricular activities which some of these outside bodies may impose, 
thereby producing other hidden costs. 
While the Archbishop was careful not to mention SU Queensland, his statement seemed 
to be a wammg to Anglicans agamst accepting chaplaincy models such as the one 
proposed by SU Queensland. 
The Unitmg Church, at its December 1990 meetmg of the Queensland Council 
of Synod, passed several resolutions m relation to state school chaplamcy, revealing its 
concem about SU Queensland's involvement. An mformation sheet on state school 
chaplaincy—for Parish Mmisters and Councils of Elders—was issued by the 
Department for Mission and Parish Services of the Uniting Church m January 1991. The 
resolution most relevant to SU Queensland was 
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That the Synod indicate to parishes that whilst it notes the developments 
regarding state school chaplaincy in relation to Scripture Union, and the 
involvement of Unitmg Church parishes in SU Chaplaincies, it does not give the 
Scripture Union model any preferred status at this time. 
Another resolution passed by the Council of Synod was to establish a Jomt Churches 
Chaplaincy Committee (JCCC) with representatives of the Anglican and Catholic 
Churches. The aim of the committee was to assist the churches by making further 
investigations into state school chaplaincy. 
Members of the JCCC met with SU Queensland representatives—Keith Drinkall 
and Jim Rawson—in early 1991. Accordmg to a letter dated 22 January 1991, the 
churches represented on this committee—Anglican, Uniting and Catholic—shared a 
number of similar concems about the SU model. The committee sought mformation 
from SU Queensland with respect to the progress of its chaplaincy appointments at that 
time. The purpose of the first meeting and the information requested was "to help the 
JCCC decide whether to seek to work with Scripture Union in relation to chaplaincy or 
whether instead to establish a jomt churches alternative" (quoted from the above-
mentioned letter). 
Indeed, the JCCC put forward its own model for chaplaincy in Queensland state 
schools. The draft proposal (JCCC, 1991, April 15) was discussed by members of the 
committee together with representatives from SU Queensland at a meeting held on 15 
April 1991. The major areas of discussion, according to the notes on the meetmg, 
related to (a) the role of the Chaplain, particularly with respect to RE coordination and 
teachmg, and (b) accountability. With respect to (a), Tim Keating, Education Officer for 
RE m State Secondary Schools (Catholic Education), had recently written to SU 
Queensland (19 March 1991) expressing concem on behalf of Catholic Education 
regarding SU sponsored chaplamcies. 
For Catholic Education, the major concem was the mamtenance of a truly 
cooperative, ecumenical RE program at schools where the mam role of the Chaplain 
was coordinating and teachmg m the school RE program. For the JCCC, the major 
concem was for the employment of a suitably qualified person where the Chaplam was 
to have a major input into the school RE program. With respect to (b), it was clear from 
the draft proposal and the ensumg discussion that the JCCC favoured a chaplaincy 
model similar to that operatmg under the auspices of the Churches' Commission on 
Education (CCE) m Western Australia. The committee advocated two Imes of 
accountability—^both "hierarchical"—one being the churches line and the other the 
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Education Department Ime. Local accountability was not favoured (JCCC, 1991, April 
15): 
Neither line termmates at the local level. Chaplains are subject to the School 
Principals, who are in tum subject to authorities beyond themselves. Chaplains 
work under the auspices of local churches formed mto some kind of local 
committee for the purpose, but individual churches may operate with a non-
independent or non-congregational polity, and therefore will mvolve church 
officials who have more than local concem. In addition, it may be that some 
overall facilitating/managmg body operates for a number of local chaplamcies. 
(p. 4) 
Instead, the JCCC mamtained that fmal accountability must be with the central 
authorities of both church and state. Arguably, this position was based on the fact that 
the three churches represented on the committee themselves have hierarchical 
organizational structures. Ironically, while clearly rejecting that a parachurch 
organization (such as SU Queensland) act as an employer of state school Chaplams, the 
JCCC proposed the establishment of a central representative inter-church body as the 
employer of Chaplains. Such a body, comprised of members of various churches, would 
effectively be another parachurch organization. Final authority would still not rest with 
the Heads of Churches (where such hierarchies exist). These two issues remamed 
unresolved for some time to come. Discussions between the JCCC and SU Queensland 
extended over several meetings up until July 1991. 
The JCCC continued its investigation into state school chaplaincy. In August 
1991, the JCCC was adopted as a working party of the Churches' Education Committee 
responsible to the Heads of Churches (Anglican, Catholic, Uniting and Lutheran). A 
research assistant, Judith Zeller, was appointed by the committee to investigate the 
operation of a sample of diverse chaplaincies in Queensland, Victoria and Western 
Australia. One outcome of her work was the booklet Models of Chaplaincies Operating 
in Queensland State High Schools (JCCC, n.d.) outlinmg chaplaincy services operating 
m five Brisbane schools in 1991. Two of these chaplaincy services were associated with 
SU Queensland. The fmdings of Judith Zeller's research did nothing to alleviate the 
JCCC's concems regarding the SU model of chaplamcy. In a paper written for the 
Heads of Churches, the JCCC Chairman, Reverend John Noble (1991, November 22), 
posed major objections to the SU model and to SU Queensland's mvolvement m state 
school chaplaincy in general. Objections were based on (a) a fear of proselytizing by 
over-zealous Chaplains-^articularly those from "fiindamentalist" churches—^mvolved 
m cooperative RE programs, (b) a perception that SU Queensland was seeking a 
monopoly for itself with respect to chaplaincy in Queensland state schools, (c) the fact 
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that the SU model was cost-free, makmg it more attractive to the government, (d) the 
requirement that Chaplams employed by SU Queensland have to subscribe to SU's 
doctrinal basis, and (e) apprehension that Chaplains appointed by SU Queensland would 
be drawn from churches other than mainline ones. The JCCC still preferred the Western 
Australia model, where a central jomt body comprismg representatives of the churches 
and the government was responsible for managing state school chaplaincy. 
One other Queensland church body publicly expressed concem about SU 
Queensland's mvolvement in chaplaincy. In 1991, at The Presbyterian Church of 
Queensland Assembly, the issue of chaplaincy was raised in relation to the broader topic 
of RE in state schools. According to the Assembly '91 Highlights (Percy, 1991) 
In recent years Chaplains have been appointed to state schools (particularly high 
schools) with a view to ministering to students. Some school communities have 
made joint arrangements with Scripture Union to appoint these chaplams. The 
Assembly noted with concem the following reservations concerning Chaplains 
in Queensland state schools appointed by Scripture Union. 
1. Chaplains are to be 35 years and under. 
2. The Reformed Faith may not be upheld in this programme. 
3. Persons of the Reformed Faith may not be acceptable for a chaplaincy 
appointment. 
4. Such a programme may be the first step in the removal of Religious 
Education as we know it from Queensland state schools. 
Keith Drinkall wrote to the Presbyterian Church in defence of SU Queensland, 
addressing the issues raised by the Assembly (K. Drinkall, correspondence, July 16, 
1991). In part, he wrote 
My overwhelming concem is that all this uiformation is disseminated without 
any reference to any local committee, involved Presbyterian Minister or to SU 
who admmisters the program. Please let us not be those who spread discord 
amongst brothers. Christian work becomes very difficult when those spreadmg 
the rumours are your own brothers in Christ. 
I am hopeful that some statement can be made to Presbyterian churches 
to alert them to the real situation. This should be done after consultation with 
ministers mvolved in local committees or with ourselves. 
The Presbyterian Church made fiirther mvestigations into chaplamcies coordmated by 
SU Queensland. In November 1991, the Commission of Assembly acknowledged that 
the Assembly had erred by failing to investigate the matter sufficiently at the outset. It 
issued a memorandum to all Presbyteries and Kirk Sessions in Queensland (K. J. 
Gardner, correspondence, November 18, 1991) addressmg each of the original issues in 
a more positive light and apologizmg for any hurt that had been caused (implicitly to 
SU Queensland). 
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§ PROCRASTINATION BY THE STATE 
The 1989 Education Act provided the legal basis for the appointment of Chaplains in 
Queensland state schools. In this Act, school chaplaincy was permitted as an approved 
religious activity that takes place m a state school. The Education (General Provisions) 
Act, 1989, Section 30, and its accompanymg regulations (Part IV), made provisions for 
RE in terms of "right of entry" instruction by denominational representatives, selected 
Bible lessons by class teachers in primary and special schools, and altemative 
instruction for students withdrawn from these activities. These provisions were, in 
essence, the same as in the State Education Acts (Amendment Act) of 1910. The 
Department of Education Manual outlined policy and procedures for the implementation 
of the 1989 provisions as well as "other activities related to religion that may take place 
in state schools". These other activities mcluded school chaplaincy. 
In 1989, there were still no specific Departmental policies and procedures or 
guidelmes govemmg state school chaplaincy in Queensland. The state RE Consultants, 
under the auspices of the state REAC, sought to rectify this predicament. A draft. 
Guidelines for Chaplaincy in Queensland State Schools, was prepared m October 1989. 
However, these guidelines were not approved by the Education Department. 
With the mcreasing number of appomtments of salaried Chaplams by SU 
Queensland m the period 1990-1991, the state authorities came under mcreasing 
pressure to take an active role in this development and clarify the Department's position 
on chaplaincy. Finally, on 30 August 1991, the Department of Education approved the 
establishment of a Working Party to examine all aspects of chaplaincy services in 
Queensland state schools. 
The Workmg Party, chaired by Brian Rout (Assistant Director, Key Leammg 
Areas, Studies Directorate), was broadly representative of professional educators' 
associations (State School Prmcipals, Secondary School Prmcipals, State High School 
Deputy Prmcipals, Associate Admmistrators, Special Education Admmistrators, 
Guidance and Counsellmg), parents through the Queensland Council of Parents' and 
Citizens' Associations (QCPCA), and teachers through the Queensland Teachers' Union 
(QTU) with two representatives. The Workmg Party mcluded one representative each 
from REAC and SU Queensland. Keith Drmkall was SU Queensland's representative. 
Eleven groups were represented on the Workmg Party. Its terms of reference were 
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1. to consider whether there is any role for chaplamcy services in 
Queensland state schools, particularly in light of relevant legislation, the 
role of Guidance Officers and the evolving role of counsellors and/or 
social workers; 
2. to identify and examine all issues relating to the present practice and 
possible future development of chaplaincy services in Queensland state 
schools; 
3. to make recommendations to the Executive Management Committee 
about any policy formulations considered necessary m regard to 
chaplaincy services in state schools; and 
4. to present an interim report in October 1991 and final Discussion Paper 
in December 1991. 
The first meetmg of the Working Party was held on 14 October 1991. Participants were 
asked to respond to the following questions: 
Should chaplaincy in state schools be allowed to continue? 
What are the political, philosophical, social and operational implications of 
chaplaincy services in state schools? 
What mformation is available about parent and community attitudes to 
chaplaincy services in schools? 
Which of the different models of chaplaincy services currently operating in 
Queensland schools are judged to be appropriate/inappropriate? 
Are any features of chaplaincy arrangements m other states (e.g. Victoria and 
Western Australia) appropriate for Queensland? 
What might be the relationships between a chaplaincy service and other 
student/teacher counselling/guidance services within and/or available to 
schools? 
What might be the relationships between a chaplaincy service and other 
components of a school's religious education program? 
What would be the appropriate roles and responsibilities of Departmental 
personnel and committees at a school, regional and Central Office level if 
chaplaincy services were to be supported? 
Prior to the second meeting on 11 November 1991, written submissions were invited 
from each participating organization, highlighting issues, concems and any preferred 
operational model of chaplaincy services in state schools. The JCCC also submitted a 
report (J. A. Noble, correspondence, November 11, 1991). Reverend Garth Read, 
Executive Officer, Studies Directorate, prepared a summary of all submissions. 
There was clearly general support for Chaplains and chaplaincy services in 
Queensland state schools from all groups represented (except the QTU). Submissions by 
the Queensland Guidance and Counselling Association Inc. (QGCA), the QCPCA, the 
JCCC and the QTU are highlighted here. The QGCA had no objections to Chaplains 
working in schools and considered that students would benefit from having "a range of 
trusted adults from whom they can choose if seeking assistance". However, the QGCA 
had a professional concem (m line with the QTU stance) that 
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Chaplams should not be considered as social workers, guidance personnel, 
teachers or replacements for or extensions of any professional personnel which it 
is the responsibility of the State government to provide. 
The QGCA viewed the SU model favourably, but sought clarification of the role of 
Chaplains with respect to (a) their counselling function, and (b) particular operational 
issues. The QCPCA submitted that its policy clearly stated that "the appointment of 
schools Chaplams is encouraged" and that "all schools [should] make religious 
education available to all students". Its submission emphasised the benefits of 
partnership between the school and the local community and proposed that all 
stakeholders (parents, students, teachers) be mvolved in the establishment and 
mamtenance of school chaplamcy services. The JCCC's submission to the Workmg 
Party, while indicatmg general support for the concept of state school chaplamcy, 
focused on its concems about the present operational models. It included a list of what 
the JCCC considered as desirable aspects of the operation of chaplamcy: 
Local management committees in which all the major stakeholders, local and on 
a wider basis may participate. 
A central mdependent facilitating/managing body available to assist local 
committees in matters of the practicalities of employment, salary, etc. The 
Western Australian, "Churches' Commission on Education" would seem to be a 
good model for this. 
A variety of acceptable models according to local need in accordance with 
agreed guidelines, especially regarding the fundamental purposes of chaplaincy. 
Clearer guidance from the Queensland Education Department via amendments 
to the Regulations and Guidelines. 
Clear lines of accoimtability for the Chaplains' work. 
Equitable decision-making and appointment procedures in which all 
participating churches may have confidence. 
The JCCC's submission formed the basis of Reverend John Noble's (1991, November 
22) paper to the Heads of Churches (referred to earlier). It mcluded a report on the 
responses by the various groups contributmg to the Working Party. It highlighted the 
QTU's opposition to chaplaincy and viewed this as a major obstacle to the development 
of a broad-based official chaplaincy service. 
The QTU's objections were many. On a philosophical basis, it objected to the 
concept of a Chaplam as part of a secular school system and also to what it considered 
as the sectarian and proselytising nature of the SU model. On a legislative basis, it 
objected that the role of Chaplains in state schools exceeded that authorized for 
representatives of religious sects in the 1989 Education Act. On a professional basis, the 
QTU's objections were related to a concem that Chaplams who were not employed by 
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the Department may usurp the roles of Departmental specialist staff or teachers, perform 
duties for which they were not qualified and, by so doing, lower the standard of 
educational and social welfare services in state schools. The QTU had a number of 
objections based on industrial issues where the Chaplam was not an employee of the 
State Government. The QTU continued to oppose the concept of chaplaincy throughout 
the duration of the Working Party and called on the Education Department to reject the 
Working Party's final recommendations. Further to this, in line with its stance on 
chaplaincy, the QTU sought substantial changes to the draft Policy and Procedures 
document put forward by the Working Party. 
The life of the Working Party extended beyond the time line set in the original 
terms of reference. In fact, the group met on eight occasions between October 1991 and 
July 1992. The Interim Report and Recommendations was made available by 12 
December 1991. As well as a number of issues and concems, it identified a number of 
questions requiring legislative and legal clarification and recommended that these 
questions be submitted to the Corporate Services Dhectorate for a response. It also 
recommended that the Working Party continue to meet in first semester 1992, with a 
further report and recommendations by April 1992. This time-line was also extended. 
Hiatus 
The seemmg continual development of chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools 
during the 1990s was, instead, marked by hiatus: a major intermption, lengthy delays 
and a significant disruption. These disturbances were, at times, experienced publicly 
and, at other times, behmd the scenes. First, in 1992, there was a total halt, a 
moratorium imposed by the State. Second, delays and setbacks were common 
experiences throughout the period 1993-1994. The Education Department was in the 
process of formulating guidelines for the operation of chaplaincy services and 
guidelines for the accreditation of employing authorities while the QTU continued to 
voice its opposition to chaplaincy services that are exclusively Christian. Last, in 1995, 
a significant disturbance occurred when SU Queensland's involvement in chaplamcy 
became the subject of a media debate. The Heads of four Queensland churches put SU 
Queensland under increasing pressure to engage in discussions with the churches in 
order to resolve the ongoing chaplaincy debate. 
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§ MORATORIUM 
In April 1992, because of on-going discussions regardmg chaplaincy services m 
Queensland state schools, particularly m relation to the legislative and legal position of 
Chaplains, the Department of Education imposed a moratorium on the establishment of 
new chaplamcy services until further notice. SU Queensland made one new 
appomtment m April 1992, at Yeppoon State High School, but no other appomttnents 
were made that year. 
In May 1992, the Workmg Party sought data about existmg practices from all 
Queensland state schools via its Chaplaincy Services in State Schools Survey. 
According to the survey report (G. Read, correspondence, July 1992), of the 96 
secondary schools, 16 had formal chaplamcy arrangements, 38 had ad hoc 
arrangements, and 18 were considering chaplaincy; of 135 primary schools, eight had ad 
hoc chaplaincy arrangements and six were considermg chaplaincy; one middle school 
had an ad hoc arrangement; and no special schools had chaplaincy arrangements. Of the 
16 Chaplams mvolved m formal arrangemerits, 10 were employed by SU Queensland. 
The last meetmg of the Workmg Party was held on 22 July 1992. Its fmal Report 
and Recommendations together with the Policy and Procedures documents were 
submitted to the Executive Management Committee of the Education Department on 28 
September 1992 and, after several changes to the wordmg m Section 5 of the Policy and 
Procedures document, the recommendations were approved. School Principals were 
notified of this on 21 October 1992 and were provided with a copy of the document 
Chaplaincy Services in State Schools: Policy and Procedures. From this time, the 
moratorium on the establishment of new chaplaincy services was terminated. 
§ DELAYS 
SU Queensland applied to the Department of Education for accreditation as an 
employmg authority m October 1992. The REAC Chaplamcy Task Group 
recommended to the Mmister for Education that SU Queensland be granted interim 
accreditation. Consequently, in November 1992, the Minister for Education granted SU 
Queensland interim accreditation for a period of up to 12 months (P. Comben, 
correspondence, November 20, 1992). At this stage, the Department had no criteria for 
assessmg such applications. Thus, the REAC Task Group worked through the Scripture 
Union draft prospectus in order to formulate a set of criteria. Garth Read, on behalf of 
REAC, produced an initial draft set of criteria by November 1992. 
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During 1993, the Studies Directorate m consultation with REAC and other 
stakeholders worked on producmg guidelines to accompany Departmental policy and 
procedures for chaplamcy services in state schools (Department of Education, 
Queensland, 1993a). In November 1993, the Department of Education (Studies 
Directorate), the Australian Association of Religious Education (AARE) and SU 
Queensland jomtly hosted a "Chaplams in Schools" seminar, focussing on chaplamcy in 
state and independent schools (Scripture Union of Queensland, 1993, Nov/Dec/Jan). In 
the meantime, SU Queensland reapplied for accreditation as an employing authority in 
August 1993. Once again, according to a letter from the Minister dated 13 September 
1993, SU Queensland's application for full accreditation was denied. It was not until 
January 1994 that full accreditation was granted. This meant that, finally, SU 
Queensland's chaplaincy model had full endorsement of the State. 
Throughout this time, the Department was well aware of the QTU's continuuig 
opposition to chaplaincy, in particular Christian chaplaincy. In November 1994, the 
QTU presented a report to REAC m response to the Department of Education's draft 
Social Justice Strategy 1994-1998. The QTU made a number of recommendations in 
relation to ethics and religion, including the insertion of an additional category of 
disadvantage: "Beliefs and religions other than Christianity". The QTU's argument was 
based on its notion of philosophical and religious equity in education that focuses on 
recognising and valuing cultural diversity within a multicultural society. According to 
the report 
The development of schooling in Australia has been deeply influenced by 
officially recognised Christian and largely unattributed Secular Humanist 
traditions. Although public education is nominally secular, in recent times 
Queensland public schools have witnessed an upsurge in the direct involvement 
of members of church communities in the state school system. The great 
increase in participation has been facilitated by officers of the Queensland 
Department of Education who have encouraged the promotion of and provided 
practical and financial support for, what is m essence the institutionalisation of 
church influence in state schools. 
The QTU charged the Department to redress what it perceived as inequality in access, 
participation and educational outcomes. One recommendation was to make appropriate 
changes to the chaplaincy services guidelmes to make them more inclusive. For 
example, the QTU objected to the statement in the guidelines (Department of Education, 
Queensland, 1993a, p. 12) that a Chaplain should have a "demonstrated Christian 
commitment". However, no changes were made to the Departmental guidelines at that 
time. 
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§ DISRUPTION 
A disruptive period for SU Queensland in relation to its involvement m the development 
of chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools commenced in early 1995. After a 
long period of silence and apparent acquiescence, the Heads of the Anglican, Catholic, 
Unitmg and Lutheran churches in Queensland again challenged SU Queensland's 
involvement in state school chaplaincy. 
This stage was precipitated by statements about school chaplaincy by The Most 
Reverend Peter Hollingworth, the Archbishop of Brisbane, in his address to the 
Provincial Synod, the triennial meetmg of the Anglican dioceses in Queensland and The 
Northem Territory, in February 1995. The Archbishop's address was reported verbatim 
in the March 1995 edition of the Anglican newspaper Focus in an article entitled 
"Synod tackles education". In part, he said 
We are confronted with a two-fold difficulty—on the one hand the Religious 
Education Advisory Committee of the State seems to be takmg a more humanist 
and relativist direction m the interest of mamtaming religious plurality and 
acknowledgmg secular considerations. 
On the other hand, the work on the groimd is being increasmgly 
dominated by fundamentalist groups teaching a narrowed theology which is 
unacceptable to most mainstream churches. 
In this matter we have only ourselves to blame because we have been 
unable to come together ecumenically and so left the door open for private 
bodies like the Scripture Union to move mto the gap and fill chaplamcy 
appointments with people of their own particular persuasion. 
In a letter to clergy m March that year. Rev. Hollingworth clarified his position on state 
school chaplauicy (P. HoUuigworth, correspondence, March 1995): 
. . . lest there be any misunderstandmgs arisuig from my Synod address which I 
had not realised would be published verbatim in Focus. There have been letters 
of concem from some people thmkmg that I was launching a criticism of the 
excellent work of Scripture Union. 
However, the Archbishop's comments regardmg SU Queensland-sponsored 
chaplamcies received extensive media coverage over the next few months, m 
Queensland and other Australian states. On 2 March, Radio National broadcast 
mterviews with Rev. Hollingworth, Pat Comben (the recently retired Mmister for 
Education), and Richard Jessup (SU Queensland's Chaplaincy Coordmator). hi March, 
the Archbishop's comments were reported in Church Scene ("Archbishop Hollingworth 
critical of SU Queensland chaplamcy policy"); m Southern Cross Newspaper m June 
("Archbishop critical of Scripture Union"); m The Melbourne Anglican in July ("SU 
under fire from Abp"). Dr Jim Rawson responded to each of these, in tum, addressing 
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the issues raised and clarifying SU Queensland's position regarding chaplamcy in 
Queensland state schools. 
One outcome of this 1995 media controversy, and fuelled by concems expressed 
by leaders of three other mamstream denommations, was the establishment of a 
chaplamcy Workmg Group comprismg representatives from the churches and SU 
Queensland. The group was formed as a result of discussions between the Heads of 
Churches (Anglican Brisbane Diocese, Lutheran, Catholic Brisbane Diocese, Uniting) 
and SU Queensland. Its purpose was to discuss the issues involved, identify core objects 
with a view to formulating a common set of objectives, to define the purpose of 
chaplaincy and to explore models particularly as they related to the possibility of a 
fomm for a collaborative employing authority. 
The Workmg Group comprised one representative each from the Anglican and 
Catholic Churches, Churches of Christ, Queensland Churches Together, Christian 
Heritage College, and two representatives from SU Queensland. The Chair was an 
Anglican Bishop, the Reverend John Noble, and the two SU Queensland representatives 
were Dr Jim Rawson and Richard Jessup. The Workmg Group met on eight occasions 
between June 1995 and May 1996. The meetmgs concentrated on working through two 
specific documents: (a) A Discussion Paper from the Heads of Churches to SU 
Queensland, and (b) SU Queensland's response to this discussion paper. 
In October 1995, the Review Committee (a sub-committee of the Working 
Group) submitted its report Chaplaincy Services in Queensland State Schools to the 
Queensland Heads of Churches. In general, the response to the report from across the 
state was "fairly good and positive" (Minutes of the Workmg Group Meeting #8). In 
summary, the report identified five main aims for a chaplaincy service: 
1. Model Christian faith and lifestyle 
2. Be available for Pastoral Care within the school community 
3. Work within the RE program of the school 
4. Assist the school develop and implement "values" education 
5. Assist the school in buildmg awareness of cultural diversity within the 
school. 
The report also addressed what were considered the five main issues for the churches 
and SU Queensland with respect to chaplaincy in Queensland state schools, namely: 
Local Chaplamcy Committees (LCCs), a chaplaincy forum, RE curriculum and support 
materials, employmg authorities for Chaplains, and payment of Chaplains. 
In effect, the Review Committee's report provided the churches with a set of 
guidelines for the operation of chaplaincy services m Queensland state schools. These 
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guidelines were mtended to clarify and supplement, not replace, the 1993 Department of 
Education guidelines. The report formed the basis of SU Queensland's 1996 guidelines 
for LCCs (Scripture Union of Queensland, 1996). 
The second phase in the state school chaplaincy movement was drawing to a 
close. It began in 1989 with SU Queensland's proposal to help schools and local 
churches establish chaplaincy services. By May 1996 the Queensland churches and SU 
Queensland had produced a set of joint guidelines and reached an acceptable level of 
consensus regarding state school chaplamcy. An overview of the major events that 
occurred during this phase of the chaplaincy movement is presented in the following 
time-line (Figure 2.1). 
May Keith Drinkall and Jim Rawson visit Church leaders 
I Jun Keith Drinkall's chaplaincy proposal put to SU Queensland Council; approved in principle 
9 
8 
9 
Mar First SU Queensland Chaplain appointed; SU model approved by SU Queensland Council 
0 Aug Time-line for Beginning Chaplaincies document prepared 
Sep Letter from the Anglican Archbishop of Brisbane to parishioners 
Dec Uniting Church Queensland Council of Synod resolutions 
Jan Formation of JCCC 
Apr First meeting between SU Queensland and JCCC; SU Queensland's 10* Chaplain appointed 
1 
9 Jun Presbyterian Chmch Assembly 1991 Highlights published 
9 Jul Last meeting between representatives of SU Queensland and JCCC 
1 Aug JCCC adopted as working party of the Churches' Education Committee; Rout Working Party 
Oct First meeting of Working Party 
Nov Second meeting of Working Party; JCCC presents Position Paper to Heads of Churches 
Dec Interim Report and Recommendations of Working Party 
Figure 2.1 Phase 2 Time-lme: May 1989 - May 1996 
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Apr Moratorium imposed on establishment ofnew chaplaincy services 
: t May Chaplaincy Services in State Schools Survey 
9 
9 Jul Final Working Party meeting 
2 
Sep Submission of Working Party Report and Recommendations 
^ Oct Schools provided with Policy and Procedures; moratorium lifted 
Nov SU Queensland granted interim accreditation as employing authority 
3 Aug SU Queensland reapplies for accreditation as employing authority 
Department of Education's Chaplaincy Services in State Schools: Guidelines finalized 
Jan SU Queensland granted full accreditation as employing authority 
QTU opposes SU Queensland's chaplaincy model throughout 1994 
Feb Archbishop Peter Hollingworth's address to the Provincial Synod 
Mar Article in Focus; Radio National interviews; Article in Church Scene 
1 
9 Jun Establishment of chaplaincy Working Group representing Churches and SU Queensland 
9 Working Group meets on eight occasions between June 1995 and May 1996 
5 
Oct Working Group Review Committee submits report to Queensland Heads of Churches 
1 
9 
9 
, April SU Queensland's Guidelines document produced 
l i May Last meeting of chaplaincy Working Group 
Figure 2.1 (continued) Phase 2 Time-lme: May 1989 - May 1996 
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Historical background: The main issues 
Chaplamcy as a phenomenon in Queensland state schools in the 1970s and 1980s arose 
as a grassroots movement. By "grassroots" I mean that it origmated from below, in that 
chaplaincy trials were devised and implemented by individuals and groups dealing 
firsthand with the RE problem in the schools. By "movement" I mean a form of 
collective action designed to bring about some kind of social change. A social 
movement may be defmed as a phenomenon havmg the following constitutive 
components (Sztompka, 1994): 
1. A collectivity of people acting together. 
2. The shared goal of collective action is some change in their society, 
defined by participants in similar ways. 
3. The collectivity is relatively diffuse, with a low level of formal 
organization. 
4. The actions have a relatively high degree of spontaneity, taking non-
institutionalized, unconventional forms, (pp. 275-276) 
A survey of sociological literature reveals that, for the purposes of this investigation, 
there are essentially two opposing theoretical approaches to the study of social 
movements: action-oriented (or "collective behaviour") theories and stmcture-oriented 
(or "resource mobilization") theories. The former emphasize the emergence of new 
norms and structures, impulse and individual spontaneity; the latter emphasize 
continuity, planning and organizational strategy (Killian, 1993, p. 209). I believe both 
approaches offer msights to aid understanding of the Queensland state school 
chaplaincy phenomenon. Here I take a closer look at this development as a movement. 
During the 1970s and 1980s, chaplaincy was a local arrangement between a 
school and a small number of local churches. At various times and in various places, 
mdividuals and groups took some form of collective action to implement chaplaincy 
trials. Their goal was to introduce mto a state school something (a chaplaincy service) 
that was not already there. It was a positive goal: The chaplamcy aimed to make a 
(positive) difference in the school. Their emphasis was on mnovation: brmgmg 
somethmg completely new into the school. They had a fixture orientation: Their 
proposed change looked forward, rather than to the past. Not all chaplaincy trials were 
the same, however. Where chaplamcy was an official plan of action, a trial was 
relatively structured, planned and coordmated. Where chaplamcy was an ad hoc 
arrangement, a trial was relatively primitive and mechanisms of interaction between 
individuals and groups involved in the trial were generally elementary and spontaneous. 
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The development of chaplamcy during this early period depended entirely on 
local mitiative and connections. It appears that where chaplaincy trials were successfiil, 
individuals utilized existmg school stmctures and built on prior relationships and 
networks in the school and m the local churches. Importantly, such trials had the support 
of the school admmistration and the school's cooperative RE team. Resources such as 
money and labour were generally provided by one or two local churches. 
As a movement, chaplaincy in Queensland state schools remained diffuse and 
uncoordinated during this period. There was no coordination at state level in either the 
school system or the churches. In fact, local chaplaincy arrangements were made in 
spite of lack of formal definitions, policies, procedures, guidelines and structures 
goveming chaplaincy in Queensland state schools. Indeed, it was not imtil 1985, that 
chaplaincy in Queensland state schools received any official recognition by the 
Department of Education. 
The historical development of chaplaincy in Queensland state schools to mid-
1996 reveals two distinct phases (a) the period from the early 1970s through to the late 
1980s when chaplaincy services were exclusively local arrangements, and (b) the period 
commencing in 1989 when SU Queensland became involved. In this chapter, I have 
shown how various individuals and groups acted as helpers in the first phase. SU 
Queensland was one of these helpers. However, in 1989, SU Queensland's role changed 
from helper to leader, heralding the second phase. 
This second phase in the state school chaplaincy movement m Queensland was 
characterised by strong leadership, coordination and organization. Three SU Queensland 
staff played a key role: Keith Drmkall, Jim Rawson and Richard Jessup. Keith 
Drinkall's leadership was mstrumental m the period 1989-1992. He proposed a structure 
(the SU model) for the establishment and management of chaplaincy services and a 
process (the timeline) to guide schools and local churches in planning and 
implementation. In summary, the proposal recommended that chaplaincy be managed 
locally by a committee comprised of members representing the school and local 
churches, coordinated on a state level by SU Queensland, and that SU Queensland be an 
employer of Chaplains. Clearly, Keith Drinkall's proposal positioned SU Queensland as 
a major player in the fiiture development of chaplaincy in Queensland state schools. 
SU Queensland may be constmed as a "social movement organization". 
Organizations (or groups), as well as individuals, may identify with the goal, or goals, 
of a social movement. According to resource mobilization theory (McCarthy and Zald, 
1993), a social movement organization (SMO) is "a complex or formal, organization 
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which identifies its goals with the preferences of a social movement or a 
countermovement and attempts to implement those goals" (p. 43). A number of SMOs 
were involved m the development of chaplaincy m this second phase, SU Queensland 
bemg the most noteworthy. Other SMOs included the churches at state level, the JCCC, 
the Queensland Department of Education, REAC, and the QTU. Each of these 
organizations contributed to the development, either positively or negatively. 
SU Queensland faced considerable opposition during the early 1990s as it took a 
major lead in the expandmg movement to place Chaplains in Queensland state schools. 
This opposition, what McCarthy and Zald (1993) call a countermovement, came from 
the mainstream churches in Queensland and the QTU. The mamstream churches 
opposed the involvement of SU Queensland in the chaplaincy movement on theological 
and political grounds; the QTU's opposition was based on philosophical, legislative, 
professional and industrial grounds. Here I focus primarily on the churches' opposition 
to SU Queensland's involvement in the chaplamcy movement. 
SU Queensland is part of a worldwide network of autonomous state, national, 
and regional non-profit organizations known collectively as Scripture Union (SU). The 
evangelical Christian movement began m London in 1867 and spread rapidly to other 
countries worldwide, mcludmg Australia, in 1880 (Sylvester, 1984; Prmce, 1979). 
"Scripture Union" was adopted as the name for the intemational family of organizations 
in 1960 (Sylvester). SU's identity worldwide is mtrinsically linked to its doctrinal basis, 
its aims and strategies and its basic operational philosophy (Oladipo, 1985). In 
Queensland, the State Council is responsible for the management of the organization 
and there are seven subordmate regional committees (Scripture Union Queensland, 
1999c). SU worldwide is predommantly a volunteer organization, although SU 
Queensland at the end of the 1990s employed over 100 salaried staff, including state 
school Chaplains. 
The SU movement has its roots in English evangelicalism of the late 19*^  
century. Evangelicalism is a conservative Protestant movement which grew out of the 
Protestant Reformation of the 16* century and which has been strongly mfluenced by 
the evangelical revivals of the 18* and 19* centuries in Britain, Europe and America 
(Piggin, 1996; Rennie, 1988). Accordmg to Stoll (1993), the term "evangelical" was 
first used m the Reformation period, as a derogatory label for individuals who accepted 
Luther's teachmg on justification by faith alone. Evangelicals are Protestant Christians 
whose faith is centred on the gospel of Jesus Christ as revealed in the Bible. Piggm 
(1996) explained it this way: 
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The evangelical faith is crystallised in the Gospel which the early generations of 
evangelicals understood not only as the divinely given instrument for the rebirth 
of the individual soul, but also for the renovation of society and culture. 
Evangelicalism, then, is experiential, Biblicist, and activist. It is concemed with 
the Spirit, the Word and the world. It aims to produce right-heartedness 
(orthokardia), right thinking (orthodoxy), and right action (orthopraxis). (p. vii) 
Protestant Christianity in Australia at the end of the 20 century comprised 
many denominations and groups representing a wide range of theological traditions or 
orientations. At one end of the theological spectrum were the liberal strands withm the 
mamstream Protestant churches and at the other end of the spectrum were sectarian 
groups. "Liberal" evangelicalism arose during the late 19* and early 20* centuries as a 
result of the influence of rationalistic theology and a loss of confidence in the reliability 
of the Bible as the fmal authority on matters of faith and conduct (Barclay, 1988). 
Croucher (1986) devised a helpful chart to illustrate various categories of 
evangelicalism (p. 93). He identified five categories m a spectrum from "church-type" 
groups (on the left) to "sect-type" groups (on the right) as shown m Figure 2.2. 
According to Croucher, Pentecostalism and the charismatic renewal movement, 
phenomena of the latter part of the 20* century, unified by their emphasis on the 
baptism of the Holy Spirit, do not easily fit into, and overlap considerably with, these 
five categories. 
neo-orthodox—^progressive evangelical—conservative evangelical—fundamentalist—sectarian 
Figure 2.2 Spectmm of categories of evangelicalism 
Two mainstream Protestant churches in Queensland that strongly objected to SU 
Queensland's role in state school chaplaincy—^the Anglican and Uniting churches—are 
difficult to place on this spectrum. The Anglican Church in Queensland, for example, is 
predominantly Anglo-Catholic and has been so smce the end of the 19 century 
(Breward, 1993). The Uniting Church m Queensland represents a wide diversity of 
theological orientations, although the institutionalized church may be described as 
"ecumenical liberal". On the other hand, SU Queensland, with its conservative 
evangelical doctrinal position, is plamly mid-range in the spectrum. 
During the state school chaplaincy movement, SU Queensland was consistently 
labeled "fundamentalist" by its opponents. The term fundamentalist today is generally 
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attributed to "Bible-believmg" Christians who take the Bible literally and regard every 
word of the Bible as inerrant, fully divine and authoritative (Boone, 1989, p. 5). Kaldor 
et al. (1995) call these mdividuals or groups "literalists", as opposed to "contextualists" 
(those who believe the Bible is God's Word to be read m the context of the times) and 
"valuists" (those who consider the Bible simply as a valuable book). The problem with 
the term fundamentalist is that it is often used mappropriately and negatively, as in the 
chaplamcy movement. At times it is used by Christians to describe mdividuals or groups 
whose theological orientation is any further to the right than their own on the 
theological spectrum (as in the case of some representatives of the mamstream 
churches); at other times it is used by non-Christians to denigrate individuals or groups 
whose theological or philosophical views they oppose (as m the case of the QTU). 
As pointed out by Croucher (1986) and Kraft (1979), it is difficuh and often 
inappropriate to categorize Christians (as individuals or groups) m a simple 
unidimensional fashion according to theological orientation (as m Figure 2.2). Kraft 
claims that a more accurate representation requires another dimension: the "closed to 
innovation and diversity—open to mnovation and diversity" dimension, as shown m 
Figure 2.3. According to Kraft, liberals and conservatives alike may oppose innovation 
and diversity (as in anti-conservative liberalism and in hyper-fimdamentalism) and both 
liberals and conservatives alike may be open to innovation. This two-dimensional model 
may help to explain why the Heads of Churches in Queensland (representing the 
Anglican, Uniting, Catholic and Lutheran churches) and the Presbyterian Church at first 
opposed SU Queensland's mvolvement m state school chaplaincy. As Jamrozik, 
Boland, & Urquhart (1995) note, the large institutionalised churches m Australia 
typically are defensive, oppose innovation, and seek to maintain the status quo. 
The mamstream churches' opposition to SU Queensland's mvolvement m 
chaplamcy was political as much as it was theological. While they supported the 
concept of chaplaincy hi Queensland state schools, they did not support the SU model 
because it was viewed as a threat to their own mterests. The power hierarchies in these 
churches, once threatened, mounted a counterstrategy: The Heads of Churches m 
Queensland established the JCCC to examme the issues and look at altemative models. 
In essence, they sought an altemative chaplamcy model, one that would accommodate 
their organizational structure and help maintain their mfluence. One SU Queensland 
staffinember involved m the early days of chaplamcy told me m a 1999 interview, "The 
hierarchical churches don't want to support anything they can't control or own. It's 
about power. . . . They (the big churches) wanted to own it." The problems with the SU 
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model from the perspective of the Heads of Churches were its emphasis on 
decentralization and local church control, lack of accountability to the Heads of 
Churches and too much mput from SU Queensland. They were unhappy that LCCs set 
up according to the SU model comprised individuals (mcludmg many laypersons) who 
functioned independently of, and outside, their own denommational structures and lines 
of authority. They also were concemed about the issue of ownership of chaplamcy in 
Queensland state schools and possible domhiation by SU Queensland. 
LIBERAL 
CLOSED TO INNOVATION 
AND DIVERSITY 
Anti-
conservative 
Liberalism 
Liberalism; 
Progressive 
evangelicalism 
Hyper-
fundamentalism; 
Sectarianism 
CONSERVATIVE 
Conservative 
evangelicalism 
OPEN TO INNOVATION 
AND DIVERSITY 
Figure 2.3 Two-dimensional representation of theological orientations 
(adapted from ICraft, 1979, p. 40, Fig. 2.5) 
Interestmgly, as I reveal in the following chapter, the opponents of SU 
Queensland and of the ever-expanding state school chaplamcy movement were largely 
out of step with people at grassroots level, mdividuals both in local churches and m 
school communities, who had begun (or were soon to begm) organizmg themselves so 
as to ensure their school (or schools) had a Chaplain. 
CHAPLAINCY CAMPAIGNS 
Campaigners, cooperation, change 
My experience with ministry is unless someone does something, nothing happens. 
(Minister and LCC Chairperson) 
We saw [setting up the chaplaincy] as a collaborative process between the school, the 
church and the community. 
(School Principal) 
A school is a bit like a 200 tonne oil tanker. It takes a while to change course, swing it 
in one way. You must be sensitive to the environment to get it to change, and the crew to 
work together. We must be strategic. At this school, I have a good view re our strategic 
position. I have a good idea re the "edge" I have here. One of these is the Chaplain. 
(School Principal) 
In this chapter I examine the context and issues relating to establishment of chaplaincy 
services at nine state secondary schools in Queensland. Data reveal the individuals and 
groups mvolved and the connections between them, the processes involved, and the 
timmg of events. I present my analysis under three thematic headmgs: campaigners, 
cooperation and change. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the main issues m 
relation to pertinent research, theory and practice. 
Campaigners 
The establishment of a chaplamcy service at each of the nuie sites in various 
metropolitan and non-metropolitan localities in Queensland was the culmmation of a 
localized campaign for a Chaplam m one or two state high schools. A locality refers in 
metropolitan areas to one or more suburbs and, m non-metropolitan areas, to a major 
part of a city or an entire city or town and surroundmg district. 
A campaign was an organized course of action, an attempt to rouse public 
opinion regarding state school chaplamcy and gam public support m that locality, with 
the expressed intention of establishmg a chaplaincy service in the state high school(s). 
In two different localities, campaigns centered on two schools (Sites B&C and G&H) 
and, m both cases, resulted m a single jomt Local Chaplamcy Committee (LCC) bemg 
responsible for Chaplains at two schools. In all, there were seven campaigns covermg 
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nine sites. Campaigns were conducted over an extended period of time, rangmg from 18 
months to 6 years. Each campaign was initiated by one or two individuals. In most 
instances, these individuals recruited one other like-minded person who shared the 
leadership of a campaign. These people I call campaign leaders. At each site, a number 
of other individuals actively participated in the campaign. These people I call advocates. 
Advocates spoke favorably about and pleaded the case for chaplaincy at a particular 
school. Campaigners included both campaign leaders and advocates. I introduce each of 
these groups of individuals in tum. 
§ CAMPAIGN LEADERS 
A profile of the leaders 
Six campaigns were initiated by a member of the clergy or lay member (or members) of 
the local churches. One of these six campaigns was initiated jointly by the School 
Principal and a local clergyman. The seventh campaign was mitiated by the School 
Principal in collaboration with an SU Queensland staffworker. Each one of these 
"initiators" belonged to a Protestant denomination. They included males and females. 
All were at least 30 years of age. Most had some recent connection with schools, either 
as a teacher or parent (or both). About one-half of them had some current (or previous) 
involvement with SU Queensland through ISCF, camps or beach missions. Table 3.1 
summarizes this information. 
Site 
A 
B & C 
D 
E 
F 
G & H 
I 
Campaign 
leaders 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
Table 3.1 
Status 
in local 
church 
Minister 
Member 
Minister 
Member 
Pastor 
Pastor 
Member 
Member 
Member 
SU staff 
Profile of campaign 
Denomination 
Uniting Church 
Baptist 
Anglican 
Anglican 
Wesleyan 
Methodist 
Baptist 
Uniting Church 
AOG 
Anglican 
Presbyterian 
Gender 
male 
male 
male 
male 
male 
male 
female 
female 
female 
male 
mitiators 
School 
connection 
parent 
nil 
"Chaplam" 
Principal 
RE teacher 
RE teacher 
"Chaplain" 
teacher/parent 
parent 
Principal 
parent 
SU 
Queensland 
connection 
Yes 
Yes 
Not known 
Not known 
Yes 
Not known 
Yes 
Yes 
Not known 
SU staff 
Note: Each | indicates one campaign initiator. 
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In six of the seven localities, campaign initiators recruited one or two individuals who 
shared the campaign leadership. Table 3.2 shows these, along with campaign initiators. 
They included two school Principals, one Deputy Principal, two Ministers and two 
laypersons (one a teacher at one of the high schools). Many campaign leaders had some 
connection with SU Queensland. Further, seven campaign leaders were appointed as 
Chairperson of the maugural LCC and three of them Secretary or Treasurer. 
Table 3.2 Profile of campaign leaders 
Site Campaign leaders 
Status 
in local 
church 
Denomination Gender School connection 
SU 
Queensland 
connection 
A 
B&C 
D 
E 
F 
G&H 
I 
1 
1' 
T T 
T 
y 
T 
T 
T 
1 
Minister 
Minister 
Member 
Minister 
N/A 
Minister 
Member 
Pastor 
Member 
Pastor 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
SU staff 
Member 
Uniting Church 
Baptist 
Baptist 
Baptist 
"Ecumenical" 
Anglican 
Anglican 
W. Methodist 
Anglican 
Baptist 
Uniting Church 
Uniting Church 
AOG 
Baptist 
Anglican 
Presbyterian 
Anglican 
male 
male 
male 
male 
male 
male 
male 
male 
male 
male 
female 
female 
female 
male 
female 
male 
male 
parent 
unknown 
nil 
not known 
Principal 
RE teacher 
Principal 
RE teacher 
Principal 
"Chaplam" 
D/ Principal 
teacher/parent 
parent 
teacher 
Principal 
parent 
parent 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Not known 
Not known 
Yes 
Not known 
Not known 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Not known 
SU staff 
Not known 
Note: Each | indicates one campaign initiator. Each f indicates one additional campaign leader. 
Campaign leaders typically belonged to mainstream or large Protestant 
denominations. Only one belonged to a Pentecostal denommation. Their denominational 
allegiance is shown m Table 3.3 accordmg to categories^ used by Kaldor et al. (1995). 
Table 3.3 Campaign leaders by denomination 
Status 
Principal / Deputy 
Teacher 
Minister / Pastor 
Layperson 
Mainstream 
Protestant 
*w* *w* *w* * ^ ^ *^ ff* 
TTT 
Note: Each J indicates one campaign leader. 
Large 
Protestant 
T 
•^ff* •cff* • ^ ^ 
T 
Small 
Protestant 
*W* 
Pentecostal 
' Mainstream—^heritage of being estabUshed or State church m another country (Anglican, Uniting, 
Presbyterian, Lutheran); Pentecostal (e.g.. Assemblies of God, Foursquare Gospel, Christian Revival 
Crusade); Large Protestant—based on overall size in AustraUa (Baptist, Churches of Christ, Salvation 
Army, Seventh-day Adventist); Small Protestant (e.g.. Congregational, Wesleyan Methodist). 
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Their vision 
Each campaign leader had a vision of a Christian Chaplain m a local state high school. 
When I asked each of them (in most instances years afterwards) how they came to be 
involved in a chaplamcy campaign, their vision was plain—a clear picture of what they 
wanted in the friture at the school and how this could be achieved. Here I introduce two 
campaign leaders, mvolved in different campaigns, one a School Principal and the other 
a local church Minister, who shared their vision with me. The School Prmcipal 
explained: 
It began because of my involvement in the church, over many years, my involvement 
[and interest] in youth work leadership. The first reason, then, was a personal one. 
A second reason was that, at our school, we were setting up a fairly strong 
support structure in the school—^for special needs, with support staff, Guidance 
Officers. 
In 198- we talked with the local clergy . . . Again in the early 1990s. It took 
about 2-3 years to work through the issues. Some other schools in the area had a 
chaplaincy. Generally they had an SU or similar set-up. 
The school grew from about 830 (when I came) to about 1100 or 1200 in 199-. 
This was the period when we were thinking about chaplaincy. In a school of this size, 
there are many needs: personal, psychological, social, emotional, spiritual, as well as 
academic. There were many extreme needs. 
We wanted to ensure a Christian presence. The school had an RE program "of 
sorts" run by the Ministers' Fratemal. It was once per term or once per semester, across 
the various denominations, an ecumenical program. There was Social Education, Life 
Skills programs. One staffinember was a key person in setting up the HRE Program. A 
Christian? I don't know, but s/he had Christian values. 
It was interesting that, without exception, in the period I was there as Principal 
(11 years), within the leadership of the student body, there were young people with very 
strong church connections. At least one out of the four school Captains or Vice-
Captains each year had a strong church background. 
There was a need there [for a Chaplain] and this was one way of building [a 
Christian dimension] into the support stmcture of the school. 
The local church Mmister had this to say: 
I had a couple of personal experiences: There was a suicide and an attempted suicide at 
the high school. Then, over a period of 10 days, three students had run away from 
home. I knew two of them— I^ was very involved with them and their families. I saw 
what a dreadful trauma there was in those homes. Therefore I thought we've got to do 
something about this. That is, there were students [in the high school] in desperate need. 
I knew about chaplaincy because our son did some pioneer work at a school in 
Brisbane . . . He did 16 RE classes per week, chaplaincy, organized a couple of camps. 
That was m the 1980s. Melissa Anderson—the first Chaplain at Kelvin Grove— I^ knew 
her. I knew about chaplaincy, the SU model . . . 
There was a lady who vehemently supported the idea [of chaplaincy]. She was 
in the AOG church. She was doing RE at a local primary school at the time. She gave 
that little bit of a spark of commitment, which helped me to get it going. It really 
encouraged me. I was so determined. I knew God was really pushing this issue. I really 
felt before the Lord that this must happen. 
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Their knowledge and understanding of chaplaincy 
Each campaign leader had some knowledge and understanding of state school 
chaplaincy gained through personal connections, personal experience or research. 
Personal coimections gave campaign leaders contact with others involved in or 
concemed about state school chaplamcy. Typically, they had close family ties and 
numerous and far-reachmg ties with individuals of the same denomination and with 
mdividuals of other Christian denommations through interdenommational groups or 
organizations (e.g. local Mmisters' Fratemals, SU Queensland). One Minister—a 
campaign leader at a non-metropolitan site (Site E)—knew about chaplamcy because his 
son had worked for 2 years as an unofficial voluntary Chaplain at a high school m 
Brisbane in the late 1980s. One layperson ("Marie") who began campaigning for a 
Chaplain in a non-metropolitan area (G&H) had a friend who was a Chaplain at a non-
metropolitan state high school. Further, through SU Queensland connections, Marie 
became aware of another individual keen to have a chaplaincy service at the local high 
school(s). Another layperson "Peter"—who mitiated a campaign in a metropolitan 
area— k^new about chaplamcy through his involvement in SU Queensland activities. In 
the early 1990s, Peter was a leader on a secondary ISCF camp where he made the 
acquamtance of three state school Chaplains employed by SU Queensland. "Andrew" 
led a campaign at a metropolitan site. He was a member of clergy, recently appomted to 
a new parish. Through his participation m the local Ministers' Fratemal, Andrew 
became aware of ad hoc chaplaincy arrangements that had existed at a local high school 
over many years and the Prmcipal's persistent requests for the churches to provide an 
official chaplaincy service at the school. 
Two campaign leaders had worked as Chaplains at state schools m Queensland. 
"Les", a Baptist clergyman, had been employed as a part-time Chaplam at a Queensland 
state school—a Senior College—m the mid-late 1980s. He had shared this Education 
Department-fiinded chaplaincy position with a Catholic priest, each of them workmg 4 
hours per week. Between 1988 and 1992, in another locality (F), Les worked as a 
voluntary Chaplam at a state high school for 3 hours each Friday from midday until 3.00 
p.m. This ministry continued for 3-4 years, with the blessmg of his church, the school, 
and churches involved in the school RE team, hi Brisbane, Andrew offered to give the 
chaplaincy service at Site D a "kick-start" by volunteermg his services at the school one 
day per week. His parish council supported the proposal because "It was a new parish, a 
lot of young people m the area attended the high school and the chaplamcy was seen as 
part of the church's ministry." The Ministers' Fratemal gave its blessmg. As a Fratemal 
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member, Andrew saw himself as the "right kind of person" to fill the role: He had the 
backmg of his own church and other local churches (through the Fratemal). For him it 
was important to provide a direct link between the school and the churches. This 
ministry continued for 1-2 years prior to the establishment of the official chaplaincy 
service at Site D. 
Six campaign leaders had some experience of chaplaincy in state schools. At 
Sites D, E and F, school campaign leaders knew about chaplaincy because previously 
there had been an unofficial Chaplain or ad hoc chaplaincy arrangements at the school. 
A Principal (Site I) and a teacher (Site H) had worked previously in high schools having 
an "official" Chaplain. One campaign leader (Site A), a Unitmg Church clergyman, was 
aware of chaplamcy because his church contributed financially to one of the early 
chaplamcy services established in the 1980s at a state high school m Brisbane. 
A number of campaign leaders were informed about chaplaincy via their own 
reading. Marie and "Wendy", campaign leaders at Sites G and H, read about the 
development of chaplamcy in Queensland state schools through SU Queensland 
publications in the early 1990s. At the time, they were co-leaders of an ISCF group at a 
state primary school. Their response was "We can do this here!" As a result, they made 
fiirther enquiries. A number of campaign leaders received SU Queensland publications 
and were kept up-to-date about developments regarding state school chaplaincy in this 
way. Notably, one of these campaign leaders was conducting research mto chaplaincy in 
Queensland state schools at that time. 
§ ADVOCATES 
Establishment of a chaplaincy service at each of the nine schools depended on the 
"mside" advocacy of school campaign leaders and other strategic staff members m the 
schools. At three schools (Sites B, C and D), one or two Christian students were 
advocates for a chaplaincy service. The role of advocacy to the churches was generally 
fiilfilled by campaign leaders from the churches. 
Staff advocates 
At each school, with one exception, staff advocates mcluded school administrators. 
Seven Principals and two Deputy Prmcipals were advocates. At most sites, staff 
advocates included at least one teacher. This information is summarized in Table 3.4. 
Advocates mcluded both males and females, the vast majority aged 30 years or more. 
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Table 3.4 Staff advocates at each site 
i Site Principal Deputy Principal Teacher(s) on staff 
A t • 
B f * • * ! * • * 
c T * f * t * 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
<Y» ^ 
Y" * 
f 
• * 
Y* * 
Y* * 
1 
t * 
k * i * k * k - k 
• * 
Y* * 
• * 
Note: Each • indicates one advocate. Each | indicates one campaign leader. A * indicates a Christian commitment. 
At all nine schools, at least one Christian staff member assumed an advocacy 
role. As one Deputy Principal (not an advocate) said, "In every school, there are two or 
three teachers keen to have something at the school, because of their strong Christian 
perspective. They get on the Committee and encourage things along. This is very 
healthy." 
The majority of staff advocates were Christians. The exceptions were two 
Principals and one Deputy Prmcipal. Christian staff members who were advocates 
(mcluding campaign leaders) were commonly Protestants. Table 3.5 shows the large 
majority of these mdividuals belonged to mamstream Protestant churches. The 
Principals comprised three Anglicans, one member of the Unitmg Church and one 
"ecumenical" Christian. The Deputy Principals mcluded one Anglican, one member of 
the Uniting Church and one Catholic. Teachers mcluded five members of the Uniting 
Church, one Anglican, three Baptists, two Pentecostals (denomination not known), and 
one Catholic. 
Table 3.5 Staff advocates by denommation 
A/i««/.«*^  Mainstream Large Small 
Advocate Protestant Protestant Protestant Pe'^ t^ ^^ ostal Catholic 
Principal ^ yyyY 
Deputy Principal | Y I 
Teacher M M t t T M f j t_ 
Note: Each t indicates one advocate. Each T indicates one campaign leader. 
Of the Christian teachers who were advocates, six were leaders (and another an 
active supporter) of the school Christian Fellowship (CF) or hiter School Christian 
Fellowship (ISCF) group. One teacher advocate led an ISCF group at one school for 
about 8 years. The Prmcipal told me: 
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"Jan MaUison", the wife of a UC Minister, was involved in establishing the chaplaincy. 
She was a key person in promoting it in the school. She ran an ISCF group there for a 
long time. She was a strong advocate for chaplaincy. She came on the chaplaincy 
committee as a teacher rep. 
At the time a chaplaincy service was being established, authorized Christian groups 
were operatmg at Sites A, B, C, D, and G. 
Student advocates 
Student advocates were generally members of the school CF or ISCF group. As shown, 
teachers who led these groups were also keen to have a Chaplain at the school. The 
Pruicipal at Site C reflected on the important role of the CF or ISCF group in 
encouraging student advocacy: 
"John Parker", a teacher, was a proactive CF teacher who nurtured the Christian 
students' interest in chaplaincy. He was a Protestant. There was an active CF group at 
the school run by John. He was still here at the beginning when chaplaincy started. 
There were a couple of students who were very supportive. "Melissa" came 
from a Christian family and was in the CF group. She was an upfront Christian and 
active student in the school and a Student Representative Council member. She was in 
Year 8 or 9. There was another one, "Leigh", who went to the Uniting Church. 
At these three schools, and the school at Site I, students have been members of the 
LCCs smce their mception. In particular, the former Principal at Site D recalls that 
students often acted as the Minutes Secretary at committee meetings. They were also 
involved in formulatmg the selection criteria for the inaugural Chaplam. 
Advocates to the churches 
Campaign leaders made contact with clergy from the local churches either individually 
(in person, by letter or phone) or individually and collectively (through a Ministers' 
Fratemal). In one instance, contact was facilitated via an Inter-Church Council (ICC). In 
two localities, contact with lay members, was made through public meetings. 
Campaigners, m attemptmg to gain the cooperation of the local churches, experienced 
varying degrees of success as I reveal in the next part of this chapter. 
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Cooperation 
Chaplamcy campaigns mvolved people: not only individuals, but also people in 
groups—social groups. As such, campaigns were social phenomena. "Social" in this 
context implies interaction. Social groups are groups of people who associate and 
interact with one another (Hiebert, 1976). Individuals belonged to, or identified with, 
larger institutionalised groups (e.g., the Department of Education, Anglican Church or 
SU Queensland) or smaller groups (e.g., a school staff, local church, Mmisters' 
Fratemal, school Parents' and Citizens' Association [P&C], or mterim chaplauicy 
committee). A number of individuals were associated with more than one group (e.g., a 
local clergyperson was a member of a Mmisters' Fratemal and also had some "loose" 
association with SU Queensland). 
Campaigns involved people. So far, I have introduced campaign leaders and 
advocates. They were the "face" of campaigns. However, many other individuals and 
groups were involved. Campaigns typically have their supporters, opponents, 
benefactors, skeptics and spectators. These campaigns were no different. There were 
supporters and opponents, benefactors and skeptics, and spectators in the schools and 
the churches. Here I introduce some of them and examine the part they played in the 
campaigns. 
For a campaign to be successfiil, cooperation between individuals and groups 
representmg the three maui stakeholders (school, local churches and SU Queensland) 
was essential. Cooperation means "a willingness to contribute to a joint effort". 
Cooperation was achieved more readily and to a greater extent where there was 
effective communication between mdividuals and groups mvolved in, and affected by, a 
campaign and where there was collaboration, particularly amongst members of the 
interim chaplamcy committees. 
§ COMMUNICATION 
The challenge for campaigners was to communicate a great deal to all individuals and 
groups whose cooperation was sought (i.e., school staff, P&Cs, Ministers' Fratemals 
and local church personnel) and m such a way that their vision for chaplaincy was 
clearly understood and made credible. They experienced varying degrees of success. 
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School staff 
The following examples show how the chaplaincy vision was communicated to school 
staff. In the first example, the Principal was one of two campaign initiators for a 
chaplamcy service at his school. In his opinion, the success of any attempt at significant 
mnovation in a school depends on effective communication between key stakeholders: 
When you want to bring in something new you have to "roll in the vision". Reassure 
some of the people—like the Guidance Officers—or they might feel that the Chaplain is 
going to take over their patch. 
The Guidance Officers were always involved in the discussions or they might 
feel they were threatened. They might have justifiable professional concems. Would the 
Chaplain be professionally suited? The two Guidance Officers were there right from the 
beginning of discussions. They were very supportive when they understood the role. 
They took part in the discussions of the Chaplain's role. 
There were the Deputies. One of the female deputies had been involved in 
establishing the chaplaincy at another high school and was very supportive. The 
others—^when they saw how it emerged—^the Chaplain's approach and skill level, and 
once the Chaplain had established her support network, the staff would use the 
Chaplain. It was surprising how acceptable she was then. When the Deputies saw the 
credibility of the Chaplain—^those other two became very accepting. 
The HODs— t^hey needed to be informed. They were involved. There was a 
HOD rep on the LCC as well. 
At this school, two of the Deputies were skeptical about chaplaincy. One said 
We had no commitment to it and no say. The Principal formed the LCC with the 
Ministers and a number of students. Other members of staff were told it was going 
ahead. There was no demonstrated need in the opinion of other staff Do you see? The 
Principal drove it. He established the LCC . . . 
Once the appointment of the first Chaplain became imminent, it became a 
welfare issue to staff. . . . Those of us involved in welfare issues asked: Where does he 
fit? We needed lines drawn, so that no toes would be trodden on. 
He emphasized the importance of communication in aligning staff: "If the Admin aren't 
on side, or comfortable with the model, it won't work. It will be a barrier. If we Deputy 
Prmcipals didn't want it to work, we've got enough power for it not to work." While 
this Deputy Principal (a skeptic) claimed that staff at the school did not see a need for 
the chaplaincy service, one of the teachers at the school refuted this claim, stating that 
most staff "were behmd it". This teacher explained 
I was an advocate. I was on the committee from the first meeting. There were quite a 
few teachers who were advocates. One was a Baptist, one an Anglican. They were very 
proactive. But teachers are busy and we didn't need all of them on the committee. They 
were certainly behind it. Another advocate was "Ken" (a Catholic), the science HOD. 
He and I were the staff reps on the LCC. 
Most of the staff were pro-chaplaincy. We could see more of the students 
needed counselling. . . . We were finding there were more and more students with 
problems. The Guidance Officers were doing their best but did not have enough time to 
cope with it all. They were also very supportive. 
In addition to the Principal, there were at least four teacher advocates at the school. 
Clearly, the school staff mcluded a number of skeptics, but also many supporters. 
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At another school, the Principal, a campaign leader, experienced little difficulty 
in alignmg most of the staff Notable exceptions were one Deputy Principal (a skeptic) 
and the Guidance Officer (an opponent). 
There was indifference from one Deputy Principal. He saw it as a threat as the Guidance 
Officer did. The other DP saw it as a good opportunity, an activity, a club (rather like 
Interact or ISCF). He saw it as a supportive, enriching experience, rather than a faith or 
belief thing. An additional resource. 
They saw it as the Principal's vision, something he was committed to. The only 
opposition came from the Guidance Officer. He was not a Christian and had no faith 
background. He was threatened. 
There were skeptics amongst the staff at each of the nme sites. A Principal who 
was an advocate at his school recognized that there were a number of skeptics, but many 
more supporters, amongst the staff: 
There were some cynics— t^hose who were not positive towards Christian approaches. 
Humanists. These cynics—a few teachers—^were in the minority, though. At the school 
there were lots of kids who needed support, having difficulties. Most people thought 
that to get a Chaplain would be a good idea, to help these kids. 
A teacher (a campaign leader) at another school explained how he responded to the 
questions and doubts of some staff: 
When it was first presented to staff at a staff meeting, there were a few questions like 
"Will there be Bible-bashing?" I was able to explain and dispel any fears. In the early 
stages, there was some negativity from the Union. They talked it out. It was locally 
defused. 
The evidence shows plainly that, at each site, campaigners gained the support of the 
majority of school staff members very early in the campaigns. Effective communication 
was the key. 
Parents' and Citizens' Associations (P&Cs) 
The endorsement of the school P&C at each site was gained once support from the 
Prmcipal or Deputy Prmcipal (or both) was unequivocal. Alignmg the P&C was 
essential. At one metropolitan school, accordmg to the Deputy Principal (an advocate), 
the P&C's response to the Prmcipal's proposal for a Chaplam at the school was 
overwhelmmg: "They were delighted!" A Prmcipal (a campaign mitiator) at another 
metropolitan school gamed the P&C's support in this way: 
It was sold as providing an additional positive influence in the school and offering a 
chance for students to explore their beUefs. It would have an interdenominational 
flavour and be a Christian chaplaincy, but with the option that non-Christian groups 
could also have a Chaplain. It would follow Education Queensland [sic] policy and 
guidelines and offer pastoral care to students and staff 
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He described the P&C as being "responsive-supportive" rather than "initiative-
supportive". While it gave full endorsement, it did not offer to provide funds to establish 
the chaplamcy service. The P&C was "busy saving towards a major facility for the 
school at that time". From the early stages of all campaigns, P&Cs endorsed plans for 
chaplamcy services at their schools. Clearly P&Cs were strategic supporters. 
P&Cs at seven of the nme sites were sufficiently "sold" on the idea that they 
contributed funds towards the establishment of the chaplamcy service. These P&Cs 
were important and valued benefactors. At two schools (Sites A and E) where the 
Prmcipals were advocates, the P&C offered to fund the chaplamcy service one day per 
week (an annual amount of $5000). Accordmg to one of these Prmcipals, "the P&C was 
on side from the start, and have continued to support h every year smce". However, he 
pointed out that financial support from the P&C is always conditional on the values held 
by the current members: 
The present P«&C Executive (the mainstay of the group)—fortunately for us—includes a 
number of very committed Christians. They don't think twice about supporting the 
chaplaincy. If another Executive were elected who put air-conditioners before people, 
then they might not financially support chaplaincy. 
At another school, the Prmcipal (an advocate) acknowledged the P&C's backing and 
financial support in this way: "They've put their money where their mouth is! I thmk 
that speaks volumes." Table 3.6 shows the connection between school advocacy and the 
two levels of P&C support (endorsement only or endorsement plus funding). 
Table 3.6 School advocacy and nature of initial P&C support 
;" £,.. Principal / DP an Teacher an ^ . ^ , Endorsement plus 
• Site J ^ J . Endorsement only „ ,. 2 advocate advocate . fanding 
A f t / 
B f M t / 
c T \_A ^ 
D T • t f • ^ 
E T ^ 
F TJ ^ 
G t t / 
H T ^ 
I Tt t / 
Note: Each • indicates one advocate. Each | indicates one campaign leader. 
At one site, the P&C was not easily "won over" to the concept of chaplamcy and 
it took considerable time to gam its cooperation. A teacher advocate presented a 
proposal to the P&C, as recorded in this mmute of a meeting held m late October: 
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"Ms Bunf mtroduced a proposal for a chaplamcy service and distributed a 
document outlmmg three altemative models. Of the three models proposed, the 
Pastoral Care Model seemed to be the most favoured. There was considerable 
discussion on the desirability of a chaplaincy service and, m particular, concem 
about the implications for non-Christian students. It was generally agreed that 
the proposal needed to be more widely considered within the school community 
and, as the matter was not urgent, there was adequate time for wider canvassing 
of the issues. It was suggested that a committee be formed to gather more 
information, publicize the issue via the school newsletter, and probably hold a 
special meeting to discuss the issue. 
According to the Principal (not an advocate), a number of P&C members were 
concemed that a Christian chaplamcy service would not be inclusive: 
We needed to have the approval of the P&C to have chaplaincy— t^his was not as easy as 
one would think. Here there were long-serving, very well-credentialed individuals who 
understood the ethnic population of the school with its significant proportion of 
non-Christians—Buddhists and Moslems—^practising their religions. For example, one 
of these non-Christian groups used the dining room in the Home Economics building 
for a prayer meeting at school. The P&C's reservations were based on cultural 
considerations . . . equity . . . a fear that chaplaincy could be insular, intolerant. 
Christian fimdamentalist. 
The campaign leader (a church representative) attended the November P&C meetuig 
and found the P&C President (a member of a local Catholic church) quite hostile 
towards him. "I think she found my presence at the P&C meetmg quite threatening. She 
asked me if I was trymg to set myself up to be the Chaplam!" The P&C President 
actively opposed the campaign for chaplamcy. She made public her view regardmg 
chaplaincy (although anonymously) m the P&C news section of the last school 
newsletter that year. In part, she wrote 
The school has operated successfully without a chaplain for many years and I 
see no reason to change this. Many families, probably most families, at the 
school practice other religions than Christianity [sic], or have no religion, and 
would not want their children influenced. If one religion is officially represented 
it sets a precedent, and tends to exclude others. The way m which <NAME> 
High is not aligned to any particular church, culture, political or socio-economic 
group is one of its main attractions to me as a parent. If there is a need for more 
guidance and support for students it should come from a counsellor or social 
worker. 
The chaplamcy issue was discussed again at a P&C meeting in February the following 
year. Accordmg to a mmute of the February meetmg of the Interim LCC, "there was 
considerable debate and opposition, but the motion to accept the chaplamcy proposal 
was finally put and carried". A teacher advocate, also a parent of a student in the school, 
was appomted the P&C representative on the committee. The Prmcipal's nommee 
appomted to the committee was the Deputy Prmcipal (also an advocate). The Deputy 
Principal, a long-servuig and well-respected staff member at the school, believes her 
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advocacy helped m winning the P&C's support. "Nothing would have happened unless 
you gained the support and approval of the P&C. I thmk I was a good salesperson. They 
saw its advantages. They trusted me." 
One or two P&C members at most sites were advocates for chaplaincy. These 
mdividuals, generally members of local Christian churches, represented the parent 
bodies on interim chaplaincy committees. 
Ministers' Fratemals and Inter-Church Councils 
While a Ministers' Fratemal or hiter-Church Council (ICC) existed m all localities, only 
four groups (at Sites A, B&C, D and E) were active supporters of the campaigns for 
state school chaplamcy in their localities. Moreover, the Fratemals at Sites A and D, 
because of their significant fmancial backing, may be described as benefactors. On the 
other hand, a Fratemal in one locality (G&H) was more a spectator than a participant. 
This information is summarized m Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7 Involvement of Ministers' Fratemal or Inter-Church Council 
^^^^j mJaisteJT^ JVfinisters' Fraternal or 
Site , .. / ; Inter-Church Council 
aavocate(s) Existed in area Participated in chaplaincy campaign 
A 
B&C 
D 
E 
F 
G&H 
I 
'w* *w* 
T 
T 
T 
T 
/ 
/ 
/ 
• 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ * 
/ 
/ * 
/ 
( / ) 
Note: Each | indicates one campaign leader. A * indicates benefaction. 
The cooperation of Ministers' Fratemals m the campaigns was gamed where 
campaign leaders were active members (or facilitators) of these groups. This was the 
case at Sites A, D, and E. The situation at Site D (where the campaign leader—and 
voluntary Chaplam—was a member of the Fratemal) has been described earlier. At Site 
D, accordmg to the campaign leader, the Fratemal facilitated mterchurch cooperation: 
There was a committed team of people on the Ministers' Fratemal on this issue. On this 
issue it was agreed. There was solidarity re the high school chaplaincy. The ministers 
were going back to sell it to their churches. The Ministers' Fratemal as a group was an 
advocate. 
Now I examine the situation at Sites A and E, m two vastly different localities. 
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The Ministers who led the campaigns at Sites A and E regarded chaplamcy as an 
opportunity for clergy from many of the local churches to work together m a practical 
way in the public arena. A broad-based Mmisters' Fratemal was instigated in each case. 
Prior to this, in one of these localities, only clergy from the Anglican, Unituig and 
Catholic churches met on a regular basis; in the other locality, the Fratemal was small, 
meffective and lacked direction. The campaign leader at Site A (a Unitmg Church 
Mmister) explained the connection between the Fratemal and state school chaplamcy: 
Chaplaincy became the impetus and the idea for it. We didn't have a Ministers' 
Fratemal working well in this area. I thought if we have a cause to work for, we might 
be able to get people together. Chaplaincy gave the Fratemal "a reason to be". 
The Fratemal was reasonably representative. We tried to bring together all the 
major churches in the area. The idea of chaplaincy came from the Unitmg Church and it 
was decided to make it a challenge to the other churches . . . a cause to work for. We 
put forward that proposal for the chaplaincy to them. They said "Yes, we'll do that." 
The chaplaincy has been a sub-committee of the Fratemal ever since. 
The campaign leader at Site E first gathered together the local clergy on a regular basis 
to provide a coordmated voice when Human Relationships Education (HRE) was being 
introduced in the high school. This fostered a relationship of trust: 
As a result of those meetings and the need for a Chaplain in the high school having 
clearly been voiced, it was decided to form a [representative] Ministers' Fratemal. At 
those meetings we had at least eight churches: Anglican, Uniting, Catholic, Wesleyan 
Methodist, Baptist, Seventh-day Adventist, AOG, COC and occasionally the Lutheran. 
At the last HRE meeting, the expression from everyone was that this had been fiin 
working together. So I said. Why don't we form a Fratemal? It had been my plan all 
along— t^o form a representative Fratemal. Then we got stuck into the chaplaincy. The 
LCC was broadly representative. It had all the signs of health. SU was approached very 
soon. I rang the Chaplaincy Coordinator. 
In these two situations (at Sites A and E), each Mmister, as campaign leader, had 
established his credibility. When each of them proposed a chaplaincy service according 
to the SU model, the newly constituted, broadly representative Ministers' Fratemals 
(they had nurtured) whole-heartedly supported their plans. 
The cooperation of the Ministers' Fratemal in another locality was sought at the 
outset of a campaign, but was denied. Wendy (a layperson) approached the Chauperson 
of the Ministers' Fratemal, a Unitmg Church Mmister, expecting to gam his and the 
Fraternal's support, but the approach "was met with coldness". Marie elaborated 
That was in 1991. He had received something from someone higher up, not to be 
involved. We wondered why were we hitting a brick wall. Only later we discovered 
what had happened . . . or suddenly it became apparent. He had been told not to have 
anything to do with it. 
The Chairperson acted as an opponent. He did not support the campaigners' plans nor 
did he allow the matter to be pursued through the Fratemal. At no time did he reveal the 
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reason for his opposition. He and the campaigners (Wendy and Marie) were not well-
acquainted and, apparently, he felt no obligation to explain his actions to them. 
Unbeknown to the campaigners at the time, this keenly felt opposition was related to 
their advocacy of an SU model of chaplaincy. In 1991, as a result of concems about the 
SU model and local churches entermg mto agreements with SU Queensland to employ 
Chaplams, the Heads of Churches set up the Joint Churches Chaplaincy Committee 
(JCCC) to mvestigate the issue of chaplaincy in Queensland state schools (chap. 2). 
Local church personnel (clergy and laity) 
The nature and effectiveness of communication between campaigners and local church 
personnel varied considerably and campaigners' success m gaining the cooperation of 
these personnel varied accordingly, as the following examples reveal. 
As a means of providing impetus to the campaign for chaplaincy at Site I, an SU 
Queensland staffworker organized with the Ministers from a number of the local 
churches for a Chaplain from a state high school in another locality to address their 
Sunday congregations. These deputations by a "real" Chaplain raised people's 
awareness and stimulated interest in chaplaincy, so much so, that when the school 
organized a public meeting soon afterwards, a large number of people from the churches 
attended. One person who attended the meetmg recollected 
At that first meeting there were about 30 people . . . a lot of people. I was surprised. I 
thought there'd only be seven or eight. I went, in a way, to swell the numbers. Or so I 
thought. I went along simply as an Anglican. Just as an interested person. I thought it 
would be good to have a Chaplain at the school. 
As a means of communicatmg a vision for chaplaincy to the people "m the pews", and 
motivatmg people to action, this approach had high impact. 
In another locality, a letter from a campaign leader (a layperson) invited 
Ministers (or their representatives) to an "Information and Interest" meetuig at the local 
Baptist church. In the letter, chaplamcy was promoted as a way of encouraging people 
from the churches m the area to be involved in ministry together. It announced that the 
Principal from a local state high school would share the schools' vision for a Chaplam 
and that the SU Queensland Chaplamcy Coordmator would also attend the meetmg to 
answer any questions regardmg chaplaincy. The campaign leader was not prepared for 
the response he received from some of the Ministers, in particular clergy from a number 
of Anglican and Unitmg churches. In all, he received three letters and four phonecalls 
from clergy indicatmg they would not be attending the meeting. In fact, one respondent 
mdicated mterest m a chaplaincy service at another local state high school m the area. 
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It was a bit of a negative response. In fact, we ended up not holding a meeting. 
I received a letter from one person, a Uniting Church Minister. He took offense 
that my letter said chaplamcy would get people in the local churches working together 
in the schools. There were aheady people from the churches workmg together in the RE 
program in the primary schools. And the Baptists weren't involved in that. Why? 
I got a few phonecalls from Ministers. One person informed me that the correct 
protocol was to bring this matter to the Inter-Church Council . . . so he would not be 
attending the meeting because of this. He said it should go to the Inter-Church Council 
so it was not a unilateral approach! Another person thought that I had gone too far 
bringing the school and SU into it at this stage. 
I received a lot of feedback that people were not coming to the meeting. So we 
decided not to have it. I hadn't realised that I could cause so much offense. I was taken 
aback! 
The campaign leader was painfiiUy aware this approach had been a public relations 
disaster. Conununication had been impersonal, the campaigner and those he canvassed 
did not share the same frame of reference, credibility was not established, establishment 
of a chaplaincy service was not perceived as a pressing need, and they did not "own" the 
idea. Instead of gainmg the cooperation of the local churches, the campaign leader had 
alienated them. 
A number of clergypersons acted more like opponents than supporters. In their 
opmion, the campaign leader had pursued the matter much fiirther than was prudent. 
Furthermore, he had breached protocol. An Anglican Mmister, Chairperson of the local 
ICC, wrote (correspondence, August 3,1993) in part 
I believe that if there is going to be a venture into a joint ministry in this area involving 
member churches of the Inter-Church Council then that venture should best be brought 
before the council for consideration. On this occasion I invite you to do so. Should you 
wish to arrange such an opportunity I would gladly receive your call. 
Subsequently, the campaign leader contacted the ICC Secretary who arranged for he and 
another campaign leader (a Baptist Mmister) to address the next ICC meetmg. (The ICC 
comprised representatives from a number of Anglican, Unitmg, Catholic and Lutheran 
churches m the area.) As a resuh of this deputation, a sub-committee of the ICC was set 
up to investigate the possibility of establishmg chaplaincy services at two state high 
schools in the area. The sub-committee comprised the two campaign leaders, the ICC 
Secretary (a member of the Uniting Church) and an Anglican Mmister (as Convener). 
hi a third locality, m the early 1990s, clergy from local churches were mvited 
via a letter (on school letterhead) to a meeting at the school to gauge mterest in 
chaplamcy. The meeting was attended by representatives of eight denominations. A 
steering committee was set up at this meeting and formalized with election of 
Chairperson and joint position of Secretary and Treasurer at a meeting in December, 2 
months later. The committee met monthly throughout the foUowmg year. The Secretary 
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kept participatmg churches up-to-date by mailmg minutes of monthly meetings and kept 
other churches informed through regular mformation letters. 
However, despite regular written communication, the committee had difficulty 
gaining the cooperation of the Anglican and Catholic denominations. A Catholic 
representative attended meetmgs from December the first year until November the 
foUowmg year when the Catholic denomination withdrew from the committee. An 
Anglican Minister attended one or two meetings early in the second year. However, the 
Anglican Bishop withdrew the Anglican denomination in October that year. The 
committee continued to seek the cooperation of these two denominations. However, at 
no time did a member of the committee meet with either of the Bishops face-to-face to 
discuss the issue of chaplaincy. 
In February the following year, the Anglican Bishop discussed the planned 
appointment of a Chaplain at the high school in question with a senior officer of the 
Education Department and also with the Catholic Bishop and the Chairperson of the 
Uniting Church Presbytery. Consequently, he wrote to the Department clarifying his 
position (correspondence, February 18, 1993). While endorsing the appointment of 
Chaplains within state high schools, he wrote that the appointee should be fiiUy 
representative of the church community and accountable to an ecumenical agency such 
as Queensland Churches Together. He favoured the Victorian system. He had 
difficulties with the SU model as proposed by the committee. His concems were 
1. the narrow basis of SU Queensland's doctrmal statement (which could 
preclude the appointment of Chaplains from the Anglican, Catholic and 
Unitmg churches) and the selection process m which only candidates 
acceptable to SU Queensland be nominated to the local interview panel; 
2. the potential for disenfranchising mainlme churches in the local chaplaincy 
committee under the SU model (one representative per church, regardless of 
size); 
3. the Chaplain's professional status. 
The Bishop's concems made clear the underlying reason for the Anglican Church's lack 
of cooperation in the campaign—^the committee's advocacy of an SU model. 
The school Deputy Prmcipal considered the issue had been exacerbated as a 
result of ineffective communication. She and the other campaign leader (Les) had been 
unaware of the correct protocol in dealing with the Anglican and Catholic churches: 
The Anglican Bishop was not supportive. I believe that the two Bishops (Anglican and 
Catholic) had got together about this. It seemed to me that if one of them came on side, 
both would. I realize now that it was really a communication breakdown. But "John" 
turned it all around. There's a hierarchy in the AngUcan Church that must be respected. 
Les had been sending the letters to the Dean, not the Bishop. We had to win the Bishop 
to win the Anglicans' support. 
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John, an Anglican Mmister who supported the SU model, met with the Bishop on behalf 
of the committee. He knew the Bishop personally and understood church protocol. He 
related to the Bishop's frame of reference. John's approach was crucial m "wmning" the 
Bishop's support and cooperation of the Anglican Church. Regarduig the committee's 
modus operandi, the Deputy Prmcipal concluded, "We could have done things better. 
We should have done a lot more work in getting it right m the beginning, the foundation 
work." 
A final example is the campaign that was initially "blocked" by the Chairperson 
of the Ministers' Fratemal. The campaign was renewed 18 months later. At this time, 
with the assistance of an SU Queensland staffworker, the campaign initiators made 
contact with other persons in their locality who were advocates for state school 
chaplamcy. One individual, a teacher at one site, assisted in leading the campaign. They 
discovered the Chairperson of the Ministers' Fratemal no longer opposed them. 
Through contact with a SU Queensland staffworker (a long-term acquaintance), the 
Chairperson agreed to gauge local church interest in chaplamcy. Two meetmgs were 
held. According to one of the campaign leaders 
The first meeting (in about May) was for interested people, held at the Lutheran Church. 
I went as an interested person in the high school. There were only church folk at that 
meeting. We discussed the issue. 
They called another meeting where a committee was appointed, elected, to 
investigate chaplaincy, with the purpose of gettmg it going. That was later m the year, 
August or September. I was appointed its first Chairperson. At this second meeting, the 
schools sent reps as well as the churches. I went then more as a school rep than a church 
rep. 
The campaign gained impetus once the Mmisters' Fratemal was supportive, although 
the clergy did not take an active role in the campaign. One campaign leader explamed 
It gave its approval and verbal support. It was happy to let us operate. You got the 
unpression that if it's successfiil, we'll own it. If it's a flop, no way. They left us to our 
own devices. They gave then blessing. The Fratemal was not a highly visible group on 
the committee It was defmitely a lay movement... a grassroots-type movement. 
Throughout the foregomg discussion, I have shown the role communication 
played in campaigners gammg the support, or support and active participation, of other 
individuals and groups m campaigns. Now I examine the importance of collaboration 
for the success of the campaigns. 
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§ COLLABORATION 
Collaboration was essential for cooperation to be achieved between representatives of 
the various interest groups participatmg in the campaigns. In each campaign, members 
of interim chaplaincy committees had to learn to work together, to discuss their 
concems and differences in a courteous, open manner and to reach a consensus. For 
some, working with others in an interdenominational context was a new experience. 
Interim chaplaincy committees 
The membership of interim chaplaincy committees comprised school and church 
personnel. School personnel included the Principal (or nominee) and one or two 
representatives of the staff, the P&C and students. For committees overseemg the 
establishment of chaplaincy services at two sites, the number of school personnel 
(potentially) doubled. Church personnel included either two representatives from 
Ministers' Fratemals or one representative (generally a layperson) from each 
participating local church. At times, an SU Queensland representative attended 
meetings. 
The presence of any two of these three groups of people on interim chaplaincy 
committees seemed to facilitate the collaborative process (a) members of the school 
administration (or school staff) who were strongly committed to chaplaincy and who 
modeled a collaborative mode of team leadership, (b) representatives of an active 
Ministers' Fratemal that showed solidarity for chaplaincy, and (c) local church 
representatives (clergy or laity) who had prior experience workmg together inter-
denommationally in the locality. 
Two interim committees had one strongly committed member of the school 
admmistration as part of its leadership (a), but neither of the other groups (b) or (c) was 
represented. Mistrust and a lack of understanding between representatives of the local 
churches (or denominations) were evident durmg committee meetings. The 
Chairpersons of these two committees considered this to be one of the major issues that 
had to be dealt with and one reason why it took so long to establish the chaplamcy 
service. One Chairperson reflected 
I leamt so much about the politics of the churches, the left and the right, who aligned 
with whom. Some groups feared they wouldn't be represented. I naively thought that all 
Christians were following the same God and would work together. 
It was the mainstream, versus the non-mainstream. A lack of tmst. It was 
interesting that all groups wanted a chaplaincy. There was some fear on behalf of the 
mainstream churches that some groups would take over the chaplaincy. Some envisaged 
the Chaplam as having a great deal of freedom, ft was a lack of tmst. 
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The other Chairperson explamed how seriously this issue affected him: 
The framework took one year to work out. That was the hardest year of my life. It really 
tested me. I wouldn't like to go through that again. It's the hardest committee I've ever 
run. I suppose it's because of my high expectations of other Christians. I've been let 
down. 
As LCC Chair, 1 was the church rep on the interview panel: We had a school 
rep, a P&C rep. The Baptists, Presbyterians and Lutherans ganged up on me. I'm an 
Anglican, so I was right with the Roman Catholics and the Uniting people. I've only 
come into Christianity later m life. I don't see myself as an Anglican. I'm a Christian. 
The SU staffworker says I'm a good Chan because I'm an Anglican. Accordmg 
to my Minister, the strength and the weakness of the Anglican church is our tolerance, 
that is, our openness, acceptance of others. For example, with smgle mothers, gay 
Christians, etc. Because of the tolerance, we are seen as "wishy washy" by other 
churches. 
According to the Baptists, I'm not "fimdamentalist" enough for them. It's been 
a real growing thing for me. The Baptist fellow is the "stirrer". . . . He's a professional 
and very bright. He can win those Biblical arguments. He's the religion-type one who 
gives the "Biblical" balance, in case us Anglicans go off and do it in a "secular" way. 
For these two committees, many issues were contentious. They included issues 
connected with the role of the Chaplam: the place of evangelism, right-of-entry RE and 
choice of RE materials, teachmg of evolution versus creation, counsellmg m "sticky" 
situations (What happens when a rape victim becomes pregnant? Is it all right for her to 
have an abortion?). Other contentious issues were connected with the role of the 
committee, such as methods of fimdraisuig, as this Chairperson recalled in relation to 
raffles: "It really hurt that three churches wouldn't support them. The Baptists were 
against them and they are the big givers to the chaplamcy. Three churches said they 
would pull out over this issue." The underlyuig basis for contention was the theological 
orientation of the Christians on the committees. 
All seven interim committees chose SU Queensland as the employing authority. 
Of the seven, five happily chose SU Queensland. The choice was not controversial. A 
campaign leader who later became the LCC Chairperson at Site A explained 
I saw SU's model. In that the Chaplaincy Committee had the authority to set it up 
however they liked and SU would just do the administration bits. There was no need to 
try and re-invent the wheel. The other ministers here were the same. They said, "Oh, 
SU's fine. We'll work with them." Everyone seemed very happy working with them. 
They took the responsibility for the on-going support, the in-service training, etc. 
However, two committees took some time to reach agreement about SU Queensland as 
the employmg authority. Both of these chaplaincy services were being established in the 
period 1994-95. The Chairperson of one of these committees explained: "The SU model 
was one we looked at. We looked at a number. There was a good bit of 'to-ing' and 
'fro-ing'. We decided late in the year." On the other committee, there was evidence of 
suspicion towards SU Queensland on the part of a few church representatives. The main 
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protagonists were clergy from one or two Anglican and Uniting churches m the area. 
The campaign leader and LCC Chairperson (a Baptist Minister) identified what he 
considered the root cause: "The fact of the matter is: SU is an evangelical organization. 
It's unsaid but clearly implied that the opposition is to evangelicalism. Because of the 
involvement of SU, there was a certam amount of opposition." It took almost a year for 
these two committees to reach a consensus regarding the employing authority. 
The Chairperson of one Ministers' Fratemal reflected on the Fraternal's 
contribution to the chaplaincy campaign and compared it to the work of the interim 
chaplamcy committee: 
The Fratemal gave its endorsement but didn't do very much. That was much of my 
disappointment with them. People are more intent on doing their own thing rather than a 
combined thing. They like to sit around and talk. The impetus for chaplaincy came from 
a sense of partnership that was generated through committed lay people . . . It showed 
Christians could work together and do something useful. 
Each campaign ended with the appointment of the first Chaplaui. The 
appointment of a Chaplain required unanimous agreement between members of the 
committees and endorsement by SU Queensland. For each committee, a Selection Panel 
was responsible for short-listing applicants, interviewmg, and making a 
recommendation to the committee. Selection Panels typically comprised the committee 
Chairperson, the school Principal or Deputy, one or two other church or school 
personnel and a representative from SU Queensland. Each Selection Panel comprised 
males and females and the majority of members were attenders of mainstream or large 
Protestant churches. The first seven appointees, three females and four males, 
comprised three from the Uniting Church, two Presbyterians, and one each from the 
Anglican Church and the Assemblies of God Churches. 
Making the right choice of Chaplain, particularly the fust mcumbent, is crucial if 
the chaplaincy service is to gain acceptance and credibility. The first Chaplain is a 
"trail-blazer", a pioneer. One Deputy Prmcipal commented, "There is no model to 
follow. And it's a one-off position like the Principal or Guidance Officer. What they do 
is far more obvious than that of a classroom teacher. There's only one of them." 
Another Deputy Prmcipal said, "Once it is operatmg, the proofs m the puddmg. If we 
employed the wrong person, it would have been a disaster." A former Principal (Site G) 
explained 
One of the difficulties we found was getting the right person. For the first appointment, 
there were only three or four applications. That was disappointing. We thought that we 
got it right. But we found that the first Chaplain was not the right person. He was there 
one year. 
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In summary, the success of all campaigns depended greatly on the teamwork of the 
committee. As one LCC Chairperson noted, "It's good for the Chaplain to come into a 
healthy committee, that's workmg together. A broad-based committee." 
Change 
Chaplamcy campaigns had a change agenda. Campaigns, once established, exemplified 
a process of planned social change at each site. This process of change affected not only 
schools, but also Mmisters' Fratemals and local churches, as I have already shown. 
Many individuals and groups contributed to this process, m various ways. As Sztompka 
(1994) noted 
Social change . . . is the achievement of human actors, the result of their actions. 
There is nothmg m social history that is not an effect, intended or unmtended, of 
human efforts, (p. 259) 
These mdividual actors and human collectives may be called agents of change (Schaller, 
1972). As I have shown, campaigns included affirmative agents of change 
(campaigners, supporters and benefactors); negative agents of change (opponents and 
skeptics); and passive agents of change (spectators). 
The concept of social change refers to differences that can be observed m social 
relationships (Jamrozik, Boland, & Urquhart, 1995) or in a social system (Sztompka, 
1994) when compared at different pouits in time. So far in this chapter, I have focused 
on the various individuals and groups involved in the campaigns, their roles, and 
relationships between them, and I have revealed how these roles and relationships 
developed and changed as the campaigns progressed. Now, I focus on two issues that 
relate specifically to the concept of change. The first is leadership, an issue I addressed 
earlier m this chapter and now I revisit. The second is time, an issue I examine here m 
relation to the course of the campaigns. * 
§ CAMPAIGN LEADERS AS AGENTS OF CHANGE 
Some campaign leaders (e.g.. School Principals, Deputy Prmcipals, teachers) led 
campaigns from "inside" the school system; others campaigned "outside" the system 
(e.g., clergy or laypersons from local churches). 
Principals or Deputy Principals at five of the nme schools led the chaplaincy 
campaign from inside. They opened their doors to chaplaincy. One Principal, newly 
appointed to the school at the time, recalled, "I came as a whirlwind. I came with a 
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change and development agenda. The chaplaincy was not seen as intrusive but a service, 
a support. People were not resistant at all." Accordmg to another Principal who led a 
campaign for chaplaincy, "Chaplaincy was seen as a great opportunity to get another 
pastoral worker m the school: for the Christian kids who sometimes feel a bit isolated, 
and also for other 'lost' kids. We had no hesitation." 
Principals at two other sites actively sought the introduction of a chaplamcy 
service at their school. The Principal at one of these sites did not want to miss out on 
what he regarded as an opportunity to enhance the school's student support services: "If 
it's another service to kids, then we wanted to be in it." The Principal at the other site 
viewed chaplaincy as a "strategic edge": 
A school is a bit like a 200 tonne oil tanker. It takes a while to change course, swing it 
in one way. You must be sensitive to the environment to get it to change, and the crew 
to work together. We must be strategic. At this school, I have a good view re our 
strategic position. I have a good idea re the "edge" I have here. One of these is the 
Chaplain. 
These two Prmcipals, however, did not become involved in a campaign, but uistead 
empowered their Deputies to facilitate the introduction of the chaplaincy service. 
At all nine schools, at least one administrator and a number of teachers were 
advocates for chaplaincy. At one school, the entire administration team acknowledged 
the need for another support person in the school and actively sought a Chaplain. A 
former Deputy Principal at this school recalled 
There were a few reasons why we wanted a Chaplain. First, as far as counselling was 
concemed, we had a Guidance Officer for three days out of five. Second, the locality 
itself has a very strong Christian church background. If you count the number of pubs 
and churches in a place, you can get some sort of idea. In this locality, there are lots of 
churches... 
The other reason was the development of the new industrial project here. It 
would give an initial intake of students as a "hump" within the school. So there was a 
need to reach kids, provide additional student support. This project was not like the 
former one, with constmction workers coming in, but the influx would be associated 
with the increased business in the locality because of the project. There would be more 
transient and mobile families. 
After the previous Principal left, there was always the idea in the Admin team 
that we needed someone else to spend time with kids. High schools today are extremely 
busy places. Teachers can't spend time with kids, like in the lunch hours as they once 
did. Teachers, with all the accountability processes, and the paperwork they have to do, 
have no time for kids anymore . . . just to talk to the kids. Schools are in a constant state 
of change. Adult-student contact time has been robbed. 
Therefore we thought of chaplaincy. It we could attract someone here for [at 
least] 3 out of 5 days per week. But that initial public meeting suggested there was 
enough support here for a Chaplain 5 days per week. We saw chaplauicy as a way. We 
would introduce a Christian person. There were Christians on staff—the school climate 
was favorable. We heard about chaplaincy because the new Principal came from a high 
school where chaplaincy was working. We knew they were in schools. We investigated 
how we'd pay this person. Then we found out about Scripture Union, that they had the 
mechanism. We were looking for a stmcture. 
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One Prmcipal (a campaign leader) recognized the importance of empowering staff to 
assist m the process of mtroducing and settmg up the chaplaincy service: 
The person in the school does not have to be an Admin person to do it. As long as they 
have the Admin support, the profile, and the Admin empowers them, and allows them to 
nm with i t . . . it will happen. Any person with passion, energy, vision and skill can do 
it. 
At one school, the campaign leader was a teacher, a Head of Department, who saw his 
leadership in the chaplamcy campaign as a way of combming his roles and 
responsibilities as a leadmg teacher and a Christian. He became Chairperson of the 
maugural LCC, a position he has held for 6 years: 
I've been involved in church organizations over many years. You spend your time 
pandering to the faithful. If I can do something in the school because I'm a Christian 
teacher, I'd prefer to help make chaplaincy work. It's my contribution to the Church's 
mission. The other side, as a member of a committee in the school, I'd rather be on this 
one (the LCC) than one where I'm deciding which garden is to be planted next. On the 
LCC, I can decide how to help kids. It's part of my work commitment and it's for the 
church as well. As part of the leadership team, as a HOD, this is a way I can make a 
contribution from the school onto the LCC, to help the Chaplain fit into the school. I 
understand the school perspective and the church perspective, because I'm in-between. 
Each campaign was initiated and led by one or two mdividuals outside the 
school system. At two sites, campaigns were initiated by voluntary Chaplains. Each one 
was the driving force behmd the campaign, from an inside-outsider position in relation 
to the school. As one of them explained, "I got the very distinct impression that if 
someone wasn't in there doing it we might still be wringing our hands. . . . My 
experience with ministry is unless someone does something, nothing happens." In at 
least one campaign, there was multiplicity of leadership. For example, three 
individuals—two inside-outsiders and one insider—shared the leadership of the 
campaign covermg Sites G and H. Each one played an important role in the success of 
the campaign, as this person explained: 
We were people with great passion, vision, a ton of energy. We were able to advocate 
for it from the strong positions we had in the community, in the P&Cs, in the different 
groups to which we belonged. We were involved in the schools as teachers or as 
parents. This gave us credibility. We were all well respected people. 
In summary, the importance of leadership in the success of chaplamcy 
campaigns cannot be stressed enough. In each and every campaign, leadership by one or 
two mdividual agents was crucial, as this Prmcipal (a campaign leader) acknowledged: 
It was due to the overt passion, commitment and faith of "Peter". It was a Peter-
initiative. He had the community vision, and made the local church connections. He put 
in the time, the hard yards. I didn't have that sort of time. I had the enthusiasm, the 
empowerment, to make it happen here. But if Peter had not been the person, it would 
not have happened. 
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§ THE TEMPORAL DIMENSION 
In the study of social phenomena, time is a universal dimension. Change is a process m 
time and the extent to which change takes place is a fimction of the time involved 
(Hiebert, 1976). The concepts of time and social change are inextricably Imked. 
Sztompka (1994) defines two concepts of time m relation to social change: "quantitative 
time" and "qualitative time". First, time may provide an extemal framework for 
measurmg and locatmg events and processes, as in a calendar or time-line, allowing us 
to identify the comparative span, speed, intervals and duration of these "events m time". 
This is what Sztompka calls quantitative time. Second, time may be viewed as an 
intemal, immanent, ontological property of social events and processes, a concept of 
"time in events". This is qualitative time. Both of these concepts of time—quantitative 
and qualitative—are addressed in this section, 
I focus on the temporal dimension of events and processes that marked the 
course of campaigns, from their initiation until their fiilfillment with the establishment 
of a chaplaincy service at each site. In so domg, I utilize a four-stage modeP to describe 
and analyze the progress of campaigns. In each campaign, there were four definite 
stages, namely: 
1. Convergence of interest and initial activity. 
2. Establishment of an mterim chaplaincy committee and legitimization through 
endorsement and sponsorship. 
3. Accreditation of the LCC, establishment of a selection committee, and 
appomtment of the Chaplain. 
4. Fulfillment of goal (chaplaincy service established). 
The course of campaigns 
Overall, the longest chaplaincy campaign spanned about 6 years while the shortest 
campaign spanned about 18 months. The longest campaign was one conducted m the 
early 1990s; the shortest campaign m the late 1990s. Four distinct stages were evident m 
each campaign. The first stage covered early chaplamcy-type activity m the school and 
discussions between school and church personnel, or discussions alone. It was 
characterised by some kind of discontent about the present situation regarding Religious 
Education (RE) in the school. The second stage commenced with the establishment of 
an interim chaplauicy committee. During this period, through the efforts of individual 
^ This model is an adaptation of a particularly helpful model of planned social change outlined by 
Schaller (1972). 
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campaigners and the mterim chaplamcy committee, a campaign gamed legitimization 
through support, endorsement or benefaction of groups such as the school staff, P&C, 
Mmisters' Fratemal, or local churches. This stage was characterised by periods of 
intense activity, especially on the part of campaign leaders and advocates. The third 
stage commenced with the accreditation of the LCC, and covered the formalization of 
Imks with SU Queensland and the selection process for the first Chaplam. The fourth 
stage began with the commencement and commissioning of the first Chaplam. This 
final stage in a campaign was, m reality, the first stage m the ongomg process of 
implementation of the chaplamcy service (the focus of later chapters in this thesis). 
The first stage was the longest m most campaigns, hiitial chaplamcy activity and 
discussions, or discussions alone, extended over a long time prior to the mitiation of a 
campaign proper, as one Pruicipal recalled: "In the first few years after I came to the 
school, I talked with the local clergy about setting up the chaplamcy. . . . It took about 
2-3 years to work through the issues." 
The second stage m most campaigns extended over a period of about one year. It 
took considerable time for mterim chaplaincy committees to work through the many 
issues and reach a consensus and, in the meantime, to gain support and sponsorship in 
the school and local churches. One LCC Chairperson recalled, "It took one year to set it 
up. We had all the fundraising to work out. To decide whether we would be able to 
support a full-time or part-time chaplamcy. That was important, because you do things 
differently if it's full-time." According to this observer, a Deputy Principal, "It was 
done very well, with a lot of consultation. . . . There was a large group. It was 
exhaustive, as well as exhausting. It took months." For one committee, the second stage 
was protracted because it coincided with the Rout Working Party and the Queensland 
Government's moratorium on the establishment ofnew chaplaincy services. 
The third stage in most campaigns spanned only a few months. In one campaign, 
however, the LCC Chairperson lamented that it lasted much longer than anticipated: 
We advertised in the middle of 199-. But we didn't make an appointment. There were 
quite a few applications. We did the interviews. But we were unanimous in deciding 
that we had not found the right person. The members of the Selection Panel came from 
all different backgrounds, but we all agreed. It just wasn't right. 
It was a bit difficult. We were keen to make an appointment. It had cost a lot of 
money. The ads in the paper were quite expensive. We had to pay for the applicants to 
travel here for the interviews. It cost the committee hundreds of dollars. It was an 
expensive exercise. We were all quite downcast. 
This committee re-advertised about 5 months later and, on the second occasion, an 
appointment was made. This heralded the fourth stage. 
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Campaigns gained momentum as they progressed towards their goal of 
establishment of the chaplamcy service. During stage one, activity was minimal and 
irregular. Durmg stage two, activity increased gradually. Activity was periodic and 
regular, with most interim committees meeting on a monthly basis throughout the 
school year. During stage three, activity escalated, with meetings held more frequently 
than monthly. Additional meetings were necessary as Selection Committees short-listed 
and interviewed applicants. During the fourth stage, following the commencement of 
the Chaplam, activity leveled out, and meetings retumed to regular monthly intervals. 
The progress of a typical campaign may be represented graphically (Figure 3.1). Finally, 
to provide details of the progress of a campaign, I have included a time-line locating 
major events that shaped one particular campaign conducted in the mid 1990s (Figure 
3.2). It reveals the time span for the campaign, the duration of the first three stages, 
mtervals between events, and periods of relative activity and inactivity. 
Commencement of 
Chaplain 
Accreditation of LCC 
Formation of interim 
committee 
Initiation of campaign 
k . 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Si 
P 
age 
w 
3 Stage 4 
Figure 3.1 Progress of a typical campaign 
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1 Oct Campaign iaitiator approaches School Principal 
9 
9 
2 
1 
9 
9 Jul Letter to churches re meeting; opposition from some Anglican and Uniting Church clergy 
3 
Sep Campaign initiator brings proposal to Ministers" Fratemal: Sub-committee set up 
Oct First meeting of Chaplaincy Sub-committee; chaplainc>' proposal raised at school P&C 
Nov Second meeting of Chaplaincy Sub-committee: sch^ljtjyOC^^students indicate gyggort^ .^  
Dec Establishment of interim chaplaincy committee 
Interim committee meets monthly throughout 1994 
Feb P&C approval gained; interim committee agrees to SU model 
Mar 
Apr Interim committee approves Chaplain's Role Statement 
May 
9 "'"" 
Jul Interim committee endorses Chaplain's Code of Ethics 
4 Aug Interim committee approves LCC's understanding of the Chaplaincy Service document; 
application to Education Department for accreditation as Local Chaplaincy Committee 
Sep 
Oct Advertisement for 4 days/week part-time Chaplam; LCC accreditation granted 
Nov Short-listuig of applicants; mterviewmg 
Dec 
9 Jan First Chaplain commences 
5 Feb Commissioning Service 
Figure 3.2 A campaign time-lme 
Note: The four stages in the campaign are indicated by the alternating horizontal shaded areas. 
Chaplaincy campaigns: The main issues 
In this chapter I have revealed how chaplaincy services came to be established at each 
of the selected sites. Campaigns to place Chaplams m these schools were initiated by 
one or two mdividuals from the local churches in conjunction with one or two 
mdividuals from each school. Many individuals and groups ui the schools and local 
churches contributed to these campaigns, the shortest campaign spanning about 18 
months, the longest 6 years. The success of these campaigns depended first, on 
leadership by significant mdividuals and, second, on the cooperation of the various 
stakeholders at the local level. 
The vast majority of campaigners—^both campaign leaders and advocates—were 
Christians who attended local churches. As Kaldor, Bellamy, Powell, Hughes, & Castle 
(1997) reported in Shaping a Future: Characteristics of Vital Congregations, an 
analysis of the National Church Life Survey (NCLS) 1991 results, it is common for 
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church attenders to be involved in their community, particularly in social welfare and 
social action groups (p. 44). In an earlier publication Mission Under the Microscope: 
Keys to Effective and Sustainable Mission, Kaldor et al. (1995) wrote 
Commentators often underestimate the significance of the churches in Australian 
life. By participating m community groups, attenders at the grass roots level can 
play a significant role in the wider community. They can meet others with 
common interests or concems, form relationships on an equal footing and, 
possibly, help to shape the future directions of society at large, (p. 25) 
The term community in this context refers to a locality (e.g., suburb, town, city or 
district). In the NCLS, a measure of involvement in the wider community comprised 
figures for attenders involved in care and welfare groups and in social action groups. 
Moberg (1973) distinguishes between "social welfare" and "social action" in relation to 
Christian social concem and involvement in the wider community: 
Social welfare refers to all the social services that are provided by social 
workers, medical doctors, clmical psychologists, counsellors, and people in 
other relevant helping professions, together with their paraprofessional and 
volunteer helpers. Its primary orientation is toward the victims of social 
problems, in contrast to social action, which aims to correct the social structures 
and processes of society that cause the problems, (p. 105) 
Stott (1990) argues that genume Christian social concem embraces both social service 
(social welfare) and social action, and believes that it is very artificial to divorce them. 
Stott includes socio-political action in his notion of social action. Chaplaincy campaigns 
had as their goal the provision of a relevant Christian presence in a school, a person (or 
persons) to minister to mdividuals' personal and social needs as well as their spiritual 
needs (i.e., social welfare). However, m order to achieve this goal, campaigners were 
required to be involved in a form of collective social action. 
Christian campaigners were generally active members (not simply attenders) of 
local church congregations. Kaldor et al. (1997) identify the followmg characteristics of 
congregations with high levels of community involvement: 
• Involvement in congregational life (attenders involved in small groups, 
decision-makmg, havmg particular roles) appears to promote mvolvement 
with the wider community. 
• Older attenders tend to be more mvolved in the wider community. 
• Attenders with a local focus (regardless of age) are more likely to get 
involved. 
• A stable base of attenders is a usefiil startmg pomt. 
• Community involvement is a known and valued aspect of the congregation. 
• Conflict is not helpful. 
• A lively faith is a source of, and impetus for, wider community involvement. 
(pp. 47-49) 
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Christian campaigners (both campaign leaders and advocates), with the 
exception of two individuals, were members of Protestant churches. Most were 
members of mamstream Protestant churches, notably the Anglican and the Uniting 
churches. Many belonged to large Protestant denommations, the most common one 
bemg the Baptist Church. Few campaigners belonged to Pentecostal denominations. 
These fmdmgs parallel those of the 1991 NCLS. 
Kaldor et al. (1995) report distmct differences in the levels of mvolvement in 
community organizations and m social action or social welfare groups between 
attenders of different (Protestant) denommations. Attenders in Pentecostal 
denominations tend to be less involved in community organizations and in social action 
or social welfare groups than attenders in mainstream or large Protestant denominations. 
Table 3.8 summarizes the denommational pattem of community mvolvement based on 
the 1991 NCLS fmdmgs. 
Table 3.8 Denominational pattem of community involvement (NCLS) 
Area of community Mainstream Large Small ' . 
^ involvement Protestant Protestant Protestant 
Community ^^„/^ ^^ ^^ ^ _ 3^^^^ 
organization 
Social action or ^^^^^ ^30/0 im IS'/o 
social yyelfare group 
Note: Figures are based on the 1991 NCLS fmdings, Kaldor et. al. (1995, pp. 20-22) 
Accordmg to the NCLS (Kaldor et al., 1995), denommational differences are 
more evident for church attenders aged over 30 years. Locality (metropolitan or non-
metropolitan) makes little difference in the overall pattem of denominational 
involvement. Theological orientation of church attenders appears to be a more important 
factor for denommational differences in the level of community mvolvement overall. 
However, theological orientation of attenders seems to make little difference in the level 
of mvolvement m certam types of community organizations (e.g., school groups). In 
terms of theological teadition, Kaldor et al. report that attenders mfluenced by Catholic 
or Anglo-Catholic tradition tend to be more involved m social action or social welfare 
groups than those mfluenced by evangelical or charismatic traditions. 
Chaplamcy campaigns mvolved more mdividuals of evangelical tradition than 
Catholic, Anglo-Catholic or charismatic traditions. Six of the 10 campaign initiators and 
9 of the 17 campaign leaders were members of Protestant denommations and had some 
connection with SU Queensland. Most were members of the Baptist or Unitmg Church. 
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Baptists commonly give strong support to nondenominational or interdenominational 
organizations that have an evangelical orientation (Hughes, 1996). While there are a 
variety of theological emphases in the Unitmg Church (Bentley & Hughes, 1996), some 
members of the Uniting Church align with an evangelical tradition and have 
connections with organizations such as SU Queensland. Most Christian teachers who 
were advocates belonged to Protestant denominations and some were adult leaders of 
school ISCF or CF groups. Teachers who facilitate these groups generally have been 
influenced by the evangelical tradition. 
Individuals who led campaigns were clearly mfluential. "Leadership is 
uifluence, the ability of one person to mfluence others" (Sanders, 1981, p. 19). The 
influence of campaign leaders was due prunarily to their vision, and wisdom and skill in 
articulatmg and enacting that vision. The concept of "vision" can be described in a 
number of different ways. For Stott (1990, p. 368), vision is an act of seeing, an 
imagmative perception of things, combmmg insight and foresight. Arbuckle (1993) 
described vision as "a mental passage from the known to the unknown, creating the 
future from a mass of existing facts, hopes, dreams, dangers and opportunities" (p. 103). 
For Kotter (1990), vision is not mystical or intangible, but a description of something in 
the fiiture, often the distant future, in terms of the essence of what it should become. 
Belasco (1990) described vision as a shared picture of a mutual destination. However, 
Belasco emphasizes that a vision alone is not enough: People have to be empowered to 
act on it. He claims that an empowering vision spells out clearly what you want and 
inspires people to produce it. The concept of vision, then, is an imaginative view (or 
picture) of the future comprising both a product and a process. 
Campaign leaders were visionaries, but they were not seers, or prophets, m a 
spiritual sense. They were primarily people of action. They had sufficient wisdom 
(knowledge and understandmg) in relation to their picture of the future, and adequate 
skills (interpersonal, management) to transform this vision into reality. They were also 
people of mtegrity. Their mfluence was in direct proportion to their perceived personal 
and professional integrity. Leaders were well-respected individuals. Other people 
trusted them and, ui tum, put their faith in the vision. Importantly, campaign leaders 
acted out their vision through hard work, determination and disciplme. Kotter (1990), m 
his studies on the nature of leadership and its relationship to management, identifies 
four attributes which, when taken together, define some mmimum requirements for 
leadership in "big jobs". These four attributes are (a) mtelligence or mtellectual skills. 
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(b) drive or energy level, (c) mental or emotional health, and (d) hitegrity. Certainly, 
Kotter's four attributes were evident m all campaign leaders. 
"Leadership produces change" (Kotter, 1990, p. 35): That is its main function. 
Campaign leaders, via their vision, plans and strategic actions, set the direction for the 
campaigns. The direction of change was carefully selected and planned. As the key 
affirmative agents of change, campaign leaders were generally "broad-based strategic 
thinkers who were willing to take risks" (Kotter, p. 43). School Prmcipals or Deputy 
Prmcipals played a key role m the success of campaigns by facilitatmg change from 
inside the school system and by seeking to increase the school's degree of openness to 
the innovation (Schaller, 1972). As leaders of organizations undergomg constant (albeit 
not always sought-after) change, they viewed chaplaincy as an "opportimity rather than 
a threat" (Macdonald, 1998, p. 127). Importantly, they empowered others m the school 
system to uitroduce and implement the necessary changes. According to Belasco (1990, 
chap. 1), "empowerment creates change". Belasco (p. 219) emphasizes that change m a 
large, complex organization (such as a school) requires enlisting the broadest number of 
individual change agents—empowered people at all levels— t^o champion a vision. 
Outsiders who led campaigns included RE teachers, voluntary Chaplains, 
members of school P&Cs, and local clergy. Each one had some particular mvolvement 
or strategic mterest m the school, a kmd of "mside-outsider" role. As such, they were 
positioned on the "sidelmes" of the school system. It was not by accident that, when the 
schools opened their doors to innovation m the area of RE, they were m the right place 
at the right time. Andrews (1996) named these places and times "free spaces" and "fluid 
phases": 
K place where the system is most open to change is what I call a "free space"; a 
time when the system is most open to change is what I call a "fluid phase". In 
my experience, "free spaces" and "fluid phases" are not so much to be defmed as 
to be discerned. We can sense the "free spaces" and the "fluid phases" which can 
present us with a chance to act creatively for change withm a system, (p. 150) 
For Andrews, free spaces are openuigs on the periphery of a system, either just mside or 
just outside it, on the sidelhies; a fluid phase is a time, precipitated by a crisis m the 
system, when mdividuals' peripheral concems become the cenfral concems of the 
system, hi the chaplamcy campaigns, campaign leaders discerned and took advantage of 
openings in the school system, as demonstrated by deliberate, affirmative action. 
Clearly, they were what Sztompka (1994) calls "event-makmg" mdividuals (p. 272). 
The success of campaigns depended very much on the skill of campaign leaders 
m managmg people. They had to facilitate cooperation between mdividuals and groups 
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involved in, or affected by, the campaigns. The unportance of effective communication 
and collaboration m obtaining the cooperation of stakeholders in commimity projects 
such as this is expressed clearly by Andrews in Building a Better World (1996): 
All relationships with people, where we can transact our hopes, depend on the 
practice of communication and collaboration. Communication means "a 
dialogue in which all the people concemed can speak and all the people 
concemed can be heard". And collaboration means "some sort of ongoing 
negotiation that takes mto account the hopes of all the people concemed". If we 
practise communication and collaboration, it is possible to start to transact our 
aspirations, (p. 249) 
Campaign leaders aimed not only to inform others of their vision for state school 
chaplaincy but also to encourage them to share the vision and contribute to the 
campaigns. Kotter (1990) calls this process "aligning people". He defines alignment as 
A condition in which a relevant group of people share a common understanding 
of a vision and set of strategies, accept the validity of that direction, and are 
willing to work toward making it a reality, (p. 60) 
According to Kotter, one of the most obvious features of any successful alignment 
process appears to be a great deal of communication. 
Campaign leaders came to realise that if their message about chaplaincy was to 
influence others it had to be presented with a high degree of impact. Kraft (1979) 
outlines five principles govemmg communication with impact: 
• The most impactful communication results from person-to-person 
interaction. 
• Communication is most effective when the communicator, the message and 
the receptor participate in the same context(s), setting(s), or frame(s) of 
reference. 
• Communication is most effective when the communicator has eamed 
credibility as a respectable human being within the chosen frame of 
reference. 
• Communication is most effective when the message is understood by the 
receptor to relate specifically to life as the receiver lives it. 
• Communication is most effective when the receptor discovers (1) an ability 
to identify at least partially with the communicator and (2) the relevance of 
the message to his or her own life. (pp. 149-150) 
The importance of these five principles of communication with impact was evident as 
campaign leaders and advocates sought the cooperation of strategic individuals (e.g., 
administrators, teachers and Guidance Officers in schools and clergy and laypersons in 
local churches) and groups (e.g., P&Cs and Ministers' Fratemals). Cooperation, and 
benefaction in some instances, was obtained more readily where campaigners (a) 
communicated their vision face-to-face, (b) belonged to the same (or similar) group, (c) 
were trusted and where their credibility was established, (d) related to the felt needs and 
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aspirations of those they canvassed, and (e) assisted those they canvassed to identify 
with them ui a campaign and view the chaplaincy idea as their own. 
The establishment of a chaplaincy service at each of the sites was based on a 
"partnership" between the school, a number of local churches and the employing 
authority (SU Queensland). Representatives of the school (or schools) and the local 
churches formed the mterim chaplamcy committees. Collaboration between members of 
these fledglmg committees was essential if campaigns were to succeed. Collaboration is 
about workuig together, teamwork. Collaboration stresses mterdependency, and is 
present when each member of a team 
has his/her role clarified and feels responsible for, and is supported in, its 
achievement, but works to combme his/her actions with those of others in view 
of a commonly accepted vision and mission. (Arbuckle, 1993, p. 202) 
Covey (1990) describes interdependence as "the paradigm of we—we can do it; we can 
cooperate; we can combine our talents and abilities and create something greater 
together" (p. 49). Members of interim chaplaincy committees had much to do. Roles 
and responsibilities had to be defined and clarified. Relationships between committee 
members on behalf of the stakeholders they represented (school community, local 
churches, or employing authority) had to be established. A shared vision for the 
chaplamcy service had to be clarified and developed. Correct procedures and policies 
had to be understood and followed. Appropriate structures had to be chosen and put m 
place. All of this took a long time and required a lot of hard work, patience, 
understanding, and grace on the part of participants. Clearly, collaboration between 
representatives of the various groups on interim chaplaincy committees was not easily 
or readily achieved. 
One of the first tasks of these interim chaplaincy committees was to formulate a 
set of aims of the chaplaincy service. Most mterim committees were able to make use of 
sample aims statements provided by SU Queensland. The Department of Education also 
provides sample aims statements. The aims of state school chaplaincy are exammed m 
depth in chapter 4. 
AIMS OF STATE SCHOOL CHAPLAINCY 
The chaplaincy service is a general pastoral ministry within the school. 
(LCC mission statement) 
It's like another string to a big bow. 
(Deputy Principal) 
What's important to me is to have a Christian presence in a state high school and all 
associated aspects . . . such as saying prayers on assembly, being a counsellor, friend, 
support person. .. for students, staff and families. 
(LCC Chairperson & Deputy Principal) 
This chapter focuses on the aims of chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools and 
the contribution of key stakeholders (mdividuals, groups and organization, at both local 
and state level) to the formulation of these aims. The importance that the Department of 
Education, Queensland, attaches to aims of chaplaincy services is plain. First, the 
Department stipulates that a prerequisite for the establishment of a chaplaincy service is 
a consensus within the school community about the nature and aims of a chaplaincy 
service in the school (Department of Education, Queensland, 1993a, p. 8). 
Consequently, the first task of an interim Local Chaplaincy Committee (LCC) is to 
formulate a general statement of aims of the proposed chaplaincy service. A LCC 
comprises members representing local stakeholders (the school or schools, and local 
churches). All members contribute to the formulation of site-specific aims. A 
chaplaincy service must reflect local circumstances, respond to local needs, and be 
consistent with Department of Education policy and procedures (1993a, p. 21, Item 2.7). 
Second, the Department stipulates that any organization seeking accreditation from the 
Minister for Education as an employer of Chaplains is to provide a statement of general 
chaplaincy service aims (as understood by the organization), showing how these aims 
relate to the overall mission, goals and policies of the organization (1993a, p. 18). The 
Department of Education's emphasis on aims underscores the importance of chaplamcy 
services aims in relation to the nature and development of chaplaincy services in 
Queensland state schools. 
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The chapter divides roughly into three parts. In part one, I present an 
exammation of official (or documented) aims produced by key stakeholders. I begm by 
focussmg on official aims of the seven LCCs responsible for chaplamcy services at the 
nine sites m this investigation, the Queensland Department of Education, and SU 
Queensland. Next I focus on corporate or organizational aims and values: of the 
Department of Education and the nme schools, and of SU Queensland, relatmg these to 
official chaplamcy service aims. In part two, I present a description and analysis of 
unofficial (or perceived) chaplamcy service aims, as expressed by LCC, school and SU 
Queensland personnel, and Chaplams. Fmally, m part three, I identify the major issues 
arising from the examination of aims, both official and unofficial, discussing these in 
view of relevant theory and practice. 
In what follows, I take aims to mean precise specifications of an action or 
activity (Peters, 1974). Aims reveal the focus of an action or activity. According to 
Peters, aims help to clarify and concentrate attention on what is worthwhile achieving m 
an educational enterprise, where education is taken to mean "the intentional 
transmission of what is worth while" (p. 35). Official aims are identified through 
statements in official documents. Official chaplaincy service aims are found in LCC, 
Department of Education and SU Queensland documents produced during the period of 
establishment and implementation of the chaplaincy services that are the focus of this 
investigation. Official corporate or organizational aims are identified through vision, 
mission and goal statements m Department of Education, school and SU Queensland 
documents. Unofficial aims refer to people's perceptions of aims. Duruig interviews or 
surveys, LCC, school and SU Queensland personnel described the chaplaincy service 
mission and goals and Chaplams described their vision and mission and identified the 
focus of their activity. 
Official aims 
To begm, I present m tum official chaplamcy service aims for LCCs, the Department of 
Education and SU Queensland. Subsequently, I summarize these aims and note 
similarities and differences. Next, I survey in tum corporate (or organizational) aims 
and values for the Department of Education and schools, and SU Queensland, 
discussing these in relation to official chaplaincy service aims. 
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§ LOCAL CHAPLAINCY COMMITTEES (LCCs) 
Only three (A, D and I) of the seven LCCs m this investigation produced a mission 
statement and list of goals for the chaplamcy service. It is notable that these goals focus 
on the Chaplam's role. Of the other four LCCs, one (E) produced a mission statement 
only. Table 4.1 presents official LCC aims. All seven LCCs developed a Chaplam's role 
statement listmg the Chaplam's duties. Role statements (examined in chap. 5) appear to 
have subsumed chaplauicy service aims. 
Table 4.1 Official LCC aims 
LCC Mission Goals 
The primary role for the 
chaplain [is] to provide an 
additional dimension to 
the school's pastoral care 
program and guidance and 
counselling services. 
The chaplain must work 
closely with the school's 
pastoral care and 
counselling staff. 
D The general aim of the 
chaplatQcy service is to 
provide pastoral care and 
to facilitate and co-
ordinate religious 
education in the school 
community. 
E The chaplaincy service is a 
general pastoral ministry 
within the school. 
I The chaplaincy service 
seeks to foster and 
minister to the spiritual, 
emotional and pastoral 
needs of the school 
community. 
1. Assist teachers and parents in fostering the physical, mental, 
social and spiritual development of students, within a 
supportive environment. 
2. Have a particular responsibility for the spiritual, ethical and 
religious needs of students and other members of the school 
community. 
3. Model a particular religious stance and lifestyle while 
recognising other spiritual and ethical insights. 
4. Be available to all students without any implications of 
deliberately seeking to win students from one denomination to 
another or from one religion or set of beliefs to another. 
5. Participate, in appropriate ways, in other school programs. 
1. Be available for pastoral care within the school community. 
2. Co-ordinate and participate in the school's RE program. 
3. Provide oversight of religious activities within the school. 
4. Participate in the general life of the school. 
[No statement of goals provided.] 
Be available for pastoral care to the school community, in 
cooperation with the School Principal, Guidance Officer, 
Administrative personnel and other members of staff. 
Be valued as a member of the school and community as a 
significant role model and play an important part in school 
activities. 
As a long term goal, the chaplain may 
• take a leadership role in RE 
• develop an RE teaching team from participating local 
churches 
• provide pre-service orientation and inservice training in 
the development of a teaching team. 
These four LCCs indicate that the overall aim of the chaplaincy service is the 
provision of support, particularly through pastoral care. Pastoral care is to be provided 
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in cooperation with the Guidance Officer and other pastoral care staff. Goal statements 
indicate that the Chaplain is to be available to all students and members of the school 
community. Further, the Chaplain is expected to be an active participant in the life of 
the school and to be a significant (Christian) role model. Two LCCs mention 
specifically the Chaplaui's responsibility for attending to the spiritual needs of 
individuals, while envisaging a wider role for the Chaplam as part of the school care 
program by attending to individuals' other needs (a holistic approach). One LCC 
proposes that the Chaplain oversees religious activities m the school. Only one LCC 
envisions the Chaplain playing a strategic role in RE, facilitation and coordination of 
RE in the school. The other LCCs place a low priority on the Chaplain's role in RE. For 
example, the list of duties for the Chaplain at Site E indicates that the Chaplam is to 
participate m denominational RE classes only as required by the churches and invited 
by them. To summarize, according to official LCC aims, a chaplaincy service is to focus 
on provision of support (especially pastoral care), whole persons (including the spiritual 
dimension), all members of the school community (students, staff and parents), 
provision of RE (optional), and the whole of school life. 
§ DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
As shown in chapter 2, it was not until October 1992 that the Queensland Department of 
Education provided schools with policies and procedures to govem chaplaincy services 
in state schools. The Student Management module SM-03 Chaplaincy Services in 
Queensland State Schools m the Department of Education Manual (DOEM) was first 
issued on 26 November 1992. The Guidelines were produced in 1993. 
Module SM-03 (DOEM, 1992/1996/1998) and the 1993 Guidelines provided 
much-needed defmitions, policy statements and procedures with respect to schools, 
LCCs, employmg authority, and Regional and Central Offices. Noticeably absent from 
the SM-03 document is a statement about chaplaincy service aims. However, the 
guidelines address the issue of aims, albeit m a general way. 
According to the Guidelines (Department of Education, Queensland, 1993a), a 
chaplaincy service statement of aims should contain the followmg essential elements 
• a definition of the model of chaplamcy adopted by the school; 
• references to the specific purposes of chaplaincy services m relation to 
students' spiritual, ethical and religious needs; and 
• mdications of how the services contribute to the overall goals of the school 
(p. 9) 
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The Guidelines present three models for chaplamcy services in Information Sheet No. 1 
(p. 6): the educational model, the pastoral care model and the peer model. The three 
models differ accordmg to the primary role of the Chaplam m meeting the spfritual, 
ethical and religious needs of individuals: (a) through formal educational programs, (b) 
through the school pastoral care program in cooperation with other staff, or (c) through 
supportive mformal relationships with students. These three models are not mutually 
exclusive, as it is unlikely that one model alone achieves all LCC aims. LCCs may 
combine, in varying proportions, elements of two or three of the models. 
A chaplaincy service is described in the Guidelines as a means of expanduig and 
emiching "the range of educational and support services and numbers and types of 
personnel available in a school to respond to the spiritual, ethical and religious needs 
and problems of students" (p. 4). Clearly, the Department envisages a strategic and 
complementary role for a chaplamcy service in relation to other school services. 
The Guidelines provide three examples of chaplaincy service aims in 
Information Sheet No. 2 (p. 10), each example aligning closely with one of the three 
chaplaincy models. Notably, the statement of aims for one LCC (A) is almost identical 
to Example 1. These examples, together with the defmitions provided by the 
Department, reveal the Department's aims for chaplaincy services m Queensland state 
schools. Thus, a chaplaincy service is to focus on provision of support (educational, 
pastoral, peer), provision of RE (optional), spiritual, ethical and religious matters, all 
students regardless of religious background or lack thereof, the whole of school life, and 
partnerships (through the LCC—between the school, churches and employing 
authority). 
§ SU QUEENSLAND 
SU Queensland's earliest documents outlming its proposal to place Chaplains in 
Queensland state high schools include a brief statement of aims. SU Queensland's 
chaplaincy model was produced in March 1990; a revised version produced in August 
1991. These two documents provide similar aims statements. According to the 1991 
document, by placing a Christian Chaplain ui a state (high) school, a chaplaincy service 
aims to provide 
1. a means of improving the level of systematic Christian education of students, 
assisted by a person who is a permanent member of the school community; 
2. a Christian support person always available to listen to and help students; 
3. opportunity for a credible portrayal of Christian lifestyle and behaviour to be 
modelled at school; and 
4. a tangible link between school and local church worship and nurture. 
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In later documents, SU Queensland's auns for chaplaincy services are clearly stated 
(Scripture Union of Queensland, 1995, 1998a, 1999a). A chaplaincy service aims to 
contribute to 
• spiritual, ethical and religious support and assistance withm the school 
community; 
• Religious Education m the school; 
• communication between all parts of the school community, religious groups 
and other appropriate organisations; and 
• the credible portrayal of Christian faith—^lifestyle and behaviour in the 
school. 
These statements (1990/91, 1995, 1998a, 1999a) encapsulate SU Queensland's 
chaplaincy services aims. It is noteworthy that SU Queensland's earlier statements were 
made 1-2 years prior to any made by the Department of Education. The differences 
between SU Queensland's earlier and later statements indicate a shift in emphasis, from 
an educational role to a support role as the primary function of the Chaplain, and reflect 
a number of changes and additions to Department of Education policies and procedures 
during that time. For example, the language is more inclusive, and there is a greater 
emphasis on partnerships between stakeholders. To summarize, according to SU 
Queensland, a chaplaincy service is to focus on provision of support, provision of RE, 
spiritual, ethical and religious matters (from a Christian perspective), all members of the 
school community, the whole of school life, and partnerships. 
§ COMPARISON OF OFFICIAL CHAPLAINCY SERVICE AIMS 
Here I review and draw attention to similarities and differences m official chaplaincy 
service aims provided m LCC, Department of Education and SU Queensland 
documents. Table 4.2 presents, m summary, the essence of these aims. 
Table 4.2 Summary of official chaplamcy service aims 
LCCs Department of Education 
provision of support 
(especially pastoral care) 
RE (optional) 
whole persons (including the 
spiritual dimension) 
all members of the school 
commimity 
the whole of school life 
A chaplaincy service is to focus on 
• provision of support 
(educational, pastoral, peer) 
RE (optional) 
spiritual, ethical and 
religious matters 
• all students 
• the whole of school life 
partnerships 
SU Queensland 
provision of support 
provision of RE 
spiritual, ethical and 
religious matters (from a 
Christian perspective) 
all members of the school 
community 
the whole of school life 
partnerships 
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LCCs, the Department of Education and SU Queensland share the followmg 
aims (a) provision of support for students and others in the school community, (b) 
contribution to RE, and (c) participation of the Chaplain m the life of the school. 
Students are the prime concem, although all members of the school community 
(including staff and parents) may utilize the service. The Chaplam's contribution to RE 
in the school is given greater emphasis by SU Queensland than either the Department of 
Education or LCCs. However, all three envisage the chaplaincy service contributing in 
some way to educational programs. Importantly, all three envisage the chaplamcy 
service as an integral part of the school and the Chaplain as an active participant in the 
whole of school life. In particular, LCCs and SU Queensland envisage the Chaplain 
providing a significant positive role model in the school. LCCs, the Department of 
Education and SU Queensland have different perspectives about what matters (i.e., 
spiritual, ethical, religious or other) should be the focus of the Chaplain's attention. In 
particular, SU Queensland emphasizes the Christian distinctiveness of the chaplaincy 
service. SU Queensland's concem is that the chaplaincy service is a ministry of the 
Christian church. Fmally, both the Department of Education and SU Queensland 
emphasize the need for positive partnerships between the various stakeholders in a 
chaplaincy service. 
§ CORPORATE AIMS AND CHAPLAINCY SERVICE AIMS 
Here I examme official aims and underlymg values (or beliefs) of the Department of 
Education and the nine schools m the sample, and SU Queensland, and discuss these in 
relation to chaplamcy service aims. 
Department of Education and schools 
As a provider of public education^ the Department of Education formulates its aims on 
the basis of social, economic and political trends at particular periods in time, in order to 
reach "a balance between what in education is mtrinsically good, good for the individual 
and good for society" (Education Queensland, 1999, p. 8). 
The aims for public education m Queensland schools during the 1990s are 
encapsulated m statements in the Department's Development Plan 1991-95 (Department 
of Education, Queensland, 1991, January 25) and Corporate Plan 1993-1997, 1994-
' PubUc education is defmed by Spaull (1998) as: 
any system of schooling . . . that is regulated by a civil agency, supported primarily from 
public fimds and which provides free schooling (at least in terms of tuition costs) for the 
compulsory years of schooling, if not beyond, (p. 3) 
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1998, 1996-2000 (Department of Education, Queensland, 1992, 1993b, 1995). Its 1991 
statement of purpose reads 
The reason for the Department's existence: our role and the clients we serve. 
We in the Department of Education work m partnership with parents and 
the wider community to ensure that students in Queensland receive a high-
quality education appropriate to their needs. 
We aim to help students develop as mdependent and knowledgeable 
people who are morally and socially responsible, employable, and capable of 
self-fulfilment and of contributing to society. 
From 1992, under corporate planning, the Department provided a mission statement: 
"The mission of our Department is to provide quality education appropriate to the needs 
of our students and of society." Education, accorduig to the Department, is "a life-long 
social enterprise through which communities and their schools help shape an ethical and 
economically viable future for our students and society" (Department of Education, 
Queensland, 1994, p. iv). A vision statement, "Excellence m Education", was included 
m 1995. Throughout the 1990s, key issues for the Department mcluded quality teaching 
and leammg, management of change, accoimtability, national priorities, social justice, 
education and the economy, student behaviour management and school-based 
management. The Department's goals m the 1990s covered a number of priority areas, 
including curriculum development and reform (in accord with national goals, and 
mcluded active and mformed citizenship, technology, inclusive curriculum, to name a 
few areas), supportive school environments, educational provision for students with 
disabilities, Aborigmal and Torres Strait Islander education, and devolution and 
localization of services. Throughout the 1990s, the Department's actions were guided 
by its values and beliefs (Department of Education, Queensland, 1991, January 25), 
namely: respect for people, life-long leaming, participation and consultation, 
professionalism, responsiveness, equity and social justice, quality and effectiveness, 
accountability, and a shared vision. From 1993, a number of minor changes were made, 
with the additions: effective leaming and teaching, quality and continuous 
improvement, and effective and efficient management within available resources, 
reflecting the influence of total quality management prmciples. 
Clearly, the Department of Education's mission and vision statements emphasize 
its concem for high quality, responsive and responsible education. Further, the 
Department's purpose, goals and values reveal two equally important sociological 
concems: first, the needs of mdividuals and second, the needs of society. In focussing 
on these two areas, the Department takes the philosophical middle ground m terms of 
the purpose(s) for education. The Department aims to guide the development and 
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socialization of young Queenslanders, preparing them for life and work m a rapidly 
changmg, mcreasingly diverse society, through provision of high quality, professional 
services that are fair and just, effective, accountable and available to all mdividuals. 
Important policies developed and implemented by the Department during the 1990s 
included Social Justice Strategy 1994-1998 (Department of Education, Queensland, 
1994) m accord with the Queensland Government's social justice agenda and Schools 
and Discipline: Managing Behaviour in a Supportive School Environment (Department 
of Education, Queensland, 1993c). The Department's strategic direction was uifluenced 
markedly by a plethora of legislation and supporting policies and stmctures in the early 
1990s (at both state and national level), together with national and intemational 
perspectives on the role of education in a society driven largely by economic ideals and 
goals. The Department, in line with recommendations made in Focus on Schools 
(Department of Education, Queensland, 1990) envisaged the localization of services, the 
devolution of management to schools, and greater community participation, as a way of 
achieving many of its goals. 
The mission and vision statements for the majority of schools surveyed in this 
mvestigation echo the Department of Education's mission and vision for high quality or 
excellence in education with phrases such as "pursuit of excellence", "high quality 
education" or "highest quality educational outcomes". Most statements emphasize the 
aim of providing inclusive schoolmg, incorporatmg phrases such as "for all students", 
"for every studenf, "opportunities for all", "everyone will learn". A number of 
statements show that schools aim for positive leaming and teaching environments usmg 
phrases such as "supportive and challenging school environment", "caring, supportive 
environmenf, "caring environment", and "positive, caring environmenf (concepts 
drawn from Schools and Discipline: Managing Behaviour in a Supportive School 
Environment). The mission statement for two schools in the sample is "Education for 
life". While clearly school statements of goals and values parallel those of the 
Department, schools place greater emphasis on respondmg to the needs of students, and 
the needs of the school and the local community, than the needs of society. Further, 
schools emphasize and value the importance of effective communication and 
mterpersonal relationships. An important goal for schools is to work in partnership with 
mdividuals and groups m the local community. This trend towards increased community 
participation in schools began in the late 1980s. It is based upon the premise that 
education is the responsibility of both schools and the local community (Department of 
Education, Queensland, 1989, February): 
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The school as a social institution consists of students, teachers, administrators 
and ancillary staff, parents, members of the parents and citizens association, and 
all other mdividuals and groups with some involvement m the school as parts of 
the school community. The school is also part of the wider community which 
may be interested in, but not necessarily involved m the activities of the school. 
The Department of Education recognises that there is a need for a 
genume partnership to exist among those with a stake in education. Such a 
partnership should ensure that the education provided effectively meets the 
unique needs of the individual as well as the needs of society, (p. 1) 
In conclusion, schools aim to provide quality services, focus on life-long leammg, care 
for students as individuals m a supportive school environment, respond to the needs of 
individuals, the school and the community, and have members of the local community 
participate in the provision of services and ui school-based management. 
To illustrate the preceding points, I have included the mission statement (or 
mission and vision statement) and a list of values, for two of the nine schools m the 
sample (Table 4.3). 
Table 4.3 School mission and vision statements and list of values 
School 1 School 2 
Mission: Achieving the highest quality 
educational outcomes for every student. 
Vision: To empower students to reach their frill 
potential through quality leaming experiences in 
a supportive and challenging school 
environment. 
Mission: Our mission is to provide, for all 
students, high quality, responsive education in a 
caring, supportive environment. 
We value 
each and every student 
the diversity of our community 
fair and equitable practices 
education that responds to the needs of both 
the commimity and the individual 
education for the whole person 
life-long leaming 
a balance between collective responsibility 
and individual rights 
partnerships in leaming 
ownership of the school curriculum and 
unique curriculum pathways 
the health and safety of all members 
We value 
• participation with commitment 
• striving to achieve the highest possible 
standards 
• enhancing self-esteem 
• recognition of individual and collective needs 
and contributions 
• effective relationships among all members of 
the school community 
• commitment to life-long leaming 
• the provision of flexible pathways to multiple 
destinations 
• our cooperative and consultative processes 
• continuous improvement in the services we 
provide 
• taking responsibility for our actions 
• recognition of the need for self-improvement 
Clearly, agencies of public education in Queensland in the 1990s aimed to 
respond to the needs of students (mdividually and collectively), schools, local 
communities, and society at large. Therefore, it is not surprising that chaplaincy 
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campaigns in the 1990s, initiated at the local level by school and church personnel on 
the basis of student and school needs (whether real or perceived), were successfiil. As 
shown in chapter 3, the vision for state school chaplaincy was based on what were 
considered by school and church persormel as important unmet needs in schools. As one 
campaign initiator put it, "There are all modes of support in the schools except ethical, 
moral, and spiritual support. There's educational support. There is definitely a gap that 
only a Chaplain can fill." Campaigns for chaplamcy were successful, it seems, because 
of the openness of schools to innovative approaches in their attempts to provide students 
with high quality, responsive and relevant education in the context of a supportive 
school environment. Schools welcomed and fostered community participation and 
formed productive partnerships with community groups, mcluding local churches. 
Indeed, many School Principals actively sought the mvolvement of local church 
personnel in the school and partnerships with local churches via the establishment of a 
chaplaincy service. In this sense, schools were not only reactive but also proactive in 
relation to identified needs not currently met by services provided by the Department of 
Education. 
In comparison with schools, the Department of Education was not so responsive. 
While the trend to place Chaplains in state schools continued due to local initiatives, the 
Department of Education made no official response until late 1991. As I pointed out in 
chapter 2, the Rout Working Party was established in September 1991 to examine all 
aspects of chaplaincy services m Queensland state schools. In keeping with its stated 
values, the Department sought to engage members from a wide cross-section of 
educational, professional and religious organization m the consultative process. After a 
protracted and sensitive consultative process (mcluding a survey of existing practices in 
schools), the Department conceded that chaplamcy in Queensland state schools should 
be allowed to continue and, ui October 1992, provided schools with policy and 
procedures covering the essential aspects of chaplaincy services. 
The Department of Education's approach to chaplaincy in Queensland state 
schools demonstrated political pragmatism and tolerance on behalf of the Queensland 
Government, two features typical of Australian church-state relations (Monsma and 
Soper, 1997). Departmental policies, procedures and guidelmes regardmg chaplamcy 
reflect a basic ideal or goal of governmental neutrality on matters of religion. Monsma 
and Soper define "neutrality" as "government neither favourmg nor burdenuig any 
particular religion, nor favouring or burdenmg religion as a whole or secular systems of 
belief as a whole" (p. 6). A government is neutral when it is impartial towards people of 
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all religions and of none. For example, in Departmental documents on chaplaincy 
services, with one exception , references to a particular religion (or non-religion) are 
noticeably absent. This is m keepmg with the Department's social justice aim that its 
services be available to all students. The Queensland Government seeks to respect the 
many religious and non-religious worldviews held by different mdividuals, groups and 
organization, m accord with a pluralist model for church-state relations. The pluralist 
model, according to Monsma and Soper, regards society as made up of competmg or 
complementary spheres such as education, the family, religion and government, to name 
a few. Importantly, in the pluralist model, religion is not seen as a separate or 
independent sphere with limited relevance to other spheres but as havmg an important 
bearing on the whole of life. This view is reflected in the Department's chaplaincy aims. 
A Chaplam is envisaged as dealing with spiritual, ethical or religious matters and 
mvolved in the whole of school life, as an integral part of the school community. 
SU Queensland 
SU Queensland's mission reflects that of Scripture Union (SU) worldwide which aims, 
in partnership with local churches, to make the Gospel known to children, young people 
and families, and to encourage people of all ages to meet God daily through the Bible 
and prayer. SU Queensland's vision statement is "Introducmg young Australians to 
Jesus, the Bible and the local church^". SU Queensland's values, or beliefs, are 
encapsulated m SU's doctrmal statement. These beliefs are based on the historic 
foundations of the Christian faith and reveal that SU aligns itself with the universal 
church at all times (Decorvet, 1985). SU Queensland's working principles pomt to its 
concem for the welfare of all people, issues of equality and justice, positive 
partnerships, mtegrity, and Biblical standards. 
SU Queensland is primarily a youth movement. Its focus is children, young 
people and their families. As Oladipo (1985) said, "We are a youth movement first and 
foremost. We were pioneers m the field and should have a holy ambition to stay way 
ahead as worid leaders as examples for others to follow." (p. 89) SU Queensland's focus 
is also the church's mission (Matthew 28:18-20), in particular, the tasks of evangelism 
and discipleship. The operations of SU Queensland in the 1990s included Inter-School 
Christian Fellowship (ISCF), Christian Option (CO), chaplamcy, missions, provision of 
^ In Information Sheet No. 3, on page 12 of the Departinent of Education's (1993a) Guidelines, there is a 
reference to the Chaplain having a "Christian" commitment. 
In this context, "local church" refers to a local community of believers m Christ, rather than to the 
popular notion of church as a denomination or institution. 
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Bible reading resources, Christianity Explained, bookshops, and traming. In particular, 
its schools ministry comprised ISCF, CO, and chaplaincy. CO (with its particular focus 
on RE) ceased at the end of 1990. The mmistry of ISCF comprised many voluntary 
groups in primary and secondary schools and an extensive holiday camping program. 
ISCF, while distmctively Christian, welcomed all students, regardless of their religious 
background. The aims of ISCF, as published in the Education Office Gazette 
(Department of Education, Queensland, 1986, November 14), were 
to encourage in young people allegiance to the service of Jesus Christ and His 
church, and to foster high standards and ideals for life. The need to demonstrate 
Christian faith in daily living, especially m life at school, whether it be in 
classroom or on the sports field, is emphasized. ISCF seeks to provide guidance 
and encouragement in buildmg Christian character and in faithfully supporting 
local churches, (p. 19) 
SU Queensland's aims for chaplaincy are in keepmg with its mission, vision, doctrinal 
basis and working principles, and encapsulate SU Queensland's schools mmistry aims, 
as this statement makes clear: "Chaplaincy unites all our schools work aims: RE, ISCF 
groups. Christian Option, campmg, teacher encouragement and local church liaison" 
(Scripture Union of Queensland, 1990, October-November). 
SU Queensland exists for the sake of mission, for a "cause" (Rawson, 1990). By 
mission, in this context, I mean "everything that Jesus sends His people into the world 
to do" (Kirk, 1988). According to Kirk, the church's mission comprises five essential 
tasks: stewardship of the earth's resources, service to other people without distmction 
and whatever their need, witnessing to "the truth as it is in Jesus" (apologetics, pre-
evangelism and evangelism), ensurmg God's justice is done in society, and showmg 
"what it means in practice to be a reconciled and liberated community in the midst of a 
corrupt, distressed and despairmg world" (p. 435). SU Queensland, a "parachurch" (i.e., 
it is not a church, but works alongside local churches), is focused on one of these five 
tasks of mission, namely witnessmg to the truth as it is found ui Jesus, through 
evangelism of unbelievers and discipleship of believers. This it not to say that SU 
Queensland is not concemed for the other tasks of mission, but that they are not its mam 
focus. Typically, parachurch groups function where there is a gap m the church's 
ministries and where they are most likely to fiilfil a need (Rawson, 1990, p. 41). 
Evangelism that is truly Christian involves more than sunply tellmg people 
about Jesus. Taylor (1972) identified three important characteristics of what he called 
"Christ's evangelism" (pp. 136ff). First, it is "deeply personal rather than 
propositional". It consists in "passionate servmg" of the personhood of individuals "in 
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protest against all the depersonalising pressures of the world". Second, it always allows 
for choice, providing people with freedom to choose, "with no other pressure than the 
appeal of the person of Christ" (p. 137). Third, it involves self-sacrifice for the other, 
followmg the example of Jesus, the ultimate example of servanthood (Isaiah 53:6, Mark 
10:45). Evangelism is not only about words, but also about actions. SU Queensland's 
chaplamcy aims reflect this concem. The Chaplam offers support to all members of the 
school community and is involved in the whole of school life as a significant Christian 
role model. One of SU Queensland's concems is that the chaplaincy service maintains 
its Christian distinctiveness. Thus, in dealmg with people and issues, SU Queensland 
envisages a Christian Chaplain operating accorduig to Christ's evangelism. 
Evangelism is sometimes erroneously equated with proselytism. Proselytism 
refers to human actions or activities that aim to convert a person (or persons) from one 
set of beliefs to another. In the context of public education, while proselytism is totally 
mappropriate, evangelism is acceptable, as Rossiter (1981) asserted: 
"To evangelise" is to exhort a person to respond to the spirit of the Christian 
gospel, to improve the quality of faith. Christians believe that this response is in 
part a gift from God's Spirit. To evangelise does not therefore impose Christian 
faith. Evangelism challenges and invites a response. Evangelism does not 
necessarily imply proselytism. (p. 8) 
Evangelism of unbelievers, and discipleship of believers, m voluntary informal settings 
in state schools (such as ISCF groups), is not only acceptable, but also highly desirable 
(Hill, 1987, April). Chaplaincy services m Queensland state schools, by defmition, are 
voluntary arrangements by which students or others m the school community gain 
access to educational activities and other forms of support m relation to spiritual, ethical 
and religious matters. Hill put forward a strong case, based on educational theory, for 
"voluntarism" in schools m a religiously plural society: 
"Voluntarism" . . . means leammg from each other withm a freely chosen 
relationship grounded on a high respect for persons as choosmg bemgs. It means 
persuadmg rather than coercing, appealing to reason rather than compellmg to 
conform. It means modellmg authentically the life-style you are preachmg, and 
choosmg freely whether to embrace the values commended to you. It means 
actmg on your beliefs and not merely answering test questions on them. It is m 
voluntary settmgs that passive leaming flowers mto personal creativity, 
leadership, and moral responsibility, (p. 59) 
The voluntary nature of chaplamcy in Queensland state schools is supported by SU 
Queensland's operational philosophy. SU Queensland regards chaplaincy as a valid and 
important means of providing Christian input to state schools. 
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Fmally, SU Queensland envisages chaplaincy as a way of developing 
partnerships between local churches, between local churches and schools, and between 
SU Queensland, local churches and schools. In this regard, SU Queensland's mission, 
vision and working principles parallel those of the Department of Education and 
schools, both seeking to work m partnership with community groups or organization. A 
Partnership Agreement (Scripture Union of Queensland, 1998a/1998b) was developed, 
which the School Principal and the LCC are invited to sign, together with SU 
Queensland, to mdicate their willmgness to work together (accordmg to the principles in 
the agreement). 
Unofficial aims 
Here I present, in tum, unofficial (or perceived) chaplamcy service aims accordmg to 
LCC Chairpersons and LCC Executive members, school administrators, SU Queensland 
staff and Chaplains. This section concludes with a summary of these findings. 
§ LCC CHAIRPERSONS AND EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 
Seven LCC Chairpersons and two LCC Executive members spelt out the mission and 
goals of their chaplaincy service and described how these aims were being 
implemented. The main aim of the chaplaincy service, according to LCC personnel, is 
to provide a Christian presence m the school. The Chauperson at Site A said, "The 
Mmisters' Fratemal could not put the time m at the school. Chaplaincy can extend 
ministry into the school. . . . We saw the primary role of the Chaplain as a relational 
role, a presence, offering Christian counsellmg, bemg a fiiend." The Chairperson at Site 
F put it this way: "What's important to me is to have a Christian presence in a state high 
school and all associated aspects . . . such as saying prayers on assembly, bemg a 
counsellor, friend, support person . . . for students, staff and families." Clearly, LCC 
personnel regard the chaplaincy service as an extension of the mission of local churches, 
in the school. The Chaplain's task is one of representative mmistry, where the Chaplain 
is commissioned to work in the school on behalf of local churches. According to one 
Chairperson (B&C), a clergyperson, "it shows that the church has a wider vision than 
the local parish". Consequently, all of the followmg goals espoused by LCC personnel, 
stem from this over-riding aim. 
First, LCC persormel want the Chaplain to communicate and demonstrate the 
Christian faith, to show its credibility (mtellectual integrity) and hs plausibility (social 
integrity) in relevant and appropriate ways m a state school environment. 
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The Chaplam has a wider role than being there just for Christians. Also, it's not just 
preaching the gospel. One might like to do so, but it's not appropriate. <Name> High 
School prides itself as a place where evetythmg is talked about but not God. Joanne's 
aim was to raise the God-consciousness m the school. This mvolves discipling 
Christians, listening to non-Christian students, reaching staff and parents. We often 
think the Chaplam is there just for sttidents, but staff have the same needs. 
(LCC Secretary, B&C) 
He's well liked and therefore well accepted, at one level. Much more than that, though, 
he's well respected. He's well respected because of his up-front ethical, moral, spirittial 
stand. Rightly or wrongly, he's perceived to have the answers. Because he lives by 
specific boundaries, so he can give specific answers. That's compared with others in the 
secular worid, where anything goes There are lots of issues he's asked about, like 
"Is sex before marriage okay?" He says, "No. The Bible says such and such . . . " If you 
go to 10 different secular people and ask them, you'd get 10 different answers. The fact 
that he can say what is right—that's the attraction for hun. 
(Chairperson, I) 
hi keepmg with this goal, some LCC personnel envisage the Chaplam as the RE 
coordmator. Others, while acknowledgmg a role for the Chaplam m RE, envisage the 
Chaplain mvolved m a wide variety of mstructional programs. The followmg quotes are 
from Chairpersons at Sites F and G&H respectively. 
This is where the kids are. Therefore there is a need for Christian Education. At least, 
they need to hear the message. They don't often hear the message now because Sunday 
Schools are no longer able to do it—they are not as effective as they used to be. There's 
been a change in society. Very few secondary school kids get RE. This is where we 
must give the Christian message, to access them in today's society. RE teachers are still 
able to come in by law. Here, RE runs for Years 8 to 12. All kids at our school, unless 
they bring a letter from their parents, do RE. Most of them, 90% of students, have RE. 
The Chaplain has organized a team. 
We haven't tried to do anything in the RE area because the clergy run it. It could be 
another goal at a different time. Both chaplains have been involved to a limited extent in 
the RE program. The RE program wasn't effective last year and has ceased temporarily. 
Simon has been involved in training and development of RE, as a resource person (he 
ran one session, last year). There is no RE at either of the schools this year. He had 
plans. Maybe he'll use the seminar strategy next year . . . . The retention of the "power" 
for RE is with the clergy. We are delighted to have them do this. 
There are some classroom aspects, for example in Year 12 English, Simon was 
involved in a documentary, teaching writing style (like eulogies). He's been involved in 
Study of Society, HRE, and Personal Safety lessons. 
Second, the Chaplain is expected to build positive relationships with all 
individuals m the school community: students, staff, and parents. A Chaplain must have 
a love for people, an ability to get alongside them, to befriend them. It is mandatory for 
a Chaplain to have outstanding interpersonal skills. Most LCC personnel consider it 
important that the Chaplain relates well not only to young people, but also to adults. 
Chaplains are expected to be like "Katrina" (Site D) whom the Chairperson described as 
havmg "very good people skills" and being "very good with youth . . . very energetic". 
Chaplains are expected to be like "James" (Site F) whom the Chairperson (and Deputy 
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Prmcipal) commended for his ability to build bridges with parents: "The parent body 
speaks very highly of the Chaplain—parents come and tell me." 
Third, another LCC goal—not the least important—^is for the Chaplam to be 
available to provide generalized support m the school. The Chaplain's concem is the 
welfare, not only of individuals but also the school as a whole. The Chaplam has to 
mamtain a balance between servmg the needs of mdividuals and servmg the needs of 
the organization. A former Chaplam, now Deputy Chairperson at Site F, explained 
The Chaplain has to be very flexible. They—the Admin—give the Chaplain things that 
are hard such as bereavement, funerals,. . . witchcraft, petrol-sniffing, sexuality issues, 
suicide. Once the Chaplain is established in the area of pastoral care, the Chaplain is 
supposed to be able to do everything. The Chaplain picks up situations no-one else 
knows about or knows what to do with. Also, the Chaplain "sees" things because of the 
Christian perspective and is more persistent in trying to find a solution to problems. 
The school as a whole is often unaware of what the Chaplain can do. People see 
him/her as a "religious bod". This is not so with the Administration . . . 
It's a service to them. It solves massive problems for the Principals. The 
Chaplain being there really helps them. It's a distracter. It helps in the problem solving. 
The Christian bit can become totally irrelevant. 
The work of the Chaplain is "messy". They can be given all the difficult things. 
Fourth, an important goal of the chaplaincy service, in the opmion of LCC 
persormel, is to provide a unique and altemative service of pastoral care and counsellmg 
to all members of the school community. For the LCC Chairperson at Sites G&H, it is 
"to provide another and altemative counselling person for students, teachers and 
families . . . someone with a Christian perspective m counselling". The Chairperson at 
Site E explamed the goal this way 
The Chaplain is there to offer spiritual counselling and pastoral care to students, staff 
and extended families. She's an ear for everybody, hands for those who have death or 
broken relationships to deal with, a mouth for those who really want to hear the gospel. 
Finally, as evident in the precedmg discussion, LCC personnel regard a 
chaplaincy service as serving the needs of all individuals and the needs of the school as 
a whole. 
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§ SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 
School administrators (Prmcipals or Deputies, or both) at each of the nine sites 
identified the model of chaplamcy (educational, pastoral or peer) operating at their 
school and enumerated the mission and goals of the school chaplamcy service. 
Moreover, they described how these aims were being implemented. 
Chaplaincy model 
Accordmg to school administrators at each of the nme schools, the pastoral model is the 
predominant one (Table 4.4). 
Table 4.4 Models of chaplamcy accordmg to school admmistrators 
Model 
^caooi 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
Educational 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
1 
Pastoral Peer 
1 
2 
t 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Note: 1 = first, 2 = second, 3 = third 
One chaplaincy service (A) combines equally the pastoral and educational 
models; three (B, G and I) combme equally the pastoral and peer models; one (H) 
combmes all three models. Three chaplamcy services (C, E and F) operate accorduig to 
the pastoral, peer and educational models, m that order. For one chaplaincy service (D), 
the pastoral model clearly predominates, although it combines aspects of the educational 
and peer models. 
The Prmcipal at a school where the chaplamcy service combmes pastoral and 
peer models explamed how this combination works: 
To be an effective pastoral care model, the Chaplain must relate to kids fust. Sunon is 
involved in the diving program and school camps. He has to build respect, Imks, 
confidence. Pastoral care is not just sitting in an office. Some [of the kids] who come to 
Simon don't want to see other counsellors in the school, due to the peer model operating 
well. Simon is distinct from the other counsellors. 
Re the educational model: At this school, there is a separate RE Coordinator (an 
outsider). Simon is just one person involved in the program. 
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According to the Prmcipal at a school where the chaplaincy service combmes 
educational and pastoral models, the model a school adopts depends largely on the 
abilities and skills of the incumbent: 
It's a combination of the first two. Todd coordinates RE through the HRE program. He 
works in the HRE program (the ethics part). It's definitely a pastoral care model. The 
educational model is applicable because Todd has a teaching qualification. Meg, the 
former Chaplain, operated more in the pastoral care model because she was not a 
teacher. Todd is spread over both. He's just different to Meg. One is not better than the 
other. They are using their training and skills. 
Mission and goals 
According to school administrators, the overall aim of the chaplaincy service is the 
provision of an important additional support service for students. The chaplaincy service 
extends and enhances the range of support services available to assist students and, in 
many cases, their families. 
It has broadened our welfare strategies. Some kids won't talk to one of the Deputies, 
thinking we have hidden agendas. Some kids need someone just to listen to them. 
Guidance Officers are busy too. When kids come to me, a result is needed. The 
Chaplain, she's skilled in listening and teasing it all out. It's listening versus decisions. 
Sometimes we call the Chaplain to go to homes and knock on doors. She'll take 
people food parcels—help out off campus. She has more flexibility than us. She's our 
link. Kids will listen to her—they are not threatened. 
It's like another string to a big bow. 
(Deputy, D) 
It's to foster the spiritual growth of students—to foster the spiritual growth of every 
individual. I fear many of the students in our school have never contemplated, 
comprehended they have a spiritual dimension. It's also to support the Christian 
students in the school so they don't feel that they're "nerds""* or "square-bears"—that 
it's okay to be "up-front" as a Christian. And it's okay to have a Christian presence in 
the school—where the students are—rather than in the churches where the kids never 
go. What I'm saying is: The kids aren't freely going to get up on Sunday moming and 
walk to the church and seek the answers, but if they mb up against the Chaplain, they 
might ask. 
(Principal, I) 
At most schools, administrators regard the chaplamcy service as a vital support service 
for staff, as well as students. The Prmcipal at Site C said, "The chaplamcy provides a 
service for the staff, through hospital visits, sending of cards. Joarme comes to me—she 
is thoughtfiil. She prays with me. She's the staffs Chaplam too." The Prmcipal at Site G 
envisions chaplaincy as serving the needs of all members of the school conununity: 
"The mission is to ensure the spiritual and mental health of the entire school 
community. There are few organization involved in meeting the needs of both staff and 
'* Cotterell (1996, pp. 36-37) cites a Tasmanian study by Denholm et al. (1992), which provides a 
description of an adolescent peer group known as nerds (or squares). 
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students and anyone else mvolved in the school." School administrators envisage the 
chaplaincy service playmg a strategic role m the school welfare system. The high goals 
they enumerated for the chaplaincy service confirm this vision. 
First, they want a chaplaincy service of the highest quality, one that is valued 
and well utilized by members of the school community, as this Principal (Site A) 
explained: 
We want kids to find someone to talk to about private issues. There's the Guidance 
Officer, School Nurse, the Chaplam. Some go to the Chaplain first, others are referred 
to him. The Chaplain can offer an element the others can't, for example, the spiritual 
dimension. 
The Chaplain is so busy. It gives credibility. There's quality of service. He's 
working through issues with people. Thus, by word of mouth, he becomes known. They 
tell others. Therefore kids come to him . . . 
Todd has good credibility with kids, even though he is a teacher himself. At 
first he did some supply teaching, but not now. We want to keep the two roles (Chaplain 
and teacher) separate. 
He is a great role model, especially where male role models are lacking. 
He is able to identify with many of the problems kids have because he is a 
teacher and understands the dynamics of the classroom and he is a family person and 
therefore imderstands families. 
Second, school administrators seek a Chaplain who is relational, someone who 
relates well to people, especially young people. Students must see the Chaplain as 
someone who is approachable. In most cases, Chaplams are known by their first name. 
"This makes the Chaplam seem close to the kids," said one Principal. Another Principal 
said, "I'm very pleased kids are coming to him. He's not frightenmg off the kids by 
being a preacher!" The Deputy Principal at Site H commended the Chaplain (Simon) as 
being of "the right nature that students can relate to", adding "They see him as our 
Chaplam, a man's man". For her it is important that the Chaplam is not seen as a 
"Bible-basher, pushmg it down their throats", but is seen as a carmg person. 
Third, a chaplamcy service is to be characterised by high ethical standards. The 
Chaplam must be trustworthy, someone who acts with mtegrity and shows respect and 
sensitivity to all individuals. For the Principal at Site B, the Chaplam must demonsfrate 
tolerance: "There are everyday opportunities to illustrate tolerance m this school. There 
is little evidence—no evidence—of a narrow Christian approach, no proselytising. 
Under the banner of Scripture Union, there's good ethics." A number of admmistrators 
want to ensure that the chaplamcy is uiclusive, as this Deputy Principal explamed: 
If the Chaplain came as a Christian Minister to do ministry, the Admin wouldn't have 
worn that. Many students are not Christian. Here there are Buddhists, Hmdus, Baha'i, 
Chinese and "non-classified" kids. We were keen to see the person had an inclusive 
role.... This was the area of greatest unease. 
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Fourth, a chaplaincy service provides a caring adult mentor who is not an 
authority figure in the school. A Chaplain is someone available to provide pastoral care, 
which comprises generalized support for individuals and families who seek help and 
those identified as lonely, sick, troubled or bereaved, as well as specific spiritual 
guidance and counsellmg. The Prmcipals at Sites F and C, respectively, put it this way 
Care. That's it in one word. It's care in a broad sense. It's looking out for kids who need 
assistance. Religion gives a good structure or framework to resolve problems. It must be 
very broad. Sharing Christianity is one of the things, but it's not the greatest concem. 
It's a service to students, and a service to parents and staff 
It offers a pastoral care role, independent of the line-management of the school. The 
kids develop tmsting relationships with the Chaplain and know they will not get into 
trouble. It's for "at risk" kids, potential suicide cases, runaways, rape cases. 
A final goal, according to school administrators, is to have a highly visible 
chaplaincy service. They want the Chaplain to be well known in the school community, 
to have a high profile, to be seen to be busy, actively involved and contributing to the 
life of the school. In this context, they mentioned the Chaplains' involvement in 
educational programs (Human Relationship Education [HRE], RE, Risk Management), 
school assemblies, the voluntary Christian group, camps (Year, Leadership, Schoolies, 
Christian Fellowship), excursions, breakfasts, school socials, and community events. 
§ SU QUEENSLAND STAFF 
Four SU Queensland staff members (two current, two former) who are, or were, 
concemed with the development of chaplaincy m Queensland state schools were asked 
to clarify SU Queensland's aims for chaplamcy services. 
For the former staff members, one reiterated, and the other made passmg 
reference to, SU Queensland's origmal aims for chaplaincy: RE as a major component, 
provision of an additional counsellor, provision of a Christian presence in the school, 
and campmg. Both made reference to the significant growth m the number of 
chaplaincies smce the eariy 1990s, as if to validate SU Queensland's origuial aims. 
I'm presently involved in the LCC at a suburban high school. I'm its Chairperson. The 
aims are the same . . . as I said before. Chaplaincy's totally accepted by the school, to 
the extent that the P&C pay 1 day per week and the school pays 1 day per week out of 
school fimds. And when it was set up, there was not a Christian Principal or Deputy. 
With SU, when I left, there were 12 Chaplains, now there are 65. The aims are 
still the same. The schools work of SU has geared around the chaplaincies. SU schools 
work in Brisbane in 1986 was divided into four zones. Now there's another level again. 
Now there're clusters: four schools per cluster. Chaplains inter-relate, run their own 
camps, making the role of chaplaincy more strategic, because of the SU input. The aim 
is to work together according to the SU basis. 
(Former SU Queensland staffinember, 30 September 1999) 
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For current staff members, there were some areas of agreement in their aims for 
chaplamcy. Neither mentioned RE, although both regarded chaplamcy as an opportunity 
to communicate the Christian gospel (or the Christian Option as one of them preferred 
to call it). One of them put it this way, "To see young people m schools come to the 
Lord and be nurtured mto a local church". Both considered chaplaincy as a means of 
buildmg the local church, a means of forgmg relationships between local churches and 
schools. However, their responses differed m some areas. One person focused on the 
Chaplam's role (providmg a Christian presence, support for students and staff, pastoral 
care); the other focused on SU Queensland's role as employing authority: 
It's to be significant "salf in our community, with the very significant breakdown in 
families in our society. As technology grows, television, the ability of people to relate to 
each other will decrease, so someone has to be out there to help them. And to help 
teachers m their thankless task and support them. The burden on them is great. They 
need care, enormous care. They must be broken-hearted. . . . And to build links with "at 
risk" kids, to help reverse the breakdown in society. 
(Current staff member 1) 
It's to provide organizational and administrative backing to chaplaincies—finance, 
superannuation, etc. To look after them, to ensure they are being cared for. I don't see 
that SU has a strong mission (vision)—it's more a locally based ministry. Therefore the 
vision and goals should be coming from the local areas, not SU itself. I don't have an 
agenda to run things. 
(Current staff member 2) 
§ CHAPLAINS 
Thirteen Chaplams, each of whom were employed at one of the nine sites at some time 
during the period 1998-1999, m interviews and surveys, revealed their reason, or 
reasons, for applymg to be a school Chaplam (i.e., their mission). By means of a sunple 
ratmg scale, 10 of these same mdividuals identified the focus of their ministry (i.e., their 
specific goals). 
Mission 
Individuals sought to become Chaplams primarily because they regard chaplaincy as a 
means of serving God and people m a vocational manner. The large majority of 
individuals have a clear sense that God called them to the particular position. Many 
have a strong desire to be employed in Christian mmistry (i.e., to eam their livmg by 
their ministry). 
We—my wife and I—made a decision to sell our business and for me to go back into 
the ministry. This position came up. I'd applied for another place in our church. We 
prayed about it. I applied. I got it. We believe God led us this way. (Phillip) 
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Teaching and chaplaincy . . . it's similar, but [as a Chaplain] I feel it's worthwhile—the 
RE, counselling, working on Christian activities. It's more worthwhile—it seems more 
important. It's a means of fulfilling a call to the ministry. I felt called all my life. Before 
I did ministry in my spare time. It makes sense to do it in m> job. I had skills to offer in 
this area. (Todd) 
Their motivation stems from their love of helping people (and the satisfaction they get 
from serving others) and their desire to witness to their Christian faith. Ultimately, they 
want their ministry to help bring about change in the lives of individuals in the school 
community. Chaplains tend to be more concerned about people than about structures 
and processes (i.e., the organization). 
1 believe Christians are called in general to help others. The students and others seem to 
appreciate and respond to me and to my work. . . . Relationship building stuff—that's 
by far the most important. . . . And sharing my faith—^what I'm on about. This is 
me—I'm open about it. (Joanne) 
Most important, first and foremost, is for me to maintain credibility as a Christian. So 
there's no conflict between my lifestyle and the Christian message I want to 
communicate. Second, the opportunity that's here—to take it—to be proactive in the 
gospel, to "actively propagate the faith". Third, it is important that I'm relevant and 
approachable and connect with kids that are here. In that order of importance: one, two, 
three. The third one is not right unless the first two are in place. 
1 don't see the kids as "targets" to convert to Christianity. What is important to 
me is meeting their needs, in their homes, to show they are important as people, not to 
win them to Christ, but to meet their needs. It's not the mentality that I've got them all 
numbered. (James) 
Some individuals claimed they possess the necessary personal qualities and skills, 
training and qualifications, which enable them to provide an effective ministry through 
school chaplaincy. Some consider themselves as "missionaries'". Few are motivated to 
work as school Chaplains because of their experience with youth or experience in 
schools. Table 4.5 presents a summary of the preceding information. 
Table 4.5 Summary of Chaplains' "mission statements" 
Typical statements Number of responses 
1 have responded to God's "call". 
I want to be in paid Christian ministry. 
I love helping people. 
I have the personal qualities and skills for this work. 
I sought this work because of my training or qualifications. 
I see myself as a missionary in this work. 
I sought this work because 1 am experienced with youth. 
I sought this work because I have experience in schools. 
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Notes: f = male Chaplain t = female Chaplain Total number of Chaplains ^ 
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Focus 
Chaplains identified the focus of their ministry by using rating scales (1-10) for five 
pairs of items: model of Christian faith—teacher of Christian faith, pastoral 
care—evangelism, students—staff, individual students—^families, people—programs. 
The majority of Chaplains place more emphasis on modelling than on teaching 
the Christian faith (Figure 4.1). Todd, Joel and James (each of whom gave equal weight 
to these two items) are RE coordinators at schools where RE is taught on a regular basis 
throughout the year to all students in at least two Year levels. 
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Figure 4.1 Chaplains' focus (model vs. teacher of Christian faith) 
Chaplains, generally, focus on the provision of pastoral care more than on 
evangelism (Figure 4.2). Each female Chaplain rated pastoral care higher than 
evangelism. Four of the six male Chaplains gave pastoral care and evangelism equal 
priority. 
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Figure 4.2 Chaplains' focus (pastoral care vs. evangelism) 
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Most Chaplains focus their activity on students more than on staff (Figure 4.3). 
Two Chaplams, Joanne (Site C) and Simon (Site G) focus equally on students and staff, 
as noted by the Principals at their respective schools (quoted previously). One Chaplain 
(James) focuses almost entirely on students, seeing himself as an advocate for students. 
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Figure 4.3 Chaplains' focus (students vs. staff) 
The majority of Chaplains focus on individual students more than on families 
(Figure 4.4). One Chaplain, James (Site F), gives equal priority to individual students 
and families. He has considerable contact with parents and extended family members in 
dealing with pastoral matters, as noted by the Chairperson who is also a Deputy 
Principal at the school (quoted previously). 
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Figure 4.4 Chaplains' focus (individual students vs. families) 
Chaplains are almost always people-focused (Figure 4.5). Most gave high 
priority to people over programs. Only one. Glen (Site B), rated programs higher than 
people. In keeping with the pastoral and peer models adopted by the LCC, Glen's 
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activity focuses on organizing and conducting special programs for students (e.g., 
lunch-time SUIS group, camps, trips, holiday activities) as well as involvement in 
school programs. 
People 
Programs 
Todd Joel Glen Joanne Katrina Roberta James Simon Annette Greg Average 
CHAPLAIN 
Figure 4.5 Chaplains' focus (people vs. programs) 
§ SUMMARY OF UNOFFICIAL CHAPLAINCY SERVICE AIMS 
Table 4.6 summarizes unofficial chaplaincy service aims expressed by LCC and school 
personnel, SU Queensland staff and Chaplains, in a conceptual way according the 
mission and major focus of the chaplaincy service (or ministry). 
Table 4.6 Summary of unofficial chaplaincy service aims 
LCC Personnel School Administrators SU Queensland staff Chaplains 
Mission: 
To provide a 
recognized Christian 
presence in the school. 
Focus: 
• communicating and 
demonstrating the 
Christian faith 
• relationships 
• provision of 
generalized support 
• pastoral care and 
Christian 
counselling 
• all individuals and 
the organization 
Mission: 
To provide an 
important additional 
support service for 
students, and for staff 
and families. 
Focus: 
• high quality 
service 
• relationships 
• high ethical 
standards 
• pastoral care 
• high visibility 
Mission: 
To provide a 
recognized Christian 
presence in a state 
school. 
Focus: 
• communicating and 
demonstrating the 
Christian faith 
• partnerships 
• relationships 
• localization of 
services 
• pastoral care and 
support for all 
Mission: 
To serve God and 
people in a vocational 
way through a 
recognized Christian 
ministry. 
Focus: 
• modelling, then 
teaching the 
Christian faith 
• pastoral care, then 
evangelism 
• students, then staff 
and families 
• people over 
programs 
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Unofficial and official aims: The main issues 
This discussion focuses on how unofficial statements of chaplaincy service aims by key 
stakeholders compare with official statements and how these aims, generally, align with 
relevant theory and practice documented m the literature. 
Unofficially, LCC personnel, school administrators (those who are Christians), 
SU Queensland staff and Chaplams, regard chaplamcy in Queensland state schools as a 
Christian mmistry. Avis (1999) asserts that ministry is a means of fiilfiUmg the task or 
purpose (i.e., "mission") of the church. As explained previously, I take mission to mean 
the overall task for which Christians are sent into the world. The term ministry may be 
used m both a wider and a narrower sense (Tiller, 1988). In its wider sense it refers to 
any service rendered to God or to people. In this sense, all Christians are called to 
minister. In its narrower usage, ministry denotes the officially recognized service of 
persons commissioned or ordained by the church. As Avis pomted out, this latter form 
of ministry "is public and representative, rather than private and mdividual" (p. 6). 
Chaplaincy is regarded as a form of Christian ministry, m both senses of the word. First, 
a Chaplain provides "a recognized Christian presence" in the school, a form of service 
authorized by the local churches. Legood (1999) regards a Chaplain as having "a special 
responsibility to be a Christian presence", by virtue of his or her appointment as a 
Christian Chaplain (p. 137). Second, a Chaplain offers a service to God and people 
through chaplauicy. This second aspect of Christian ministry is clear in the Chaplahis' 
summary mission statement. The concept of chaplaincy as a Christian ministry (in both 
senses) is not stated, although clearly implied, in LCC and SU Queensland official aims 
but is notably absent from Department of Education aims. 
School administrators have high expectations for a chaplaincy service, as 
mdicated by their focus on high quality service, high ethical standards and high 
visibility. These aims reflect official Department of Education and school aims which 
focus on high quality, professional services that are fair and just, effective, accountable 
and available to all mdividuals. School administrators acknowledge the contribution of 
SU Queensland, and the partnership between LCCs and SU Queensland, m the 
establishment and maintenance of a high quality chaplamcy service. SU Queensland, as 
an organization, aims to follow Biblical principles and honour God m the conduct of all 
its activities (includmg chaplaincy). In particular, SU Queensland is concemed for 
mtegrity and relevance m all its dealmgs with people, whether young or old, and 
regardless of race, colour, gender, language or social position (Scripture Union 
Queensland, 1999a, pp. 7-8). It seems that school administrators regard SU 
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Queensland's "track record" of Christian muiistry in Queensland state schools acts as a 
guarantee of high quality and high ethical standards in a chaplamcy service. In relation 
to high visibility, school administrators themselves are m a position to contribute to 
making the chaplaincy service highly visible in the school. Many Principals see this as 
their prime role with respect to chaplaincy. As one Principal said, "My role is to be 
proactive, to ensure the chaplaincy role and the Chaplain has status m the community, 
so as to be effective. It's so the chaplaincy gets a profile and support," 
The main aim for chaplaincy from the perspective of school administrators is the 
provision of an important additional support service in the school. This aim is in accord 
with official chaplaincy service aims. It reflects the trend m Queensland state schools in 
the 1990s—^m accord with the Department of Education's commitment to quality 
leammg and teaching in the context of supportive school environments—to develop and 
enhance a school's student support structure. By providmg a range of support personnel, 
schools aimed to cater for the many and varied needs (e.g., cognitive, affective, social 
and sphitual) of all students (a social justice prmciple). In particular, non-academic 
support staff included Guidance Officers, Community Education Counsellors, Youth 
Workers, Social Workers, School-based Nurses and School-based Police Officers. 
Moreover, school admmistrators sought greater support for teachers who, like 
themselves, were experiencing considerable stress trymg to cope with the extent and 
pace of bureaucratic change m the 1990s, and the accompanying increased demands 
bemg made on them (Rogers, 1992). In the 1990s, school resources available to cope 
with the mcreasing number of students staymg on at school until Year 12 and the 
mcreasmg number of students "at risk" (educationally and otherwise) were stretched to 
the limit (Beresford, 1993, Summer). Not surprismgly, at a time when school 
admmistrators were seekmg additional support for students and staff, a school 
chaplamcy service offered by churches in the local community was more than welcome. 
LCC personnel and Chaplams, like school admmistrators, regard a chaplamcy 
service as providmg an additional support person m the school. With respect to this aim, 
it is important that Chaplams regard school chaplamcy as a means of respondmg to 
God's call to Christian service. As mentioned previously, one of the five tasks of the 
church's mission is service to other people without distinction, whatever their need 
(Kirk, 1988). Chaplams regard their sphere of Christian mmistry as the school, and their 
aim is to serve people in that place, unconditionally. As Osbom (1995) claims, the 
Christian's ministry of healing and reconciliation should not be confined to those 
already in the church: Christians are called to serve people in the secular community as 
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well as in the church community (p. 189). Happily for school administrators. Chaplains 
are willing to provide support m the school wherever and whenever the need arises. As 
one Principal said, "It's a calling that is 24-hours per day, 7 days per week, rather than a 
career like that of a Guidance Officer." 
The most notable difference between official and unofficial aims concems the 
nature of support a Chaplain provides. Department of Education and SU Queensland 
official chaplaincy service aims specify that the focus is spiritual, ethical and religious 
matters or needs relating to individuals or groups; unofficial aims strongly imply that 
the Chaplain has a much wider focus, both m scope and nature. Unofficially, a 
chaplaincy service provides support in a holistic way, in relation to both individuals and 
groups, and structures. In other words. Chaplains are concemed for whole persons and 
the whole school. By "wholeness", I mean both comprehensiveness (i.e., broad and 
balanced) and integration (i.e., coherence or unity) of persons and the school. These two 
interpretations of the concept of wholeness, in the context of education, are taken from 
McLaughlin (1996). Notably, the Christian view of persons and the world is one of 
wholeness, in both senses of the word. As regards scope, Chaplams provide support for 
individuals or groups and, as well, the school as an organization. Provision of support in 
both areas is important and desirable and needs to be kept in balance (Legood, 1999). 
Fmdings show that Chaplams in Queensland state schools are more people-
focused than school-focused. Their mmistry is more directed towards mdividuals (or 
groups) than the school as an organization. Legood (1999) suggests that this emphasis 
generally depends on the theology and giftedness of the Chaplains themselves. In terms 
of nature, support provided by Chaplams is not limited to spiritual, ethical and religious 
matters, a fact acknowledged by the Honourable Dean Wells (1999, May 24), Minister 
for Education, when he said that Chaplains m Queensland state schools embrace both 
the spiritual and secular needs of students, "all of those human concems that fit 
somewhere between the spiritual and secular". Officially, a chaplaincy service aims to 
complement and enhance student support services provided by Department of Education 
personnel; unofficially, and in practice, Chaplams tend to share the workload with other 
school support staff in dealing with the many presentmg problems. One important 
benefit of a chaplamcy service is its mtegrative function. Unofficially, a chaplamcy 
service aims to deal with a major problem confronted by schools and communities m 
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postmodem^ society: fragmentation. Osbom (1995) explams the problem this way: 
We are living not in a culture which affirms plurality, but m one which is 
plagued by fragmentation. The rampant privatisation and mdividualism which 
characterise modemity and which are reinforced by the media are two important 
roots which feed this fragmentation, (p. 109) 
As a social phenomenon, fragmentation tends to divide rather than unite, to weaken 
rather than strengthen. On a personal level, fragmentation tends to destabilise 
individuals resuhmg m a loss of personal identity (Hmkson, 1991; Osbom, 1995) and a 
suppression of their mdividuality (Osbom). Chaplams provide a support service—a 
Christian ministry—that redresses this tendency towards fragmentation, both m the 
school as an organization and in the lives of individuals. 
In unofficial statements, LCC personnel, school administrators, SU Queensland 
staff and Chaplams, similarly, affirm that chaplaincy focuses on relationships—the 
developmg and fosteruig of positive relationships among all members of the school 
community. In accord with this aim. Chaplains focus much more on people than on 
programs. In relationships with students, they focus more on modellmg than on teaching 
the Christian faith: The role model they provide is more likely to be in the context of 
mformal relationships than formal classroom interaction. School administrators 
acknowledge that Chaplams, generally, are able to build positive relationships with 
students and staff alike, because they are seen by both groups as independent of the 
authority structure or line-management of the school. A Chaplain's ability to relate well 
to individuals representing all groups in the school community is crucial. As Lamdin 
(1999) claims, "the ability to create and nurture human relationships lies at the heart of 
all Christian mmistry" (p. 144). The Christian faith is profoundly relational. The 
concept of God in relationship may be understood from the doctrine of the Trinity 
(Osbom, 1995). Osbom argues, "There are three persons who are so related that we 
must speak of them as one God. What this does is to make personal relationship 
fundamental to the nature of God and, hence, to the nature of created reality." (p. 187) 
Department of Education and school official corporate aims acknowledge the 
importance of relationships, at both interpersonal and organizational level. One outcome 
of a supportive school environment is quality mterpersonal relationships (Department of 
Education, Queensland, 1993c, p. 6). The mtroduction of Human Relationships 
Education mto Queensland state schools m the late 1980s and early 1990s further 
^ According to Bauman (1992), postmodemity describes the social condition that emerged throughout the 
affluent coimtries of Europe and of European descent in the 20* century, taking its present shape in the 
second half of that century. Its most conspicuous features are: institutionalized pluralism, variety, 
contingency and ambivalence. 
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testifies to the Department's concem for students' personal development, includmg the 
social dimension, in the context of a supportive school environment. Clearly, schoolmg 
is a social process, mvolving social transaction between mdividuals, and between 
mdividuals and groups (Connell, 1998). Importantly, Chaplams aim to reflect the love 
of God in the way they relate to people, whether students, staff or parents. As Pippert 
(1979) remmds Christians 
Our sociology reflects our theology. They way we treat others reveals what we 
thmk God is like. . . . The way we treat others is critical. People will understand 
as much of the love of God as they see in our own lives, (p. 76) 
Last, but not least, chaplamcy services m Queensland state schools offer pastoral 
support to individuals and groups m the school community. Unofficial and official 
chaplaincy service aims, alike, identify the pastoral nature of a chaplaincy service by 
use of terms such as pastoral model and pastoral care. The pastoral model is one of 
three models for chaplaincy services suggested by the Department of Education and, 
according to school administrators, the predominant one m schools. Pastoral care is 
clearly an important concept in relation to state school chaplaincy, the term used 
frequently in official and unofficial statements of aims. Chaplams attach great 
importance to pastoral caregiving. However, the meanmg and significance of pastoral 
care and its relationship to counselling in the school context is unclear, in both official 
and unofficial chaplaincy service statements of aims. For this reason, the concept of 
pastoral care, and its various applications, demands closer exammation. 
The New Testament word pastor is a translation from the Greek poimen, 
meanmg "shepherd". Biblical shepherds may be literal or metaphorical: those in charge 
of sheep or those (either divine or mortal) m charge of human beings (New Bible 
Dictionary, 1982). Pastoral care, therefore, from a theological perspective, refers to the 
kmd of care exercised by literal or metaphorical shepherds, that is, "tender care and 
vigilant supermtendence" (Vme, Unger, & White, 1985, p. 462). The apostie Peter, 
addressing elders in the New Testament church, wrote 
Be shepherds of God's flock that is under your care, serving as overseers—not 
because you must, but because you are willmg, as God wants you to be; not 
greedy for money, but eager to serve; not lording it over those entrusted to you, 
but being examples to the flock. (1 Peter 5:2-3) 
Pastoral care is a term widely used to refer to the work of the clergy or members of the 
church who have the responsibility for looking after the needs of members of their 
congregations. As a Christian mmistry, pastoral care comprises two important, 
interrelated tasks. Avis (1999) put it succmctly: 
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First there is primary pastoral care, when prayerful support, comfort and 
guidance are offered to sick, bereaved or troubled mdividuals. Second, there is 
the more prescriptive ministry of oversight, advice, disciplme and spiritual 
direction, (p. 9) 
Thus, pastoral care by Christians comprises the two tasks of nurture and guardianship. 
Pastoral care as a Christian ministry is sometimes conftised with pastoral 
counselling (otherwise known as pastoral psychology) or simply counsellmg. Pastoral 
counselling is a discipline in which mdividuals have attempted to develop a Christian 
psychology from a theological perspective (Meier, Mmirth, Wichem, & Ratcliff, 1991), 
Pastoral counsellors may or may not be members of the clergy. Counsellors, in general, 
are suitably trained and qualified in the field of psychology. Guidance Officers are 
employed by the Department of Education to work in Queensland state schools as 
counsellors. Their role includes personal counselling, career guidance and general 
support for members of the school community. Unofficially, a chaplaincy service is 
regarded by a number of LCC and school personnel as providing another, or altemative, 
counsellor, even a "Christian counsellor". If counselling is taken to mean listenmg to 
the careseeker, helping the careseeker gain insight, and helping the careseeker formulate 
a specific plan of action (Meier, Minirth, Wichem, & Ratcliff, 1991), then pastoral care 
in schools embraces counselling. However, pastoral care is not equivalent to 
counselling. Paradoxically, pastoral care is much more than counselluig, and yet much 
simpler. Pastoral care (as I conceive it) is not the domam of the professional counsellor, 
nor is it restricted to the clergy. Campbell (1985) regards pastoral care as an offer of a 
loving relationship by a Christian caregiver to a person whom he or she seeks to help: 
Pastoral care is, in essence, surprisingly simple. It has one fundamental aim: to 
help people to know love, both as somethuig to be received and as somethmg to 
give. The summary by Jesus of all the Law and the Prophets m two great Old 
Testament texts on love (Lev. 19:18; Deut. 6:5) tells us, as H. Richard Niebuhr 
suggests, all we need to know about the task of muiistry. (p. 1) 
Pastoral care (as conceived by Campbell) is a Christian mmistry, m the wider sense of 
the term mmistry. All Christians are called to help others through lovmg acts of care. 
However, Campbell acknowledges that pastoral care requires some kmd of consistency 
and skill on the part of the Christian caregiver m order to move from a natural aptitude 
for sympathy to the arduous task of genuine care and to the transformation of society (p. 
4). My fmdings m this mvestigation show that a Chaplam's ability to be an effective 
pastoral caregiver correlates, largely, with spiritual giftedness, a notion I develop further 
in chapter 6. 
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The context of pastoral care, in this mstance, is a state (or public) school. This 
raises two important issues. First, public schools, as agencies of the state, operate 
according to "public" (or consensus) values and norms. Moreover, in a secular society, 
these public values and norms are, in essence, theologically neutral. The process of 
secularisation has effectively freed the public sphere of the decisive influence of 
religious ideas and institutions (Guinness, 1998). Second, state school communities 
mirror their local communities and society at large in that they are pluralistic with 
respect to religion, worldviews and ideologies. These two issues (i.e., the secular nature 
and the pluralistic nature of the school context) impact heavily on the social dimension 
of pastoral care in schools. Importantly, a Christian Chaplain does not try to disguise the 
fact that his or her acts and words of care are grounded in the Christian faith. Knowing 
this, people make a choice whether or not to seek help from the Chaplam. Pastoral care 
provided by Christian Chaplains in state schools contrasts with personal counselling 
provided by Guidance Officers. Pastoral care by Chaplains is based on Christian values 
and ethics; personal counselling by Guidance Officers is based (officially) on public (or 
theologically neutral) values and ethics. People who seek help from the Chaplam, as 
opposed to the Guidance Officer, expect to be provided with what sociologist George 
Fumiss (1994) calls "a religious definition of the situation". 
The term pastoral care has been used in another context in schools, an 
application that effectively removed it from its (Christian) religious roots. The term was 
used as early as the 1940s, in Britain, in relation to institutional forms such as the public 
school house system or tutor system (Lang, 1985, p. 4). In the 1970s, its use in British 
schools spread followuig the publication of Marland's (1974) treatise on how to set up a 
school pastoral care system. Pastoral care systems appeared in state high schools m 
Queensland m the mid-1970s (Callman, 1977; Dobson, 1977). Accordmg to Callman, 
the basic premise of any system of pastoral care is concem for the development of the 
whole individual (p. 25). Writing in the 1970s about this development in Queensland 
schools, Babcock (1976) maintamed that the term pastoral care, with its religious 
connotations, was not a good one to apply to care systems in schools. Throughout the 
1980s and into the 1990s, pastoral care ui Queensland state high schools generally 
referred to the activities of teachers and students m form classes or house groups. 
Accordmg to participants m a "Thmk Tank" on school discipline (Department of 
Education, Queensland, 1986, March), pastoral care is: 
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the recognition (in formal and mformal teachmg practices) of the need for total 
development of mdividual students to promote self-esteem, self-confidence and 
a sense of belongmg. It involves mutual caring among teachers and students and 
acknowledges the mdividual as a person in his/her own right. It is not merely an 
organisational program, (p. 40) 
Pastoral care, so defined, is concemed for the personal and social development of 
mdividual students, but it involves only teachers and students. In contrast, Treston's 
(1989) defmition envisages pastoral care m schools as all-inclusive, involving the entire 
educational process and the entire school community: 
Pastoral care is the integration of the academic, social, and religious dimensions 
of a school's energy so that an atmosphere of care prevails within the school 
community. Each person of the school community... is invited to become more 
fully human. Pastoral care is developing empathetic relationships so that the 
people in the school commimity are nurtured into wholesome maturity. . . . The 
idea of partnership is integral to an appreciation of pastoral care. In co-operation 
with parents, families, community agencies and church, the school seeks to be 
partners in fostering growth among students, (p. 5) 
Similarly, Berlach (1998) regards pastoral care m schools as "an all-embracing ethos of 
care to which members of the school community voluntarily subscribe" (p. 66). 
While the term pastoral care appears m official LCC aims for chaplaincy 
services m the 1990s, the term is not found in Department of Education documents in 
the 1990s. For example, the policy Schools and Discipline: Managing Behaviour in a 
Supportive School Environment does not use the term pastoral care, although the 
concept, as defmed by Treston (1989), is everywhere implied. The term pastoral care is 
rarely used in Queensland schools at the end of the 1990s, except m the context of 
chaplamcy. What was formerly known as a pastoral care system is more commonly 
called a care system, for example. This development means that the term pastoral care 
may assume its former (theological) meaning and may be applied exclusively, and 
appropriately, to the caring role of the Christian Chaplain. 
While the first task of newly established LCCs is to formulate a set of aims for 
the chaplamcy service, the second task is to negotiate a role statement for the position of 
Chaplam, a statement that should reflect the aims of the chaplamcy service. This second 
task is the topic of chapter 5. Findings in chapter 4 have revealed that, m relation to the 
position of Chaplain, the important issues are (a) recmitment of appropriately adept 
individuals m accord with the aims of the service, (b) role definition, clarification and 
transmission of expectations m Ime with these aims, (c) establishment and mamtenance 
of the status of Chaplam, and (d) adaptation of the appointee to the role m the state 
school context. These issues are addressed to varymg degrees in chapters 5, 6 and 7. 
THE ROLE OF STATE SCHOOL CHAPLAINS 
/ believe in the need for and role of Chaplain in a school. 1 go home believing that I 
should be here. 
(Joanne) 
/ do struggle with my identity as a Chaplain. This is one of the most isolating things of 
the job. "Chaplain" means so many different things to different people. At a University, 
it's an ordained minister. In a Christian school, the Chaplain 'sjob is different to a state 
school. The Police, etc, have Chaplains, but they're different also. It's isolating. I'm not 
a Youth Worker or Social Worker, because I'm Christian. I'm NOT a teacher, NOT a 
counsellor. I'm a breed apart Chaplains—there's no two the same. 
(Todd) 
While the first task of a newly established Local Chaplamcy Committee (LCC) is to 
formulate a set of aims of the chaplaincy service, its second task is to negotiate a role 
statement for the Chaplain, together with selection criteria for recruitment of the 
Chaplain. According to the Department of Education Manual ([DOEM], 
1992/1996/1998), a role statement is to provide clear defmitions of the Chaplain's major 
areas of responsibility and activity within the school, responsibilities to, and 
relationships with, local churches, and guidelines for reportmg and accountability in 
relation to stakeholders. Moreover, employmg authorities are required by the 
Department to provide sample role descriptions and a statement of any specific qualities 
and qualifications required of Chaplams employed by the organization. 
This chapter focuses on the role of Chaplains in Queensland state schools. It 
addresses, in part, the four issues raised m the previous chapter m relation to the role of 
state school Chaplains, namely: recruitment, role definition, clarification and 
transmission of expectations, establishment and maintenance of the status of Chaplam, 
and adaptation to the role. The term role comes from the theatre, where it refers to the 
part performed by an actor. Here, role refers to the set of expectations people have for 
the occupant of a social position, specifically, that of state school Chaplam. The 
Chaplain's role statement is a set of official guideluies recordmg stakeholders' 
expectations about how a person in the position of Chaplain ought to act and what he or 
she is to do. 
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The chapter divides mto three parts. First, I examme official (or documented) 
role statements and selection criteria produced by key stakeholders: SU Queensland, 
LCCs and the Department of Education. Second, I present data from selected sites 
revealmg stakeholders' perceptions of the statiis, role, function and identity of 
Chaplams, showmg how these relate to oflTicial LCC aims and role statements. Fmally, I 
summarize and discuss briefly the mam issues arising from these data. 
Role statements and selection criteria 
§ ROLE STATEMENTS 
Department of Education 
The Department's Guidelines (1993a) provides three examples of Chaplams' role 
statements m hiformation Sheet No. 3 (p. 12). These examples align with two of the 
Department's three chaplamcy models (educational, pastoral, peer). They mdicate the 
Chaplam's employment status and hours of duty, duties, relationships to other 
individuals and groups in the school, and recommended qualities and experience. 
SU Queensland 
SU Queensland's chaplamcy model ("SU model") put forward in 1990 (Drmkall, 1990, 
March), and its first update (Drinkall, 1991, August), contain statements about the 
responsibility (accountability) and duties of Chaplains. First, accountability. Accordmg 
to the SU model, a Chaplam is accountable to 
• the school Prmcipal in matters relatmg to school and administration 
• the local churches' chaplaincy committee in matters relating to day-by-day 
operations and liaison with local churches 
Scripture Union m matters of maintenance of agreed pruiciples, application 
to the job and discipline. 
Figure 5.1 shows the three groups to whom Chaplams employed by SU Queensland are 
accountable. In terms of reporting, a Chaplain is required to present a written monthly 
report to the LCC and SU Queensland. SU Queensland's stance on the accountability of 
Chaplams changed somewhat between 1991 and 1998. Underluiing m Table 5.1 
highlights changes. According to 1998/1999 documents. Chaplains are accountable to 
LCCs in matters related to local policy decisions and operations and accountable to SU 
Queensland's Chaplamcy Coordinator m matters related to agreed principles, 
employment matters and overall policy. By the end of the 1990s, SU Queensland had 
assumed greater responsibility. 
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School admmistration Local Chaplaincy 
Committee 
SU Queensland 
Chaplain 
Figure 5.1 A Chaplam's "three-pronged" accountability 
(Adapted from Scripture Union of Queensland, 1998a/1999a) 
Table 5.1 Accountability of the Chaplam (1991 - 1998/1999) 
1991 1995/1996 1998/1999 
The scliool Principal in matters 
relating to school and 
administration 
The local churches' chaplaincy 
committee in matters relating to 
day-by-day operations and 
liaison with local churches 
Scripture Union in matters of 
maintenance of agreed 
principles, application to the job 
and discipline. 
A Chaplain is accountable to: 
The school Principal in matters 
related to management within 
the school. 
The Local Chaplaincy 
Committee in matters related to 
policy decisions and operation. 
The Co-ordinator of School 
Chaplaincy for Scripture Union 
of Queensland in matters related 
to agreed principles. 
The school Principal in matters 
related to management within 
the school. 
The Local Chaplaincy 
Committee in matters related to 
local policy decisions and 
operation. 
The Co-ordinator of School 
Chaplaincy for SU Queensland 
in matters related to agreed 
principles, employment matters 
and overall policy. 
Source: Drinkall (1991, August), Scripture Union of Queensland (1995,1996), Scripture Union Queensland (1998a, 1999a). 
Second, duties. Accordmg to the SU model, a Chaplain's duties mclude 
1. Significant mvolvement in religious education classes in the school. 
2. Support to other RE teachers from the participatmg churches mvolved m the 
school. 
3. Availability for personal counsellmg withm the school community m co-
operation with school Guidance Officers, admmistration personnel, etc. 
4. Involvement with voluntary Christian groups withm the school, not 
necessarily at a leadership level. 
5. Disciplmg strategies for young Christians, mcludmg bridgmg relationships 
to local churches. 
6. Liaison with participatmg churches, mcludmg planned visits to each. 
7. Involvement m specific school activities, e.g. sport, resource teachmg, 
school camps, etc. 
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In 1998 and 1999 documents, SU Queensland provides a general role statement, under 
four main headmgs: Religious Education: Right of Entry, Pastoral Care, The Life of the 
School, Relationship between Local Religious Groups and the School. It makes explicit 
a Chaplain's role in RE (coordination, teaching and development of voluntary teachers), 
omits any statement about "personal counselling" and refers instead to "pastoral care", 
omits the statement "discipling strategies for young Christians . . . " and mcludes 
"providmg a link between students, religious groups and support services". However, it 
is important to note that the flexible nature of the Chaplain's role is acknowledged by 
use of the word "may" m relation to the Chaplain's involvement m these four areas. SU 
Queensland (1996, 1998b, 1999c) recommends that, m addition to the Chaplain's 
general role statement, LCCs negotiate a specific duty statement with an appointee, 
based on the aims of the LCC and the mdividual's specific gifts and abilities. 
Local Chaplaincy Committees (LCCs) 
Each one of the seven LCCs responsible for chaplaincy services at the nine sites m this 
mvestigation provides a general role statement outiming the Chaplam's accountability 
and duties. With respect to accountability, six of the seven LCCs have similar 
statements. Statements by LCCs at Sites E, F and G&H closely resemble SU 
Queensland's 1991 statement, as m this example (Site F): 
The Chaplam will be responsible to: 
(a) The school Prmcipal m matters relatmg to School administration; 
(b) The Committee ui matters related to day to day operations and liaisons 
with participating denommations; 
(c) The Coordmator of Schools for Scripture Union of Queensland m 
matters related to agreed prmciples. 
Statements by LCCs at Sites A, B&C and I are similar to those found m SU 
Queensland's 1995 and 1996 documents. The statement by the LCC at Site D differs 
slightiy fiom those of the other six LCCs. It specifies that the Chaplain is to abide by the 
LCCs code of ethics, work within the school's mission statement, or Strategic Plan and 
mission statement, and is accountable to the School Prmcipal, the LCC and the 
employmg authority (SU Queensland is not mentioned). 
With respect to the duties of a Chaplain, statements by all seven LCCs cover the 
same four areas specified m SU Queensland's general role statement: religious 
education (RE), pastoral care, the life of the school and church liaison. Four LCCs list 
RE first while three list pastoral care first, indicating the relative importance attached to 
these areas. The statement of the Chaplam's duties produced by one LCC (E), formed in 
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1991, parallels SU Queensland's 1991 statement. Four LCCs, each formed in the period 
1992-1994, possess almost identical role statements, each one m accord with that of SU 
Queensland. Appendix 5.1 presents a sample LCC role (or duty) statement. 
§ SELECTION CRITERIA 
SU Queensland and LCCs 
One LCC (E), established in 1991, stated m its constitution that the guide for making 
appomtments was "Scripture Union's standard of requirement for similar staff'. 
Selection criteria for Chaplams were not available at that time. Another LCC (F), 
established in 1992, produced its own list of selection criteria under five headings: 
abilities, personal qualities, personal Christian faith, experience and qualifications 
(Appendix 5.2). This list appears to have formed the basis for selection criteria adopted 
by SU Queensland and used by most LCCs associated with SU Queensland in the mid 
1990s. 
In 1995, SU Queensland's list of recommended selection criteria was modified 
by the Heads of Churches working party and the following 10 key selection criteria 
were the result (Scripture Union of Queensland, 1996, pp 13-14): 
A demonstrated Christian commitment. 
A broad understanding of the theological issues that are important for 
working in interchurch ministries and a competent level of Biblical literacy. 
An ability to work with people from various denominations, religions and 
cultural backgrounds. 
An understanding of the theory and practicalities mvolved m providing 
pastoral care to a school community. 
A broad understanding of youth and the issues affecting them, and a proven 
ability m working with youth. 
A demonstrated ability to communicate effectively with a range of people m 
a range of settings. 
A capacity to work as a member of a team and to work mdependently. 
Proven experience in the development and delivery of religious education 
programs. 
Highly desirable for the Chaplam to have an awareness of current 
Queensland Department of Education Social Justice strategies. 
Highly desirable for the Chaplam to be a qualified teacher eligible to be 
registered m Queensland. 
These 10 selection criteria were utilized by one LCC (Site I) m the selection process for 
its first Chaplam at the end of 1998. 
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SU Queensland contuiued to update its list of recommended selection criteria 
(1998a, 1999a). Changes reflect SU Queensland's recognition that Christian Chaplams 
operate in religiously plural conununities, play a significant role m pastoral care 
provision, often work as part of a team m a complex and multi-faceted school 
environment, and may be employed in primary or secondary schools. 
Chaplains' performance of the role 
Here I examme how, m view of chaplamcy service aims, role statements and selection 
criteria, mdividuals at four sites perform the role of Chaplam, focussmg broadly on their 
duties and their accountability to the school, the LCC (and local churches) and, to a 
lesser extent, SU Queensland. Chapter 7 exammes in depth issues surroundmg the 
responsibilities of, and relationships between, Chaplams, LCCs and SU Queensland. 
§ SITE A 
The chaplamcy service at Site A, m the Brisbane metropolitan area, was established m 
the mid 1990s. Three individuals have been employed m the position of part-time 
Chaplam: "Meg" (3 years), "Todd" (nearly 2 years), and "Joel" (the current Chaplam). 
Durmg visits to the school m 1998 and 1999,1 interviewed Todd and Joel on a number 
of occasions. I interviewed the Principal (1998), Deputy Principal (1998 and 1999) and 
two LCC Chahpersons (1998 and 1999). 
Accorduig to the LCC mission statement, the chaplaincy service aims "to 
provide an additional dimension to the school's pastoral care program and guidance and 
counselling services". The Principal and Deputy Principal, ui tum, described the 
chaplamcy as providing "another person to support the kids" and "an extra support 
person in the school". The LCC Chairperson described the primary role of the Chaplain 
"as a relational role, a presence, offering Christian counsellmg, being a friend". 
The Prmcipal commended Meg and Todd as extremely good choices by the 
LCC. He described Todd's performance as "marvellous". He explamed how he and 
other members of the school community view the Chaplain's role: 
Todd is able to offer a service that kids couldn't get before. He offers a male model 
because the two Guidance Officers are both female, the Special Needs Support Officers 
are both female and the School Nurse is female. He gives a Christian perspective. He 
sets an example by being available for kids at any time. He has been able to help kids 
we wouldn't have been able to help otherwise—^previously we would have had to send 
them off to someone else. 
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The other staff see Todd as a staff member who is doing a job in the school. He gets on 
well with other people. He is not seen as just a fill-in person, but as doing a worthwhile 
job. The kids wouldn't go to him if there was not a good relationship. Parents see him 
as doing a worthwhile job, offering another service to kids. The P&C commend him . . . 
The LCC was extremely satisfied with Todd's performance, as he had won the support 
of both the school administration and the staff The Chairperson (1998) elaborated 
Todd is confident in the school culture (as a teacher himself) . . . He is very confident in 
his faith and its expression. He outlines what he wants and generally gets it, which is 
rewarding. Consistent with the goals we had, he has established a Christian presence at 
the school. 
In 1999, Joel acknowledged the contribution of his predecessors m establishmg the 
status of Chaplam in the school: 
Coming into this job, I've had tremendous support right across the board, fi"om teachers 
to Admin. Because of Todd and Meg before me, the integrity they had, the respect they 
engendered . . . Whenever I'm introduced to others—support staff, cleaners, office 
staff—I'm always received with enthusiasm: "Oh, great, we have another Chaplain." 
Todd and Meg operated with great integrity, established the position well. From the 
school's perspective, they see the chaplaincy service performing well in serving 
students. 
The Chaplam is regarded by the school's administration as an important member 
of staff and is encouraged to participate in all aspects of school life. The chaplaincy 
service here is very visible. For example, on school assemblies most weeks, the 
Chaplain gives a brief message to students, one that the Prmcipal described as 
"guaranteed to keep them awake". The school administration envisages the Chaplain as 
part of the Student Support Team. When I interviewed Todd in terms 1-3, 1998, he was 
situated m an office on his own, a small room adjacent to a staff room. However, when I 
visited him at the school in term 4, he had been relocated. The Principal explained 
The Support Team is now set up as a unit. The old Special Needs Unit . . . has been 
refiirbished. It consists of the Guidance Officers, the Special Needs Support Officers, 
School Nurse and the Chaplain, all housed in a place that is a private and confidential 
area of the school. They moved in last month (October). Todd is with them. The whole 
unit is together. 
Nevertheless, m spite of the school administration's vision of having the Chaplain as 
part of the Student Support Team, the Chaplams tend to work m isolation much of the 
time. The Deputy Principal (1999) acknowledged this, saymg, "They work alone. 
There's no one here m the school to hold their hand. They're really thrown into the deep 
end." Todd estimated that he worked alone about two-thirds of the time; in a team about 
one-third of the time. He worked in partnership with RE teachers, the Guidance Officer, 
Deputy Principals, Year Coordinators, and teachers. Joel, as a new Chaplam, found 
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himself working alone most of the time. He said, "I feel like I'm a one-man band. I want 
it to become more of a team thing." 
The LCC and the school have encouraged each Chaplam, m tum, to establish the 
role accordmg to then own goals (and specific interests, abilities and skills), as long as 
these are consistent with the aims of the chaplamcy service. There is no job description 
(statement of specific duties). The LCC Chairperson said 
We wanted them to develop the role as they wanted. The Fratemal wants them to 
develop their own niche. The standards and expectations are fahly normal. The 
Fratemal hadn't had that role before. 
The Deputy Prmcipal, a member of the LCC since its mception, explamed 
We've made it clear as a new Chaplain comes in, even though there's a role statement, 
we want them... to branch out into areas where their skills and gifts lie. Because this is 
a big school, it doesn't have to be a tight, specific role. If Joel came to the LCC and 
said, "I'd like to do such and such . . . ", if it's for the betterment of our kids, I would 
hope we as a committee would say, "Yes, great. Do it." 
Without a job description, Todd struggled "to know what the job is". Likewise, Joel had 
difficulty commg to terms with his role durmg the first few months of his appomtment. 
Each one of the Chaplains at Site A has operated differently. Accordmg to the 
Principal, Meg operated according to a pastoral model whereas Todd's role combined 
educational and pastoral models. The LCC Chairperson explamed their different 
emphases: 
Meg, the first Chaplain, who was there for 3 years, did really well. She opened it up, 
had a good reputation with staff, did a lot of work with young girls (Year 9s especially). 
. . . Todd's been more interested in developing an RE approach, as a teacher, and he has 
a good RE program in place. . . . Todd has been involved with counselling and visiting 
in situations of grief (deaths of students). He is a great support to the school. 
Accordmg to Todd, the first Chaplam introduced the concept of chaplamcy by 
developing the pastoral care role and a good carmg atmosphere; the second Chaplain 
brought m programs—the Christian Fellowship (CF) group, RE, the "Rock 
Cafe"—makmg the chaplaincy acceptable and accessible to the school community; the 
third Chaplain will take it to "the next level". Todd elaborated 
Joel wants to help the student leaders—he's into discipling. For example, I've left him 
Usts of kids' names. He's been in touch with me, to ask me about the kids—who is who. 
He's trymg to get a core group of kids together—to mentor and disciple them. He's mto 
building the Christian leadership m the school, so they will unpact on other kids. He's 
doing it in the framework I've set up. He's just the guy to do it. 
Todd identified himself as "Pastoral Care Mmister", "Counsellor", "RE 
Coordmator"—a blend of all three. However, he struggled with his identity as Chaplain, 
even after bemg m the position for more than a year. In September 1998, he said 
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This is one of the most isolatmg things of the job. "Chaplain" means so many different 
things to different people. At a University, it's an ordained minister; m a Christian 
school, the Chaplam's job is different to a state school. The PoUce, etc, have chaplams, 
but they're different also. It's isolatmg. I'm not a Youth Worker or Social Worker, 
because I'm Christian. I'm not a teacher, not a Counsellor. I'm a breed apart. 
Chaplains—there's no two the same. 
Joel struggled at first to come to terms with his role as Chaplam: He admits he 
did not fully understand what was expected of him. However, when I mterviewed him 
several months later, he was much more confident about his role and identity. Attendmg 
the annual SU Queensland Staff Conference and talking with other Chaplains about 
their role made the difference: 
At first I would have described myself as a "glorified RE teacher". Now, I would 
describe myself as a Pastoral Care Minister and Youth Worker. Let me explain. The SU 
Staff Conference really changed my perception of chaplaincy. Before, I saw my role as 
a "glorified RE teacher". Before, I was program-oriented. After talking with other 
Chaplains, I see it now as more a pastoral care person: dealing with relationships, 
helping people towards Christ, working through issues. . . . Its essence is "to build 
relationships, to foster Christian relationships and beliefs". 
While still interested in coordinatmg RE, Joel no longer wanted to teach RE but, 
instead, to concentrate his efforts m the area of pastoral care. "Smce the Conference, 
I've been uiundated with referrals. It's a confirmation by God that I'm on the right 
track," he said. This emphasis is in Ime with Joel's training and experience as a pastor 
of a church, and his abilities and gifts, as the current LCC Chairperson affirmed: 
He's a very good people-person, and has an ability to relate to kids and to other people. 
One of his greatest strengths is his ability to assess a situation and act accordingly. He's 
a good thinker. He has the ability to try to think of ideas about how to relate to kids . . . 
For example, he opened up his own office. The kids loved that. He walked into things 
very quickly. He does special lunch-time things: His office is opened up, they play 
board games. He develops trust. 
By the end of 1999, Joel's identity as Pastoral Care Minister was unambiguous, as 
confirmed by the LCC Chairperson. He also described Joel's identity as Support Person 
(a Christian Support Person) smce Joel sees hunself as part of a team and is fitting very 
well mto the school's Student Support Team. 
Todd, Joel's predecessor, established the school RE program. Although not a 
priority for the LCC or the school (accordmg to the LCC Chairperson), havmg an RE 
program in the school was important for Todd. As an experienced teacher, he regarded 
RE as one way he could establish a Christian presence m the school. In accord with a 
number of Christian teachers on staff, Todd saw RE as "a way of promotmg Christian 
values and morals, somethmg valuable for the kids, to help unprove kids' behaviour and 
attitudes". Moreover, Todd believed that establishmg an RE program m the school was 
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what the supportmg churches expected of him. Todd was aware that the school did not 
regard RE as a priority and that its mam priority was pastoral care. He put it this way 
The school's perception of the role is different to mine. It sees me as a male counsellor. 
Here, there are two female Guidance Officers. The Admin bring kids to me and say: 
"Can you do anything with him?" They see me as an extra counsellor. This is the most 
important issue for them. 
Establishmg an RE program m the school was not an easy task. Todd encountered a 
number of obstacles, even from the begiimmg: 
At fust, when I started, there were negative vibes from the school because of the 
vertical tunetable . . . So RE was included as part of the HRE program to appease 
teachers. Year 8 and Year 11, half each semester, have one period out of the four HRE 
periods for RE. All Year 8s and 1 Is are covered. 
One obstacle was fmdmg suitable RE teachers. Eventually, a team of three, consistmg 
of Todd and two local church volunteers, was formed. Another obstacle was gaming 
acceptance from the students, a contmuing concem for Todd: 
Bringing in RE when it was not in the school before, brings negative attitudes. A kid 
will say, "My brother didn't do this." RE is Christian, therefore another student will say, 
"Why not study other religions?" Here's an example of a problem (in an RE class). The 
topic was "Deadi and Dying". They gave their attitudes, then I presented the Christian 
view. Next week, a teacher came to me and said I upset the class. One student said she 
felt like a sinner and that she was going to hell. That's it: RE is front-line ministry. 
(March, 1998) 
I'm trying to get my preparation right, for Year 11 RE, especially. It doesn't always go 
well. Should I use a mix of apologetics and evangelism? . . . My problem is this: Where 
to go in the continuum? I'm using the seminar method at present—it's issue-based. It 
suits one of the three teachers. . . . I'm trying to evaluate RE, especially for the Year 
1 Is. I'm not happy with it. It smacks too much of "I'm coming in and I'll tell you about 
Christianity". One term: Is that better than the whole semester? It's too hectic. There's 
only RE for Year 8s and 1 Is at present. It's in a state of flux. 
(May 1998) 
One of Todd's greatest struggles as Chaplain was the conflict he perceived 
between his role as RE teacher and his role as pastoral carer. He said, "If students feel 
I'm preachmg at them, they won't come to me for counselling if they need help." In 
May 1998, Todd assessed the situation this way: "Counsellmg and RE are up and down. 
. . . Some days I feel good about things, some days not so good." For Todd, failure to 
come to terms with these conflictuig roles was a source of confusion: 
What am I? A glorified RE teacher? A counsellor? A Youth Worker? A God-Person? 
I'm stmggling with what a Chaplam is. I want to get the mixture right for me. Formal 
counselling and RE, I think, are down the list, but I'm doing these at present. I fit my 
skills and abilities with what the school wants. As a Guidance Officer, I couldn't do 
what I can do as a Chaplain. 
This apparent conflict between RE and pastoral care was an on-going problem for Todd. 
In December 1998, he reflected 
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If I didn't do RE and I didn't take an upfront role in the CF group, people may trust me 
more for counselling. In all my time here (nearly 2 years), only one kid who wasn't 
from a Christian background (he was Jewish) came to me. We have a lot of kids here 
from other backgrovmds. I'm seen as a Christian counsellor, not just a counsellor. If I 
were to be here next year, I would work on a wider perspective, to be seen more as a 
"normal" bloke. 
Todd also stmggled with his role in the area of church liaison. He found he was 
unable to visit the supporting churches as much as he would have liked— t^o make 
himself known and promote the chaplaincy service—because of where he lived and the 
considerable travel time and cost involved. He admitted, "I don't spend much time in 
these churches." Overall, he felt "isolated" from the supporting churches. In September 
1998, he told me that, in relation to the churches, he operates alone. For example, he 
said, "There's no RE teachers now from the local churches." 
In terms of accountability, Todd had regular informal contact with one Deputy 
Principal (an LCC member), reported monthly at LCC meetmgs, and had some contact 
with three SU Queensland staff (Chaplaincy Coordmator, Zone staffworker. State 
Director). Communication between Todd and the school administration was open and 
mutual whereas, from Todd's perspective, communication between himself and the 
LCC was inadequate and lopsided. Todd's communication with SU Queensland, mainly 
concemmg employment issues, was spasmodic and cordial. He said, "SU is interested in 
me as a person. It's a protective role, to avoid the LCC or the school causing me to bum 
out. They've given personal support when I needed it." Todd aimed to contribute prayer 
points to SU Queensland on a fortnightly basis. LCC members were supportive but the 
committee provided little direction. In May 1998, Todd said, "At the LCC, nobody ever 
argues. It's: Yes, Sir. No, Sir. Three bags full. There's general support, words of 
support." In September 1998 he said, "I would like more input from the LCC—I feel 
like 'Mr Perfect'." In general, LCC meetings were not well attended by church 
representatives. Todd recalls at least two meetmgs when not one person from the 
churches attended. It seemed to Todd that the churches were not interested or, at least, 
saw the chaplamcy simply as his job. Increasmgly, he felt alone, unsupported. However, 
accordmg to Todd, God changed the situation: 
At school, a lady organized a Prayer Group for Schools. A group of four Christian 
ladies come weekly and pray with me. It has been a lifeline in this job! People let you 
down, but God doesn 't. 
One of the mam issues for the school m relation to the chaplamcy service is the 
Chaplain's part-time status. "We want a full-time Chaplam," the Prmcipal told me, 
"someone available to visit students and families m their homes." The Principal 
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identified many of the kids' problems as family-related (e.g., unemployment, broken 
homes). "We can't deal with these m the school." The Principal believes a full-time 
Chaplam would provide a more comprehensive service. The Deputy Principal mused 
It would be nice if there was someone here 5 days per week. Sometunes, I thmk a child 
I'm working with would be best seeing the Chaplain. For example, a situation in which 
Dad was beating up Mum last night. Then I thmk, "Oh, it's Monday. The Chaplain's 
not here until Wednesday." 
The availability of the Chaplam (or lack thereof) is a problem not only for the 
admmistration, but also for teachers. As Todd realised, some teachers regard him as an 
"outsider" and do not refer students to him because he is in the school only on a part-
time basis. For Joel, the part-time nature of the position is the source of his greatest 
fiustration as Chaplam. He is always aware of the constramts of time. After bemg m the 
position for 7 months, he told me, "At times, I would love to have 4 or 5 days here. I am 
trying to fit 5 days mto 3. There's so many opportunities—you don't want to say no to 
any, but yes to all of them." 
§ SITES B AND C 
The jomt chaplamcy service at Sites B and C m the Brisbane metropolitan area was 
established m the mid 1990s. "Joanne", the first Chaplam, was employed part-tune, 2 
days per week m each school, for just over 2 years. When Joaime obtamed another part-
time position, "Glen" replaced her at Site B, although Joanne continued in a part-time 
capacity at Site C. I mterviewed Joanne and Glen several times during 1998 and 1999.1 
also interviewed the two School Principals (the Principal at Site C led a campaign for 
chaplamcy at his school), two LCC Chairpersons, the LCC Secretary (the campaign 
initiator) and, m 1999, two students at each site. At Site B, I interviewed two female 
students, one m Year 8 the other m Year 9, regular attenders at the weekly CF group. At 
Site C, I interviewed "Karen" (Year 12) and "Amy" (Year 10), members of the CF 
group and student representatives on the LCC in 1998 and 1999. 
According to the Principal at Site C, the LCC sought a Chaplam whose mam 
role is pastoral care of students, and whose other duties include organizing the CF 
group, leading and managing the RE program, providmg an interface between the 
school and the churches, and providmg a service to staff The LCC Secretary regards the 
mission of the chaplaincy service as establishing a Christian presence in the schools 
although, in his opmion, how this is achieved depends on the school and the Chaplain. 
He considers the main role of a Chaplain as the provision of a "personal pastoral care 
service for students and staff': 
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The Chaplain is not a Social Worker. But the schools are not providing personal 
counselling—academic, yes. The Chaplain has a wider role than being there just for 
Christians. And it's not just preaching the gospel. One might like to do so, but it's not 
appropriate. One school, for example, prides itself as a place where everything is talked 
about but God. Joanne's aim was to raise the God-consciousness in the schools. This 
involves discipling Christians, listening to non-Christian students, reaching staff and 
parents. We often think the Chaplain is there just for students, but staff have the same 
needs. 
According to the LCC Chairperson (1998), part-time Chaplains such as Joanne and 
Glen are in the difficult situation of having so much to do and not enough time in which 
to do it. He added, "They have choices to make. . . . As a consequence, they have 
different emphases, based on what they see as imperatives for them." 
At Sites B and C, respectively, Glen and Joanne operate in different ways. The 
Principal at Site B (1998) described Glen's role as a combination of pastoral and peer 
models; the Principal at Site C (1998) described Joanne's role as a combination of 
pastoral, peer and educational models (in that order). Glen identified himself as a 
"Christian Youth Support Worker" whereas Joanne identified herself as a "Pastoral 
Care Minister". Glen is program-oriented; Joarme is almost entirely people-oriented. 
Glen focuses on students more than on staff; Joanne focuses equally on students and 
staff Glen places equal emphasis on evangelism and caring for people's needs; Joanne 
focuses more on pastoral care than evangelism. Specifically, Glen's duties include 
leading the CF group each week (attended mamly by Years 8 and 9 students), 
organising special events in the school and community, assisting m the Year 8 camp, 
assisting teachers and students in the classroom, and promotuig SU Queensland's 
holiday camping program. Joanne's duties include pastoral care of students and staff, 
support of Christian students via the CF group, coordhiation of the school RE program, 
and involvement in school activities such as Year level camps. 
The different approaches taken by Glen and Joanne at each site depends, to a 
large extent, on their unique abilities, personal qualities, experience and qualifications. 
Glen's abilities are m the area of admmistration. Accordmg to LCC and school 
personnel. Glen generates a lot of good ideas, which he puts into practice with much 
enthusiasm and energy. He is an excellent organizer. Glen had prior experience and 
training in youth muiistry, but limited experience working m schools (he is not a 
teacher). He does not have a background, or frammg, m coimsellmg. Joanne's abilities 
and personal qualities are m the area of interpersonal relationships. The Principal (C) 
described her as a "people-person". She is a good communicator; she mteracts well with 
people but keeps her distance. She does not take long to establish rapport: She's 
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confident and proactive m dealmg with people of all ages. Accordmg to Karen, a 
student at Site C 
The good thmg about having Joanne here as our Chaplain is that she is able to talk to 
the students and the teachers. She is very sociable between both. And, when there is a 
problem, she is neutral. Like, she isn't a teacher, so you can confide in her. But she isn't 
a student, so she might be able to help you understand the problem. 
Joanne has considerable experience and is well qualified m the area of youth mmistry, 
and is a qualified and experienced high school teacher. She has qualifications and 
experience m pastoral mmistry. In spite of these differences. Glen and Joanne have a 
number of common characteristics, m particular, ones important to students. The 
students I interviewed at Site B described Glen as "someone to talk to", an aduft "easy 
to talk to". Karen and Amy (Site C) described Joanne as a friend, which makes her more 
approachable than their teachers: 
AMY: You wouldn't go up to a teacher and discuss, somethmg that's depressing or 
something that's personal. Because you just think they'll laugh at you or ignore it. 
KAREN: Or treat you like a student. Like have a professional relationship. Joanne's not 
quite so professional in her relationship as the teachers. 
AMY: She is!! She does what she's supposed to do as a Chaplain. 
KAREN: Yeh. 
AMY: But her title "Chaplain" allows her to have not so much of a professional 
relationship with people. 
KAREN: Yes, basically. Compared with teachers who have to keep their distance. 
In summary, the students I interviewed view Glen and Joaime as young, fun, 
approachable, friendly, accepting, trustworthy, and good at listening. 
The Principal at Site B described the Chaplam as a "Youth Worker": The 
Chaplain's role is to organize or facilitate events, camps or concerts. He considered 
Glen's major contribution to the school as assisting new students "settle in" in the junior 
school. Glen works mainly with Year 8 and 9 students. The students I interviewed 
appreciate Glen's efforts on their behalf One of them said, "He actually puts himself 
out for people." They regularly attend the lunchtime Christian group Glen organizes, 
because it is "fun". They told me Glen makes school more interestmg, so they are not 
bored. "He does heaps of activities." Acknowledging Glen's contribution to school 
activities, the Principal said, "He gives of himself a lot. Like a lot of good teachers on 
staff, I fear he (and they) may burnt out." hi May 1998, in accord with the Principal's 
concem. Glen confessed that a major issue for him is time management, using his 
limited time at the school effectively: 
I was feeling burnt out last term. This term I came thinking "I'll take things as they 
come." I have just discovered the limit of what 1 can do. A person who gets involved in 
too many things, doesn't do them properly. I'm feeling better, not as totally drained. 
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The Prmcipals at Sites B and C, respectively, acknowledged Joanne's significant 
contribution in establishmg the role of Chaplain at their schools. Accordmg to the 
Principal at Site B, Joanne acted with "supreme professionalism". She set such a high 
standard that her successor. Glen, "would have to do something very bad to change 
this". He emphasized the importance of the choosmg the "right person" for the position, 
particularly the first appointee: 
Joanne saved the day. She would melt anyone's heart. She was interested in the 
students' well-bemg, conscious of the delicacies of the situation here. The reason 
chaplaincy took off here is that the LCC chose wisely: Joanne was a teacher. She fitted 
easily into the school aspect, kept her distance, fitted in well. When Glen came, 
chaplaincy had enormous credibility aheady. 
The Principal at Site C regarded Joarme as a "professional" m her role as Chaplain and 
described her status in the school as similar to that of the clergy. He explamed 
First, there's the element of skill: in counselling, in interpersonal relationships, 
understanding the culture of the school. Second, she's a trained teacher, therefore she 
acts in a professional way in classes, at camps. Staff regard her as a professional 
because she is a qualified teacher. She's doing further study in the theological area. In 
the way she operates— i^n her duty of care and in confidentiality—she acts as a 
professional. She enjoys the status of a professional and acts that way automatically. 
At Sites B and C, the chaplaincy service is not an mtegral part of the school's 
student support system. The Chaplains do not operate as part of a team. At Site B, there 
is little or no communication regarding students and student welfare issues between the 
Principal, Deputy Principals, Guidance Officer, Year Coordinators and the Chaplain. 
Glen is not advised or consulted on welfare issues. Glen, along with the part-time 
School Nurse, is situated in a small room at one end of a demountable teaching block in 
an out-of-the-way location on campus. While the Principal (B) claimed that providing 
the Chaplain with an office and phone "officializes" the service, giving chaplaincy 
professional status, the LCC Chairperson (1999) described the Chaplain's office as "that 
room right down there in the back paddock". Moreover, when I asked the students how 
the profile of the chaplaincy in their school might be improved, one of them replied, 
"Get another room for him so it's not so far out at the edge of the school. Put him in a 
new room . . . close into the school. . . so people don't have to walk as far." Clearly, at 
Site B, the Chaplain does not have a high profile in the school. The Principal (B) 
likened Glen, as a part-timer, to mstrumental music teachers who come into the school 
to "do their thing". He added, "Only occasionally one of them crosses over and makes 
contact with the permanent teachmg staff." According to the Prmcipal (B), most 
teachers regard Glen "as a person who does his thmg. They know what he does. But 
what he does, does not affect them." At Site C, there is little or no communication 
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regardmg students and student welfare issues between one of the Deputy Prmcipals, the 
Guidance Officer and the Chaplam, as the Prmcipal (C) explamed: 
One of the Deputy Principals is threatened by successful people, sees Joanne as a threat. 
The Guidance Officer also sees Joanne as a threat. This is due to then own 
madequacies: Joanne relates better to kids than they do. She's younger, she's m a 
position to allow the kids to call her by her fust name. They (the DP and the GO) see 
her as young, immature, mexperienced. With a rape case, they thought Joanne was 
handlmg things wrongly. I had the opposite view: Joanne saved the day. 
There is not a team approach to welfare provision in the school, at least as much as the 
Prmcipal would like. "I make sure Joanne is mformed of welfare issues, as the Guidance 
Officer doesn't keep her mformed," he said. The Prmcipal and three Year Coordmators, 
however, regard Joanne as an important Imk in the school care system. They refer 
students to her or seek her out to discuss issues concemmg particular students. 
However, in the opmion of the Prmcipal, teachers are reluctant to refer students to 
Joanne because she is part-time, preferrmg mstead to use the Guidance Officer who is 
available 5 days per week. 
Nevertheless, because of the voluntary nature of a chaplamcy service, a 
Chaplain is able to mmister to students who seek help of their own accord. For some 
students, such as Karen (Site C), it is important that the Chaplain is a Christian: 
It matters a lot to me that Joanne's a Christian. It means that, if I have a problem with 
something that is Christian-related, in the Bible, for example, I can approach her and 
ask her because she has more knowledge than me. And, in general, morally, we agree 
more. For example, the Guidance Officer doesn't necessarily agree that you shouldn't 
get drunk or have sex before marriage, or things like that. 
On the other hand, some students choose not to go to the Chaplain because he or she is a 
Christian. "Marie" (former student at Site B and daughter of the LCC Chairperson) put 
it this way 
I wouldn't go to the Chaplain. I think there's a barrier re going to a Chaplain with my 
problems: 1 would be worried that she would put a religious connotation on everything. 
Others may have gone, kids who have some religious connection. For example, my 
friend Bronny, who is very religious, she went. Joanne was very nice. But she is 
Christian, therefore if I was a Moslem, I wouldn't go the Chaplain because she is 
Christian. 
Glen wanted to change what he considered as misconceptions about the role of a 
Christian Chaplam. At the end of 1998, he said, "Many students thmk they have to be of 
Christian belief if they want to come to see me about their problems. Next year I want to 
work on this." The Principal at Site C considered it an advantage to have a Christian 
Chaplam. He said, referring to Joanne, "As a Christian, she has an easy capacity to 
mmister to all faiths, rather than if she were a Buddhist or a Moslem. People find it easy 
to talk to an mterdenominational evangelical Christian rather than a Buddhist." 
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Moreover, he believes that, because Joanne is a Christian, she has a whole-hearted 
commitment to caring for people. In contrast with the Guidance Officer who is seen as 
offering care because he or she is employed to do so, Joanne helps people because God 
has called her to a ministry of care. He explamed 
hi the first instance, there's a more transparent sense of ministry The Guidance Officer 
[GO] is more of a public servant, therefore she offers her services between 8.30 and 
3.30. Sometunes the GO comes to thmgs like Enrolment Nights. But the Chaplain is on 
24-hour call. She gives her clients her mobile phone number. She will come in at any 
hour . . . It's a calling—^that is, 24 hours per day 7 days per week— r^ather than a career. 
Kids notice that, therefore they prefer to go to the Chaplain rather than GO. 
The students at Site C considered Joanne's role as dealmg with personal issues; the 
Guidance Officer's role as academic and career counsellmg. 
Joanne is more of a coimsellor than the Guidance Officer [GO]. The GO is . . . trained 
as a counsellor, but she gives advice about future things . . . what you're going to do 
next year after school fmishes, and stuff like that. She doesn't really do much m the 
counselling area of her job . . . To me, a GO is a mediator when you're in trouble. When 
you get in trouble for doing something at school, or when you have a problem with a 
teacher. The Chaplain talks about different issues in life, not only about things that 
happen on campus. 
The Prmcipal confirmed that the Chaplain offers personal counselling while the 
Guidance Officer concentrates on academic and career counselling. 
In relation to RE, Glen and Joanne have different roles. At Site B, RE is not the 
responsibility of the Chaplain. There is a long-nmnmg, established RE program, 
coordmated and resourced by local clergy and lay volunteers. Glen is one of the 
teachers in the program. At Site C, Joarme was given the responsibility of establishing 
the RE program on behalf of the local supporting churches. This was not an easy task, 
especially in relation to timetabling. She said, "I look for blocks m the timetable." 
Joanne explained that, m her first year at the school, there was no RE; in the second 
year, there was RE for students in Years 9 and 10; m the third year, students from all 
Year levels did a little. In relation to the RE team she coordinates, Joanne said, "They 
are a fairly committed group of teachers, from the supportmg churches. They're very 
committed: Ministers or retired Mmisters, mostly." 
In terms of liaison with local churches, both Glen and Joanne had limited contact 
with clergy and members of local congregations in 1998 and 1999. In Joanne's favour, 
she had regular contact with representatives from local churches through the school RE 
program. However, both Glen and Joarme found visiting the supporting churches 
difficult. One problem for both of them is lack of time. As part-time Chaplams, they 
balance their (spare) time in relation to two (or three) jobs. Joarme recalls that, durmg 
the first 2 years when chaplaincy was her sole job, she visited supporting churches on a 
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regular basis. Another problem for Glen is the travel mvolved, as he lives a considerable 
distance away. For Joanne, another problem is conflict of uiterest, her role m her own 
church precludmg her from visitmg other churches most Sundays. 
When I met Joanne early m 1998 (her fourth year at Site C), she was very 
confident m her role as Chaplam. However, she admitted that, at first, she struggled m 
the role, "Just as I'm watchmg Glen struggle now." Joanne had a clear understandmg of 
the school's and the LCCs expectations, and she acted accordmgly. She told me, "The 
mam issue for the schools is pastoral care. The way I've developed it—that's what they 
expect." With respect to the LCC, Joanne said, "They like me to do pastoral care. And 
develop RE . . . These are the tiimgs high on the LCC agenda." On the other hand, when 
I met Glen m first term 1998, he was strugglmg in his role as Chaplam, after about 9 
months m the position. He wanted more definite direction from the school and the LCC. 
Neither the LCC nor the school provided a job description. He said, "I feel like I'm 
wandermg around douig my own thmg in the dark." However, when I met with Glen m 
second term 1998, he had a clearer understanding of what the school expected, after 
persistently mquirmg of the Deputy Prmcipal. "It's to be uivolved m school activities, to 
be available to offer support, to be someone students can talk to." For Glen, it is very 
important to know and understand what is expected of him. 
Glen is very conscious of his responsibility to the school. Glen makes himself 
accountable, m spite of what he perceives as the school's lack of direction. In first term 
1998 Glen told me he mstigated a meetmg with one of the Deputy Prmcipals (a member 
of the LCC) once per week, "even if only for 5 or 10 mmutes", to explam his activities 
and plans. The Principal (B) noted, "Glen is very good at clearmg thmgs with me." 
However, he added, "As he becomes more experienced, he will take more responsibility 
for things himself" The Principal contrasted Glen with Joarme, the former Chaplain, 
whom he considered acted at a higher level, more like a Year Coordmator or a Head of 
Department. Clearly, as a new Chaplain, Glen needed affirmation, encouragement and 
support. In an interview at the end of 1999, he told me, "This is a very tough school. . . 
My first few months here were very hard. I don't know how many times I was ready to 
chuck it in." 
With respect to the LCC, Glen and Joarme attend monthly meetmgs and report 
on their progress and plans. For the Chaplains, this is their only contact with the 
majority of committee members. As the Chairperson (1999) admitted, LCC members 
attend meetings once per month but are not really involved between meetings. Joarme is 
ably supported and debriefed by the Principal (C) and, m 1998, the LCC Chairperson 
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with whom she had regular contact. Glen finds his mam support and encouragement 
comes from three Christian teachers at Site B who are members of the LCC. He and 
they have frank and regular communication. However, Glen does not feel adequately 
supported by the LCC as a whole. For Glen, a major source of dissatisfaction is the 
mismatch between the LCCs and his own expectations of the LCCs role in supporting 
and providmg direction for the Chaplain. Throughout 1998 and 1999, Glen struggled 
with this issue. He said, "In front-lme ministry like this, you need to feel supported." In 
December 1999, for example, he complamed that the members of the LCC did not seem 
to be listening to him. The LCC Chairperson (1998) views the Chairperson's role as one 
of support, not supervision. He considers the LCCs role as stimulatmg ideas with the 
Chaplains, receiving their reports each meeting, endorsing them and talking about issues 
the Chaplains raise. The LCC Chairperson (1999) said, "I don't assume h's our role to 
direct them." She believes that the majority of LCC members have no real 
understanding of what the Chaplams do in the schools. She said, "For us, it's just 
talking about it." 
With respect to SU Queensland, Joarme and Glen have most contact with the 
Zone staffworker who visits the schools from time to time; they have infrequent contact 
with the Chaplamcy Coordinator. Joarme fmds them both approachable and helpful. 
Glen finds the Zone staffworker, in particular, someone he can relate to on a personal 
level. For Glen, it is important to have someone with whom he can share and to have 
prayer support. He regularly contributes prayer points to SU Queensland's weekly 
Prayer Notes. He said, "It's important because they go everywhere." Overall, Glen has a 
good relationship, and strong links, with SU Queensland. However, he would appreciate 
SU Queensland organizmg an armual trainmg day for Chaplains "to get all the 
Chaplams together, to pool ideas". For Joarme, relationships between her and SU 
Queensland have been stramed at times, particularly over pay issues. Moreover, Joanne 
struggles in terms of accountability to SU Queensland because she has a "low profile m 
terms of evangelistic thrust" and SU Queensland has an evangelistic focus. She said, 
"They probably see the major thrust as winning people over to the Kingdom of God." 
Nevertheless, according to Joarme, SU Queensland tends to leave Chaplams (and LCCs) 
decide what they hope to achieve through chaplaincy, which means that she and other 
Chaplams "are fairly happy". 
At the end of 1999, I asked Glen and Joarme what gives them greatest 
satisfaction, and what they fmd most fiiistratmg, in their mmistry. Their responses were 
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similar. Their greatest satisfaction comes from observmg the resufts of their efforts to 
help and nurture sttidents, especially m the spiritual realm. Joanne said 
Presently I am fmdmg the CF group's commitment is givmg me great joy . . . watchmg 
and hearing them (and hearing about them) as they strive to live out then Christianity 
and knowing that without a place to gather, focus and support each other it may have 
been different, harder for them, more isolated. 
Glen appreciates the opportunity to offer friendship and love to many young people who 
don't get much love at home, to help them m their daily lives, and to offer programs at 
school that they can access and enjoy. Moreover, he appreciates the opportunity to help 
students understand spiritual thmgs, "to see students grow m understandmg of God and 
make a commitment". For both Glen and Joanne, the greatest fi^stration they 
experience is lack of time. Glen said, "ft's not havmg the time to do the things I want to 
do." Joarme said 
Because of the part-time nature of the job and also the numbers of people mvolved, it is 
very hard to keep up with what's going on. There are so many opportunities to be 
involved in the school and there just isn't time. 
§ SITE F 
The chaplamcy service at Site F, a non-metropolitan location, was established ui the 
mid 1990s. Two individuals have been employed as full-time Chaplain at the school, 
first "Terry", then "James". When I met James in first term 1998, he had been ui the 
position about 9 months. I interviewed the Principal and Acting Prmcipal (in 1998 and 
1999 respectively), the LCC Chairperson and LCC Secretary and, m 1999, two students 
("John" and "Emily"). John, in Year 12, was a student representative on the LCC; 
Emily, in Year 10, was John's girlfriend. John and Emily knew James well, and had 
sought his help and guidance on a number of occasions. 
According to the LCC Chairperson (a Deputy Prmcipal at the school), the main 
aim of the chaplaincy service is to establish a Christian presence in the school. In Ime 
with this aim, the Chairperson places a high priority on the establishment of an effective 
RE program in the school: "This is where we must give the Christian message, to access 
young people in today's society . . . Sunday Schools no longer do it." The Chairperson 
sees the role of Chaplain as counsellor, friend, and support person—someone who is 
available to help all members of the school community (students, staff, parents). The 
Principal described the chaplaincy service at the school as a combination of all three 
operational models (pastoral, educational, peer). He regards the Chaplain primarily as a 
support person. Moreover, the Chaplain is considered a strategic member of the Student 
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Support team comprising Guidance Officer, Community Education Counsellor (an 
Aborigmal and Torres Strait Islander support person). Social Worker and Chaplam. 
According to the Prmcipal (December 1998), James was performmg very well m 
the role. James had been m the position about 18 months. The Principal explamed how 
he saw James fulfiUmg the aims of the chaplamcy service: 
He brings good skills in the interpersonal area. He mediates fairly well. He 
networks—he gets help. He does not take on more than he's qualified to do. He knows 
how, when and where to take it. He's getting to know kids, is visible around the place. 
He has a caring sort of nature, reaches out. He does get a range of kids going to him, 
from the time-wasters to those with serious problems. He has RE up and running. 
The Prmcipal acknowledged that James has good credibility, based on feedback he 
receives from students and parents. He said, "When we ask students who they want to 
mediate their problems, they ask for James. That's the most positive feedback you can 
get." With parents, he said, it often comes up m conversation: "Oh, my son (or 
daughter) sees James". One year later, in November 1999, the Actmg Prmcipal 
acknowledged that James had established himself in the area of youth and family 
counselluig: "He's found a niche there that he seems to like and it serves our needs well 
also. We have a lot of kids here whose lives are in turmoil and whose families are 
dysfimctional." John and Emily (the students I mterviewed) said they are aware of a lot 
of students James has helped "get over things". Emily said, "They feel he's there 
whenever they need someone." John said, "He does a lot of thmgs for people . . . like, a 
lot of people have fights in the home, and he tries to fmd a way of helpmg them . . . by 
talkmg to their parents, stuff like that." It is a great advantage to the school that the 
Chaplain is full-time (compared with the Social Worker and the School Nurse who are 
both part-time). Consequently, the school utilizes James' abilities and gifts to best 
advantage. James is well aware that, as Chaplam, he makes an important positive 
contribution to the support services offered by the school: 
Chaplaincy is seen as an agency for supporting positive environment in the school. The 
school promotes it to parents. It adds to the prestige of the school. It's one of the 
support services offered. It offers care and concem for students: "We are a school that 
cares". It gains tremendous benefits from the chaplaincy service. It's a "freebie"—it 
costs the school nothing. The school gains tremendously. 
On the negative side, teachers complain about the chaplaincy service from time to time. 
Accordmg to the Actmg Prmcipal, their complaints are two-fold. First, the Chaplain is 
often not available when they want him ("Where is he?") and, second, students are 
perceived to be "malingermg" at the Chaplam's office instead of attending classes. 
"Teachers get cross from time to time. The Chaplain's office is a nice place for students 
to go. There are always students there." 
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James has a very clear understanding of what the LCC and the school expect of 
him m his role as Chaplam. Moreover, James' ovm goals and expectations are, for the 
most part, m line with those of the LCC and the school. What James regards as most 
important, for him personally, is to mamtam credibility as a Christian ("so there's no 
conflict between my lifestyle and the Christian message I communicate"), to be 
proactive in the gospel ("to actively propagate the faith"), and to be relevant and 
approachable m order to connect with the students. He elaborated 
I don't see the kids as "targets" to convert to Christianity. By meetmg then needs, m 
then home, 1 want to show they are important as people. It's not to win them to Christ, 
but to meet their needs, ft's not the mentality—I've got them all numbered. 
What James sees as important, m relation to the school, is mamtammg the policies and 
practices of the school while actmg as an advocate for students, carrymg out his duties 
in a professional manner, providmg additional support in the school's welfare program, 
and developmg the Christian culture m the school. James aims to act as a professional, 
which he defmed as "the way you conduct your affairs and work with teachers" 
because, in his opinion, "professionalism and testimony go hand m hand". James' aun 
of developmg the Christian culture in the school is in Ime with what the Chauperson 
regards as the main aim of the chaplamcy service and, like the Chairperson (and the 
LCC), James regards RE as havmg an important part to play. James said, "The role of 
the Chaplain is to develop the Christian culture in the school, so Christianity is not a 
fringe, but an acceptable part of the school. Therefore I see RE as important." However, 
James' envisioned role as a student advocate is not in line with the school's or the 
LCCs expectations for the role of Chaplam. They expect him to care for, and support, 
not only students (and their families), but staff also. James is well aware of these 
confiicting expectations. At times, because of his advocacy for students, he finds 
himself at odds with the school administration or the teachmg staff, or both. In first 
term, 1998, he said 
There're times when I'm required to challenge the attitude the school has towards the 
students they work with. Sometimes I challenge the school in how they're treating kids. 
It leads to some conflict between me and the school. That's not a bad thing. I'm not 
another paid employee of the Education Department. But it's important that I offer 
support in the school: to work with parents, the school, to solve problems. I'm not a 
"puppet" of the school, but an independent agent (this is how I see myself). This can 
lead to times of conflict. 
One of the biggest struggles James has in his role as Chaplam is dealing with the 
negative attitudes of others (particularly teachers) m relation to his work with students, 
especially those identified as beuig "at risk": 
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They communicate hopelessness rather than hope. They communicate that you're 
wasting your time with these people and they're a lost cause. I fmd this offensive. This 
is the biggest stmggle 1 have—with peoples' attitudes. If you saw me at 17, 18 or 20, 
you would have thought the same thing, no doubt you would have. 
James' main role as Chaplain is in the area of pastoral care. He identified 
himself primarily as a "Pastoral Care Mmister" and "Counsellor". He is people-focused 
rather than program-focused and spends much more time respondmg to people's needs 
than bemg involved m programs. He focuses almost exclusively on students (rather than 
staff) and, consequently, spends most of his time dealuig with students and their needs. 
The Actmg Principal confirmed that James does a lot of work with at risk students and 
that he is able to develop rapport with them. He makes contact with families, "gets 
Mum and Dad in and works with them". She identified James' abilities and gifts as 
being in the area of counsellmg, in particular, youth and family counselling. The LCC 
Secretary considered James a skilled counsellor. He said, "The Admin recognize his 
counselling and pastoral care gifts. James is sometimes their first port of call ahead of 
the Social Worker, because of his Christian ethos." In relation to his pastoral care role, 
m May 1999, James said 
There's been a shift from dealing with minor matters to dealing with more extreme . . . 
or big issues such as family breakdown, self-harm (suicide).... It's a major shift. I deal 
more with families, and family breakdown. The extent to which the Chaplain is dealing 
with needs at home has quadrupled in the last 12 months. It's now the family level more 
than the individual student level. 
In his efforts to foster a Christian culture m the school, James observed a 
number of changes over the 2 years. In his opinion, the RE program was an important 
contributmg factor. The program covers Years 8 to 12. The LCC Chairperson said, "All 
kids at this school, unless they brmg a letter from their parents, do RE. Most (90%) of 
students here have RE." James teaches m the program, concentratmg his efforts on Year 
8 classes, the rationale being that he makes himself (and the chaplaincy service) known 
to as many students as possible in their first year of high school. James is responsible 
for organizing the RE teaching team, a task he does not find easy. In first term 1998 he 
admitted to be stmggling with RE because he was being "too ambitious too soon": 
It's functioning but it's far from ideal. I would like it far more developed and stmctured 
in context. 1 wanted a team concept, two teachers in every grade, but at present only a 
handful are carrying it. I want to get out into the churches to get more helpers but I have 
no time. 
hi spite of the difficulties encountered, James acknowledged (in second term 1998) that 
the RE program was havmg an impact in the school, makmg "a big difference" amongst 
both students and staff, m their attitudes and behaviour: 
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Some staff stay m classes and listen. They are talkmg about Christian things (both 
students and staff). A guy who helps coach the football team—he watches his language 
when I'm there—he apologized the other day for somethmg he said. Amongst the 
teachers—they are more aware of values and standards. 
One year later, m May 1999, James was encouraged by what he perceived as good 
progress towards achievmg his goal of presentmg the Christian message as a viable 
altemative, a way of life, an option, "so that people are not afraid to talk about i t . . . so 
it's not m a closef. The change James observed in students' attitudes to RE in Years 11 
and 12 is a good example of this progress: 
Last year, we started RE in Year 11 and Year 12. It was a constant battle—^kids make 
all sorts of excuses not to come. The system we have now—one of the teachers on staff 
runs it. . . The numbers in Year 11 and 12 are increasmg all the time. Last year, there 
used to be about seven kids out of two classes coming. Yesterday we had about 20 kids. 
They don't have to come. All they have to do is to bring a note from their parents. 
About 50% of the Year l is and 12s are attending. That's good. Things that we are 
bringing to their attention in these programs, they are talking about outside. 
By mid 1999, James believed that the chaplamcy service was accepted as an mtegral 
part of the life of the school. In relation to students, there had been "good gains" in their 
understanding of the importance of spirituality. James said, "In the last few months in 
counselluig, issues of God and the gospel keep coming up, not because I'm pushing it 
but because kids want to know." In relation to the administration and staff, they were no 
longer "Christian-phobic". James said, "They are coming to me about issues . . . I've 
had to serve my apprenticeship." 
James performs well in the area of church-school liaison. He estimated that he 
spends about half his time visitmg supporting churches compared with the time he 
spends at his "home" church. Accordmg to the LCC Chairperson, James is a gifted 
preacher and public speaker and very well accepted by the churches. "He goes around 
speakuig m them all the time," she said. Consequently, the chaplamcy service has a high 
profile hi the churches and receives strong support from them. Moreover, the chaplamcy 
service has a high profile m the community. James has assisted greatly m achievmg this 
profile, by speaking at service clubs (Rotary and Lions) and speakmg on radio and 
television, a task he does very well, according to the LCC Chairperson. 
In terms of accountability, James meets regularly with the Deputy Prmcipal (the 
LCC Chairperson) and reports monthly to the LCC. However, James has very little 
contact with SU Queensland. In fact, he does not rate as important his Imk with SU 
Queensland. He said 
I'm not an advocate for big organizational stmctures. I'd prefer chaplaincy to be 
handled at the local level, not by SU at all . . . I am not their worker. I'm the LCCs 
worker . . . All I see SU as, is an agency we've employed to administer our funds. 
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Communication between James and the school and James and the LCC is frank and 
amicable. He keeps frequent phone contact with the LCC Secretary, particularly when 
he needs advice and guidance on difficuh issues. The school admmistration and the 
LCC are very supportive of James and his mmistry. While James estimated he is 60-
70% self-directed, he said, "This doesn't mean I'm not accountable. The school and the 
LCC give me liberty to do what I do." hi the school, James regards himself as a member 
of the Student Support Team. In relation to the LCC and local churches, he sees himself 
as their representative m the school, "ft's their ministry. This gives me accountability." 
James has a good relationship with members of the LCC: "They're open. They're fair. 
They're honest. Sensitive to needs." One problem the LCC identified (m late 1999) in 
relation to James' role is what the LCC Secretary described as "over-use": 
He's over-used—by the school admin. He's in a situation where he's being over-used 
by parents and staff. We've got to look at protecting him. He's doing too much and he's 
burning out. 
A problem the LCC constantly faces is fimding the 5 days-per-week chaplaincy service, 
a problem that, at times, is a concem and distraction for James. The LCC Chairperson 
noted, "It's his bread and butter . . . He has a family to keep. Discussion of fmances 
takes up lot of time at meetmgs . . . But I don't thmk he should have to worry." 
The role of state school Chaplams: The main issues 
While LCC role statements are supposed to make clear a Chaplain's duties and 
responsibilities to, and relationships with, various stakeholders, these guidelines are 
very broad. On the whole, the role of Chaplauis m Queensland state schools is defmed 
very "loosely". This lack of specificity has both positive and negative unplications. 
Positively, ft allows great flexibility m the nature and scope of the role, m recruitment, 
the school's and the LCCs deployment of the Chaplam and the occupant's development 
of the role. Negatively, since stakeholders do not necessarily have clear, shared 
expectations for the role, Chaplams, generally, are ambiguous about the best ways to 
carry out their duties. In practice, the status of Chaplam depends very much on the 
occupant's personal qualities, abilities, experience, knowledge and understandmg of the 
LCCs aims and expectations (be they official or unofficial) and commitment to them, 
and successful adaptation to the role m the social context of the school. This means that 
the status of Chaplam is subject to change as Chaplams come and go. The Prmcipal at 
She F put it this way: 
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ft's "horses for courses". If you get the right person, you're lucky, ft's really good, ft 
can work well. Every school has a different model: There're all different roles 
dependmg on the school and the LCC. If that doesn't exactly match, ft doesn't work out 
as well. 
While data presented in this chapter reveal that the status of Chaplam has been 
established (to varying degrees) at each she, establishment has not been accompanied 
by stability. There has been a surprisingly high turnover of personnel. For example, over 
the period from the mid 1990s to the end of 2000, at She A there have been three 
incumbents; at She B, two mcumbents; at Site C, three mcumbents (a second part-time 
Chaplam shared the position durmg part of 1999); at Site F, two mcumbents. For 
Chaplams employed at any of the nme sites (A - I) from establishment until the end of 
2000, the average length of tenure was less than 3 years. This fmdmg parallels the state-
wide trend for Chaplams employed by SU Queensland over the period 1990-2000. 
Ambiguity about the role and the high turnover of personnel are two mdicators 
that the occupation of Chaplam m Queensland state schools is poorly institutionalised. 
By this I mean that expectations about a Chaplain's proper role are not shared to any 
great degree among Chaplains, stakeholders and "role-partners" (i.e., persons with 
whom the Chaplain regularly interacts) and commitment to these expectations is not 
great. This mcludes the expectation that state school chaplaincy is, or should be, a long-
term career. The term institutionalisation^ refers to the process by which the position of 
state school Chaplain becomes socially structured. Hammond (1966) identified four 
areas that may be considered as "conditions" for institutionalisation, and conversely, 
possible sources of blockage m the case of impeded institutionalisation. These four 
conditions are (a) recruitment—^appropriate individuals are appointed to the position, 
(b) training—expectations are clearly defined, adequately transmitted and shared, (c) 
motivation—the role-occupant, stakeholders and role-partners are focused on fulfilling 
these expectations, and (d) adaptation—there is adequate articulation by the role-
occupant to the social world surroundmg the role (e.g., in dealing with role conflict). In 
what follows, I show how these four conditions apply at the sites highlighted ui this 
chapter. 
The first condition for institutionalisation—recruitment—^appears to have been 
adequately met at each of the four sites (A, B, C and F). LCCs have selected suitably 
adept persons to the position. The high commendations given by school and LCC 
^ The analysis I present here draws heavily on Hammond's (1966) study of the nature and development of 
the occupation of "campus clergyman" (i.e., University Chaplain) and, in particular, its path to 
institutionaUsation. 
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personnel to successive Chaplains at each site testify to this claim. Clearly, each role-
occupant, in tum, has brought to the posftion unique personal qualities, preferences, 
abilities, skills, spiritual gifts and experiences. Furthermore, each one has operated 
professionally m the sense that he or she has been "good at the job" and upheld high 
ethical standards. Nevertheless, it cannot be claimed that each one of these recruits was 
sufficiently prepared for the role. The notion of role insufficiency—when individuals 
lack adequate training, education, skills, or experience to successfully perform an 
occupational role (Greenberg, 1996)— i^s discussed m chapter 7. 
The second condition—training—is problematic for the school and the LCC at 
two of the four sites. The problem is one of definmg the Chaplain's duties and then 
traming the person to carry them out. At Sites A and B, Todd, Joel and Glen did not 
always have a clear understanding of what the school or the LCC expected of them, a 
good example of role ambiguity (Spector, 1997). Uncertainty regarding his role was a 
continual finstration for Glen (Site B) during his first year at the school. The school 
administration at Site B, as a whole, showed a remarkable level of disinterest in the 
chaplaincy. Todd (Site A) found the regular, although informal, contact he had with the 
Deputy Principal helped him know what the school expected of him. Nevertheless, the 
way Todd's role developed was left very much to him. Notably, at three of the four sites 
(A, B and F), Chaplains are not provided with a job description; the school and the LCC 
expect them to determine their specific duties themselves. At Site A, Todd produced a 
brochure explaining his role (as he saw it) and Joel, Todd's replacement, wrote his own 
job description ("operational plan") several months after his appointment. At Sites A 
and B, LCC persormel do not convey their expectations to the Chaplain, either formally 
or mformally, on a regular, on-gomg basis. Todd (Site A) and Glen (Site B) complained 
of little or no contact with LCC persormel (includmg the Chairperson) apart from 
meetings. Furthermore, at Site A, LCC meetmgs are often poorly aftended by church 
representatives. In contrast, at Site F, the traming condition is adequately met by school 
and LCC persormel. The LCC Chairperson (a Deputy Principal at the school) meets 
with James weekly (and more often if necessary), for debriefing, plarming and prayer. 
James is also m regular contact (two or three times per week) with the LCC Secretary (a 
member of the clergy) with whom he can discuss any matter concerning the chaplaincy. 
Consequently, James is very confident that he knows what the school and the LCC 
expect of him and that he is "on the right track". 
In relation to fraining by SU Queensland, findings here indicate that there is 
considerable room for improvement. Of the Chaplains I interviewed at Sftes A, B, C and 
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F, most do not have an adequate knowledge and understandmg of SU Queensland's 
mission and goals and are only vaguely aware of SU Queensland's expectations for 
their role. Communication is generally inadequate and is more likely to be written rather 
than by phone or in person. Only one Chaplain, Glen (Site B), identifies strongly with 
SU Queensland and aligns with the organization's mission and goals. The issue of 
traming by SU Queensland is exammed in chapter 7. 
The third condition—motivation—concems not only Chaplams but also school, 
LCC, local church and SU Queensland persormel. When a chaplamcy service is 
established and a Chaplam is appomted (chap. 3), motivation is high, first on the part of 
school, LCC and local church personnel and second, on the part of the Chaplam. 
However, with passing time, motivation can, and does, wane. The Chaplam, role-
partners or stakeholders fail to develop commitment to the chaplaincy, which is a major 
impediment to institutionalisation. For example, at Site A, Todd came highly motivated 
to perform the role. He was fully competent and, despite receiving little direction from 
the school and the LCC, was reasonably clear about what he was to do. He began well. 
The school was very supportive. Church representatives on the LCC gave offers of 
personal support. However, he soon discovered that the LCC and, m particular, church 
representatives, were not as motivated as he had been led to believe. Local churches 
provided the necessary funds, but failed to provide the personal and professional 
support and encouragement he expected and sought. This was a major contributing 
factor to Todd's leaving the chaplaincy: 
It doesn't matter how good the Chaplain is. A couple of times, no-one turned up for 
LCC meetings. It's debilitating, depressmg. It happened in the fmal months that I was 
there. It was the final crunch in my decision to leave. I feh a loyalty to the kids, loyalty 
to the staff, loyalty to the school, loyalty to the LCC. But if they (the LCC) don't have 
loyalty to me . . . It allowed me to move on without too many feelings of guilt. 
Glen, within 12 months of his appointment at Site B, showed signs of wanmg 
motivation, a major contributmg factor bemg the school's apparent lack of conmiitment 
to chaplamcy. During the first 2 years, the LCC seemed supportive and showed mterest 
in him and the mmistry. However, by the third year. Glen perceived the LCCs support 
and interest declming: "Last year I feft the committee was doing more . . . caring . . . 
what they are supposed to be doing." This perceived lack of commitment by the LCC, 
as well as the school, meant that ft was even harder in the third year for Glen to stay 
motivated. In fact, towards the end of that year, he started lookmg for another ministry. 
The three part-time Chaplauis (Todd, Glen and Joanne) found the low income a de-
motivating factor. Todd's wife had to work (somewhat reluctantly) to supplement the 
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family mcome; Glen and Joanne had additional part-time employment. Joanne struggled 
to continue long-term in the position because of the low income. She said, "Once you 
are trying to bring up a family or even make a savings plan work, it seems to be not 
possible." Joanne served 5 years as Chaplam. Todd left after less than 2 years. 
The fourth condition—^adaptation—^is a major impediment to institutionalisation 
at each of the four sites. Even when Chaplains are competent, knowledgeable and 
motivated to carry out their duties, they experience, m the social context of their work, 
what is known as role conflict. Role conflict is lack of consensus about an individual's 
role among significant others, those who regularly interact with the role-occupant 
(Fumiss, 1994) . These significant others (i.e., "role-partners") together form the focal 
person's "role-set". Figure 5.2 shows the role-set of a state school Chaplam. It is a 
complex set comprising school administrators, teachers. Guidance Officer(s), Social 
Worker or Youth Worker, Community Education Counsellor (CEC)^, school ancillary 
and office staff, students, parents, LCC members, clergy and lay members of local 
churches, RE teachers, SU Queensland staff, and other Chaplams—with their many 
conflicting expectations. 
The nature of the Chaplain's role conflict depends on his or her role-partners' 
values and goals, which (according to Fumiss, 1994) relate primarily to the social 
positions they occupy. There is likely to be more consensus among a group of persons 
occupying the same social position than between that group and another group. For 
example, school adminisfrators are likely to share one set of expectations of the 
Chaplain, teachers a different common set of expectations, students another set, and so 
on. Moreover, Chaplains themselves have their own set of expectations for the position, 
based on their values and goals. Disagreement over expectations represents a central 
source of confused identity for some Chaplains, as in the case of Todd (Site A). Todd's 
own idea of his role differed from that of school administrators, which m tum differed 
from that of LCC members. 
^ The discussion that follows draws heavily on Fumiss's (1994) explanation of role conflict experienced 
by Chaplains (and others) in institutional settings such as hospitals, schools and the defence forces. 
^ A Community Education Counsellor is employed by the Department of Education m schools where 
there is a high proportion of students of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander descent. 
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Figure 5.2 Role-set of a state school Chaplam 
At Sites A, B, C or F (mdeed, at any one of the selected sftes), opmions 
expressed by school admmistrators, LCC personnel and Chaplams regardmg the 
Chaplam's role(s) differed. Accordmg to Chaplams, the primary role is Pastoral Care 
Mmister; accordmg to school administrators ft is Youth Worker or Support Person; 
according to LCC personnel ft is Christian Support Person or Pastoral Care Mmister. 
Todd experienced role conflict because of incompatibility of equally legftimate 
demands: those of Pastoral Carer and Counsellor versus those of RE Coordmator and 
RE Teacher. The LCC role statement (She A) included RE coordination and teaching, 
or RE teachmg, as one area of the Chaplam's responsibility; however, RE was not a 
priority of the LCC. Todd persisted m developmg an RE program, despfte the school's 
and the churches' lack of mterest, because of the importance he attached to RE. 
However, Todd had not anticipated the effect his involvement m RE would have on 
students: They stayed away! This precluded him from fiilfilluig the expectations of his 
major role-partners that his primary role is that of Counsellor and Pastoral Carer. This 
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situation compares with that described by Dowlmg (1997) in which an mdependent 
school Chaplam experienced conflict between Teacher and Pastor roles. 
James' role conflict relates to his advocacy on behalf of students. James is well 
aware that school and LCC persormel expect the Chaplain to be impartial in terms of 
power, not takmg sides, so to speak, ©n behalf of any individual or group m the school. 
Despite the likelihood of negative sanctions (e.g., by the school, LCC, teachers) for 
failing to conform, James persists. He justifies his actions on the basis of what he 
believes to be a more legitimate demand (i.e., defending the powerless). In fact, on the 
basis of Sercombe's (1997) defmition" ,^ James embraces a Youth Worker (as opposed to 
a Pastoral Carer) role. A Youth Worker has young people as his or her primary clients, 
and the relationship between the worker and young person is expressed through the 
worker's commitment to advocacy and healing on the young person's behalf. Joanne's 
role conflict relates to the Prmcipal's and the LCCs expectation that the Chaplain is a 
Counsellor (specifically a Christian Coimsellor), an expectation not shared by the 
Deputies or Guidance Officers. Ambiguity such as this between the role of Chaplain and 
School Counsellor in state schools m Victoria is the topic of Bumham's (1997) paper. 
Glen experiences role conflict when expectations held by school administrators and 
teachers clash with his own expectations for his role as "Youth Worker". He sees 
himself primarily as a Christian Youth Worker and actively seeks to mamtam his 
Christian distmctiveness. However, based on Sercombe's defmition. Glen is not a Youth 
Worker. While it is true that students are Glen's primary concem, the relationship Glen 
builds with students is based on Christian love and respect for them as persons, not on a 
commitment to advocacy on their behalf. In summary, it is fair to say that the failure of 
Chaplams such as Todd, James, Joanne and Glen to adequately resolve role conflicts 
(those I have described here are but examples) further impedes mstitutionalisation of the 
position of Chaplain. 
Data from the four sites highlighted in this chapter reveal that the predominant 
role of a Chaplain is Pastoral Carer. This finding is supported by data I collected at all 
sites in this study. In chapter 6,1 focus on four other sites (D, G, H and I) and present 
data that reveal more clearly the nature and scope of a Chaplain's role as Pastoral Carer. 
'^ According to Sercombe (1997), "youth workers exist in the space created by young people's exclusion 
from full membership of the common wealth, in the struggle by young people for survival and recognition 
on the one hand and the struggle by society for order and control on the other" (p. 20). 
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In a school of this size, there are many needs: personal, psychological, social, 
emotional, spiritual, as well as academic. There are many extreme needs. We wanted to 
ensure a Christian presence. 
(Former Principal, D) 
At the school there were lots of kids who needed support, having difficulties. Most 
people thought that to get a Chaplain would be a good idea, to help these kids, to offer 
a caring approach. There were so many kids having troubles. 
(Former Principal, G) 
The Admin had the idea that we needed someone else to spend time with kids. High 
schools today are extremely busy places. Teachers can't spend time with kids, like in 
the lunch hours. Teachers—with all the accountability and paperwork they have to 
do—have no time for kids anymore, just to talk. Schools are in constant state of change. 
Adult-student contact has been robbed. 
(Former Deputy Principal, I) 
In this chapter I identify the recipients and the nature and scope of support provided by 
Chaplains in Queensland state high schools. Data which Chaplains collected in 1999 via 
the Contact Record Schedule help answer questions about the recipients of Chaplains' 
support (Who are they? Are they individuals or groups? What is their gender? Do they 
come of their own accord or are they referred? If students, what are their year levels? 
What is their religious background?) and the nature and scope of this support (How 
often is contact made? Are contacts one-off or continuing? Where are contacts made? 
What is the nature of contacts?). Seven Chaplams at eight sites collected contact data in 
first term 1999: two for 10 weeks, and five for periods ranging from 4 to 8 weeks (Table 
6.1). Importantly, one Chaplam (Greg) collected contact data over the entire year. 
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Table 6.1 Surmnary of contact data collection, first term 1999 
. . Experience 
Site Chaplam .^^  ^^ ^^ ^^  
Location 
metro 
metro 
metro 
non-metro 
non-metro 
non-metro 
non-metro 
non-metro 
Status 
part-time 
part-time 
full-time 
part-time 
ftill-time 
part-time 
part-time 
full-time 
Collection period 
(in weeks) 
4 
7 
10 
7 
8 
10 
10 
6 
B Glen < 2 
C Joanne 4 
D Katrina 2 
E Roberta <2 
I? James <2 
G Simon <3 
H Simon < 3 
J Greg 0_ 
Note: metro = metropolitan, non-metro = non-metropolitan 
While I supply information in this chapter about pastoral care provided by 
Chaplains generally, I focus on the pastoral role of three particular Chaplains. Two of 
these (Katrina and Simon) are experienced and established in the role of Chaplain (one 
full-time at a metropolitan school, the other part-time at two non-metropolitan schools); 
the third (Greg), full-time at a non-metropolitan school, is pioneering as Chaplain in the 
chaplaincy service's first year of operation. Katrina and Simon collected data of a 
pastoral nature only; Greg's contact data comprise all contacts he made in the course of 
his work. Data from interviews with Chaplains, school administrators, teachers and 
students, supplement and illuminate the contact data. 
The chapter divides into two parts. In part one, I present a synopsis and analysis 
of the contact data, those collected by the seven Chaplains in first term 1999, and those 
Greg collected throughout 1999. In part two, I describe and elucidate the pastoral role 
and identity of the three Chaplains, based on contact and interview data. The chapter 
concludes with a summary of findings and brief commentary based on relevant practice, 
research findings and theory documented in the literature. 
Contact data 
§ SEVEN CHAPLAINS (TERM 1,1999) 
Since the total number of contacts recorded by each Chaplain is different, and the 
collection period varied considerably, I use percentages rather than contact numbers in 
data summaries, so I can compare data collected by Chaplains at the eight different 
sites. In general, where Chaplains do not appear in data summaries, data they provided 
were ambiguous, incomplete, or missing. In two instances, in order to emphasize salient 
points, data summaries focus on data provided by particular Chaplains. 
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Type of session 
Chaplains, on the whole, recorded the greatest proportion (61%) of contacts with 
individuals. Approximately 28% involved small groups and 11% large groups. Figure 
6.1 shows session types for each Chaplain. Exceptions are Glen who recorded the 
majority of contacts with persons in large groups and Roberta who had contact with 
persons in small and large groups just as often as with individuals. 
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Figure 6.1 Summary of types of sessions recorded by Chaplains 
Gender of person(s) contacted 
Overall, Chaplains had contact with a higher proportion of females (45%) than males 
(32%); the remaining contacts were with mixed gender groups. Of individuals who had 
contact with Chaplains, females outnumbered males. However, for small groups, the 
proportion of contacts involving males, females or mixed groups was approximately the 
same. Large groups were mostly mixed gender. 
Figure 6.2 reveals a notable difference in contacts according to gender for male 
and female Chaplains. On the whole, female Chaplains had contact mostly with 
females; male Chaplains had contact with approximately equal numbers of males and 
females. Joanne and Katrina had contact with a high proportion of females. Glen and 
Roberta recorded a high proportion of contacts with persons in mixed gender groups, 
although Roberta had contact with more females than males on an individual basis. 
Simon (at each school) encountered more females than males, but a considerably higher 
proportion of males than either Joanne or Katrina; James encountered approximately 
equal numbers of males and females; Greg encountered more males than females. 
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Figure 6.2 Summary of gender of person data recorded by Chaplains 
Progress of contact 
In first term 1999, 27%) of contacts with Chaplains, overall, were first-time contacts, S% 
second-time and 61% continuing contacts. Figure 6.3 shows the pattem for progress of 
contact with six Chaplains, the exception being Katrina who recorded a high proportion 
of first-time contacts (about 50% of these with individuals). 
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Figure 6.3 Summary of progress of contact data recorded by Chaplains 
Location of contact 
Overall, the Chaplain's office (or room) was the location for the highest proportion 
(41%) of contacts. Other common locations included classrooms or staffrooms (21%), 
the grounds (17%)) and the phone (6%). A considerable proportion (13%)) of contacts 
occurred at "other" locations including the school office, sickroom and off-site venues 
(such as camp-sites). 
Approximately 40%) of contacts with individuals took place at the Chaplain's 
office, as did over 50% of contacts involving small groups. Contacts involving large 
groups occurred most commonly in classrooms. Forty-six percent of all female contacts 
and 42%) of all male contacts occurred at the Chaplain's office. Contacts in classrooms 
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or the grounds involved approximately equal numbers of males and females. Phone 
contacts, overall, involved approximately twice as many females as males. 
One of the most notable differences between data recorded by full-time and part-
time Chaplains relates to location of contacts. On the whole, full-time Chaplains, 
compared with their part-time counterparts, recorded a higher proportion of contacts at 
their office. Figure 6.4 shows the pattem of contacts by location for Katrina, James and 
Greg (full-time Chaplains) and Glen and Simon (part-time Chaplains). 
Glen Katrina James Simon (G) Simon (H) 
CHAPLAIN 
E Chaplain's oflfice • Class/staff room D School grounds D Phone •Home/hospital • Other 
Greg 
Figure 6.4 Summary of location of contact data recorded by Chaplains 
At both sites, Simon recorded approximately the same number of contacts with 
persons in his office as in classrooms or staffrooms. At Site G, Simon recorded a 
substantial proportion of contacts at other locations such as the library, school tuckshop 
and school office. For Greg, a large proportion of contacts were made in classrooms or 
staffrooms or in the grounds, a pattem not dissimilar to that of Katrina. The proportion 
of telephone contacts recorded by Katrina, James and Simon (H)—all experienced 
Chaplains—^is noteworthy. Contacts recorded by Glen were made in classrooms or 
staffrooms and, to a lesser extent, in the grounds. 
Person status 
The large majority (67%)) of all contacts recorded were with students. Adults contacted 
included teachers (14%)) and parents (8%)). Overall, 50%) of contacts with students were 
on an individual basis, 35%) involved small groups and 15%) large groups. Of all 
contacts with individuals, about 50%) were with students, 21%) teachers and 13%) 
parents. Almost all contacts with teachers and parents were on an individual basis. 
Students who had contact with Chaplains comprised approximately equal numbers of 
males and females whereas for adults (teachers, parents and administrators) there were 
more than twice as many females as males. 
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Figure 6.5 shows the status of persons who had contact with Chaplains at each 
of seven sites. For each one, contact with students predominated. Simon (at Sites G and 
H), closely followed by Greg, had the highest proportion of contacts with teachers, 
administrators and other staff; Katrina and James recorded very few contacts with staff 
Katrina, James and Simon had a higher proportion of contacts with parents than did 
other Chaplains. 
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Figure 6.5 Summary of the person status of contacts recorded by Chaplains 
Further analysis of Katrina's and Simon's data is illuminating. For Katrina, of student 
contacts, individuals made up 67%) of contacts, small groups 30%), large groups 3%; of 
individual students, 75%) involved females, 25%) males. Small groups comprised either 
females alone (88%)) or mixed gender (12%)). Large groups were mixed gender. Of 
parent contacts with Katrina, all but one were females and the majority (83%) were via 
phone. For Simon, at each site, contact with individuals accounted for approximately 
50% of student contacts. At Site G, small groups accounted for 40%) of student contacts; 
at Site H, approximately 25%. Simon's contacts with individual students at each school 
involved approximately equal numbers of males and females. For Simon, the majority 
of staff contacts, and all but one parent contact, involved females. 
Student year levels 
For Chaplains, overall, the proportion of students from each year level who had contact 
with Chaplains is: Year 8 (25%), Year 9 (16%), Year 10 (16%), Year 11 (13%), Year 12 
(20%)) and mixed Year level (10%)). Individual students who had contact with 
Chaplains, on the whole, were spread fairly evenly across the year levels. 
Year 8 students comprised about twice as many males as females and a large 
number of mixed gender groups. Years 9 and 11 students comprised more females than 
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males whereas Years 10 and 12 students comprised approximately equal numbers of 
males and females. Students in Years 9, 10 and 12 were represented in a number of 
mixed gender groups. 
Figure 6.6 shows the year level of students who had contact with Chaplains at 
each of the seven sites. Glen, Roberta and Greg had contact with a high proportion of 
Year 8 students. Joanne had contact with a predominance of Year 12 students 
(contributing to over 50%) of all her contacts with students). James had contact mainly 
with students from Years 9-10; Simon mainly with students from Years 10-12. Katrina 
had contact with students from across the year levels. 
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Figure 6.6 Summary of year levels of student contacts recorded by Chaplains 
Referrals 
On the whole, the majority (52%)) of persons (as individuals or in groups) who had 
contact with Chaplains were self-referrals. Overall, 60%) of individuals and over 50%) of 
persons in stnall groups came of their own accord. Principals or Deputies made about 
12% of referrals and Chaplain-initiated contacts comprised about ll%o of all contacts. 
Other students contributed to about 7% of referrals and teachers about 6%). 
Self-referrals, referrals by other students and by parents involved a higher 
proportion of females than males. Administrators referred approximately equal numbers 
of males and females. Teacher referrals and Chaplain-initiated contacts involved more 
males than females. 
Figure 6.7 reveals the pattem of referrals for six Chaplains. Almost all Joanne's 
contacts were self-referrals. For Kafrina, James and Simon (at Site H), a sizable 
proportion of referrals came from the administration. Of students who came to Katrina, 
and James to a lesser extent, many were referred by other students. For Greg, a 
pioneering Chaplain, a large proportion of contacts were Chaplain-initiated. 
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Figure 6.7 Summary of referral pattem recorded by Chaplains 
Closer analysis of student contact data recorded by Katrma and Simon reveals 
more about individuals and small groups with whom they had contact. For Katrina and 
Simon at Site H the pattem of referrals for individual students bears closer resemblance 
than that for Simon at Site G (Table 6.2). 
Table 6.2 
Chaplain 
Katrina 
Simon (G) 
Simon (H) 
Referral pattern for individual student contacts with Katrina and Simon 
Self 
31 
75 
47 
Teacher 
6 
10 
Percentage 
Other 
Admin student Parent 
28 33 2 
8 
28 11 
Chaplain 
17 
3 
With respect to contacts with small groups of students, for Katrina, the largest 
proportion (56%)) were referrals by other students; for Simon at Site G, the vast majority 
(83%) were self-referrals; for Simon at Site H, the largest proportion (40%)) were self-
referrals, closely followed by referrals by the administration (30%)). 
Religious background 
Of persons who had contact with Chaplains, overall, the religious background of the 
great majority (68%)) was not known; approximately 16%) of individuals or persons in 
groups were Christian; 4%) non-Christian. Figure 6.8 shows the pattem of contacts 
according to religious background for six Chaplains. 
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Figure 6.8 Summary of religious background of persons in contact with Chaplains 
For the great majority of students (individually or in groups) who had contact 
with Kafrina (Site D) and Simon (Sites G and H), religious background was unknown. 
For individual students, religious background was not known for 90% of contacts with 
Katrina, 96% with Simon (Site G), and 79% with Simon (Site H). At Sites D, G and H, 
92% of Katrina's and Simon's contacts with students in groups (on the whole) involved 
persons whose religious background was not known. 
Of staff members or parents who had contact with Katrina, approximately one 
half were known to be Christians; the religious background of the remainder was not 
known. Of staff who had contact with Simon (at Site G), the religious background of the 
majority (80%)) was not known; 13 % were known to be Christian. Of staff contacts 
with Simon (at Site H), 63%) were of unknown religious background; 33%) Christian. Of 
parents who had contact with Simon (at both sites), the majority (75%)) were of 
unknown religious background, the remainder Christian. 
Nature of contact 
Figure 6.9 summarizes all nature of contact data recorded by Chaplains in first term 
1999. It reveals that Chaplains, overall, had most contact with persons seeking a chat or 
friendship, those needing help with peer relationships, home relationships, personal 
issues, school issues or multiple issues. In contacts with individuals. Chaplains most 
commonly dealt with multiple issues, home relationships, identity or personal issues, 
professional matters or school issues. Contacts with small groups and many individuals 
dealt with peer relationships or involved a chat and friendship. 
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Figure 6.9 Overall summary of nature of contact data recorded by Chaplains 
A summary of the nature of contacts recorded by Katrina (Site D) and Simon 
(Sites G and H) is displayed in Figure 6.10. 
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Figure 6.10 Summary of nature of contact data for Chaplains at Sites D, G and H 
For Katrina, bereavement was a major issue in first term 1999, as were home 
relationships, identity or personal issues, peer relationships and sickness. Of contacts 
dealing with bereavement (the great majority with students), approximately one-half 
involved individuals, one-third small groups and the remamder large groups. 
Approximately 40% of contacts dealing with bereavement were first-time contacts. 
A large proportion of Simon's contacts at both sites involved multiple issues. 
Analysis reveals the nature of issues Simon dealt with in these contacts. Overall, 80%) 
involved a personal (or identity) issue, 44% home relationships, 40%) peer relationships 
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and 28%) suicide prevention. Figure 6.11 shows multiple issue data combined with other 
nature of contact data Simon recorded at each site. 
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Figure 6.11 Summary of nature of contacts recorded by Simon (Sites G and H) 
The most common issues for students who had contact with Katrina and Simon 
were bereavement, home relationships, identity or personal issues, peer relationships or 
sickness (Katrina) and identity or personal issues, home relationships, peer 
relationships, school issues or suicide prevention (Simon, overall, at both sites). The 
most common issues for staff were sickness or bereavement (Katrina) and personal 
issues or peer relationships (Simon). The most common issues for parents were home 
relationships or sickness (Katrina) and home relationships (Simon, Site G) and home 
relationships, drug issues or school issues (Simon, Site H). 
§ GREG (TERMS 1-4,1999) 
The total number of contacts Greg recorded in 1999 was 1622: 197 over 6 weeks in 
term 1, 402 in term 2 (10 weeks), 490 in term 3 (11 weeks) and 533 in term 4 (10 
weeks). Figure 6.12 shows a steady increase in average weekly contacts by school term. 
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Figure 6.12 Average weekly contacts Greg recorded by term, 1999 
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Type of session 
Of 1622 contacts, 1008 were with individuals, 474 with small groups and 139 with large 
groups. Individual sessions included formal (scheduled) and informal (spontaneous) 
contacts with students, staff or other aduhs. Small group sessions typically involved 
students: informal contact before and after school or during breaks, or formal contact in 
class time or breaks. Large group sessions included the Prayer Group and the Christian 
Fellowship Group, activities in the grounds, class visits, speaking on assembly, and off-
campus activities. Figure 6.13 shows session types by school term and, importantly, the 
increase in average weekly contacts with individuals term by term throughout the year. 
B Individual 
• Small group 
D Large group 
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 
SCHOOL TERM, 1999 
Figure 6.13 Summary of types of sessions Greg recorded by term, 1999 
Gender of person(s) contacted 
The gender of persons with whom Greg had contact was more commonly male (871, 
over one-half) than female (503, about one-third); other contacts were with mixed 
gender groups. More males than females were involved in individual sessions. Figure 
6.14 shows the pattem of contacts based on gender by school term in 1999. While 
clearly Greg made contact with more males than females, the number of contacts 
involving persons of both genders and mixed groups increased during the year. 
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Figure 6.14 Summary of gender of persons Greg contacted by term, 1999 
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Progress of contact 
With regard to the progress of contacts—^whether first, second or continuing—^by far the 
majority (80%) were continuing ones. Greg found tracking the progress of contacts with 
individuals straightforward. However, he encountered difficulty in recording progress of 
contacts with groups comprising continuing as well as first or second-time contacts 
(about 5%o of contacts overall). Table 6.3 presents progress of contact data for the whole 
year in relation to the gender of person(s) contacted. 
Table 6.3 
Progress 
First-time 
Second-time 
Continuing 
Progress of contact versus 
Male 
43 
53 
56 
gender of contact with Greg 1999 
Percentage 
Female 
39 
39 
30 
Mixed gender group 
18 
8 
14 
Location of contact 
The Chaplain's room ("office") was the most frequented location (41%). Many contacts 
with individuals or groups were made in the school grounds (22%)). The most common 
other location was the school office. Of contacts at Greg's room, 83%) were with 
students. Contacts in the grounds were more commonly with students (72%>) than 
teachers (16%). Telephone contact was primarily with adults, 32% of these contacts 
being parents. Parents were also contacted during home or hospital visits. Of students 
coming to Greg's room, 42% were Year 8s, 11% Year 9s, 7% Year 10s, 10% Year l is, 
15% Year 12s and 15% mixed year level groups. A similar pattem was evident for 
contacts with students in the grounds. Figure 6.15 shows that contacts via telephone and 
at other venues increased most markedly term by term throughout 1999. 
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 
SCHOOL TERM, 1999 
Term 4 
lOiaplain^offic^BClass^taffroom^Sclw^^ DPhone • Home/hospital • Other | 
^^m^^-'^^ Summary of location of contacts Greg recorded by term, 1999 
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Person status 
Most persons contacted individually or in groups were students (61%)). Contacts with 
male students were four times as numerous as those with female students; many 
contacts involved mixed gender groups. Other persons contacted included teachers. 
Principal, Deputies, parents, and "others" such as the Youth Support Worker, ministers 
of religion, and community personnel. Figure 6.16 shows the average number of weekly 
contacts with students increased steadily term by term. Contact with parents and other 
persons (listed above) increased steadily each term throughout the year. 
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 
SCHOOL TERM, 1999 
Term 4 
D Student 
• Teacher 
D Principal / Deputy 
D Ancillary staff 
• Parent 
• Mixed staff group 
• Other 
Figure 6.16 Summary of status of persons Greg contacted by term, 1999 
Student year levels 
Year 8 students represented the largest proportion (39%)) of Greg's contacts with 
students. Of the other year levels, Greg encountered students in Years 9 and 12 slightly 
more often than students in Years 10 and 11. For individuals, the proportion of students 
from each year level was Year 8 (48%), Year 9 (20%), Year 10 (7%), Year 11 (12%) 
and Year 12 (13%)). The large majority of Year 8 and Year 12 students were boys (87%) 
and 76% respectively). However, for other year levels, there was a higher proportion of 
girls and of mixed groups. For example, for Year 9s, boys comprised 48%), girls 34%) 
and mixed groups 18%). Figure 6.17 shows the high level of contact with Year 8 
students was established in first term and, importantly, that contact with students in all 
year levels, on the whole, increased over the year. 
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Figure 6.17 Summary of year levels of students Greg contacted by term, 1999 
Referrals 
More than one-half (57%) of contacts Greg recorded were self-referrals. Greg initiated 
over one-quarter (28%)) of contacts. A number of individuals and groups were referred 
by the Principal or Deputy; a smaller number by teachers. Self-referrals comprised 
males (53%o) more often than females (35%)). Referrals by teachers were predominantly 
males (62%), or students in mixed gender groups (35%)). Only 3% of teacher-referrals 
were females. Likewise, the Principal or Deputies referred predominantly males (71%)) 
compared with females (18%)), the remainder mixed gender groups. Greg sought out 
more males (54%)) than females (34%)), other Chaplain-initiated contacts being mixed 
gender groups. Of self-referrals, students comprised 65%) and adults 35%o. Self-referring 
adults comprised the Student Support Officer, teachers, the Principal or Deputies, and 
parents. Of contacts Greg initiated, 43% were with students, 47% with staff and 10% 
with parents. Figure 6.18 shows the average number of weekly contacts according to 
referral type by school term 1999. 
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Figure 6.18 Summary of referrals Greg recorded by term, 1999 
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Religious background 
The religion of the majority of people Greg had contact with during 1999 was not 
known (62%)). Approximately one-quarter (26%) of contacts were with Christians. For 
students (overall), religious background was none (11%), Christian (12%)), non-
Christian (1%), not known (70%)) and mixed group (5%)). While the religious 
background of the vast majority of persons with whom Greg had contact was not 
known, the average weekly contacts with Christians and with those having no religion 
("none") increased markedly throughout the year (Figure 6.19). 
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 
BNone 
• Christian 
D Non-Christian 
D Not known 
• Mixed group 
SCHOOL TERM, 1999 
Figure 6.19 
Summary of religious background of persons Greg contacted by term, 1999 
Nature of contact 
Overall, Greg's most commonly recorded contacts were professional (27%), chat or 
fr-iendship (24%)), class contact (12%), ox personal issues (%%). Professional contacts 
included discussing students with the Principal or Deputy, support staff, teachers or 
parents; planning with school personnel, RE teachers, LCC members, ministers or other 
Chaplains; attending staff or LCC meetings, professional development workshops or 
training activities. Chat or friendship contacts comprised "just a chat", chat and lunch, 
chat before school, chat and games, playing cards and games. Class contact gave Greg 
opportunity to use his specialized knowledge, skills and interests to work with students 
individually, or in small or large groups. He worked regularly with individuals or small 
groups of boys instructing and giving them "hands on" mechanical experience. He 
supervised classes and sports sessions, students in the gym, occasionally assisted 
teachers in classes, and was involved in special programs such as driver education, drug 
education, rape prevention, and sex education. 
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Figure 6.20 shows that issues Greg dealt with increasingly over the year were 
personal, faith and other issues. The most marked increases in contacts over the year 
were those of a professional nature and, with the exception of term 4, chat or friendship 
and class contact. The nature of Greg's contact with students was most commonly chat 
or friendship (32%), class contact (19%>), personal issue (12%), other (10%) and faith 
issue (8%)). Contacts with teachers were predominantiy of SL professional nature or for a 
chat or friendship (59%o and 26%o, respectively, of all teacher contacts). This pattem was 
similar for contacts with the Principal and Deputies. 
Figure 6.20 Average weekly contacts of various nature Greg recorded by term, 1999 
Contacts dealing with personal or faith issues were almost exclusively with 
students (91%) and 91%, respectively, of all such contacts), as were contacts dealing 
with a school issue (72% of all such contacts). For contacts of this nature recorded 
primarily with students, analysis of referrals is illuminating. For contacts dealing with a 
personal issue, 64% were self-referrals, 19% Chaplain-initiated; for faith issues, 93% 
were self-referrals; for school issues, 41%) were self-referrals, 41%o Chaplain-mitiated. 
Analysis of contacts by gender and nature shows that 77%) of chat or friendship 
contacts, 81% of class contact and 72%) of school issues involved males. However, 
contacts dealing with a personal issue, peer relationship or multiple issues involved 
approximately equal numbers of males and females and, for faith issues, 63% involved 
mixed gender groups. Contacts dealing with home relationships more frequentiy 
involved females than males. 
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Three Chaplains as Pastoral Carers 
§ KATRINA, SIMON AND GREG 
The primary fimction of most Chaplains m Queensland state schools is provision of 
pastoral care. Katrma, Simon and Greg, in particular, identify themselves, fust and 
foremost, as "Pastoral Care Mmisters". Chaplains may focus their pastoral mmistry on 
students (as do Katrma and Greg) or equally on students and staff (as does Sunon), this 
focus depending on the aims of the chaplamcy service and the Chaplain. 
From the perspective of admmistrators at Sites D, G, H and I, pastoral care 
provided by Chaplains broadens the school's welfare strategies. Three Principals out of 
four labelled the Chaplain a "Support Person", specifically "Christian Support Person" 
or "Spiritual Support Person". One of them clarified his choice: 
Spiritual Support Person. I'm splitting the two: Spiritual and Support Person. The major 
reason I'd use "Support" above "Youth Worker" or "Counsellor" or any other term is 
because the support role's so complex. Sometimes it involves counselling— l^ike with 
dmgs, sexuality; at other times, it's purely helping: "I'm in crisis. Please help." It 
includes deaths . . . 
I chose "Sphitual" because both Simon and Annette, and all the other Chaplains 
I've met, accept difference. If the child is not a Christian, they accept them. It's broad. 
Even though they themselves offer a Christian model, I see them assisting everybody in 
that spiritual sense. 
School administrators, generally, equate pastoral care with support— i^n particular, 
support for students or staff m need. Simon put it this way: "They want someone to take 
care of the problems, although they're not sure what they want you to do." Chaplams 
often deal with problems or situations that no one else m the school has time, or feels 
confident or competent, to deal with. They often deal with crises. School admmistrators 
seek the Chaplam's help m a crisis. Increasmgly, parents tum to the Chaplain in a crisis, 
especially where the Chaplam (such as Katrma or Simon) is well known and respected. 
For example, parents often phone Katrma directly, rather than going through the school 
office. The Principal commended Katrma's ability to manage crisis situations: 
She has the ability to maintain a very steady line or demeanour, when there's trauma or 
very difficult times. She becomes very powerful in crises. She's very level-headed. 
She's fantastic in crises. She can support so many. It's unbelievable! 
Of Simon's handlmg of critical issues, the Principal (G) said, "People are praiseworthy 
of how he supports them. The mam thmg is on-going support, not just once, but he 
always offers follow-up with a phonecall or a visit." School administrators appreciate 
the scope and flexibility of support Chaplams provide. As non-Departmental staff, they 
can undertake tasks considered inappropriate for Departmental employees. For example. 
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they make contact with mdividuals or families off-campus (at home, at hospital) and 
outside of school hours, as this Deputy Principal explamed: 
Sometimes we call on Katrina to go to homes and knock on doors. She'll take food 
parcels; help out off campus. She has more flexibility than us. She's our link. Kids at 
home will listen to her; they are not threatened. 
School admmistrators also appreciate the nature of support Chaplains provide. While 
the Prmcipals at Sites D, G, H and I regard the Chaplain as providmg a service equally 
as "professional" as Departmental support staff such as Guidance Officer(s), they 
acknowledge that the Chaplam provides a unique service. It complements and enhances 
that provided by other school support personnel, as this Principal explained (m relation 
to the establishment of the chaplaincy service at the school): 
We had a Guidance Officer—that person was meeting the academic and personal needs 
of students. But the personal counselling always missed the spiritual dimension. We had a 
full-time Youth Worker—to help students get work, liaise with Family Services, organize 
food packages—to look after the physical dimension. We had no one for the spiritual 
issues at the time. There are so many big issues . . . "soul" issues like rape or abortion or 
having to talk to kids about loss. If you don't talk about the spiritual dimension, it's a 
very shallow service you're offering. 
At Site D, where the school is very big, the full-time Chaplam (Katrma) is valued as an 
additional "Counsellor" (the school has two full-time Guidance Officers). At Sites G 
and H, Simon operates in cooperation with the full-time Guidance Officer and three 
other part-time support persons (Youth Worker, Community Education Counsellor and 
School-Based Police Officer). At Site I, Greg is considered a member of the student 
support team, consistmg of full-time Youth Worker, part-time Guidance Officer and 
full-time Chaplam. Accordmg to the Prmcipal, Greg is the "third arm" of the team: 
When I have a child or a parent, and I'm aware there is a problem . . . I'll ask, "Who 
will you feel comfortable talkmg with? The Guidance Officer? The Youth Worker? The 
Chaplam?" He's always offered as one of the options of the support team—4he thud 
arm of the team. Students always know who they'll choose—whom they'll be 
comfortable with. 
The school admmistration at Site I fosters a team approach m the provision of support. 
The three members of the team work closely together. Greg's record of contacts in 1999 
mcludes a high proportion of contacts of a professional nature due to the fact that he met 
and liaised regularly with the other two support staff and a number of teachers. 
From the perspective of Katrma, Simon and Greg, pastoral care is servanthood 
mmistry. It is a practical demonstration of their Christian faith. Greg called it 
"Christianity with your sleeves rolled up". He regards pastoral care as "being willmg to 
serve those around you and develop trust with them", hi Greg's opmion, people who 
know him trust him as a pastoral caregiver. Simon described pastoral care as "relational 
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ministry", based on a mutual relationship between caregiver and careseeker, as opposed 
to a doctor-patient relationship where the doctor is the "professional". For Simon, "It's 
gettmg to know people, being known by them . . . in joy or distress." Katrina believes it 
is important to identify with the school and be seen by students and staff as "one of 
them". As Chaplain, Katrina does not see herself as an expert, but simply a person 
trying to help. She said, "I'm down-to-earth, a real person. I build relationships. God 
has given me this gift. Therefore the whole tmst thing happens." Greg defmed the goal 
of his pastoral care as servmg the school community hi a Christ-like manner. Simon has 
a similar goal: 
I go there to serve. I want to serve those pastoral needs. Everyone has needs. Some 
people don't have connections to a group or their family is not nearby. They are remote. 
. . . They feel dislocated. It's an unhealthy environment when you work, live and 
socialize only with teachers. They can unload, share. These are my goals for staff. To be 
with them. My personal agenda is to bring a reality of God closer to people. Bring a 
reality closer, rather than just church. 
For students, it's similar. The teenage years . . . are turbulent. Families are 
stmggling. It's to give hope. To keep them alive. I'm not sure how I'd react if one of the 
students committed suicide. I work hard to keep them alive. Divorce. Kids surviving 
divorce. I offer a positive approach, an empowering approach. I give no particular 
direction. I challenge them. I get them to consider their worth, their value. Self-esteem 
issues, sexuality, relationships . . . 1 talk about my marriage, about what works for me. 
Their value as a human being, they're getting older . . . choices, growing up. I work 
with individuals, in classroom settings, with the whole school on parade. I even prayed 
for the Year 12s at school before they left (at the last parade). 
Simon and Katrina, alike, regard their pastoral role as "reactive". Katrina said, "You see 
a need and respond." Simon described himself as "one of the reactive people in the 
school". He tends to deal with short-term problems. At Site D, accordmg to the 
Principal, Katrina is used to the best advantage because she "calls her own tune": 
She is flexible, responsive. She sees opportunities and takes them. Student need should 
determine Katrina's role and then Katrina herself. I wouldn't like to see it as a 
prescriptive role. It's about trast, respect, confidence. I would be able to think of a 
miUion things Katrina could do, but then I'm driving it. It should be what students need. 
As a particular example, m first term 1999, after a Year 12 student committed suicide, 
Katrma helped students—^uidividually and in small and large groups—cope with their 
grief These "bereavement" contacts contuiued over a 2-week period. Similarly, within 
weeks of taking up his appointment as Chaplain, Greg was called on to help students 
deal with the trauma of the death (m a road accident) of an immediate past student of 
the school. He described the situation: 
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ft affected a lot of people. The Principal called me to his office. He asked me to do a 
Bible reading and a prayer—a memorial service. I went to the library. The school 
Guidance Officer and the Senior Guidance Officer were there. [I jomed them.] We sat 
there for the kids to come to us. People said, "How would we have coped without a 
Chaplam?" They're leaning on you, even though you don't thmk so. I got very good 
feedback regardmg this—from staff and students. One staff member said, "Chaplams 
are useful after all." 
While Chaplams (such as Simon) provide a valuable pastoral mmistry to staff, 
contact data show that Chaplams mmister primarily to students. Katrma, Simon and 
Greg, for example, spend most of their time with students, mdividually or in small 
groups. Importantly, Katrma, Simon and Greg relate well to students. The LCC 
Chairperson at Site D said of Katrma, "Her major ability is to relate appropriately to that 
teenage culture, especially the kids from the churches. Christian kids at the school just 
love her. They thmk the sun shines out of her." A Deputy at the school alleged, "Katrina 
has presented a . . . trendy role to kids and has been terrifically successful. . . . She has a 
'hands-on' way with kids." At Site D, I interviewed three Year 12 students ("Tina", 
"Jodie" and "Anne"). In relation to Katrina, Tma said, "Kids respect her. She's really 
friendly." Jodie added, "She gets out and spends time with them." Accordmg to Tma, 
the previous Chaplain focused on staff; Katrina focuses more on students. The Principal 
at Site G believes students appreciate Simon for his non-judgemental friendship and 
valuing: 
Many go and hang around his office, not just for counselling. Those considered not 
"normal" in the high school framework, they go. Simon will have a chat with them; 
they will feel valued. When there are difficulties, students are very confident with him. 
A lot of students are turning to him to find help. 
Although a new Chaplam, Greg (Site I) made a great impact on students. Two Year 12 
students ("Keith" and "Martm") gave their explanation for Greg's ready acceptance: 
KEITH: I think most students see him as a friend. A form of support more than 
anything else. Someone to talk to. . . . Some smdents wouldn't talk to teachers, or 
even the Guidance Officer. 
MARTIN: He's just someone who won't condemn. Like a friend. 
Although students did not know Greg prior to his appomtment, it did not take long for 
him to establish friendships, hi first term, Greg said of the students, "They feel free to 
come m. They come up and talk to me—^ui the yard—they come and have a chat." Greg 
recorded a very high proportion of continuuig contacts. Students (and others) kept 
coming back! Relationships were cemented. 
One explanation for the unpact Chaplams have on students is the respect they 
generate. School admmistrators and LCC Chairpersons at each of the four sites boast 
their Chaplam provides an excellent role model for students and, in particular, a 
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Christian role model. In the opmion of two Prmcipals, students respect the Chaplam 
because he or she possesses an explicit set of values and, in keepuig with these values, 
upholds certain standards. One elaborated 
The students perceive her to be special or different because she has a set of values that 
are exphcit or different. Katrina models those values. Kids see that. Another support 
worker may be seen to be doing that because it's her job, but Katrina does that because 
it's her belief It's a symbolic thmg more than anything. It's not whether the Chaplam's 
Buddhist, Moslem, Christian, or whatever—but it's having an explicit set of beliefs. 
And kids know—they are guaranteed—that there'll be consistency. That's what's 
important. 
The other thing is . . . they go to the person. They tmst the person. The 
personality of the Chaplain is important—they build rapport. What I mean is that not 
every Christian makes a good Chaplain. So, it's the students' perception—or 
expectation—^about values. Then it's the individual's capacity to model those values. 
According to Anne (a student. Site D), by the time students reach high school, they have 
questions to ask: "They need someone to answer those questions, or they would tum out 
really confused." Jodie confirmed that younger students who join in Katrina's lunchtime 
activities "see something different in her" and therefore go to her with their questions. 
Of course, not all students go to the Chaplain: "Some would rather . . . talk to their 
friends," said Tina (student). Contact data show that Katrina (Site D) had contact with 
mainly girls, Simon (Sites G and H) approximately equal numbers of girls and boys, and 
Greg (Site I) mainly boys. The aim of the chaplamcy service at Sites G and H, 
according to the LCC Chairperson, is to provide another adult role model for students, 
especially a male role model, "because of the number of female support persons". The 
LCC took this into account when appomtmg Simon. The Prmcipal at Site G agreed h is 
an advantage m a high school to have a male support person where there are a lot of 
female support persons: "Boys can talk to him. It gives a balance." Of Simon, he said, 
"He has given a role model to the school community of someone who has a strong faith-
based belief and is still a normal or regular type person." Accordmg to "Daniel", a Year 
12 student leader at Site H, a male Chaplam is good for him: "It's easier for me to go to 
a male. He can present a 'father figure', a dominant figure." However, Daniel claimed 
he would still go to a female Chaplain, especially for issues concerning home or school. 
Daniel believes students have a lot of respect for the Chaplain: 
Having a Chaplain in the school . . . gives students a better idea of what Christians are 
like. Everyone knows he is a Christian and it is good that he is really involved m thmgs, 
really enthusiastic. He can have a joke—kids can see that Christians are not kill-joys. 
He portrays an image of being really happy, joyful in his life. Some teachers are fairly 
snowed under . . . It probably brings joy to some students because Simon is really 
happy. 
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There're not many teachers who go aroimd with a big smile because kids often give 
them a hard time. Kids don't give the Chaplam a hard tune. There's a lot of respect for 
the Chaplain. By respect, I mean that they wouldn't say anything if he's in a classroom. 
If he's walking by, the kids might say something about him. In a classroom, there's a lot 
of respect. 
Similarly, at Site I, LCC and school personnel sought a "godly role model", 
particularly for boys. When Greg was appointed, he was told male students were the 
school's main concem and he was to target them. The school admmistration, in 
particular, wanted the Chaplain to assist m the socialization of boys, both formally and 
informally. Greg regarded formal contacts (uiitiated by the administration) as an 
opportunity to befriend male students and to get to know them. Commencing in first 
term 1999, he worked with small groups of boys (those "not fittuig into normal 
classes") showmg them how to "pull apart" and reconstruct small motors (Greg is a 
qualified mechanic). These weekly (or bi-weekly) sessions, which Greg categorized 
class contact, contuiued throughout the year. In his first year, Greg made contact 
informally with many boys, especially those in Year 8 and Year 12. The high proportion 
of friendship or chat contacts Greg had with male students is evidence for this. Greg 
was aware that the example he set for them was very important. In term 2, Greg told me 
about the boys he was workmg with and his particular concem about the Year 8 boys: 
I wish I could see mstant resufts—you know God can do miracles. But if I'm a positive 
role model... I may have some unpact. It's a long term thing. In tune, I believe, they'll 
settle down—we'll have some sensible discussions. I have great discussions with the 
Year 12s. But not so with the Year 8s. 
Nevertheless, according to the students I mterviewed, the most noticeable difference 
Greg made in the school over the year was his positive mfluence on students: 
KEITH: I suppose the biggest thmg would be some people's attitudes towards life. 
Like, he's turned a lot of people. Even if they're young, like the Year 8s and stuff, 
with no respect and bad mouth—that sort of thmg. He's turned them around. 
People are polite and courteous . . . 
MARTIN: He's given people a chance of actually becoming more sociable. And 
realizmg that what they're domg is wrong. Just trymg to bring them round. And 
he's doing it through his religious life—bemg open about it. I think a lot of people 
like his honesty. And just his accessibility, ft's real good. 
Greg's contact with Year 12 boys began at the Year 12 camp early m the year and 
developed throughout the year. He made a great impression on many of them. Martm 
said, "He's discovered the worid . . . knows what blokes are like, how they tick. He's 
been around. A lot of life experience. I thmk that it's really good that we've got a 
Chaplain who is a guy." While Greg had considerable contact with boys in Years 8 and 
12, the resuhs show that there was a more even gender distribution for contacts with 
students in Years 9, 10 and 11, and, importantly, these increased steadily over the year. 
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According to contact data analysis, the pattem of student referral differs 
considerably from school to school, apparently dependmg on the school, the Chaplam 
and the stage of development of the chaplaincy service. At Site I, where the chaplamcy 
service m 1999 was m its maugural year, most students who had contact with the 
Chaplain came of their own accord; only a small number of students were referred by 
the administration, even fewer by teachers. Furthermore, as Greg sought to establish his 
role, he initiated many student contacts. On the other hand, at Sites D and H, Katrma 
and Simon (respectively) experienced a high level of student referral by the 
admmistration. Katrina and Simon were often called on by the Prmcipal or Deputies to 
assist students (especially individuals). At Sites D and H, teachers, also, referred 
students to the Chaplain. Notably, at Site D, many students came to Katrina because 
other students referred them. Over time, Katrina and Simon have established themselves 
as reliable caregivers. Katrina believes this is because she keeps thmgs confidential. 
Two students at Site D said of Katrina 
ANNE: The teachers are very positive about her. They think she does a great job. They 
go to her. They send kids to her. 
JODIE: Teachers say to kids: Do you want to go to see the Chaplain? They see the 
Chaplain as better than the Guidance Officers. 
Katrina revealed the source of student referrals at Site D in relation to the school's 
overall care structure: 
People in the office get the information fu-st. The lady with the rolls. They inform the 
Chaplain, the Year Coordinators, the Guidance Officers: They respond to the need. The 
Year Coordinators pass info on. Teachers, in general, refer students to me. Parents may 
phone, express a need. Staff may tell me about another staff member. Students ask for 
help. It all involves information giving and communicating. 
The care stmcture . . . It's all right, but if I find out about a kid in hospital, I'm 
annoyed that they didn't pass the info on. The lady with the rolls is busy. I reminded her 
to let me know. The information network— i^t's to tell everyone what's happening. It's 
not bad; it's good. The lady in the office is the "eyes and the ears". Teachers get really 
busy—they forget to pass things on. 
Simon explamed why he believes people (at Sites G and H) trust him as a caregiver: 
"It's not automatic . . . I had to eam that. People get to know you, that you're effective. 
You get a reputation. People respect you." For Simon, it is very important to build good 
relationships with teachers: 
Some still react because I'm a Minister. There are those who react because I'm not a 
teacher. They think: "This is my territory!" Some love having you there—push kids 
onto you, promote you to their classes. 1 enjoy a good amount of referral, support. Even 
the most reluctant teacher would release students—they're allowed to come to see me. 
With others, I work at breaking down the barriers. I just love them—I love them to bfts. 
1 wm them over. I keep workmg at improving relations. 
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At Site G, as at Site H, most students—^individually or in small groups—came of their 
own accord. However, in contrast to Site H, Simon initiated many contacts with 
uidividual students at Site G and the admmistration and teachers made very few 
referrals. Despite these differences, at each school Simon found he had more 
opportunities than he could cope with. Because he is only part-time (2.5 days per week) 
at each school, he fmds the workload, "the swamping of numbers", overwhehnmg. He 
said, "The schools' expectation of me is as if I'm full-time. One school for 5 days per 
week would be exponential effectiveness. I tum down work regularly. I don't have to 
look for work." 
Chaplams make contact with persons at various venues on and off campus. Greg 
believes the location of his office is important in terms of student contact. Most of his 
contacts with students were at his office. Students feel free to come to him there. Many 
come for a chat, to play games or to pass time (even during school time for a few!). In 
particular, the Year 8 classrooms were located nearby, which partly explains his 
considerable contact with Year 8 students. Accordmg to Greg, the Year 8 "kids" who 
came brought their friends. He had a lot of mfluence on them. Keith, a Year 12 student 
who came periodically to Greg's office in 1999, said of the Year 8 students: 
There's often a lot of Year 8s—they're always in trouble or something. They're not the 
well-behaved students. But when they're in here, you can talk with them and 
communicate with them, like . . . You'll come in here in the moming and play cards 
with them and that sort of stuff They're not the little terrors that they normally are with 
other teachers. [LAUGHTER]. 
Besides contacts at his office, Greg makes many contacts with students in the grounds. 
He often spends time there, especially during breaks. For example, he loves to jom the 
students "kickmg the ball around". He makes contact with students anywhere they may 
be found. He says he doesn't wait for students to come to him—he goes to them. If he 
sees a young person in need, he responds accordmgly: "If I saw a person outside my 
office on their own, I'd go to that person. If I see a need, a person sitting outside a 
classroom, for example, I fmd it very hard to walk past and ignore them." In fact, as the 
year progressed, Greg recorded more and more contacts with students at other locations 
(e.g., the school office). As he became known, teachers invited him to assist them m 
special activities, such as excursions and camps. The Prmcipal commented 
Many staff are just pleased to have another hand, another body. Sometunes they forget 
he's the Chaplain. When there's a camp, for example, they say, "Greg's coming." ft's 
automatically assumed. Teachers see him as [this]: "You, beaut! Greg can come too." 
Teachers see Greg as another person who can help them achieve what they're wanting 
with their students in terms of pastoral care. 
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At Site G, where a large number of contacts in first term 1999 occurred at other 
locations, Simon (like Greg) positions himself m strategic locations—the school library, 
school office, sick bay—to make contact with students. At each site, Simon assists at 
the school tuckshop, which, as the Principal at Site H noted, allows students and parents 
to meet him. Daniel (a student. Site H) commended Simon's work at the tuckshop: "It 
shows students he is a pretty normal sort of guy. And it's a way of helping out." At Site 
H, Simon had considerable class contact with students m first term 1999. The school 
utilizes the Chaplain as an educational resource person, for example, in Year 12 English 
(e.g., writmg a eulogy). Year 9 Study of Society, Human Relationships Education 
across year levels (e.g., personal safety, suicide prevention, drug awareness). Simon 
believes class contact is important in relation to his pastoral care role: "The kids get to 
know me then. . . . Kids are very relational. They don't want to talk to someone they 
don't know." At Sites G and H alike, Simon (who focuses on staff as much as on 
students) recorded many staffroom contacts. Overall, he spends a lot of time with staff, 
mcluding teachers. Accordmg to the Prmcipal (G), teachers view Simon as a fiiend. He 
added, "This is a pre-requisite for a Chaplain in a big high school. He's a support for 
them, for about 100 teachers." In relation to parents, established Chaplams (such as 
Simon and Katrina) have considerable phone contact. It is noteworthy that, for Greg (a 
pioneering Chaplain), contact with parents (including phone contact) mcreased 
throughout 1999. 
The attraction of the Chaplain for some students is that he or she is not a teacher. 
Guidance Officer or Youth Worker. According to a Deputy Principal at Site H, some 
may regard the Chaplain as more genuine because he or she is not a Departmental 
employee. Regarding anti-bullying policy, he said, "The kids listen to Simon's words, 
because they are not the teachers' view." The Principal at Site G claimed the Chaplain, 
as a Christian, has a unique perspective in the way he or she "looks at things and 
interacts with students": 
Firstly . . . their thinking is different from others in the school. Teachers—they do have 
a caring role, but they also have to teach, assess and discipline. That merkies the water. 
Doing those roles—there's sometimes a clash. The Chaplains can come to smdents and 
say: "1 care about you." They don't have that other baggage with them. They really 
care. They care about the child for who they are—not what their performance at school 
is like. The two Chaplains we've had here—they can really get across to them: "We 
love you, no matter what you've done." Teachers—they often give mixed messages. 
Secondly, it can give students an idea that religion does have a place in the 
school. It's nice that schools have a person there who can get up and say: "I'm a 
Christian—it's part of my life." 
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Students view the Chaplain as bemg different from teachers and other support staff m a 
number of ways. When it comes to talkmg to an adult m the school about personal or 
home-related issues, students I interviewed at Site D regard their Chaplain as more 
approachable and less threatening than teachers or Guidance Officers: 
ANNE: Katrina's easier to talk to than the Guidance Officers. 
JODIE: The Guidance Officers are really scary to talk to. ... They're not personal. 
TINA: They deal with the curriculum—^not personal needs. 
ANNE: If your parents have had a divorce, or there're personal things, you wouldn't 
want to talk to the Guidance Officers. 
JODIE: We have the SHROS in the school. They've been trained in this, but they're 
still your teachers. We do not want to go to them. Katrina's in-between. She's not a 
teacher. 
In their opinion, Katrma is closer to them than their teachers or Guidance Officers. Jodie 
put it this way, "In the school hierarchy, there's the Prmcipal, the Deputies, the teachers. 
The Guidance Officer should be down below the teachers, but they sometimes seem on 
the same level as the teachers. Then there's Katrina, then the students." Katrma was 
well aware of how students regarded her status and role in the school: 
Students see me as not being part of the school structure. They feel safe, that they'll not 
get "dobbed in" to the DP. I will not take it fiirther in the school. I'm not a teacher. 
Every Year Coordinator is busy. I'm different. I'm not a teacher—I'm not on their side. 
Students perceive Chaplains treat them differently to the way teachers treat them. Keith, 
a student at Site I, compared Greg's approach with that of teachers: 
Teachers yell and use discipline. He doesn't like to do that. He would prefer to talk to 
them like they were adults and get them to listen that way. And I think, using methods 
like that, he's got a lot more people, a lot more of the younger people to like him, 
compared with then teachers. They come in here and complain about the teachers being 
idiots. They don't like them. They yell at them and stuff like that. Greg doesn't. 
Martin, another student at Site I, elaborated 
He lets you take responsibility for your own actions. He doesn't hound you into the 
straight and narrow like teachers. He'll let you go wayward. Like, he'll keep the barriers 
a bft wider so, you know, you've got a bft of movement. So . . . if you're doing 
something wrong, he won't yell at you, to just make you snap back mto Ime. He'll make 
you think about what you're doing. And when you realise yourself that you're doing 
something wrong, 1 think that's a lot better. 
Students at Sites H and I (as at Site D) claimed Guidance Officers deal more with 
curriculum and career-related issues while Chaplams deal more with personal issues. At 
Site I, students noted Greg's contribution to student support in 1999 and the difference 
between the role of Guidance Officer and Chaplain. Martin said 
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I was here when there wasn't a Chaplain, and I've been here when there is a Chaplain.. 
. . From being on the inside, we do need a Chaplain . . . He does a lot.... The Guidance 
Officer had . . . the role of looking after people before. Now all their troubles are sorted 
out by the Chaplain, and the Guidance Officer can actually get on and do the other side 
of things in his job. He can get people jobs and he can really hone in on that. It takes 
pressure off the Guidance Officer. . . . Greg's there helping you a lot more with your 
feelings: the religious and emotional side of things. 
Daniel, a student leader at Site H, believes his school needs a Chaplain. "There're 
plenty of students here. He's another support staff." While (m Daniel's opinion) the 
roles of Youth Worker and Chaplam may overlap, the Chaplain "has a bonus, an extra 
quality" in that "he knows God and offers God as a solution". 
It is clear that students and staff at each of the four sites (D, G, H and I) know 
the Chaplain is a Christian. According to Martin and Keith (students at Site I), Greg 
openly admits he is a Christian, and makes people aware there is a God who cares for 
them. Martin said, "If you feel like you're worth nothing, he can try to make God be 
felt. Like, it's not cool with these kids, but...he gets them to thmk about it. And I think 
it makes them better persons." The Principal at Site H acknowledged that the Chaplain's 
Christian distinctiveness has both positive and negative connotations: 
People do realise he is a Christian. Sometimes that's important to people. Many of the 
kids have that background. The inverse is also tme. Many kids don't come from strong 
Christian backgrounds. Maybe they see the Chaplain as the Bible-bashing type. 
There's recognition that, because he is a Christian in the school, he 
automatically has a caring nature and that doesn't have to be established. For other 
Youth Workers, that's not quite so clearly defined—they have to establish it. 
According to Daniel (student. Site H), a Christian, Christian students feel comfortable 
going to the Chaplain because they have the same beliefs. However, other students may 
see the Chaplain as "different, not a normal person" because he or she is a Christian. 
Daniel likened the Chaplain's distmctiveness to that of a "copper" (the school has a 
School-based Police Officer) whom students see as someone totally different because he 
or she wears a blue uniform. "He's got the law on his side; the Chaplain's got God on 
his side." In Daniel's opinion, the Chaplain's "God-person" image may mtimidate some 
students. Other students choose not to talk to the Chaplain, or any adult, for that matter. 
They mighm't go because they're afraid the Chaplain will Bible-bash them and tell 
them all this God-stuff. These students might keep it to themselves anyway. . . . Some 
might just talk to their fiiends. They tmst their fiiends more than the support staff or 
their parents, which is worse because they're tmsting people for guidance who are just 
as immature as themselves. 
However, contact data clearly reveal that, while some students who have contact with 
Chaplains are Christians, many are not. Indeed, Chaplains are unaware of the religious 
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background of most students they encounter. Religious background (or lack thereof) 
rarely comes mto question. Martm (student. Site I) gave an example: 
The good thing about Greg is . . . that he doesn't have a problem with what religion you 
are . . . There was a friend of mine this year who was a Moslem. He got on really well 
with Greg and was able to talk with him about his problems. He . . . didn't have any 
problems about Greg. Greg makes everyone welcome. He's not judging anyone—he's 
just accepting of people for who they are. 
Furthermore, at Sites G and H where a high proportion of contacts were with staff and 
parents, Simon was generally unaware of a person's religious background. 
Chaplains in Queensland state schools care for people whose needs are many 
and varied. They deal with people m a wide range of different situations. According to 
Simon, these situations range from the "normal" to the "dramatic". It is normal for a 
Chaplam to listen to students who visit the Chaplam's office, to make contact with 
students in the grounds, and to sit and chat with students in the Admm block or sick 
bay. It is normal for a Chaplain to visit teachers in their staffrooms and to take time to 
listen to staff when they have time to talk. However, Chaplains also deal with dramatic 
incidents such as death, serious ilhiess, unwanted pregnancy or child abuse, to name a 
few. Simon described a few situations m which he has provided pastoral care to students 
and staff: 
A girl turned up at school with all her worldly goods. Her Mum and stepfather kicked 
her out. I gave pastoral care, then referred her on . . . The ones attempting suicide, some 
are reactive, just short-term. Some are very fiightenmg, multiple attempts. They have no 
will to live. It's scary. A group of homosexual students were rather aggressive. They 
drew in some fringe students. This was a challenge for me. The fiinge students—I gave 
pastoral care to some of these kids. A kid's in trouble, is negative with staff—the 
problem was because Dad had just left home . . . The death of a student—it really 
affected a group of students. It was the anniversary of the student's death and I turned 
up at the gathering. It's at a group or individual level. 
For staff, there's the full spectrum of problems—an attempt at suicide, mental 
illness, serious suncancer, relationships, marriage breakdown. A female teacher, who's 
27 or 28, and has no stable relationship. 
Students (particularly mdividuals) who have contact with Chaplams are concemed 
mostly about identity or personal issues, home relationships, peer relationships, or 
school issues. A student's needs or concems may be two-fold, or even three-fold: a 
personal issue that is home-related, or an identity issue that is peer-related and involves 
drugs, for example. A high proportion of Simon's contacts with students (at each site) m 
first term 1999 comprised muftiple issues such as these. Daniel, for example, sought 
Simon's help to deal with a personal problem, one both peer-related and school-related: 
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I came to see Simon . . . at the beginning of the year. I had a big conflict with my best 
fiiend. I got School Captain; he got Vice-Captain. It was something he had really 
wanted. . . . Simon helped talk things through. He showed me that with two Christian 
people trying to lead a school, if Timothy and I could unify, we could do great things 
with the school. But that took time to get back together. We're good fiiends again now. 
It's good to have a good fiiend to talk to—like things happening in the school, about 
girlfiiends . . . Chaplains have a good way of considering things. It's good to talk over 
things with them. They help you see you're taking things out of proportion. 
Daniel regards a Chaplain as someone students can talk to, about anything, especially 
confidential things. He explained why he believes his school needs a Chaplain: 
There's plenty of students who need him, who talk to him. There's things doing on in 
their home life. Confidential things. Things in your family where you can't talk to your 
parents. You can talk to the Chaplain. 
Other fiiends I have, who are not Christians, are not having any problems. They 
don't see the need for a Chaplain because they don't have any problems themselves. I 
don't have many fiiends who are not coping. . . . They don't need him because their 
home life is okay. They've never needed him. 
Daniel's view that many students need, and seek, help to cope with home relationships 
is supported by the contact data. Indeed, Simon has found that almost every smgle 
problem of significance students face is connected to their homelife. 
One important issue for Chaplains who deal with difficult personal or home-
related problems is confidentiality. The meaning of "confidentiality" was initially a real 
problem for Greg according to the Principal (Site I): 
All our staff know that when a child says, "Can I talk to you in private?" they must say 
there's certain things I must tell the Principal or the Guidance Officer. The teacher 
shouldn't say to the child, "I'll never tell." Potential suicide (for example) must always 
be reported. Chaplains can't work outside of these guidelines because they're 
Chaplains. Initially Greg was concemed about this because he thought kids would not 
come to him. The children couldn't come to harm because they spoke to a Chaplain and 
not an Education Queensland employee. Greg had to come to understand not just to 
accept what they said. You are obliged to report certain circumstances. 
The Prmcipal emphasized that it is essential for new Chaplams to undertake an 
Induction Program regarding the operation of the Department of Education. 
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State school Chaplains as Pastoral Carers: The main issues 
Christian Chaplams fiilfil an important and imique role in the provision of support m 
Queensland state schools. They contribute to establishmg schools as supportive 
environments, not only for students, but also for staff. At Site G, for example, where the 
admmistration has actively supported and promoted the chaplamcy service over a 
number of years, chaplamcy has become part of the school ethos. Rogers (1992) claims 
that a supportive school environment reflects how a school's admmistration sets the 
tone and quality of a school's life (i.e., how its culture and ethos is built). As I revealed 
in chapter 3, provision of a chaplamcy service at a state school is a local initiative. In 
contrast, the appointment of nurses to Queensland state schools, for example, is a State 
Government initiative. School-based Nurses care for students' health needs and educate 
students on health-related issues. However, accordmg to Vimpani (1998), the mam 
problems facing young people and families today are problems of relationships with 
emotional and spiritual roots rather than problems of physical health. In view of this, 
chaplaincy is an important component of a whole-school approach to building a 
supportive school environment. 
State school Chaplains like Katrina, Simon and Greg, whose primary role is the 
provision of pastoral care, operate according to a relational model of ministry. The 
theological basis for this model is the character of God as revealed m the Bible and the 
notion of the Trinity—God in relationship, three persons-in-one (Hale, 1999). 
Relationships form the basis of the Chaplain's carmg role. This is why Chaplains regard 
it as important to "get alongside" people, befriend them and build meanmgfiil 
relationships with them. Furthermore, in institutional settmgs such as schools, it is 
essential that Chaplains have the ability to offer pastoral care to all sorts of people, 
regardless of their status (Lamdm, 1999). A Chaplam's builduig of relationships with 
people at all levels m the school hierarchy provides a base for the political and prophetic 
skills of relatmg across the natural divides in the school and raising issues that no one 
else can (Lamdin, p. 143). 
Importantly, a Chaplam's provision of pastoral care is not bound by time or 
space. Compared with most other persons in the school setting, Chaplams do not 
operate accorduig to a timetable or appomtment schedule, nor is their service limited to 
schools hours. Time-wise, they are (and must be) flexible. Students and staff, alike, 
recognize and appreciate this aspect of the Chaplain's role. One commodity that some 
Chaplains are endowed with that other staff in schools do not have is time (Moody, 
1999). I say some Chaplams because this is not the case for part-time Chaplains such as 
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Simon (chap. 6) and Joanne (chap. 5). One of the most precious gifts Chaplains may 
offer people is their time. Campbell (1985) asserts that those who provide pastoral care 
must be willing to "waste time" (p. 65), to ensure they listen fully to each person's story 
told at his or her own pace. This is essential, according to Campbell, because the 
person's story, rather than theory, must provide the means "both of understanding the 
problem and of offering care" (p. 66). This approach is in contrast to that taken by many 
"professional" counsellors (e.g.. Guidance Officers). Space-wise flexibility affords 
many opportunities for state school Chaplauis to provide pastoral care. As Lamdm 
(1999) noted. Chaplains, generally, "have a freedom to roam and to build relationships" 
with people in all parts of the institutional setting (p. 144). Moreover, as I have shown 
in this chapter. Chaplains are free to move outside the school environs to make contact 
with people (e.g., parents). 
Data presented in chapters 5 and 6 reveal that a Chaplain's effectiveness as a 
Pastoral Carer seems to depend more on his or her possession of certain natural and 
supernatural abilities than on abilities and skills acquired though study or training. 
Persons who make "good" Chaplains, at least in the area of pastoral care, are those who 
have a natural ability to relate well to people of all ages and backgrounds and, 
importantly, a supernatural ability—the spiritual gift oihelps (or mercy) (Romans 12:8). 
In addition to possessing these abilities. Chaplains who are likely to be more effective 
Pastoral Carers are those who are older and more experienced in life. One LCC 
Chairperson put it this way: 
It's more maturity rather than skills. . . . There's a certain maturity that brings a proper 
humility. It's something that rolls over in your heart. It has to come from there. It's 
something that changes you from being work or job oriented to ministry oriented. 
There's a bit in [the Chaplain] that thinks: What's in it for me? It's why we need to keep 
Chaplains—so they can become mature in their chaplaincy work. 
A Chaplain must be genuinely interested in other people and really care for them. 
Students and staff alike can easily tell the difference between a "real relationship" and a 
"work relationship"^ This may help to explain why some students trust the Chaplain 
more than their teachers or the Guidance Officer(s). While persons appomted as state 
school Chaplains may not have qualifications or experience in the area of pastoral care, 
it does not necessarily follow that they do not have the ability to be effective Pastoral 
Carers. There are no "experts" in the area of pastoral care. Chaplams I met do not regard 
themselves as experts. Campbell (1985) argues that pastoral care is not a professional 
activity according to the present-day meanmg of the term "professional" although it was 
Hotchkin (1999) found this to be so in his role as a Christian Youth Worker. 
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m the past (as pastoral care was carried out by the original professional person, that is, a 
clergyperson). Findmgs in this study support Campbell's claim that the essence of 
pastoral care is a way of being rather than a way of doing (p. 73). It is from the 
Christian's state of bemg m relationship with God and with other people, that the 
doing—the practical acts of lovmg care—emanate. Ultimately, effective pastoral care 
does not depend on the Chaplain's application of particular theories or methods, skills 
or strategies, but on relationships m which God's love and wisdom are shared. 
A Chaplain is a link between young people and the school. Chaplams are able to 
help students—especially those who feel alienated m some way—to gain a sense of 
connectedness to the school. This is a very important role because research shows that 
school-connectedness is one key protective factor in the lives of young people. My 
fmdmgs show that there are two main reasons why Chaplains are able to fiilfil this role. 
First, students, generally, regard the Chaplain as being more friendly than other adults in 
the school setting. The Chaplain is one adult in the school with whom some students 
feel they can establish a significant relationship, one characterised by trust, respect, 
open acceptance of the other, and genuineness. Second, some students who feel 
alienated find the Chaplain someone with whom they can identify. Like themselves, the 
Chaplain is someone "on the edge", as Moody (1999) put it, a "resident alien". 
Chaplams, as Christians, are considered by some students to be strange or weird people; 
as non-government employees, they may be considered as outsiders or foreigners. With 
respect to their role m establishmg a supportive school environment, a Chaplam is able 
to create what Cotterell (1996) calls "niches", mmiature environments in the school 
tailored to the needs of particular students. These social niches provide a settmg and 
structure for mteraction between the Chaplam and students—particularly students "at 
risk"—so that they gam a sense of belonging, affiliation and identification with the 
school. Chaplams, therefore, play an important non-authoritarian role m behaviour 
management programs hi some schools. 
A Christian Chaplain in a state school, perhaps more than anythmg else, is a 
mediator, a "go-between". A Chaplain's role not only consists in connectmg young 
people to the school, but also in connecting individuals to each other and to God. On 
one level, a Chaplain seeks to establish, mamtain or restore harmonious relationships 
between students and their peers, students and teachers, students and parents; and 
^ Blum and Mann Rinehart (1997), reporting on the first analysis of data fi-om the ADD Health survey of 
young people m the USA, identified three important protective factors m the lives of young people: (a) 
connectedness with parents and family, (b) connectedness with the school, and (c) the individual's 
personal characteristics (self-esteem, grade-point average and religious identity). 
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between teachers and their peers, teachers and parents, and so on. In order to fulfil the 
role of mediator, a Chaplam must be objective and impartial. For example, it is not 
appropriate for a Chaplam to take on an advocacy role on behalf of students, as m the 
case of James (chap. 5). It is important that a Chaplam does not get staff "offside", as 
this is likely to jeopardise his or her role as go-between. As difficult as it may be, a 
Chaplain must aim to be friend and confidant to staff and students alike. In relation to 
staff, the Chaplain may be the one person in the school they "feel they can confide m 
without compromismg their academic or professional future or their standing among 
their peers" (Moody, 1999, p. 19). In relation to younger students (those in Years 8 or 
9), friendship—with their peers and with the Chaplam as a friendly and carmg adult— i^s 
the core issue (cf Cotterell, 1996). Chaplauis such as Greg (chap. 6) and Glen (chap. 5) 
play a significant role in supporting younger students. However, for older students 
(those in Years 10, 11 and 12), the core issue is personal identity. They want to know 
who they are and where they are going. They may struggle with difficult home 
circumstances, fear of unemployment, uncertainty about the fiiture. It appears that 
Chaplains (such as Katrma, Simon and Greg) are important adult role models, 
particularly for older students. Close association with the Chaplain, a respected adult 
with whom they feel they can relate, provides them with a sense of importance and high 
self-esteem. This is especially important for young people in schools who, although past 
the years of compulsory schooling, are segregated from the adult world, held in low 
esteem, and delayed in their entry to adult life (Musgrove, 1964). Furthermore, 
Chaplams such as Katrina (chap. 6) and James (chap. 5) play a role in connecting some 
students with their parents and families, a role beyond the scope of most other school 
support staff 
On another level, a Christian Chaplain seeks to connect mdividuals to God and 
the Christian community through his or her ministry of care. As explained in chapter 4, 
pastoral care has a social and a spiritual dimension and is a distinctively Christian 
activity. Findings in this study indicate that Chaplains offer hope for the future and a 
meanmg for life to the individuals they encounter, especially those who are 
overwhelmed by cynicism or despair. To counter loss of personal identity and feelings 
of uncertainty and insecurity, they offer mdividuals the stability and comfort of a loving 
relationship with God and the security of belonging to a Christian community. To help 
overcome feelings of helplessness and lost-ness, they help locate individuals hi God's 
overall plan and purposes. To counter feelings of captivity and powerlessness, they 
explam how individuals can have freedom from sm and guilt through faith in Jesus 
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Christ and power in their lives for daily livmg through the transformmg work of the 
Holy Spirit. 
As Pastoral Carers, Chaplains experience a degree of role conflict. One source of 
conflict is the pull (by the school) that tends to have them focus on the social dimension, 
and the pull (by the churches and SU Queensland) in the opposite direction, which tends 
to have them focus on the spiritual dimension. Greg, for example, after about 5 months 
in the position, said, "I am concemed about whether I'm having enough spiritual input 
at the school or just bemg a social worker. It just nags me at times." Simon was always 
concemed to have a good balance between what he called the "social gospel" and the 
"gospel of salvation" and it appears he struggled constantly to get this balance right. 
Chaplains also experience conflict in their caring role because of differences between 
their own and others' expectations of their proper behaviour as Christians. Chaplains 
often find there is no clear distinction between who they are as persons and their 
occupational role. This means that the sort of person the Chaplain is perceived to be by 
those he or she seeks to help affects the quality of care that is received. Thus, a Chaplain 
may feel considerable pressure to be, or do, what other people expect of him or her. 
Some Chaplains fmd themselves attributed imrealistic "heroic" status (Campbell, 1985, 
p. 24), which puts them under fiirther pressure to live up to others' expectations. 
In chapter 7, I examine fiirther what it means to be a state school Chaplam. 
Rather than focussing on the service provided by Chaplams (as m this chapter), there I 
focus on the occupation of Chaplain or, m other words, state school chaplaincy as a 
vocation. 
STATE SCHOOL CHAPLAINCY AS A VOCATION 
// gives me satisfaction seeing people grow throughout the year, wanting to know more 
about Jesus, asking in-depth questions, going past scratching on the surface type 
questions. Knowing I had a small part to play in that. . . . It gives me great satisfaction 
the way the school accepts my position as Chaplain. . . . I'm involved. . . with students, 
staff and families. I'm getting to know them. They drop in here to talk. All the 
interpersonals. I must be doing all right: I'm getting on with people. And [I get] 
satisfaction knowing I'm here to serve God. 
(Katrina) 
It's a dreadfully unstable, casual position. If there was a career structure . . . people 
would hang on. It's very difficult to retain really capable people who will inevitably be 
aware of other opportunities. 
(School Principal) 
Findings in this investigation show that individuals who apply for full-time or part-time 
positions as state school Chaplains regard chaplaincy as a means of serving Christ in a 
vocational manner. The large majority of Chaplains I encountered claim God "called" 
them to chaplamcy, specifically, a particular chaplaincy position (chap. 4). As 
Bembaum and Steer (1986) point out, every Christian is called to serve Christ and to 
mmister to others, but some believe they are called to do so in a career sense, in that 
they eam their living by their ministries. For these individuals, therefore, state school 
chaplaincy is ihQix job, that is, work for which they are paid and by which they eam 
their livelihood (or part thereof) (Ryken, 1995). Full-time Chaplams are permanently 
engaged 5 days per week and paid for the full amount of their time; part-time Chaplains 
are paid for any number of days per week more than 1 and less than 5, regardless of the 
number of days they are engaged (Scripture Union of Queensland, 1998a/1999a). 
This chapter focuses on state school chaplaincy as a Christian vocation or, hi the 
terminology of Bembaum and Steer (1986), a "Christian-service career" or 
"professional-ministry career" (p. 36). Specifically, I focus on the human side of the 
work of Chaplams, examining how various aspects of their jobs impact on them 
psychologically and socially. 
The chapter divides mto three mam sections. First, I review Department of 
Education and SU Queensland documents conceming the employment of Chaplains and 
provide background information about Chaplams employed by SU Queensland state-
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wide and at selected sites. Second, I present a summary and analysis of data obtamed 
from the Chaplam Satisfaction Survey 1998 and 1999. The survey sought the opinions 
of all Chaplams employed by SU Queensland state-wide about what is important to 
them and how well they (and their chaplaincy) are performing m relation to various 
aspects of their jobs. Analysis focuses on job satisfaction. A summary of the survey 
fmdmgs concludes this section. Third, I present data from mterviews with current and 
former Chaplams, LCC and school personnel at the nme selected sites, and SU 
Queensland staff, which reveal their opinions about issues important to them and how 
well they perceive Chaplams, schools, LCCs and the employmg authority to be 
performing their respective roles. This section covers the work of Chaplams, 
relationships between Chaplams and school, LCC, and SU Queensland personnel, and 
other Chaplains. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the main issues concemmg 
state school chaplamcy as a Christian vocation. 
Background information 
Accordmg to the Department of Education, Queensland (1993a), LCCs have final 
responsibility for the selection, appointment and supervision of Chaplains who work in 
state schools and for on-going management of chaplaincy services. Where Chaplains are 
paid, LCCs may engage the services of an extemal accredited employing authority (e.g., 
SU Queensland) whose major responsibility concems employment conditions, payment 
of salary and attention to individual and professional needs of Chaplains (Department of 
Education, 1993a, p. 13). Employment conditions offered by SU Queensland have 
remamed essentially the same over the years (Scripture Union Queensland, 1995, 
1998a, 1999a). 
As shown in chapter 5, Chaplams employed by SU Queensland are accountable 
to three groups (school admmistration, LCC, SU Queensland) for different aspects of 
their employment (Figure 5.1). In tum, these three groups share the responsibility, to 
varymg degrees, for supervision of the Chaplain (Figure 7.1) and management of the 
chaplamcy service. According to the Department, it is important that supervisory and 
management roles are clearly defmed and all parties carry out their responsibilities 
"without any uimecessary duplication or confiision" (Guidelines, p. 16). 
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School administration Local Chaplaincy SU Queensland 
Committee 
Chaplain 
Figure 7.1 "Three headed" supervision of the Chaplain 
Supervisory roles are not clearly delineated. For example, while the Department 
indicates the school is to play a significant part in personal support and professional 
development and support of the Chaplain, it does not clarify who is finally responsible. 
"A significant amount of professional and personal support and supervision will be 
available to the Chaplain from within the school" and the LCC "may [italics added] also 
be in a position" and the employing authority "may [italics added] also provide" such 
support and development (Guidelines, pp. 16-17). SU Queensland in its more recent 
documents spells out these roles more clearly (1998a, 1999a), but there remains some 
ambiguity. For example, no one group is assigned final responsibility for the 
professional development of Chaplains. SU Queensland claims it is responsible for 
"organizing training days and conferences to assist [italics added] in the professional 
development of the Chaplain" (1999a, p. 14) and yet professional development is not 
mentioned at all in relation to schools or LCCs. A further example concems personal 
support of Chaplains. SU Queensland calls this "pastoral care", possibly to indicate the 
spiritual dimension of such support. Pastoral care of the Chaplain, it asserts, is the prime 
responsibility of the LCC, with assistance from SU Queensland (in contradiction to 
Departmental guidelines, which claim that the school, LCC and employing authority 
each have a part to play). 
Similarly, management roles are somewhat ambiguous. (The roles of schools, 
LCCs and SU Queensland in the management of chaplaincy services are examined in 
depth in chapter 8.) Here, I draw attention to just one management area: finance. All 
stakeholders agree that LCCs are responsible for fund-raising and that SU Queensland is 
responsible for administration of funds. In tum, SU Queensland offers a wide range of 
services to assist LCCs in the financial management of chaplaincy (Scripture Union of 
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Queensland, 1998b, p. 14). Funds are required to cover the Chaplain's total salary 
package, which includes base salary, superannuation, allowances, general expenses and 
overheads (Scripture Union Queensland, 1998a/1999a). The base salary and total salary 
package prior to 1/10/99 increased on a sliding scale according to the Chaplain's marital 
and family status. Figure 7.2 shows these salary scales for fiill-time Chaplains employed 
by SU Queensland as at 1/10/98. Part-time Chaplains are paid on a pro-rata basis. 
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dependent 
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CHAPLAIN'S MARITAL / FAMILY STATUS 
111998 Base salary • 1998 Total package 
Figure 7.2 Salary scales for full-time Chaplains as at 1/10/98 
(Information obtained from Scripture Union Queensland, 1998a, pp. 14-15). 
As shown in chapter 1, the numerical growth in Chaplains employed by SU 
Queensland throughout Queensland increased substantially in the period 1990-1997, 
and this growth continued in 1998-2000 (Figure 7.3). These Chaplains comprised both 
fiill-time and part-time appointments at mefropolitan and non-metropolitan sites. 
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Figure 7.3 Number of Chaplains employed by SU Queensland 1990-2000 
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At the selected sites, 20 permanent and 2 temporary appointments were made in 
the period fiom establishment to the end of 2000. Nine were full-time, the remainder 
part-time. By the end of 2000, flill-time Chaplains were employed at five of the nine 
sites. This mformation is shown m Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1 Chaplaincy appomtments at selected sites to 31 December 2000 
Site Location £inpIoymenf status Names* of appointees (in order) 
A 
B 
C 
metropolitan 
metropolitan 
metropolitan 
part-time 
part-time 
part-time 
Meg, Todd, Joel 
Joaime, Glen 
Joanne, Frank, David 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
metropolitan 
non-metropolitan 
non-metropolitan 
non-metropolitan 
non-metropolitan 
non-metropolitan 
part-time (1 ' ' , 3'''); full-time (2"'', 4*^ ) 
full-time (1''); part-time (2"", 3"*, 4*) 
full-time 
part-time (1'', 2""^ ); full-time (3''') 
part-time (1'', 2"''); full-time (3"*) 
full-time 
Vicki, Katrina, Robyn, Peter 
Andrew, Lyn, Ken, Roberta 
Terry, James 
Graham, Simon, Annette 
Graham, Simon, Phillip 
Greg 
Note: * Pseudonyms are used throughout. 
The average tenure for Chaplains employed at these sites to 31 December 2000 
was less than 3 years (chap. 5). Of the 20 permanent employees, two left after just one 
year; the longest serving Chaplain resigned after 5 years. I made contact with 19 of 
these 22 individuals. Of the 22, 17 had left. 
In the data sections that follow, I focus on performance, job satisfaction and 
commitment, examinmg how these concepts relate to the work of Chaplains, 
supervisory practices. Chaplains' intentions to leave and turnover (i.e., leaving the job). 
Research studies fairly consistently show a correlation between 706 satisfaction, the 
extent to which individuals like (satisfaction) or dislike (dissatisfaction) their jobs 
overall or various aspects of their jobs, and turnover (Spector, 1997). In fact, claims 
Spector, the correlation between job satisfaction and turnover is causal m that "job 
dissatisfaction leads to turnover" (p. 62). Moreover, research shows that job satisfaction 
and organizational commitment (i.e., the psychological bond between an employee and 
employing organization) are positively related to each other and negatively related to 
employees' mtentions to leave (Meyer & Allen, 1997). Almost all research on 
commitment, claims Fink (1992), focuses on employees' identification with the 
organization and yet, he argues, understanding how employees identify with their work 
and co-workers is equally important. Consequently, relationships between Chaplams 
and their work, co-workers and supervisors are examined in this chapter. 
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State-wide survey: All Chaplains 
§ CHAPLAIN SATISFACTION SURVEY 
The Chaplain Satisfaction Survey canvassed all Chaplams employed by SU Queensland 
in 1998 and 1999. It was admmistered m May 1998 and May 1999. In 1998, 36 out of 
55 Chaplams responded (65% response rate); in 1999, 48 out of 66 responded (72% 
response rate). Each year, respondents identified their chaplaincy service by location 
(metropolitan or non-metropolitan) and by status (full-time or part-time) (Table 7.2). 
Table 7.2 
Chaplain Satisfaction Survey 1998-1999: Respondents by location and status 
Location 
Metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Did not indicate 
Total 
Full-time 
1998 
2 
6 
-
8 
1999 
2 
9 
-
11 
Status 
Part-time 
1998 
9 
15 
-
24 
1999 
18 
15 
-
33 
Did not indicate 
1998 
2 
-
2 
4 
1999 
2 
2 
-
4 
Total 
1998 1999 
13 22 
21 26 
2 
36 48 
Chaplains by year 
Responses by Chaplauis m 1998 and 1999 to the 50 items m Part A (importance) and 
Part B (performance), ranked according to their mean scores, are found m Appendix 
7J.. In general, ratmgs attributed by Chaplams to items are medium to high, the lowest 
mean score being 3.15 and the highest 5.77. 
Items that are mdicators of satisfaction, enhanced satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
are Imked to four facets of Chaplams' occupational role (personal, school, LCC and 
local churches, and SU Queensland). Intemal consistency reliability analysis for each 
facet (or scale) in Parts A and B by year shows that items comprismg each scale relate 
well to each other (Table 7.3). The widely accepted minimum standard for mtemal 
consistency is a coefficient alpha value of .70; high mtemal consistency reflects the 
assessment of the same variable (Spector, 1997). 
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Table 7.3 Chaplam Satisfaction Survey 1998-1999: Intemal consistency reliability 
Scale 
Personal 
School 
LCC and local churches 
SU Queensland 
Items 
1-8 
9-35 
36-44 
45-50 
Namber of -
items 
8 
27 
9 
6 
Part A 
.78 
;87 
.81 
.81 
1998 
CoeflBcienl 
Part B 
.70 
,88 
.79 
.74 
alpha* 
Part A 
.80 
.85 
.77 
.87 
1999 
PartB 
.73 
.90 
.85 
.85 
Note: *Coefficient alpha ranges from 0 - 1 . 
Decisions about satisfaction, enhanced satisfaction and dissatisfaction are based 
on the results of statistical t-tests, which determine if Chaplains (on average) show 
discrepancies between what they consider important and how they perceive their own 
(or their chaplamcy's) performance for each one of the same 50 items. Analysis is based 
on a 5% level of significance. 
Items for which Chaplains' responses in both years show a moderate to high 
positive correlation between importance and performance (at a 5% significance level) 
are shown in italics. This means that, for these items, there is relative homogeneity 
between Chaplains' responses to items in Parts A and B. For example, some Chaplains 
may choose a 5 in Part A and a 4 in Part B, while others may choose a 4 in Part A and a 
3 m Part B, and so on. Thus, there is a clear pattem of responses for these items. 
Indicators of satisfaction (Table 7.4) are items which exhibit no significant 
difference between the rating of importance and performance Chaplams attributed to 
them. They contribute to Chaplains' overall job satisfaction. 
Table 7.4 Indicators of satisfaction in 1998 and in 1999 
Area Item descriptor 
Personal 
School 
SU Queensland 
My job satisfaction 
My pay 
The school providing me with enough support 
The school providing enough infomiation for me to do my job properly 
My identification with the school 
My understanding of the school's mission and goals 
Clear direction from the school administration 
My being listened to by the school's senior administration 
My cooperation with RE teachers 
My involvement in RE teaching/coordination 
My involvement in the school SUIS group 
My participation in extra-curricular activities 
Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Receiving feedback on staff satisfaction 
My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing 
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Indicators of enhanced satisfaction (Table 7.5') are items Chaplains rated 
significantly higher m performance than the importance they attributed to them. 
Chaplams rated four items low in importance but significantly higher in performance. 
These indicators contribute to Chaplains' enhanced job satisfaction. 
Table 7.5 Indicators of enhanced satisfaction in 1998 and in 1999 
Area Item descriptor 
Personal 
School 
SU Queensland 
Having appropriate workplace conditions 
Quality of the school's delivery of educational services 
My understanding ofSUQld's mission and goals 
My identification with SU Queensland 
Indicators of dissatisfaction (Table 7.6) are items Chaplains, on the whole, rated 
significantly lower in performance than the importance attributed to them. They reveal 
areas of Chaplains' dissatisfaction or concem, and contribute to reduced job 
satisfaction. 
Table 7.6 Indicators of dissatisfaction m 1998 and m 1999 
Area Item descriptor 
Personal 
School 
LCC and local churches 
SU Queensland 
My personal witness 
Measuring the effectiveness of my ministry in the school 
Having an appropriate workload 
The time I have available to do my job 
Planning in my job 
Trust within the school 
My responding to the needs of students and staff 
Opportunity to provide pastoral care to individuals 
Opportunity for me to minister to families of students 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Receiving feedback on student satisfaction 
Clear direction from the LCC 
The LCCs provision of spiritual support 
My contact with churches in the community 
Local churches providing me with enough support 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the community 
Staff training / professional development for Chaplams 
Opportunity to meet with other SU Chaplains 
Analysis reveals a significant difference between Chaplams' 1998 and 1999 
responses for four items only, all four conceming relationships between Chaplams and 
LCC and local churches. Compared with Chaplams m 1998, Chaplams in 1999 rated 
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one item significantly lower m unportance ("My contact with churches m the 
community") and three items significantly lower m performance: 
• Recognition of my efforts by the LCC 
• My contact with churches m the community 
. Local churches providing me with enough support. 
Chaplains by location and status 
Comparison of responses by Chaplains according to location and employment status is 
based on analysis of variance tests for determinmg differences between the groups 
(metropolitan vs. non-metropolitan and fiill-time vs. part-time) for each item in Part A 
and m Part B. Analysis is at a 5% level of significance. 
Responses by metropolitan and non-metropolitan Chaplams m 1998 differ 
significantly in just four items and, in 1999, 18 items. Metropolitan Chaplains compared 
with non-metropolitan Chaplains attributed significantly more importance to two items 
m 1998 and 12 items m 1999 (Table 7.7): m 1998 and 1999, they rated no items 
significantly lower in importance. 
Table 7.7 Items significantly more important to metropolitan Chaplains 
Area 1998 1999 
Personal 
School 
LCC and local 
churches 
SU Queensland 
Chaplaincy having a high 
profile in the school 
My understanding of SU Qld's 
mission and goals 
My job satisfaction 
My pay 
My involvement in RE teaching / 
coordination 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Staff feedback re the chaplaincy 
Recognition of my efforts by the school 
commimity 
The LCCs provision of spiritual support 
My being Ustened to by the LCC 
Chairperson 
Recognition of my efforts by the LCC 
My identification with SU Queensland 
Staff training / professional development 
Metropolitan Chaplains, compared with their non-metropolitan counterparts, 
rated their performance m 1998 significantly higher for one item ("Staff satisfaction re 
the chaplaincy") and, in 1999, for three items: 
• My cooperation with other staff 
. My understandmg of SU Qld's mission and goals 
. My identification with SU Queensland. 
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Metropolitan compared with non-metropolitan Chaplains rated their performance 
significantly lower m 1998 for one item ("My pay") and, in 1999, for three items: 
. My understanding of the LCCs mission and goals 
. Clear direction from the LCC 
. Chaplaincy havmg a high profile m the community. 
Analysis of responses by full-time and part-time Chaplams m 1998 and 1999 
reveals few significant differences between the two groups. Full-time Chaplams m 1998 
rated three items significantly lower in importance than part-time Chaplams: 
. Recognition of my efforts by the school community 
. My understandmg of SU Qld's mission and goals 
. My knowmg how SU Qld chaplamcies are performmg. 
Full-time Chaplams hi 1999 rated two items significantly more important than part-time 
Chaplams ("Clear direction fiom the school admmistration" and "Chaplamcy havmg a 
high profile m the community"). With respect to performance, full-time Chaplams, 
compared with part-timers, rated significantly higher one item m 1998 ("My being 
listened to by the LCC Chairperson") and, m 1999, six items (Table 7.8). Full-time 
Chaplains compared with part-time Chaplams m 1999 rated two items significantly 
lower m performance ("My involvement m RE teachmg/coordmation" and "My bemg 
listened to by the SU Qld Chaplaincy staffworker"). 
Table 7.8 
Items rated significantly higher in performance by full-time Chaplains, 1999 
Area 1999 
School 
LCC and local churches 
Clear direction from the school administration 
My participation in decisions re welfare issues in the school 
Opportunity for me to provide pastoral care to individuals 
Opportunity for me to minister to fanailies of students 
Recognition of my efforts by the school community 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the commimity 
§ SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS 
Chaplains in Queensland state schools may best be described as relational. What is 
most important to them is how they relate to and impact upon people. First and 
foremost, they seek to provide an effective Christian witness m the school. They are 
concemed about being responsive to people's needs, providing pastoral care, 
cooperating with school staff and having satisfied "customers". Trust within the school 
and identification with the school are important to them. They consider it important to 
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have contact with, and support fiom, local churches. Chaplauis may be described as 
altruistic: They appear to be more concemed about the needs of others than their own. 
They rate their pay and conditions low in importance. This may explam why facets of 
their job that relate to SU Queensland, on the whole, are rated low in importance. They 
do not regard participating in the curriculum or contributing to welfare decisions as 
important aspects of their role. They focus more on people than on structures and 
programs. Chaplains do not seek recognition for themselves in the school community. 
Chaplams, generally, perceive themselves and their chaplaincies to be 
performmg well in relation to the school. They are working well with staff and RE 
volunteers. Many regard themselves as members of school staff and identify closely 
with the school. Staff (including the senior administration) and students are apparently 
satisfied with the chaplaincy service. Levels of trust are high and communication with 
the admmistration is good. Chaplams have many opportunities to provide pastoral care 
to individuals. Many Chaplains are involved in effective RE programs. Nevertheless, 
there are areas of low performance. At a personal level, their pay is low, time is limited, 
and they fmd it difficult to measure the effectiveness of their ministry. Chaplains, 
generally, do not participate in school welfare decisions or the curriculum, and have 
little contact with families. Relationships between Chaplains and LCCs and local 
churches leave room for improvement. LCCs, on the whole, do not appear to provide 
Chaplains with adequate spiritual support or clear direction. Local churches, generally, 
do not seem to provide adequate support. In relation to SU Queensland, Chaplains' 
knowledge of other chaplaincies and contact with other Chaplains is limited, as is their 
professional development. 
Chaplains employed by SU Queensland are satisfied with many aspects of their 
jobs. They experience greatest satisfaction m relation to the school. For most aspects of 
their jobs that affect them personally. Chaplains' opinions vary considerably (no 
evidence of correlation). However, many are content with workplace conditions and 
fmd their work rewarding and their pay satisfactory. Areas of dissatisfaction for them 
personally include: bemg an effective Christian witness in the school (there is strong 
agreement about this item), measuring their effectiveness, coping with time constraints 
and the workload, and planning. At the school level, Chaplams are more than satisfied 
with the school's delivery of educational services, they are highly committed to the 
school and they are satisfied with the level of support, communication and cooperation 
they experience, particularly in relation to the administration. Chaplams are satisfied 
with their level of mvolvement m RE, the SUIS group and extra-curricular activities 
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(they hold similar opmions about these aspects of their work). Nevertheless, there is 
room for improvement. They have high expectations regardmg the level of trust within 
the school. Furthermore, they seek to be more responsive m caring for and meeting the 
needs of staff, students and families. In particular, Chaplams want students to be 
satisfied and they seek feedback from students. Chaplams, generally, want chaplamcy to 
have a higher profile m the school. In relation to LCCs and local churches, while 
opmions differ considerably (no evidence of correlation), many Chaplams are not 
satisfied. Almost all aspects of relationships between these Chaplams and LCCs and 
local churches presently contribute to dissatisfaction. It appears that many LCCs and 
local chiu-ches lack commitment to the chaplamcy service. For their part, Chaplams are 
aware they should make more contact with local churches. In relation to SU 
Queensland, Chaplams are well satisfied with their understandmg of the organization's 
mission and goals and, apparently, it is a bonus to identify with SU Queensland 
(Chaplains' opinions are similar on both counts). While Chaplams do not want to know 
more about the performance of other Chaplains, they seek more opportunities to meet, 
and more opportunities for training and professional development. 
About 75% of Chaplains' responses in 1999 are in accord with those m 1998, 
with si^ificant differences for just four items, each one conceming LCCs and local 
churches. Chaplams m 1999, compared with 1998, rated their contact with local 
churches as less important and acknowledged their contact with local churches had 
decreased. Chaplains in 1999 attributed high importance to local church support but 
perceived churches were not providing the same level of support as in 1998. In 1999, 
LCCs did not seem to be recognizing Chaplains' efforts to the same extent as in 1998. 
There are a number of significant differences between responses by Chaplains at 
schools in metropolitan and non-metropolitan locations. At a personal level, 
metropolitan Chaplams seem to be more concemed about their pay and overall job 
satisfaction than non-metropolitan Chaplains. In relation to the school, metropolitan 
Chaplains m 1999 were more concemed than their non-metropolitan counterparts that 
students and staff are satisfied, staff provide feedback, they are involved m RE and the 
school recognizes their efforts. In Ime with this, metropolitan Chaplams ui 1998 
perceived a higher degree of staff satisfaction and, in 1999, greater cooperation with 
staff In relation to LCCs and local churches, metropolitan Chaplains have more 
concems than non-metropolitan Chaplains. Metropolitan Chaplains m 1999 attached 
more importance to the LCCs provision of spiritual support, the Chairperson listening, 
and the LCC acknowledgmg their efforts. Accordingly, they rated their performance 
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lower in understandmg the LCCs mission and goals, receiving clear direction fiom the 
LCC and the chaplamcy's profile m the community. In relation to SU Queensland, 
metropolitan Chaplains, overall, identify more than non-metropolitan Chaplauis. 
Responses by full-time and part-time Chaplams differed significantly for a 
number of items, suggesting a greater level of confidence, recognition and involvement 
at school level by fiill-time Chaplains. Part-time Chaplains in 1998 were more 
concemed than full-timers that the school recognizes their efforts, they understand SU 
Queensland's mission and goals and they know how other Chaplains are performing. 
On a positive note, part-time Chaplains indicated that the LCC Chairperson listens to 
them. Full-time Chaplains m 1999 attached more importance and rated their 
chaplamcy's performance higher than part-timers to two items: receiving direction from 
the school administration and the chaplaincy's profile in the community. They believed 
they were contributing more to welfare decisions m the school, pastoral care, and 
reaching families of students. It is noteworthy that they rated the school's recognition of 
their efforts and their chaplamcy's profile in the community higher than part-timers. 
Conversely, full-time Chaplains m 1999 were not performing as well as part-timers in 
RE, and in communicating with the Chaplaincy Coordinator. 
Data from selected sites 
§ CHAPLAINS AND THEIR WORK 
In this section, I examine the nature and scope of the work of Chaplains, and its impact 
on them personally: (a) work as service, psychological satisfaction and human 
achievement, (b) workload, and (c) work-related conflict. 
First, I highlight and define a number of terms. By "workload", I mean the 
demands made on Chaplains by their jobs. Workload uicludes what they do (qualitative 
workload) and how much they do (quantitative workload) (Spector, 1997). When job 
demands are so great that an individual feels unable to cope, stress develops, a situation 
Greenberg (1996) describes as role overload. The terms "stress" and "bumouf occur 
frequently in the following discussion. Accordmg to Schaufeli and Buunk (1996) 
Stress is a generic term that refers to the temporary adaptation process that is 
accompanied by mental and physical symptoms. In contrast, burnout can be 
considered as a final stage in a breakdown m adaptation that results from the 
long-term imbalance of demands and resources and thus from prolonged job 
stress (Brill, 1984). (p. 317) 
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In chapter 5,1 defmed "role conflicf. Role conflict has been promment m research and 
theory on job stress and has been shown to correlate negatively with job satisfaction 
(Spector, 2000). Employees may also experience extra-role conflict, that is, conflict 
between work and non-work (Spector, 1997). The most common example of extra-role 
conflict Chaplams experience is work-family conflict. 
Work as service, psychological satisfaction and human achievement 
First and foremost. Chaplains regard their work as service to God and people (refer to 
Chaplams' mission statements, chap. 4). Joel claimed he gams most satisfaction from 
fulfilling the mission and goals of the chaplaincy service. Katrma said 
It gives me satisfaction seeing people grow throughout the year, wanting to know more 
about Jesus, asking in-depth questions, gomg past scratching on the surface type 
questions. Knowing I had a small part to play in that. . . . It gives me great satisfaction 
die way the school accepts my position as Chaplain.... I'm involved . . . with students, 
staff and families. I'm getting to know them. They drop in here to talk. All the 
mterpersonals. I must be doing all right: I'm getting on with people. And [I get] 
satisfaction knowing I'm here to serve God. 
Chaplams, without exception, gam most job satisfaction from the strong sense of 
purpose with which they perform their duties. The large majority believe they are doing 
what God has called them to do. Roberta put it this way: "When you go home and talk 
to God and feel that you're pleasing God. It's like He's saying, 'Well done, good and 
faithful servant.' Knowing you're in God's will. He chose me for this position." 
All Chaplains fmd their work intrinsically satisfymg. Almost without exception. 
Chaplains (including those who quit) enjoyed their work and found it rewarding. Joel, a 
current Chaplain, after 9 months in the job said, "I really enjoy the work here. I love 
doing it. I'm happy to continue doing this as long as God wants me. I don't care if I do 
this indefinitely." Chaplains gain much satisfaction from having the opportunity to use 
their abilities and skills to help people. Joel, for example, gains satisfaction usmg his 
gifts in youth ministry: "To have an impact on young people, especially young people m 
the school". James said, "It's to believe that you can make a difference." Chaplauis gam 
much satisfaction when they become aware they have made a difference m the lives of 
people they seek to help. As James put it, "In terms of job satisfaction, when you can 
see the results . . . it makes it all worthwhile." Annette expressed a similar opmion: 
Probably the best time is if you see a difference in a student because of God. An 
example . . . a student I was working with. [He prayed a prayer of commitment.] A 
teacher came to me . . . and said: "What have you done with this student?" Oh, wow! 
They were all talking about him at the Welfare Meeting: How he'd changed. That's 
really exciting. 1 can't cause that change. It's a real change in his life. But he's certainly 
not perfect. It's when you see God in your work: What you wouldn't see naturally. 
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Chaplams are highly committed to their work. They attach great importance to 
it. This is not only because they regard their work as ministry but also because their own 
sense of identity and worth is tied to their work and its outcomes. Consequently, it is 
important to Chaplams to receive feedback about their performance. Positive feedback 
is a source of satisfaction; lack of feedback contributes to dissatisfaction. Katrina, for 
example, continually received positive feedback. In May 1998, she gave several 
examples of such feedback, adding, "It's an encouraging tune: People are givmg 
positive feedback." Over a year later, in June 1999, she said 
You hear good things all the time. For example, I had a visit last week to a student at 
the Mental Health Unit. A teacher came with me. She saw how I talked to the student. 
She said: "I know how you talk to adults, but not how you talk to kids." She was really 
impressed with me. 
A number of other individuals, including Roberta and Greg, told me they gam much 
satisfaction when they receive positive feedback: 
From the Principal, you hear what kids are saying. A few weeks ago, he called me into 
his office, put his arms around me and said, "You're one in a million." It's professional 
confirmation that you're doing a good job: Bemg recognized by your peers. 
(Roberta, December 1999) 
When someone comes running up to you and refers to a discussion you had yesterday 
and says: "I've had a good talk with Mum and things are really good now." Positive 
feedback. Having an opening with kids . . . new kids I've had contact with. To do 
Christianity Explained with them, that's really encouraging. Little things. Like in our 
Prayer Times, when we pray: The kids, they're really thankful that I'm here. Not that 
you want a pat on the back all the time, but that's really encouraging. The 
admin—sometunes they give positive feedback, which is good. 
(Greg, November 1999) 
In reportuig the results of the 1999 Chaplain Satisfaction Survey I recommended 
that schools "devise and implement a feedback mechanism for students and staff re the 
chaplaincy". For Glen and Aimette lack of feedback in the school is a concem. "If you 
don't know how you're going, you tend to work harder to try to prove you are domg a 
good job," Annette said. Four Principals (at Sites C, F, G and H) acknowledged that 
feedback to school staff, generally, is deficient. The extent to which feedback is 
provided depends on the culture of the school. One explained: 
Even for mainstream teachers, any feedback they get may be more often negative than 
positive. It'll happen if the school has a culture in it to give praise, pats on the back. 
That culture is led by the Admin team. Feedback for the Chaplain: It'll be led by the 
Admin, and will depend on the cultural ethos of the school. It will depend on the whole-
school approach. 
Uncertainty about their performance, and not having a way of "measuring 
success" is a source of dissatisfaction for some Chaplains. Katrina, after a year as 
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Chaplam, posed the question, "Am I domg a good job?" She added, " There's no way 
of measuring your performance here. I keep a time sheet m my diary. I like to do that. . 
. to track my use of time. How can you measure your effectiveness?" Greg, after 3 
months as Chaplam (in April, 1999), raised the same issue: 
In my previous job, I could measure my success. Now, I could spend all my time with 
one person. Am I doing the right thing by the staff?... I'm not too sure how the school 
would see me performing. [The Principal] doesn't pat you on the back. He doesn't hold 
back: He would tell me if I'm not doing well. I'm the sort of person . . . I'd like to know 
how I'm doing. 
Greg continued to struggle with this issue. One month later (in May), he said, "You look 
for measurable things to show that what you're domg is effective. You want to have 
wonderful things to show the committee and your sponsors." In June, he said 
You might go for weeks without thinking about it. Then, you think: Have I really done 
everything? Have I eamed my keep? Sometimes you're looking for things to know what 
you've achieved. I'm letting it go a bit now. We all like "pats on the back". When I 
came into this job, I didn't expect [to be always getting pats on the back]. [But] you 
hang on to comments from parents, teachers. 
It is worth noting that both Katrma and Greg came to chaplamcy after careers in 
business. Katrma said, "I'm a very performance-oriented person." 
It is not uncommon for Chaplains to become over-cormnitted to their work. 
There are two likely explanations for this. Some individuals (e.g., Annette, Glen, Greg) 
try to prove they are douig a good job. Others (e.g., Katrina, Roberta) work longer hours 
and do more because they find their work satisfying and personally fiilfilling. Some 
individuals mvest so much time and energy into their work that their personal and 
family life is affected. Four of the seven LCC Chairpersons I mterviewed in 1999 
identified over-commitment by Chaplains to their work and the workload of Chaplauis 
as reasons for the high turnover of Chaplains. 
Workload 
Where Chaplains are unable to cope with the qualitative workload, this is commonly 
due to role msufficiency (chap. 5). Of the 13 Chaplains in the sample, I questioned 10 
about their preparation for chaplaincy. Table 7.9 displays background information (i.e., 
qualifications, trainmg and experience) on these 10 individuals at the time of 
appointment. All but one claimed their prior trainmg and experience was adequate. 
However, all sought more traming. As Joanne put it, "You get into the job and then you 
discover what's needed." Todd said, "It's okay at first, but to do the job well, you need 
more trammg." The longer individuals are m the job, the more their madequacies 
become evident. 
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Table 7.9 Summary of backgrounds of Chaplains at time of appointment 
Background area 
Christian ministry qualifications and training 
Possesses degree or diploma in ministry 
Possesses certificate in ministry 
Undertaking studies in theology or practical ministry 
Has never undertaken theological study or ministry training 
Christian ministry experience 
Has been employed in denominational pastoral or youth ministry 
Has been employed in parachurch ministry 
Has never been employed in Christian ministry 
Has experience in some kind of youth ministry 
Teaching qualifications and experience in schools 
Possesses teaching qualifications 
Has worked in schools 
Other qualifications or training 
Possesses other degree or diploma 
Possesses other certificate (e.g., trade certificate) 
Number 
t t t t 
t 
• 
t t t 
• 
t t 
t t t 
t 
t t 
• t t 
Note: t = male Chaplain I = female Chaplain Total number of Chaplains = 13 
The following discussion covers information about all 22 Chaplains appointed at 
the nine sites. It reveals individuals' role insufficiency as lack of training or experience 
(or both) in (a) working in schools, (b) providing pastoral care, (c) relating to the 
"unchurched", (d) working with young people. 
The great majority of the 22 individuals were not teachers and most had limited 
(or no) prior experience working in schools. An inadequate understanding of the 
operation of schools is a problem for many Chaplains, including Joel (chap. 5) and 
Greg, both new appointees in 1999. In his first term, Greg found it hard working in the 
school system. "There're 'umpteen' things I don't know," he said. By the end of third 
term, he still found it difficult (at times) to know how best to operate within the system. 
At the end of fourth term, Greg reflected 
The whole [school] thing . . . there's certainly a lot in that. Knowing who to get in touch 
with when organizing programs: I'm doing that now. Speaking to the right Year 
Coordinators, making sure things are done right . . . to act in a "professional" way. I 
want to do things right, in the school way, to use the correct routines, procedures, so as 
not to upset teachers or the Admin. I've got to expect some time to adjust. 
Another individual (James) was a qualified teacher, but had limited experience working 
in schools prior to his appointment. In James' opinion, it is paramount that Chaplains 
undergo training "to understand the educational process, to understand the thinking of 
those who work in schools" (i.e., the school culture). 
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The majority of Chaplains I interviewed sought further training in the area of 
pastoral care (e.g., "counselling" skills). According to two LCC Chairpersons, some 
individuals who become Chaplains do not adequately understand the pastoral care role, 
a factor they claim contributes to job stress and turnover of Chaplains. One explained 
The reality of what's required is much greater than the passion of the person. You can 
only go for a couple of years on passion. You need to have skills and a proper "game 
plan" (i.e., purpose). You've got to know why, not just how. 
Like any pastoral role, they come in with stars in their eyes and then they don't 
refresh themselves. They don't understand the people-helper role properly. 
From my perspective, our Chaplain is a classic of this sort of thing. Pentecostal. 
She sees, partly, her own needs being met. She doesn't understand the objectivity of it 
to make it into a career... . It's a crisis job: People go in and out of those jobs. 
Simon came to chaplaincy from pastoral ministry in the church. In relation to 
pastoral care, he had adequate training and experience. He was mature, had a wide 
range of previous employment experiences, and related well to individuals outside the 
church. However, he had no experience in youth ministry, was not a teacher and had no 
experience in schools. Throughout his term as Chaplain, he tried to come to terms with 
what he regarded as inadequacy in these areas. He left after 3 years. On the eve of his 
departure he told me: 
1 did come with the idea of only doing 3 years. I never saw it as my calling. I even 
questioned God: Three years is a big slice of my life! I thought about leaving during the 
3 years. It's been hard work to operate outside of my gifting and comfort. Now I feel 
released. I've been invited to pastor a church, which is what I want to be doing. 
A number of other individuals, like Simon, because of their diverse 
backgrounds, relate well to the so-called unchurched. Greg (chap. 6) is one. His level of 
maturity and life experience helped him greatiy in this respect. Aimette is another. Her 
former work with disadvantaged youth helped prepare her for chaplaincy. She said, 
"I'm worldly-wise now." James is yet another. He believes it is very important that 
Chaplains are able to relate to people outside the church: "After all, we are working in a 
non-Christian context." 
For two individuals—^Ken and Graham—^both of whom left chaplaincy after one 
year, role insufficiency in a number of areas appears to have contributed to job 
dissatisfaction and their early departure. Despite having undertaken Christian ministry 
training, both were young and inexperienced (in ministry and in life!). Neither had 
adequate training in pastoral care or much experience in relating to people outside the 
church. Further to this, they had little or no experience working in schools. Referring to 
Ken, the Principal at Site E said 
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One of our Chaplams . . . was not used to working amongst the "heathen". They might 
do a lot of youth work m the church, involved with kids mterested in Christianity. Then 
they come into the school and find the majority of folk here don't have a shared faith or 
shared values. The young fellow we had here before spent most of his time in his office 
praying: He was afraid to go outside and meet people. 
A former Prmcipal at Site G described Graham 
He was a little bit introverted. I think that he didn't have a credibility level. I think a 
Chaplain should be someone in his or her 30s (at least), someone with more life 
experience. The person we chose, I think, came straight from school, did theological 
studies, then went sfraight into counsellmg. He was "too sfraight" to relate to kids. He 
had good ideas, but he couldn't put them into practice. 
In an interview in 2001, Graham told me he believes he did what he was called to do, 
that is, to establish a Christian presence in the two schools. As the first Chaplain, he laid 
the groundwork, which is what he regarded as his role. However, he added, "I was still 
fmding my feet, my niche. . . . I got the feeling myself, through various experiences, 
that I was not the right person to take the chaplaincy to the next step." In accord with 
this, the Chairperson, surmising why some do not stay long in chaplaincy, said 
They fmd they do not suit the job as well as they thought they might and they may want 
to try something else. Some may recognize their limitations: That their giftings for 
chaplaincy have a "use-by date" and therefore they need to move on to a different form 
of ministry instead of chaplaincy. 
For most Chaplains, the quantitative workload is a source of dissatisfaction. Six 
out of 10 individuals told me that not havmg enough time to cope with the amount of 
work is one of their greatest frustrations. In relation to the workload. Glen (chap. 5), a 
part-timer, and Katrina and Greg, full-timers, identified time management as an 
important issue. After 3 years as Chaplain, Katrma claimed this was her greatest 
concem. She said, "The longer I've been here, the more relationships there are. I get 
mshing around. There're more people to deal with." Greg had been in the role only 6 
months when he identified time management as an important issue: 
How much time should I spend here? I do keep track of what I'm doing. For example, I 
don't have a lunch hour: I work through. It's more a matter of, when I'm here, the best 
way to use my time. Now, I get less of those free times [I had at the beginning]. This 
takes the pressure off. It can be very flexible. Today, for example, I had a meeting to go 
to, kids were coining here, there was another serious thing to deal with. It's the really 
busy times [like today] versus the quiet times. 
Joanne, after 3 years part-time at Site C, identified time as the most important issue for 
the school: "My time bemg best used." Time was also an issue for her personally. In 
early 1998, she said, "This year I've been very busy. It took me by surprise at the 
begiimmg of the year. I had no spare moments to myself!!" Because of the workload, 
she found the job "incredibly stressful at times". Two months later, she lamented 
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Time is still an issue for me. Monday to Wednesday last week I was at meetmgs for my 
other job. This week I did jury duty on Wednesday. In May—m all of May— I^'ve had 
four nights at home I'm thed: I need a holiday. 
Role overload took its toll on Joanne. While she continued as Chaplain for a further 18 
months, on the eve of her departure she described herself as "a bit wom ouf. The LCC 
Chairperson affumed Joanne was "burnt out" when she left. 
Bumout was evident m other mdividuals. Vicki, who served as a 4-days per 
week Chaplam for 2 years m the mid-1990s, feh "dramed" by the time she left. 
Referrmg to the many demands on her time and energy, she said, "I was not burned out 
when I left, but if I had stayed 2 or 3 more years I would have been." As shown m 
chapter 5, Glen and James showed symptoms of bumout. James offered bumout as a 
reason why many Chaplauis do not stay longer than 3 years. He was of the opmion that 
chaplamcy has a "shelf-life": Chaplains lose their drive, energy, and motivation. The 
Principal at Site D offered role overload and bumout as reasons for the high turnover of 
Chaplams: "The time is not their own: They're on call at anytime. They require high 
energy levels. To do it well, they're consistently busy. It's a very demandmg role. 
Maybe they just bum out: They've had enough." 
Graham (1 year) and Simon (3 years), respectively, worked 5 days per week, 
dividmg their time equally between two large schools (G and H). Both found the split 
role very demanding. After a year, Graham felt he didn't have the energy to continue. 
Simon lasted longer although, like Graham, he found time pressures and the "swamping 
of numbers" stressful. The Prmcipal at Site G and the LCC Chairperson (G&H) were 
well aware of the problem of role overload (both qualitative and quantitative) and 
offered it as one reason for the high turnover of Chaplains: 
The stress factor. They're working all the time with people experiencing difficulties.... 
dealing with the students and teachers in some sort of crisis: That's what is particularly 
sfressful. And that's what the Chaplain does most of the time! The time pressures. . . . 
the job's never finished. . . . Chaplauis get phonecalls at night. If a person dies, for 
example, they'll be expected to be the first Ime of contact, the first person to react. 
There's a high degree of stress or expectation or demand on their time and energy and 
what they can cope with. Unless they can manage that side of their emotional 
involvement in some way, therefore they'd opt for other areas. 
School admmistrators, generally, acknowledge that the workload in the school requires 
a full-time Chaplain. Indeed, m 1998, at four of the eight sites, school administrators 
identified this as one of the most important issues in relation to chaplaincy: 
admmistrators at sites with part-time Chaplams wanted a full-time Chaplain. 
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Work-related conflict 
In chapter 5, I addressed various sources of role conflict. Here, I address another: the 
Chaplain's role in public relations. Here, also, I address the mam source of Chaplains' 
extra-role conflict, that is, conflict between work and family. 
For some Chaplains, perceived conflict between their mmistry and public 
relations roles is a source of job dissatisfaction. Vicki and Terry, for example, inaugural 
Chaplains in the mid 1990s, were happy to visit churches and talk about their work, but 
felt uncomfortable having to promote the chaplaincy service at the same time. Vicki told 
me, "I felt like a school public relations person. I didn't feel happy about it." Terry said, 
"I had to sing for my supper." This was a reason Terry gave for quittmg chaplamcy: 
I counted up 28 congregations—^all the parishes and preaching places— i^ncluding all the 
little places I had to visit every year to share about chaplaincy. I enjoyed it but I was not 
totally comfortable with it, in a sense. On the face of it I was not asking for money, but 
underlying it, I was. The LCC Secretary said that the more visible you are, the more 
people will "own" it [the chaplamcy] and the more they'll give to support it. 
Greg, inaugural Chaplain at Site I hi 1999, felt considerable pressure to promote the 
chaplaincy service among the churches and in the local community. From his 
perspective, this public relations role was hicompatible with his own values: 
I've been looking at what other Chaplains do. [Some] . . . are really good at selling 
themselves, so that the chaplaincy has a profile.... There's pressure to "sell, sell, sell". 
I don't feel comfortable saying, as a Christian, I do this or I do that. There's a fine line 
between telling others what we do and telling the world what they want to hear, to get 
money. If I'm doing the newsletter—what do I offer the community? It's supposed to 
be hard sell. I don't feel comfortable. . . . When you look at other Chaplains, you see 
what they do. And you wonder: Is this right? 
Two female Chaplains, Annette (Site G) and Roberta (Site E), both laypersons, 
experienced difficulty relating to some of the local clergy. They were not made to feel 
welcome at their respective local Ministers' Fratemal meetings. Early in 1999, Annette 
told me she found the politics of the Fratemal stressful. Simon, the previous Chaplam, a 
member of the clergy, had been made welcome by the Fratemal. In Simon's own words 
(in early 1998), "They are great to me: They give me equal recognition as a peer." 
Likewise, Phillip, the new Chaplain at Site H in 1999, also a member of the clergy, was 
made welcome by the Fratemal. Aimette was not. This meant that Annette (like Roberta 
in her locality) felt somewhat alienated from the local churches. Moreover, Annette was 
not particularly comfortable with public speaking and found speaking at church services 
stressfiil. On the other hand, Simon, her predecessor, delighted in the opportunities 
chaplaincy gave him to preach m different churches where, as a member of clergy, he 
was mvited at least once per year "to share the pulpif. 
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Funding is a major issue for chaplamcy overall and one that has a significant 
impact on Chaplams personally. In 1998, the large majority of school admmistrators and 
Chairpersons I mterviewed identified funding as a major issue. The Prmcipal at Site E 
said, "Lack of money: It's the smgle most intrusive issue every year. It never goes 
away, and probably never will." In 1999, eight out of nhie school administrators I 
interviewed and all Chairpersons (but one) acknowledged that the financial situation is a 
concem and a source of stress for Chaplains. In the words of one Principal, "They rely 
on an unstable source of funds for their income." A Deputy Principal (and LCC 
member) explained 
When they sit at meetings and hear the Treasurer's Report. To me, there's great job 
insecurity about it. When we say we must ask the churches for more money. . . . Every 
meeting we're crying poor. Do they feel they have to go out to raise the money? Do 
they feel that they are not good enough to be bringing in the money from the 
congregations and the churches? Are they happy with me? If I was in this position, 
these are some of the questions I might ask myself Or should I—because I'm this good 
Christian person—should I take a cut in wages? Is this what the Lord wants me to do? 
Chaplains m non-metropolitan locations, especially, are easily distracted by the 
financial situation, according to Chairpersons. "They become fund-raisers. It's a major 
energy use," one said. Compared with metropolitan Chaplains, they are more likely to 
get mvolved in fund-raising. Three examples suffice: Simon and Roberta (at non-
metropolitan Sites G and H, and E, respectively) and Katrina (at D, a metropolitan site). 
Both Simon and Roberta experienced considerable job stress when fimds were low. In 
Simon's opmion, although the LCC consisted of "good Christian people", they were not 
skilled or experienced in management, particularly financial management: "They knew 
nothmg of promotion, nothmg of fund-raising, nothing of developing vision." In early 
1998, he told me, "Money caused me a lot of stress last year. It fell on me. I was gettmg 
desperate." Roberta mvolved herself m numerous fund-raismg activities in the school 
and community m 1998 and 1999. In June 1998, she said: "I've been the mam one 
mvolved It's not the Chaplain's job. I should not have to bother about this." By July 
1999, she was cleariy tired and discouraged. She said: "It's hard work, doing mmistry 
and singmg for your dinner." In December 1999, she claimed the financial situation is 
her greatest firistration. When asked if it was a concem or distraction, she replied 
emphatically, "Yes, yes, yes!" On the other hand, Katrma was unconcemed about 
finance. "This is an affluent area. The money has never really been an issue. . . . I've 
never really worried about money. I just do my job." The Chairperson claimed fund-
raismg is not an issue for the LCC (Site D) as local churches fully fund the full-time 
service. This is in contrast to Site E where the LCC contmually struggles to finance a 3-
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days per week service. In view of these findings, it is revealing to compare the median 
weekly household mcome for each location (statistical local area) associated with 
selected sites (Figure 7.4). The Queensland median is $614, as shown by the horizontal 
line on the graph. The median for the local area associated with Site D is well above the 
Queensland figure and almost double that for the local area associated with Site E. 
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Figure 7.4 Median weekly household income* by location of selected sites 
•Information obtained from the 1996 Census of Population and Housing (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1996) 
In relation to availability of funds, school administrators at seven sites 
(metropolitan and non-metropolitan) in 1998 and 1999 identified continuity of the 
chaplaincy service and continuity of personnel as major issues for the school. The 
Principal at Site B said, "They're the same issues as those confronting us re ESL^ 
teachers: continuity of supply. It's a service we value, but is it going to continue? We 
accept it on a year-to-year basis." In the opinion of the Principal at Site C 
Where the chaplaincy is a part-time service, unless you get a semi-retired person or a 
mother who wants [only] a part-time career, you tend to lose them because they move 
on. But, if it's a 5 days-per-week chaplaincy, solvent, with enough money in the 
treasury, it's most likely to have continuity. 
In 1998, the Principal at Site E said: "I like continuity. We need Roberta to do at least 3 
years, to make imoads into all sections of the community." In 1999, the Principal at Site 
I (after having a Chaplain just one year) said: "It's very early days but it's going to 
worry me when we've got to change over from Greg to someone else." 
All Chaplains who are married experience some degree of work-family conflict. 
Indeed, it contributes appreciably to job dissatisfaction for many Chaplains, particularly 
those with children. Moreover, it appears to have a significant bearing on tumover 
intentions and, for the majority of Chaplains who leave, on their final decision to quit. 
English as a Second Language 
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Job demands that pose problems for Chaplains in relation to their families include after-
hours work, weekend work and work during school holiday periods. 
Work-family conflict was an issue for Katrina, Roberta, James and Todd. When 
I met them early in 1998, each one was struggling with this. Katrina, a full-time 
Chaplain, was concemed that she was not spending enough time with her husband and 
children, because of after-hours and weekend work. "When I'm visiting youth groups in 
the community, I'm always conscious of being away fiom my family," she told me. In 
relation to networking with other Chaplains, Katrina was willing to attend meetings, as 
long as they were in school time: After-school meetings interfered with family 
responsibilities. Roberta, a part-timer, told me her husband was unhappy about her job 
situation: "I'm working for 6 days and getting paid for 3 days. I'm working most nights. 
My husband says I'm doing too much." James, a full-time Chaplain, experienced 
conflict because his wife worked and he wanted to be home with their school-age 
children during school holidays. However, James' conflict was resolved. He said, "We 
changed the contract, so I could have holiday time with my family. The LCC made the 
decision and told SU." Todd, a part-timer, found work-family conflict so great after less 
than a year in the job that he began looking for another position. He was unable to meet 
the demands made on him for after-hours work (before and after school, at night, at 
weekends). For the sake of his wife and children, he sought fiill-time employment and a 
job closer to home. He applied for a number of positions. When a suitable job offer 
came at the end of the year, he accepted. Todd quit the chaplaincy after less than 2 
years. After he had left, he told me 
It was very hard. It was a very hard decision to make, to leave. I may go back to 
chaplaincy sometime: I really enjoyed it. But there were things we needed and this job 
offered U. A vehicle comes with the job and we needed one; it's full-time and I needed a 
full-time job; it's in my home town and I needed that. All of these things are good for 
me and my family. That's the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth! 
Katrina "loved" her job and intended to stay in chaplaincy long-term. At the end 
of 1998, she told me, "I want to stay at least 6 years." A year later she said: "I've just 
signed on for another 3 years. By the end of that time, I'll have been here for 6 years. I 
see myself in chaplaincy for the future." However, soon after, Katrina resigned. Her 
decision to leave related to work-family conflict. She had young children and wanted to 
spend more time with them: She no longer wanted full-time work. 
1 wanted only part-time work. If I had been able to have a job-share situation, 1 would 
have stayed. But the school wanted a full-time person. As soon as 1 decided, my church 
here offered me part-time youth work. It's about 16 hours per week, very flexible. . . . 1 
wouldn't mind going for a Chaplain's job again: But only if it's part-time. 
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Compare Katrina's circumstances with Todd's. Katrina's husband was in full-time 
employment. Katrina was not the sole provider for the family: She did not need full-
time work. On the other hand, Todd was employed 3 days per week, his wife part-time. 
Todd sought to be the sole provider for his family: He needed a fiill-time job. 
For Greg, a new Chaplain, a source of job dissatisfaction was the conflict he 
perceived between mamtaining confidentiality in his work and his need (and desire) to 
share about his work with his wife. Greg came to chaplaincy from secular employment. 
Moreover, he had never been employed m a professional-ministry position before: 
When I went home, I used to talk about things that happen in the day with Kerry. Now I 
must be very careful. 1. Not to load up Kerry with concems. Also, 2. There's the 
confidentiality issue. But I musta't let Kerry think I'm keeping thmgs from her. . . . I 
say things to Kerry. But it's better not to say things. I have to put a zipper on my mouth. 
Six months hito the job, Greg was still coming to terms with this issue: "Once there're 
things you've got to keep fiom your partner, it's hard. It's not a marriage-threatening 
thing, but it's something we're very conscious of." 
Two former Chaplains (Vicki and Peter) offered work-family conflict as one 
reason they left chaplamcy. They identified two sources of conflict: weekend work and 
the requirement that they attend camps in the school holidays. Vicki, married with two 
young children, experienced conflict when weekend work (e.g., school camps) took her 
away from her family and, although she took her children with her on camps during the 
school holidays, she still experienced conflict between her roles as Chaplain (and camp 
leader) and mother. Peter, also married with children, claimed work-family conflict 
contributed to family stress. Once in the job, he found the demands the job made on him 
and his family far exceeded his expectations. Peter resigned after 1 year; Vicki resigned 
after 2 years. Both left when offered mmistry positions m their own denommations. 
§ CHAPLAINS, THEIR CO-WORKERS AND IMMEDIATE SUPERVISORS 
In the following discussion I summarize interview data, revealing the mam issues for 
Chaplains in relation to their co-workers and immediate supervisors. Co-workers and 
immediate supervisors include school personnel (administrators and other staff), LCC 
personnel (especially LCC Chairpersons) and other Chaplains. 
School personnel 
Chaplains are well received, on the whole, by school staff, accordmg to school 
admmistrators. The Prmcipal (Site A) said, "The other staff see Todd as a staff member 
who is doing a job m the school." Comments by other school administrators mcluded: 
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"Staff appreciate his contribution." "Teachers see her as a really good complementary 
resource." One Deputy Prmcipal at Site D said of Katrma, a fiill-time Chaplams and the 
second appomtee, "Universally, she has very positive acceptance. People recognize 
what she does. . . . Staff see her as a useful part of the school. They are not threatened 
by her in any way." In tum, Katrina said, "Staff are very open, very welcoming. I attend 
staff socials, become close to them. I go to movies. I visit staffrooms." Chaplains' level 
of acceptance as a staff member seems to depend on their employment status (full-time 
is better than part-time), the extent to which they, or their predecessor(s), have built 
relationships with staff, and the extent to which the admmistration (as a whole) affirms 
and promotes chaplamcy. Phillip, a new Chaplam at Site H in 1999, said 
I believe I'm building good relationships with them [staff]. In taking over from Simon, I 
realise there's a lot of personal relationships there. Given time, I'll build relationships.. 
. . I'm welcome in any staffroom, to go in anytime and have a yam. You'd soon feel it if 
you weren't welcome. 
Greg, inaugural Chaplain at Site I, found himself in a unique situation. The entire 
administration team (one a Christian) together with the Guidance Officer and Youth 
Worker (both of whom were Christians and with whom Greg worked closely) were 
behind the chaplaincy service. 
However, not all staff, from the administration down, view the Chaplain 
favourably. Some are mdifferent, others antagonistic. At Site B, after the rethement m 
1998 of the Deputy Prmcipal (an inaugural member of the LCC), no-one from the 
administration attended LCC meetings or showed interest in the chaplaincy service. 
According to a teacher (an LCC member), when members of the administration were 
asked to contribute to the 1999 chaplaincy service review, "There was no one there who 
knew anything about Glen, neither the Deputy Prmcipals nor the Principal. They didn't 
have a perspective on it." As shown m chapter 5, one of the Deputy Prmcipals and the 
Guidance Officer at Site C regard the Chaplam as a threat. At another site (E), 
accordmg to the Prmcipal (a professing Christian), the two Deputies hold the Chaplam 
"at arms length" because "they are not Christians". Sometimes Chaplains fmd 
themselves "off-side" with teachers or specialist staff, as in the case of James (chap. 5), 
because of the way in which the Chaplain operates. At other times, there are 
misunderstandmgs about the Chaplam's role. Two examples suffice. The first concems 
Simon (Site H). In a 1998 interview, the Deputy Prmcipal told me he received 
unfavourable feedback from a Head of Department regardmg Simon's cooperation with 
staff on a school camp. "Relationships soured a bit," he said. However, according to the 
LCC Chairperson, a teacher at the school, whom I interviewed the same day 
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By and large, he [Simon] is exfremely well accepted by staff. . . . There are little 
pockets where he is not getting on so well. There's been a recent situation. . . . The 
suspicion could be related to anti-Christian feeling. People misunderstanding his role. 
The second example concems Annette who replaced Simon at Site G in 1999. She 
experienced difficulty gaming the cooperation of the Youth Worker: 
He's considered me a threat. His job is coming up for review soon. He sees the 
chaplaincy as a threat to his position. They may say we've been doing the same work. 
When I first came, I thought, "What is going on?" We sat down the other week and had 
a chat about it. He sees me as more of a threat than Simon was because he [Simon] 
wasn't seen as a counsellor, but I am. Our roles are very similar. If he's talking to staff, 
he's less likely to refer [kids to me] because he needs the cases to work with. 
Some Chaplains find their co-workers in the school an important source of 
support. Todd, Glen, Katrina and Greg, for example, found this to be so. While Todd 
felt unsupported by the LCC and the local churches (chap. 5), he had sfrong support 
from staff representatives on the LCC, as well as non-Christian staff 
The school is very supportive. The staff... are very supportive. There's a lot of support 
here. . . . We need the same level of support from the churches. I felt closer to some of 
the non-Christian staff than the Christians in the churches. 
Glen found the two teacher representatives on the LCC supportive. He said, "I see them 
daily because they're here. I feel like they're interested [m me]." For Glen, an important 
issue was personal support. He needed encouragement. Their support was very 
important because, as one of them claimed, "There's not much support for the 
chaplamcy from any group in the school." In Katrina's case, accordmg to the LCC 
Chairperson, her mam peer support came from the school administration and Christian 
staff. He added, "That's what keeps her gomg." At the end of 1999, after a year in the 
job, Greg said of the support from staff, particularly the admmistration, "It's probably 
taken me this long to realise the depth of this support and to be thankful for what I've 
got." However, the Principal (Site I) claimed this support was more of a professional 
nature than personal (a claim that Chaplains at most sites would affirm): 
If "support" means "accepts hun and what he's doing", yes, staff support him. [But] if 
he's "down", I don't think they give him support hi that pastoral sense. They approve of 
him and value his work, but they do not support him pastorally. 
At most sites, supervision by school administrators is adequate, although 
minimal. Supervision amounts to, at best, scheduled weekly meetings between the 
Prmcipal or Deputy Principal and Chaplain; at worst, unscheduled 5-10 minute weekly 
meetmgs instigated by the Chaplain (e.g.. Glen, chap. 5) or a chat when they happen to 
meet. At four sites (C, D, E and I), the Prmcipal is a professmg Christian and LCC 
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member. In three mstances, he or she takes responsibility for supervision of the 
Chaplain. Site E is the exception. The Pruicipal there takes "an exaggerated backseat": 
I pushed it initially. But I believe that the Chaplain doesn't want that kind of pafronage: 
People saymg, "The boss is a Christian." I am the quiet supporter. I haven't tried to run 
the agenda. I don't think I should. I am the school representative on the LCC: I attend 
every 2 or 3 months, about twice per year for the full meeting. 
The Chaplain at Site E receives minimal direction firom the Principal or any other 
member of the admmistration. At other sites, the Principal defers supervision to the 
Deputy Prmcipal responsible for student support or welfare. Where Chaplams (e.g., 
James and Greg) are part of a student support team, they attend weekly or forttiightly 
meetmgs, which helps provide them direction in their work. 
School admmistrators, generally, regard their role as providing overall dhection: 
helpmg to establish the status of Chaplain in the school and community, ensuring the 
Chaplam is integrated into the life of the school, and providing an environment in which 
the Chaplain can work effectively. Most do not consider their role includes personal 
support of the Chaplain. However, two Prmcipals expressed concem that the Chaplain is 
cared for, especially because of the nature of the Chaplain's work. The Principal at Site 
E emphasized the need for the Chaplain to have a mentor: 
Anyone in a pastoral role douig caring and counselling needs someone to debrief with 
and take time to talk through things and make meaning of what they're doing. Anyone 
in a caring role, with the pain of dealmg with stressful situations, can be hardened by it 
or can make meaning of it. Some might be able to do it on their own, but most people 
need help to do it. 
The Prmcipal at Site G proposed the nature of the Chaplam's work and lack of personal 
support as reasons why some individuals do not stay long in chaplamcy: 
I think they operate hi a fairly "grey" area. At times, I think, Annette faces some ethical 
dilemmas. For example: teenage pregnancy. I think parents should know; the kids don't 
want then parents to know. If it came to me, I'd make a fairly black and white decision. 
I'm paid for that. Annette: I don't know if there's anyone to help her. 
There's the stress we talked about. Are there enough scheduled ways to make 
sure her mental health is okay? Our approach at the school is "Hello. How are you?" hi 
that, we mighm't pick up if she was feelmg any deep sfress. The Chaplam's an isolated 
person. It relates back to that question re the length of time in the job. They might think 
they'll fmd an easier job where there is not as much "stuff to hang on to. 
School admmistrators, generally, consider personal support of the Chaplam the 
responsibility of the LCC and local church personnel. 
Lack of supervision in the school has a positive side. Chaplams experience a 
high level of self-direction (Figure 7.5). which contributes greatly to job satisfaction. 
School admmistrators confirmed Chaplams are largely self-directed. Three examples 
suffice: Joel, Simon and Annette. Joel estimated he is 95% self-directed. He appreciates 
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this high level of autonomy: "I like being able to do my own thing. . . . I really enjoy 
being able to do this without someone looking over my shoulder." The Deputy Principal 
verified Joel is self-directed: " I don't think we are directing him in any way. . . . He 
does h in the best way he sees fit." The Principal at Site G, while acknowledging 
Chaplains' "three-pronged" accountability, conceded: "When you have people like 
Simon and Annette, you give them free run. They've never let me down. They 
recognize their own strengths and move within them." Simon was well aware of the 
freedom he had in the school: "There's a lot of trust. Therefore there's not a lot of close 
supervision. I do what I want to do." Annette estimated she is 80% self-directed, 10% 
school-directed (by the Principal and Deputy) and 10% LCC-directed (by the Deputy 
Chairperson, a teacher on staff). 
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Figure 7.5 Chaplains' levels of self-direction 
(Figures are based on Chaplains' own estimates.) 
Without exception. Chaplains I interviewed told me they take responsibility for 
their own professional development. Four Chaplains (Todd, Katrina, Simon and Greg) 
acknowledged that the school offered training opportunities. School administrators 
confirmed this to be so. The Principal at Site A said, "There is support for any 
professional development Todd wants, from school funds." 
LCC personnel 
Supervision of the Chaplain by LCCs at some sites is inadequate, at others adequate. Of 
10 LCC Chairpersons I interviewed in 1998 and 1999, 5 (all at metropolitan locations) 
did not regard their role, or the LCCs, as supervisory. One said, "We employ 
professionals, so we let them be professionals". The Chairperson's and the LCCs role 
focuses on monthly meetings, at which they receive and endorse the Chaplain's reports 
and discuss issues the Chaplain raises. The Chairperson at Site A (1998) said 
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Todd's report is very comprehensive. We ask him how he feels, what are his challenges 
or concems. It is not a formal meeting: There are no minutes, only Todd's report. The 
Fratemal is not a group to generate a lot of paperwork, therefore we followed this 
through into the chaplaincy. There is no Secretary. 
For Chaplains at these sites (Todd, Glen and Katrina), meetings that are simply "report-
in times" are not perceived to be encouraging and supportive, but a source of 
dissatisfaction. In fact, dissatisfaction led Todd and Katrina, alike, to assume the role of 
LCC Secretary. "I like to be organized, therefore I do it," Katrina said. The LCC 
Chairperson at Site D in 1999 estimated that Katrina is 70% self-directed, dhected by 
the school 20%, the LCC 5% and SU Queensland 5%. Kafrina claimed she is 100% 
self-directed. According to student representatives on the LCC, Katrina directs the LCC. 
"She does everything," they said. Perchance, I interviewed the LCC Chairperson (Site 
D) soon after he had discussed the issue of accountability versus supervision with the 
Chaplaincy Coordinator. According to the Chairperson 
He [Andrew] said the LCCs go on what the Chaplain says. The Chaplain tells the LCC 
what to do. . . . Many LCCs let the "tail wag the dog". Many LCCs do. There's a bit of 
naivety about it all. There's a failure by LCCs . . . to be accountable. 
The Secretary of another LCC (B&C) confessed, "Our LCC is not strong on 
accountability for our Chaplains." Joaime confirmed this to be so. She claimed 
Chaplains direct the LCCs, to a large extent. At the end of 1999, within weeks of her 
quitting chaplaincy, she spoke about the direction provided by the LCC: 
We don't exactly have a committee that creates things for us to do. They comment on 
what we do and make suggestions occasionally, or answer questions if you ask them, 
but they are not directive or authoritarian in any sense. The Chairperson is currently not 
a strong voice on the committee, which I think has not helped the committee's function. 
. . . 1 think the Chairperson has not got a good idea of the role and has not quite grasped 
the importance of maintaining the focus. 
Lack of LCC supervision of the Chaplain is not necessarily the norm. At non-
metropolitan sites I visited. Chairpersons (in particular) take an active role in 
supervision. One claimed it is his responsibility. Another claimed the Chaplain(s), LCC 
personnel and school administrators each contribute, but in different ways: 
Self-direction by the Chaplain: It comes out of their calling to the ministry and their 
motivation to do the work they're doing. They're both very self-motivated. 
Direction by the LCC Chair or Deputy Chair: It's more of a reflective direction. 
They talk over with us the blend of ministry, time usage, what they're involved in, to 
get re-focused to the committee's goals of chaplaincy. Or they come to get advice on 
how to go about something in the school context because, obviously, we're both [the 
LCC Chair and Deputy Chair] within the school context: We know the modus operandi. 
Direction by the School Admin: . . . They request the Chaplain's participation 
in special programs like Anzac Day services, prayer for the Year 12s as they leave, 
bullying and harassment courses with Year 8s, mediation training with Year 11 s, etc. 
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Two non-metropolitan LCCs (F, G&H) exhibit strong teamwork. Supervision of the 
Chaplain is not regarded as only the Chairperson's responsibility. This is in contrast to 
the LCC at Site I where Greg is Chaplam. After a year m the job, Greg noted, "The 
LCC: I don't hear much from them at all, except for the Chairperson. . . . I don't hear 
negative things. But sometimes you just don't hear from them." He described his 
relationship with committee members as "distanf: 
That may be too strong, too judgmental. But that's the way it feels. Just to qualify 
"distant", it's not a deliberate keeping away. They're busy, pre-occupied. They've put 
me here. They're happy I'm here. There's not time to get to know them. 
LCC Chairpersons, without exception, regard their primary role as one of 
support. However, most admit they are not performing this aspect of their role as well as 
they would like. Furthermore, the nature and level of support varies considerably. Two 
examples suffice. The first concems the Chairperson at Site E who, in a 1998 interview, 
described himself as "the carer of the Chaplam". He said, "I try to protect Roberta fiom 
herself and her enthusiasm. It's my role to encourage her and pray with her, to listen to 
her and allow her to debrief fiom her crisis counselling." He visited Roberta weekly. 
When asked how well he was performing the Chairperson role, he replied, "I'm 
fulfilling the encouragement role: I've gone the extra mile for her." Roberta testified to 
this claim. The Chairperson took his role seriously and showed a high level of 
commitment to the Chaplain. However, he resigned at the end of 1999. He was 
discouraged that his (and the LCCs) efforts to provide support and direction for the 
Chaplam over his 2 years as Chairperson met with limited success. He explained 
I believe she gets most of her support from the encouragement factor. Because she 
doesn't understand the role of authority to be a support in her life, she probably misses 
out from her Pastor and others around her. Also, because she's inconsistent in her 
routme, it's hard to set up an ongoing support structure. Her support therefore comes 
from seeing successes, or people ringing her on the phone or sending a thank you card, 
or tilings like that. I think Roberta's self-dhected most of the time. She's self-motivated 
about what she chooses to do and she tries to get approval for that by a quick phonecall. 
Our attempts to give direction have not borne much fioiit. 
The second example concems the Chairperson at Site A (1998). For him, support for the 
Chaplam meant, "Occasionally I ring Todd, or Todd rings me." While admittedly 
providing only nominal support, he expressed concem for Todd's well-being, and 
explained how he tried to arrange for someone from the local churches to provide the 
support Todd needed: 
Todd expressed a need to have support. The Baptist Church had a person who offered to 
help. But Todd was not comfortable, so was not going to pursue that. We may look to 
SU for a resource person. This is something we still have to work through. 
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Most Chaplains have a good relationship with the LCC Chairperson. This is an 
important source of job satisfaction. Simon and Greg are two examples. When I met 
Simon (after almost 2 years m the role), although he expressed mtentions of leavmg, he 
said, "I have a good relationship with the Chairperson: This is one of the reasons I'm 
confident to stay on. He's terrific." When I met Greg (2 months after his appointment), 
he said, "I get on well with the Chairperson. . . . I meet with him once per week. He 
brings his lunch." Greg appreciated the opportunity these meetmgs provided for 
debriefmg and feedback. The Chairperson regards his role, m part, as "support and off-
loading". However, in an mterview in November, he confessed not supporting Greg as 
well as he would like: "We were having lunch together at least once per week. That's 
my aim. But he's busy and I'm really busy." For him (and others), fmding time—^and a 
suitable time—to spend with the Chaplam is a major constramt. 
All Chaplauis told me they would appreciate a mentor, preferably from the LCC 
or local churches. Only a few have a mentor. James was one. Early in 1998, he said 
On the LCC, I need a couple of people I can communicate with at a tmly personal level. 
. . . I need mentors: "spiritual fathers". There're two here I can go to. If I work closely 
with these, say, they filter any concems back to the LCC. 
In tune, these two LCC members became mentors to James. Annette was another. She 
sought a mentor, a leader in Annette's ovm church: "She supports me spiritually and 
emotionally. We get together once per week. She's involved in RE in schools. She's 
done a lot of group work and counselling work. She can advise me. I respect where 
she's at spiritually." All Chairpersons affirmed the need for Chaplains to have a mentor. 
Two Chairpersons regard themselves as fiilfilling this role. However, most Chairpersons 
assume pastoral care of the Chaplam is the responsibility of SU Queensland staff 
Other Chaplains 
Contact with other Chaplams occurs via SU Queensland's Staff Conference, chaplaincy 
cluster meetings, or informally via phone, mail or in person. It is an important source of 
personal and professional support for Chaplams. As Joaime put it, "There's a lot of 
camaraderie with other Chaplams." 
All Chaplains employed by SU Queensland are required to attend the annual 
Staff Conference. The 5-day conference is held at a venue m south-east Queensland. 
Because the conference is compulsory and involves a considerable sacrifice in terms of 
time and money, Chaplams have high expectations as to the level of support and 
professional development h will provide. To the extent that these expectations are met, 
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Chaplains are satisfied. Most regard it as an opportunity to meet and share with other 
Chaplains. As Todd put it, "It's being able to mix with other people doing the same 
job." Todd, after a year in the job, met with Chaplains in his area for the first time at the 
1998 conference. Through this, he realised the benefits of networkmg. Similarly for 
Joanne and Katrina. Joanne said, "Amongst the SU Chaplains, there's a wider 
theological perspective. I feel free to network. . . . I've done this since the annual 
conference." After the 1998 conference, Katrina had more contact with Chaplains m 
her area. Nammg several individuals, she said, "I clicked with them. I ring up. I send 
stuff. They ring me." Non-mefropolitan Chaplains, especially, regard the conference as 
an opportunity to meet and share with other Chaplains. Not surprismgly, m 1998, when 
they found the conference program did not allow them sufficient time to communicate, 
they were dissatisfied. In 1999, SU Queensland made a considerable effort to correct 
this (and other deficiencies identified by Chaplams). The response was positive. 
Annette, for example, said, "This year it was really focused on Chaplains. It was really, 
really, helpful." She added, "Just catching up with the other Chaplains was great. And 
getting ideas about RE and fimding." As shovm in chapter 5, Joel found sharing with his 
peers at the 1999 conference helped considerably in clarifying his role. 
Since the mid 1990s, SU Queensland has attempted to facilitate networking of 
Chaplams m zone or district clusters. The original SU model (Drinkall, 1990, March) 
advocated that Chaplains "meet regularly for training, fellowship and sharmg of ideas 
with SU staff and other qualified trainers". Chaplains, generally, expect contact with 
their peers to be supportive. Katrma, for example, said of cluster meetmgs, "I expect to 
get more support from them than from the LCC." Roberta appreciates cluster meetings: 
She finds them encouragmg, refreshing and "a big boosf to her confidence. From first 
term 1999, Greg, a new Chaplain, attended cluster meetmgs once per term. Later that 
year, he told me "My main support comes from the other Chaplams. . . . Earlier on most 
of my support came from the SU staffworker. But now, it's the other Chaplains." 
A number of Chaplains (Simon, James and Joel) organized cluster meetings in 
their respective areas in 1998 and 1999. For Simon and James, m particular, perceived 
lack of support and direction from SU Queensland motivated them. James explained 
how the cluster m his area was functioning early in 1998: 
We meet once per term, for a social get-together. We phone. Everybody rings everyone 
else before we meet again. We're trying to personalize the ministry locally, to make it 
our own. We decided: Let's do something ourselves, let's not sit and whinge. Let's look 
beyond the boundaries. We'll be our "brothers' keepers", not wait for "Big Brother" to 
look after us. We've taken confrol of the process. We have a meeting, organize the 
agenda, invite people in . . . we have empowered the group. It's self-determination. 
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A year later, James said networkmg was "progressmg". However, he was aware of its 
potential for good and for bad: "We are lookmg after each other. That's positive. Some 
of the issues with SU become a negative thing when we meet. That can become a 
detractmg thing with our time together." 
Many Chaplams mamtam contact between meetmgs. Contact may be of a 
professional nature. They exchange ideas and resources or organize combmed events m 
their zone or district (e.g., holiday programs, Schoolies Camp). Contact may be more 
personal. Annette, for example, keeps m contact with Chaplams m her cluster via phone 
or mail. "There's a sense of belongmg to a team of Chaplams," she said. Annette (Site 
G) also meets once per week with Phillip (Site H), for an hour, for sharmg and prayer. 
According to Aimette, "That's a good support." 
§ CHAPLAINS AND THE EMPLOYING AUTHORITY 
In this section, I present data revealmg the two mam issues affectmg the relationship 
between Chaplams and SU Queensland: supervision and the amount they are paid. 
These two issues appear to have important implications for the vocation of state school 
Chaplain m terms of job satisfaction, organizational commitment and tumover. 
Supervision 
From 1990-1998, regardless of the number of Chaplams, supervision of Chaplains was 
the responsibility of one SU Queensland staff member based m Brisbane. Keith Drmkall 
fiilfilled this role until the appointment of the first Chaplamcy Coordmator in 1992. In 
1999, SU Queensland appointed a part-time Chaplamcy Resources staffworker and 
directed zone and regional staffworkers to assist m supervishig Chaplains m 
metropolitan and non-metropolitan locations respectively. Table 7.10 shows SU 
Queensland staff responsible for supervision of Chaplams m the period 1990-2000. 
Table 7.10 
Dates 
SU Queensland staff responsible for Chaplains 1990-2000 
Staffinember ^^  ?^  Position 
status 
1990-1992 
9/3/92-24/11/95 
8/1/96-14/8/98 
Aug 98-Nov 98 
16/11/98-
19/1/99 -
1999-
Keith Drinkall 
Richard Jessup 
Karen Schaffer 
Jim Rawson 
Andrew McCafferty 
Brad Suosaari 
Various 
Deputy State Director 
Full-time Chaplaincy Coordinator 
Full-time Chaplaincy Coordinator 
State Director 
Full-tune Chaplaincy Coordinator 
0.2 Chaplamcy Resources staffworker 
4-5 FTE* Zone / Regional staffworkers 
• FTE = FuU-time equivalent 
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By 1998, the Coordmator had responsibility for over 60 Chaplams state-wide. 
Chaplains appreciated visits or phonecalls they received. The Coordinator aimed to visit 
each Chaplam at least once per year. Of Karen Schaffer, Chaplauis I met in 1998 made 
comments like "she's terrific" and "she's really encouragmg". Nevertheless, contact 
was limited. Yearly visits did not always eventuate. Most Chaplams complamed of 
insufficient personal contact. Most communication was written (e.g., via letters, 
memos). SU Queensland seemed "distanf, one Chaplam said. 
Durmg 1999, Andrew McCafferty, the newly appointed Coordmator, had even 
less personal contact with Chaplains: The Coordinator's role became almost entirely 
administrative. In June 1999, he told me that what he wanted most was to have more 
administrative support. "I'd like to spend more time with people. I feel a bit guilty." In 
relation to new appointees, he confessed, "I'm not spending enough time, not phoning . 
, . I send out an Induction Manual in the mail, but I don't have time to talk through it 
with them." Greg, a new appohitee at a non-metropolitan site in 1999, confirmed this to 
be so. Contact was minimal. He said 
Brisbane: It's distant. I don't feel real close. . . . If possible, it would be nice to get a 
phonecall fi"om Andrew McCafferty, to make contact, to ask me how I'm going. I've 
rung him a couple of times. There's certainly room for a lot more support. 
Nevertheless, Greg reported regular visits and phonecalls fiom the regional staffworker 
who attended most LCC meetings. Chaplains at three metropolitan sites (B, C and D) 
reported visits from zone staffworkers who also attended LCC meetings, although 
irregularly. Katrina and Glen reported the zone staffworker contributed to lunchtime 
Christian Fellowship meetmgs occasionally. Chaplams at these sites commended the 
efforts of zone staffworkers. Of one, Joanne said, "He takes his job very seriously." 
However, the Chaplain at Site A was not so fortunate. Joel, a couple of months after his 
appointment m 1999, told me "No one's come out to visit me". Nevertheless, he was 
content. He explamed 
I find it helpfiil that there's a panel of people I can talk to about just about anythmg m 
relation to the chaplaincy. They give me a lot of literature and resources. The admin 
staff: If there's any issue re the chaplaincy, they're just a phonecall away. I can ring and 
have a chat. Just re resources and ideas, there are others [I can talk to]. I find that's 
really supportive. 
In 1999, metropolitan Chaplains, like their non-metropolitan counterparts, reported very 
little contact, personal or otherwise, with the Coordinator. Joanne said, "The only times 
I have had anything to do with SU directly has been when there has been a problem!" 
Todd, on the other hand, appreciated phone contact with SU Queensland staff, includmg 
the State Director, whom he claimed "adopted a protective role" of him and his family. 
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By the late 1990s, SU Queensland acknowledged that its contribution to the 
professional development and personal support of Chaplams was madequate. The 
production of the 1998 handbooks and, m 1999, the appomtment of the Chaplamcy 
Resources staffvorker and the revision of the handbooks, aimed to redress this 
deficiency, at least m terms of professional development. The Coordmator was well 
aware that Chaplams lacked adequate personal support, hi December 1998, he said, "As 
the employer, we recognize that we have a responsibility, but we are not wantmg to be 
the prime pastoral carer." hi an mterview in June 1999, the State Director confirmed this 
to be so. As one Chaplam, Todd, observed m 1999, after he had resigned, "[Along] with 
the exponential growth of chaplamcy, the support mechanism from SU hasn't grown. 
Before, when there were 30 chaplams, there was one staffworker. Now there are 69 
chaplams, but only 1.2 staffworkers ft's not enough." 
hiduction of Chaplams, overall, is madequate. Induction procedures have 
changed little over the years. Phillip, an appointee at Site H m mid-1999, outimed the 
nature of his induction and the part played by each stakeholder: 
There were several different levels of hiduction. At the school level, it was the same 
processes as for new teachers: Workplace Health and Safety and a tour of the school, 
basically. . . . It mcluded evacuation procedures, etc. At the SU level, I had a visit from 
the SU staffworker, just to welcome me and make me aware of his presence. He gave 
me a couple of booklets and made me aware of SU policy. As for the LCC, we had a 
Commissiomng Service. Ministers . . . came and prayed and laid hands on me. 
It appears that LCCs and schools, generally, do little m terms of mduction of Chaplams, 
abrogatmg responsibility to SU Queensland. In February 1998, SU Queensland 
mtroduced a 2-day induction program. In 1999, the program was extended to include 2 
days m July for appointees m second semester. Nevertheless, the Coordinator believes 
there still is room for improvement. In November 1999, he said: 
The 2-day program . . . the Chaplains are bombarded with so much info. They can only 
take so much in. There're the manuals and things . . . but you can only read so much. 
We are thinking about a whole year program. 
Moreover, not all appointees attend these programs: They are not compulsory. In line 
with the view that induction of Chaplains is SU Queensland's responsibility, one 
Chairperson (Site E) envisages SU Queensland playing an even greater role: 
A Chaplain who is appointed should do a 6-week course, to help them understand 
things more, so as not to use up all their energy in the first crisis... . For Chaplams to 
become more professional about it: to have a plan. SU needs to set up the model 
properly. I don't think they are doing it. . . . It's to make sure they [Chaplains] are 
explained the role carefully. I think there's too much reinventing the wheel with 
chaplaincies. One Chaplam thinks he's an evangelist, one a social worker, one a family 
worker. When they get together they're talking bananas and oranges—different things. 
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Chaplains, generally, are dissatisfied with the level of traming provided by SU 
Queensland. Chaplams I mterviewed prior to 1999 expressed dissatisfaction with SU 
Queensland's Staff Conference, apart from the 1997 conference (one that focused 
specifically on Chaplains). Joanne claimed she was speaking on behalf of herself and 
other Chaplams when she expressed the view that 
All SU training . . . at the m-service events, serves a pretty basic purpose. There needs 
to be some certified training done at in-service [events] to make attendance worthwhile. 
For example, at the Staff Conference . . . Why not tram all the Chaplains at that time? 
Why not hire, for example, a TAFE Counselling Instmctor and do some intensive 
sessions and get them all certified? . . . As it stands now, for me the event is not worth 
attending: I have more training, qualifications and experience than people running the 
sessions, half the time. This is not valued and many other Chaplains think the same. 
Glen expressed dissatisfaction with the 1998 conference because some input "was a 
repeat" for him. Several Chaplams claimed there is a need for a separate Chaplains' 
Conference. Glen suggested it be held m January each year, prior to the commencement 
of school, so Chaplains are renewed and refocused for the year. Chaplains, on the 
whole, expect SU Queensland to take more responsibility for their training and 
development than at present. Most LCC Chairpersons were of the same opinion. 
Pay 
Individuals do not apply to become Chaplains because of the amount they are paid. As 
the Principal at Site G put it, "Because they see it as a calling, the pay is not a big issue 
for them. They're prepared to do it, knowing what the pay is." Only one mdividual I 
met applied for a chaplaincy position for financial reasons: Joel wanted part-time work 
to supplement mcome provided by another part-time mmistry position. 
The amount Chaplains are paid is not an issue when they commence but it 
becomes an issue the longer they stay. Accordmg to the Chairperson at Site D, 
"Remuneration . . . it's not a factor when you begin, but it is when you're on the long 
haul. You've got to be able to feel you're not grovellmg around trymg to make ends 
meet." The Principal at Site D was of the same opinion: 
I don't think our Chaplain came here and applied for this job because of the money. In 
practical terms, though, once you get into the job and realise what the job takes from 
your family life, the pay of the Chaplain doesn't compensate for that. 
When asked why they may leave chaplaincy, 5 out of 10 Chaplains gave "low pay" as 
one reason. These five mdividuals (Joanne, Simon, James, Todd and Annette) included 
all, but one, of the longest servmg Chaplams m the sample at the time. Joanne, for 
example, had been a part-time Chaplam for more than 3 years. She wanted to contmue, 
but was findmg the low mcome stressful. She told me her greatest disappointment 
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concemmg chaplamcy is that "you can't stay long-term". Part-time Chaplains, 
especially, find it difficuh to stay long-term because of the low income. The LCC 
Chairperson and the Deputy Principal at Site A were well aware of this problem: 
I have a concem for Todd, currently working 3 days: This provides insufficient mcome. 
I am fairly concemed that he will not stay in the role because of the income. This is 
tragic because he is a great boost to the school: He brings a lot of strength to the area. 
(LCC Chairperson A, May 1998) 
Meg and Todd: It was [because of] the money they left here. Being paid for only 3 days 
per week, they can't survive. . . . The amount of money they get paid isn't very much. 
They can only do it for a certam time. They say they can give, say, 2 years to the youth, 
then move on to somethmg else. Both Meg and Todd went to full-time work. 
(Deputy Principal A, November 1999) 
Like Joanne, some uidividuals who come to chaplaincy want to stay long-term. 
Others, however, do not: They regard chaplaincy as a "steppmg stone" to other 
ministries. The majority of school administrators I interviewed came to this conclusion; 
so too did two LCC Chairpersons. In fact, 8 out of 10 Chaplains m the sample, when 
asked why they may leave chaplaincy, gave "a call to another ministry" as one reason. 
For those who want to make chaplaincy a career, pay is an important issue; for those 
who don't mtend to stay, pay is less important. Two Principals (at Sites D and E) 
expressed a concem that Chaplains are remunerated appropriately and offered a career 
pathway, so they can stay long-term. One said: 
It's a dreadfixUy unstable, casual position. If there was a career stmcture, where the 
Chaplain was appointed to a place for a guaranteed length of time, either full-time or for 
a stmctured time of the week for, say, 5 years, people would hang on. It's very difficult 
to retain really capable people who will inevitably be aware of other opportunities. 
Three former Chaplams (Vicki, Terry and Andrew) wanted to stay longer m chaplauicy. 
Each one gave low income as one reason they left. Terry, a full-time Chaplam, left after 
3 years to take up a similar position in a private school: "The SU system doesn't 
encourage people to stay in it if they're any good. They can do better outside career-
wise." In fact, of the 17 who left, 12 took up other mmistry positions. Of these, the large 
majority (9) were denommational, two went directly to other chaplamcies (one m a 
private school) and one took up a state school chaplamcy position about a year later. 
Many Chaplams, after some time in the job, find the pay insufficient to mamtam 
their standard of living. This becomes a source of stress. The Prmcipal at Site E said 
Most people who go into the ministry would like, or aspire, to be like the saints who do 
the work and believe the money will just come in. But most Chaplams have families 
and bills to pay. It's a constant anxiety. 
Annette took up a full-time chaplaincy position early m 1999. After almost a year in the 
job, she was fmdmg it hard to support her family. 
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Jason does get a bh of Austudy. It's not a frustration: It's more a concem. 1 try not to 
worry about it. At times 1 have worried about it. But it doesn't get you anywhere. I 
believe it's where God wants me so 1 wouldn't think of changing or anything like that. 
We've just re-financed our house: We've made some adjustments. 
Greg took up a full-time position in 1999. His annual income was $31,260. After a year 
in the job, he and his wife and family were struggling to survive: 
We were fortunate enough when we came: we'd put money aside . . . we're okay. We 
have some savings. On my income, we don't believe we live extravagantly . . . but 
we're eating into our savings. 1 don't know how other Chaplains survive. We're 
struggling to survive on this income. This income is more of a shock than we 
anticipated. . . . It would be deceiving to say it is not on our minds. On the Chaplain 
Satisfaction Survey . . . I marked "My pay" low before. Maybe I'd answer it a bit more 
carefully next time. I've now been in it longer, trying to budget on a lower income. 
A number of Chaplains are concemed not only about pay sufficiency, but also 
about pay faimess. Some regard SU Queensland's sliding salary scale (Figure 7.2) as 
discriminatory. This issue was a source of considerable dissatisfaction for James (whose 
wife worked) and Joaime (who is single). In March 1998, Joanne said "I've had lots of 
arguments with them [over this]. . . . My LCC agreed to pay me at the rate of married 
with two kids salary. The LCC and SU were in conflict over this. There was a whole lot 
of conflict." Some Chaplains claim their pay does not reflect their level of training and 
expertise and the contribution they make. They feel unappreciated. Vicki was one. 
The money they pay through SU is not adequate for what is expected. . . . The 
impression you got from SU was that you were not only to give excellent service, but 
excellent service at a cut price, and that you should feel good about this! 
In 1999, two school administrators raised the issue of pay faimess. The Deputy 
Principal at Site A said, "If it were me, I'd wonder about the value of my job when you 
get paid so little. That is, in our society, when the value of your job (how much it's 
worth) is important." According to the Principal at Site D 
They are financially poorly recognized for the work that they do. They work as 
counsellors in the schools, but are not paid as counsellors. They suffer the same stresses 
and strains of school life as teachers do, but they're not paid as teachers. 
Peter claimed a Chaplain's salary "does not measure up to other types of comparable 
ministries". James compared himself with others in the school: "People here who do 
identical work get $38,000 per year. The Chaplain gets $28,000 per year." 
In view of these claims, I have included Figure 7.6, which compares 1998 and 
1999 base salaries of full-time Chaplains (single or married with no dependants) with 
those of first-year 3-year trained teachers. Guidance Officers, and accredited Ministers 
(Pastoral or Youth) employed by the Baptist Union or the Uniting Church. 
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Figure 7.6 1998 and 1999 base salaries for fiill-time employees by occupation 
(Source: Scripture Union Queensland, 1998a, 1999a; Personal communication. May 2001, with Secretaries of the QTU 
Rockhampton Branch, Baptist Union of Queensland, Brisbane, and Queensland Synod of the Uniting Church, Brisbane.) 
State school chaplaincy as a vocation: The main issues 
Findings presented in this chapter reveal the complexity of issues associated with the 
employment of Chaplains in Queensland state schools. In an attempt to simplify these 
issues, and identify and clarify the main ones, I propose the following model (Figure 
7/7), an adaptation of Fink's (1992) conceptual framework. Importantly, this model 
displays the four over-arching issues (supervision, rewards, employee behaviour and 
commitment) and shows how these are interconnected. 
Supervision 
• Managing service delivery 
• Focussing on Chaplain's work 
• Facilitating Chaplain's 
professional development 
t 
Commitment 
To: 
• Their work 
• School 
• LCC and local churches 
• SU Queensland 
^ ^ 
^ w 
X 
^ ^ 
^ w 
Rewards 
• General system rewards 
• Individual rewards 
• Intrinsic satisfaction 
• Social satisfaction 
• Internalised values 
t 
Employee Behaviour 
• Job performance 
• Retention vs. tumover 
Figure 7.7 
Model showing connections between Chaplains' supervision, rewards, commitment 
and employee behaviour 
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Supervision (or lack thereof) is clearly the most important issue conceming the 
employment of Chaplains in Queensland state schools. On the whole, it appears that 
supervisors of Chaplains fail to take their responsibilities seriously. This may be due to 
a limited understandmg of the purpose of supervision, its functions and significance. 
The overall purpose of supervision is to optimise chaplaincy services to users 
withm the limitations of the Chaplain's role, the combined professional knowledge of 
the Chaplain and his or her supervisors, and the LCCs financial resources. There are 
three participants m the supervisory arrangement, shown as a triangular configuration m 
Figure 7.8(a): supervisors (LCC personnel, school administrators and SU Queensland 
staff) who represent line-management authority and accountability (see Figure 7.1), 
service-users, and the Chaplain who is directly involved with service-users. 
Supervision has three interrelated fimctions, as shown in Figure 7.8(b), each of 
which is closely linked to correspondmg participants in the first triangle. For example, 
supervisors (not the Chaplain or service-users) are those participants most closely 
associated with the function "managing service delivery", and so on. 
Chaplain A 
Supervisors 
A  
fa) 
i Service 
-users 
Facilitating 
Chaplain's ^ 
professional 
development 
Managing service 
delivery 
/ Providing \ 
/ support \ 
fb) 
Focussing on 
Chaplain's 
work 
Figure 7.8 
(a) Triangle of participants in supervision 
(b) Triangle of supervisory fimctions 
(These models are adapted from Hughes and Pengelly, 1997, pp. 41-42.) 
Note that "providing support" is not a function of supervision. All supervisory 
functions are intended to be supportive of Chaplains. According to Hughes and Pengelly 
(1997), support is "a means, not an end" (p. 48). However, I wish to emphasize the all-
pervasive nature of support by including it within the triangle of supervisory fimctions. 
In discussmg supervision, I draw heavily on the writing of Hughes and Pengelly (1997). 
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Supervisors' management fimction (supervisors and managers of chaplaincy 
services are one and the same) includes ensuring LCC aims and Departmental policies 
and procedures are implemented, the service has adequate fimds and resources, the 
Chaplam's pay and employment conditions are adequate, close links are mamtained 
with other stakeholders, the quality and quantity of the Chaplam's work is monitored, 
and the viability of the service is maintamed. In practice, one of the main difficulties 
concems the "three-headed boss" (as one Chaplam called it) and coordination of 
supervision. There is limited communication between the three supervisors and no one 
takes overall responsibility for ensuring all three supervisory fimctions (and related 
tasks) are implemented. In brief, the partnership between supervisors appears deficient. 
Supervisors focus on the Chaplam's work by engagmg with the Chaplain in in-
depth exploration of specific work-related issues (e.g., dealing with role conflict, 
measuring their effectiveness, discussing difficult cases), as opposed to dealing with 
management issues. Presently, this fimction is fiilfilled (at least to some extent at most 
sites) by a member of the school admmistration or LCC Chairperson. Clearly, the ideal 
person for this role is a school administrator who is a member (or Chairperson) of the 
LCC, someone who has a good understanding of the nature and scope of the Chaplain's 
work and frequent and close contact with the Chaplain. In situations where school and 
LCC personnel share this function, it is imperative that they meet together with the 
Chaplain on a regular basis, say once per month (apart from LCC meetings), to ensure 
adequate and well-coordhiated supervision. SU Queensland staff, generally, do not 
participate in this aspect of supervision. 
The third function, facilitating professional development, is perhaps the one 
most neglected by supervisors (cf Hughes & Pengelly, 1997, p. 59). It encompasses 
mduction, traming, networking, and consultation, all of which are very important in the 
socialization of Chaplams. This function is closely related to the previous one. Both aim 
to enhance job performance. While not necessarily its primary aim, facilitatmg 
professional development can also enhance commitment, especially commitment to co-
workers, supervisors and SU Queensland (cf studies reported in Meyer and Allen, 
1997, pp. 72-75). In view of this, the importance of formal induction procedures that 
provide adequate support and direction for new Chaplams, and planned, sequential, 
contmuous on-the-job trammg for Chaplams, cannot be stressed enough. While it is the 
responsibility of supervisors to facilitate Chaplains' professional development. 
Chaplains also have a responsibility to make their professional leammg needs known to 
their supervisors. Once on the job, they become aware of their strengths and weaknesses 
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and professional leammg needs. Most Chaplains expect that SU Queensland will 
provide training that addresses these needs. To the extent that these expectations are 
met, they are satisfied. 
Most school and LCC personnel, like Chaplains, regard professional 
development of Chaplains as SU Queensland's responsibility. However, they can play a 
significant role. Through regular, albeit mformal, meetings with the Chaplain (say, 
weekly or fortnightly), they can provide information, clarify expectations, help set 
reasonable priorities and goals, provide much-needed feedback, and provide technical 
assistance and guidance, without reducing the Chaplain's sense of autonomy (Chemiss, 
1980). Furthermore, as immediate supervisors, they are the ones best able to assess the 
job performance and leaming needs of Chaplains. 
In relation to professional development, one-on-one supervision is not without 
its difficulties. One issue that can cause difficulty is a mismatch between the stages and 
styles of professional leaming and practice of supervisor and supervisee (Hughes & 
Pengelly, 1997). Supervisors at Sites A, G and H, for example, regarded the Chaplains 
(Todd and Simon) as experienced and made assumptions about their competence. 
However, while competent m many areas of their work, Todd and Simon needed help in 
other areas. In the case of the LCC Chairperson at Site E and the Chaplain (Roberta), 
there was a mismatch between their styles of professional leaming and practice and also 
a mismatch in their stage of understanding of supervision. While the Chairperson had 
good intentions, he found that his capacity to provide supervision did not match 
Roberta's capacity to use it as a means of professional development and support. 
It is important not only that supervisors provide support but also that Chaplains 
perceive them to be supportive, especially at a personal level. Meyer and Allen (1997) 
reported that several studies show links between employee perceptions of support and 
affective commitment. Affective commitment exists when employees want to remain in 
their jobs because of their emotional attachment to, identification with or mvolvement 
m the organization (Meyer & Allen, 1997; Spector, 2000). Findings here show that 
when Chaplams perceive their respective supervisors to be supportive, affective 
commitment to the school, LCC or SU Queensland is enhanced. Supervisors show they 
are supportive of Chaplains when they make themselves available, listen 
sympathetically, pray with them (m some cases), show genume mterest m their work, 
and respond to Chaplains' personal and family needs and concems. Immediate 
supervisors can help Chaplains deal with issues such as work-family conflict. At best, 
claims Chemiss (1980), supervision becomes a mentor relationship. At the outset. 
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supervisors need to establish the basis for supervision (e.g., purpose, scope, expectations 
of supervisor and supervisee, confidentiality) and make clear supervisory arrangements 
(e.g., place, time, duration, what happens when there are cancellations or interruptions). 
One problem associated with madequate supervision of Chaplams is bumout. 
Maslach and Leiter (1997) assert that bumout "is not a trivial problem, but an important 
barometer of a major social dysfimction m the workplace" (p. 21). The risk of bumout 
among Chaplams is high. Their work mvolves a lot of face-to-face contact and is 
emotionally, physically and spiritually demandmg. Bumout, accordmg to Schaufeli and 
Enzmann(1998), is 
a persistent, negative, work-related state of mind m "normal" mdividuals that is 
primarily characterised by exhaustion, which is accompanied by distress, a sense 
of reduced effectiveness, decreased motivation, and the development of 
dysfunctional attitudes and behaviours at work. This psychological condition 
develops gradually but may remam unnoticed for a long time by the mdividual 
involved. It resuhs from a misfit between mtentions and reality in the job. (p. 36) 
Individuals do not come to chaplaincy feelmg burned out. Most begm enthusiastically 
and energetically, with noble aspirations and high (although often unrealistic) 
expectations for themselves, their work and others (Edelwich & Brodsky, 1980). 
However, after 1 or 2 years m the job, some Chaplauis show signs of bumout. Some 
individuals leave chaplamcy feelmg burned out. I argue that it is the responsibility of 
immediate supervisors to recognize early signs of bumout and to take action to alleviate 
or prevent it. This is important because, as Fink (1992) pomted out, the fust 2 or 3 years 
are critical m determinmg whether an employee will stay in or leave his or her job (p. 
64). On a personal level, immediate supervisors can help the Chaplain cope with the 
demands of the job and, on another level, they can provide an interface (a buffer) 
between the Chaplaui and the work context (Schaufeli and Enzmann, 1998). Fmdings in 
this study show that, while some individuals have personality characteristics that 
predispose them to bumout, the main sources of bumout among Chaplams are work 
overload, time pressures, inadequate support, lack of feedback, and insufficient reward. 
Fmdings in this study show the importance of rewards in relation to employee 
behaviour and commitment. Reward systems can serve a number of purposes (Fink, 
1992). One purpose is to guarantee a minimum level of performance. Another is to 
attract and retain employees. Rewards may also serve to encourage performance beyond 
the minimum, encourage mitiative and creativity, and promote collaborate behaviour. 
There are many different types of rewards, five of which are relevant here (Figure 7.7).^ 
In discussing rewards, I draw heavily on the writing of Fink (1992). 
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General system rewards are those available to all mdividuals by virtue of their 
employment by SU Queensland. They include salary scales, frmge benefits, and 
discounts. On the whole, they appear to do little to attract individuals to chaplamcy or 
retain them. In relation to performance and job satisfaction, the amount Chaplains are 
paid appears to have little or no effect. However, some Chaplams (especially part-
timers), after some time in the job, fmd the amount they are paid inadequate to sustain 
their standard of living. This tends to have a negative effect on commitment (especially 
to SU Queensland) and, m some cases, leads to tumover. For individuals who want to 
make state school chaplaincy a career, it is reasonable to suggest that full-time 
employment is a mmimum requirement. Added to this, they need to be assured that 
monetary support for the chaplaincy service is adequate and stable. 
Individual rewards are those available to employees on an individual basis. They 
foster performance beyond the minimum, initiative and, sometimes, creativity. 
However, because these rewards result from individual effort, they do little to encourage 
collaborative behaviour. I mention two. The first derives from Chaplains' desire to serve 
God and please Him through their work (Col. 3:23-24, Eph. 6:5-7). This is arguably 
their greatest reward. Chaplains are highly committed to God and consequently highly 
committed to their work and excellence in their work. The second mdividual "reward" 
is monetary support for the chaplaincy service. Chaplains tend to equate the 
chaplaincy's level of funding with their own level of performance. Thus, monetary 
support acts as a positive incentive (in terms of job performance and retention) when 
funds are high, but as a negative incentive when funds are low. 
Intrinsic satisfaction is inherent in the work of Chaplains. Indeed, individuals are 
attracted to chaplaincy because they expect the work will be rewarding. As a reward, 
mtrinsic satisfaction Imks Chaplains closely with their work, but not necessarily with 
co-workers, supervisors or SU Queensland as an organization. Nevertheless, intrinsic 
satisfaction helps to retain Chaplauis. Ryken (1995) identified intrmsic satisfaction as 
one criterion by which Christians can determine if they are m the "righf vocation. He 
claimed that if individuals are of service to God and people, their talents are bemg used, 
they are fulfilled m their work, and God through circumstances blesses their work with 
positive results, then they can assume they have chosen well. 
Social satisfactions result from social interaction on the job. Chaplams appear to 
have a great need to mteract with co-workers, supervisors and other Chaplains. On the 
whole, supervisors have failed to recognize this and have not provided Chaplains with 
adequate social support or ensured such support is available. To the extent that 
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Chaplams perceive social interaction on the job is supportive, they are satisfied. It is not 
uncommon for Chaplams to feel isolated and lonely (cf Edelwich & Brodsky, 1980, p. 
57). Consequently, they appreciate and seek social interaction with their peers. They 
appear to benefit greatly, both personally and professionally, from interaction with co-
workers and other Chaplauis. Because the performance of their peers is generally high, 
social interaction serves to enhance job performance. The level of commitment by 
Chaplams to the school, LCC and SU Queensland seems to be closely Imked to social 
satisfactions. While social satisfactions are not a factor m attractmg mdividuals to 
chaplamcy, they appear to play a very important part in retaining them. 
Finally, when Chaplains internalise organizational values (of the school, LCC 
and SU Queensland), this becomes a source of reward. The reward comes from 
believing in what the organization stands for, its mission and goals. As individuals, what 
is important is that they see beyond their immediate circumstances and see themselves 
as a valuable part of the organization as a whole. As a reward, intemalised values tend 
to serve all five purposes of reward systems (Fink, 1992). According to Fink, 
intemalised values are the main source of employee identification with the organization. 
To the extent that supervisors desire Chaplains to be committed to their organization, 
they "must pay attention to the full range of rewards, but especially to whatever it takes 
to Imk employees' goals and values to those of the organization" (Fink, p. 19). 
In chapter 8,1 focus not on Chaplams but on the groups and organizations that 
have the responsibility for ensuring the success and viability of chaplamcy services: 
LCCs, school communities, local churches, the Department of Education and SU 
Queensland. There I examme the way in which these stakeholders have fulfilled their 
respective roles, and the extent to which they—^as well as other mdividuals, groups and 
communities—show ownership of chaplaincy services m Queensland state schools in 
the late 1990s. 
8 
OWNERSfflP OF STATE SCHOOL CHAPLAINCY 
Lots of people own it. Primarily the committee would certainly own the chaplaincy 
because it's had to work so hard to make it a success. Secondly, its success has resulted 
in the schools owning it very strongly. Thirdly, the whole community owns it because of 
the financial backing that comes from a broad cross-section of the entire community. 
(LCC Chairperson) 
/ would hope the churches own the chaplaincy. But I don't think they 've got the full 
grasp of it. Only a couple of churches have. They've not put it under their wing. 
(Chaplain) 
In the early years of the development of the state-wide chaplaincy movement and in 
campaigns to establish chaplaincy services locally, ownership was an important issue 
(as shown m chapters 2 and 3). Over 10 years later, at the end of the 1990s, findmgs m 
this investigation show that ownership was still an important issue. 
From early in this investigation it was clear that among stakeholders there is 
uncertainty as to what constitutes ownership and who may rightfiilly claim to be an 
"owner" of chaplaincy at either state or local level. Ownership m this context may be 
more perceived than real. Some stakeholders equate ownership with high commitment 
and high performance m relation to management or administration of chaplaincy 
services. Others equate ownership with leadership and advocacy. Some equate 
ownership with provision of funds. Others regard ownership as acknowledgement that 
"This is ours". What is clear is that no group or organization has sole ownership of 
chaplaincy in Queensland state schools. Ownership is shared. Officially, accordmg to 
Government legislation, the Department of Education, Local Chaplaincy Committees 
(LCCs) and accredited employing authorities are the custodians of chaplamcy in 
Queensland state schools. As custodians, they are responsible to the individuals, groups 
or communities they represent, that is, the people of Queensland, school communities 
and local churches^ and chaplaincy supporters and sponsors. In this chapter, I examine 
the manner in which the Department of Education, LCCs and SU Queensland have 
fulfilled their respective roles as custodians, and the extent of ownership by schools, 
local churches and communities, of chaplaincy services m Queensland state schools in 
the late 1990s. 
' "Local churches" is used here in place of "religious societies and denominations", which is used in 
Department of Education definitions (see Glossary of key terms, chap. 1). 
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Background information 
Figure 8.1 is a model I have developed on the basis of mformation m Department of 
Education (Queensland) and SU Queensland policy and guidelmes documents. It shows 
the overall management structure of chaplamcy services m Queensland state schools 
where SU Queensland is the employing authority. It shows clearly the Imes of delegated 
responsibility and accountability linkmg the main stakeholders, at state and local level. 
School 
community 
Delegated responsibility 
Queensland 
Government 
1 t 
Department of 
Education 
School Principal 
it 
( LCC 1 
Minister for Education 
> ' 
- > 
Local 
churches 
SU Queensland 
Accountability 
Figure 8.1 
Model of overall management structure for chaplaincy services 
m Queensland state schools 
The Department of Education, on behalf of the Queensland Government, has 
ultimate responsibility for chaplamcy services in Queensland state schools (Department 
of Education, Queensland, 1993a, p. 19). hi particular, the Department has final 
responsibility on all matters of policy, procedures and guidelmes govemmg their 
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operation. The Religious Education Advisory Committee (REAC) acts as a consultative 
body for the Department. The Mmister for Education is responsible for accreditation of 
employuig authorities such as SU Queensland, bodies that may employ Chaplams to 
work in Queensland state schools. The School Principal, an officer of the Department, is 
responsible for establishing and approving the LCC, which comprises representatives of 
local stakeholders (the school community and local churches). The LCC is an mterface 
between the school community and local churches. A single LCC may be responsible 
for chaplaincy services in more than one school (e.g., at Sites B and C, and G and H). 
The LCC bears the main responsibility for the acceptability and viability of the 
chaplaincy service (or services) (Department of Education, Queensland, 1993a, p. 16). 
The LCC is the "hub" of the chaplaincy service (Scripture Union Queensland, 1999c, p. 
4). The LCC is, m effect, a committee of management. Members of the LCC are 
accountable to the stakeholders whom they represent. The suggested mode of operation 
of LCCs is consensus decision-making (Review Committee , 1995, October; Scripture 
Union of Queensland, 1996/1998b/l999b). The LCC may seek accreditation as an 
employer, or appomt an extemal accredited employing authority to employ the Chaplain 
on its behalf In the latter case, the employmg authority may be represented on the LCC. 
Importantly, the employing authority acts as "trustee" for the LCC (Scripture Union of 
Queensland, 1995/1998a/l 999a) and, therefore, has an obligation to act in the best 
interests of the LCC. The employing authority is accountable to the Department of 
Education. 
The LCC comprises school and local church personnel. School personnel may 
include the Principal or nommee, a teacher representative, a representative of parents of 
students attending the school, and one or two student representatives. Each individual 
local church may be represented on the LCC, whether or not it is a financial supporter 
of the chaplaincy service. According to the Department of Education, Queensland 
(1993a), the primary criteria for membership are "the mdividual's ability to represent a 
particular group of stakeholders and a commitment to the model and aims of chaplaincy 
services adopted by the school" (p. 9). Havmg many churches represented by one or two 
clergy appointed by a Ministers' Fratemal is not advisable. While a Ministers' Fratemal 
may be "a significant and necessary support and referral group for the LCC", the 
responsibility for the chaplaincy service lies with the LCC, not the Fratemal (Review 
Committee, 1995, October, p. 6). A church representative should be an official 
^ The Review Committee was a sub-committee of the Heads of Churches Chaplaincy Working Group 
established in 1995 to examine issues conceming state school chaplaincy in relation to the churches. 
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representative of a local church, appointed by the church leadership, so that the church 
takes ownership of its representation on the LCC (Review Committee, p. 2). 
LCCs play a significant role m the establishment and management of chaplamcy 
services at a local level (as shown in previous chapters). One important management 
task is fund-raising. Another is advocacy. LCCs are responsible for raismg public 
awareness and gaining public support for chaplamcy. LCCs are also responsible for the 
strategic direction of the chaplamcy service, monitormg and regularly reviewmg the 
service, re-evaluating chaplaincy service aims and goals, and responding to local needs. 
By defmition, an accredited employmg authority is responsible for employment 
conditions, payment of salary and attention to the mdustrial and professional needs of 
the Chaplam (Department of Education, Queensland, 1993a; DOEM, 1998, November). 
As shown in chapter 7, an employing authority has two main areas of responsibility: 
supervision of the Chaplain and management of finances. As tmstee, an employing 
authority is fmancially, legally and ethically accountable to stakeholders and donors 
(Scripttire Union of Queensland, 1995/1998a/l999a). hi 1995, there were four 
accredited employing authorities in Queensland: St Andrew's Anglican Church South 
Brisbane, Kirwan State High School Chaplaincy Committee, Mount Isa and District 
Chaplamcy Committee, and SU Queensland (Review Committee, 1995, October, p. 8). 
Each one, except SU Queensland, employed one Chaplam. SU Queensland, at the end 
of 1995, employed 37 Chaplains. As shown in Figure 7.3 (chap. 7), the number of 
Chaplams employed by SU Queensland continued to increase over the next 5 years. At 
the end of 2000, SU Queensland employed 88 Chaplains, in effect giving it a monopoly 
as employer of Chaplains in Queensland state schools. 
Ownership at state level 
In relation to the overall management of state school chaplamcy m Queensland, the 
Department of Education has state-wide jurisdiction, LCCs local jurisdiction. SU 
Queensland, because of its connection to a large number of LCCs throughout the state, 
also has state-wide jurisdiction. First, I examine ownership at state level. 
§ DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
The Department played a significant (albeit reluctant) leadership role m the 
development of chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools m the period 1991-
1993 (as shown m chap. 2). In 1995, the Department acknowledged the work of 
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Chaplams m state schools m a 2-page spread m Education Views (Department of 
Education, Queensland, 1995, November 10). However, the Department has played a 
mmor role in the development since the mid 1990s. This has been the case regardless of 
the political stance of the government at the time. Successive Queensland Governments 
have continued to endorse chaplaincy but consistently refuse to provide any tangible 
means of support (includuig fmancial assistance) despite increasing pressure fiom local 
communities throughout the State to do so. 
After more than 10 years of chaplaincy m Queensland state schools, support and 
recognition for chaplaincy is evident not only m schools and local churches but also in 
communities of which these schools and churches are a part. This is particularly evident 
in non-metropolitan locations where there is generally a high level of community 
ownership of chaplaincy. The chaplaincy service at Site I, m a small rural centre, is one 
example. According to the LCC Chairperson, the chaplamcy service was established on 
the premise that the community shares its ownership. The LCC Chairperson, the 
Chaplain and students identified the community as an owner. Greg, the Chaplain, said: 
"If ownership is only a financial thing, local businesses put m more than the churches." 
Students (Keith and Martin) acknowledged that the chaplaincy service has a high profile 
in the community. It gains a great deal of publicity in the local newspaper, for example, 
which "everyone reads". Of the Chaplain, Keith said, "They might not know much 
about him, but they know that the school's got one." Martin said 
A lot of the community—the whole community—knows about him. Like, trying to get 
funds for him, a lot of the businesses . . . have accepted that the school has a Chaplain. 
So I don't think there's a problem. They were supporting us before the Chaplain was 
there. So there's no bickering about having a Chaplain. It's just been well accepted, out 
in the community. 
Another example is the chaplamcy service at Sites G and H, in a large rural centre. 
Stakeholders at these two sites m 1998 and 1999 acknowledged significant community 
ownership. In 1998, the Chaplam (Simon), said 
This is not a "churched" community, but it is supportive of things that work. They do 
not support it because it's a Christian ministry, but support it because it supports them, 
is effective. That's the name we have now. It is spreading by word of mouth: "Talk to 
the Chaplain." Why are we doing well here? . . . Compared with [other places], 
according to the Principal, this community may not be Christian, but it is quick to 
respond to thmgs that work. 
Chaplaincy is viewed not only as an important part of student support stmctures in 
schools, but also an important part of support networks catering for young people and 
their families in the local community. State school chaplaincy, at least in non-
metropolitan localities, is embedded m the community. 
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By the mid 1990s, the benefits of chaplaincy m state schools started to come to 
the notice of local members of Parliament. In November 1996, m the Queensland 
Legislative Assembly, Mrs Liz Cuimingham MLA, Member for Gladstone, asked the 
Minister for Education about the possibility of government fimdmg assistance for 
chaplaincy in the context of issues of disciplme and student behaviour. In reply, the 
Minister (Hon. Bob Quinn, MLA) reiterated the Department's 1992 policy and 
procedures and 1993 guideluies and added, "There are no Government, or departmental, 
funds set aside, m Queensland, specifically for the purposes of supportmg chaplamcy 
services." (Queensland Parliament, 1996, p. 5056). Smce then, others have raised m 
Parliament the issue of government support (mcluding financial support) for chaplamcy. 
In November 1997, Mr J. H. Sullivan MLA, Member for Caboohure, 
commended the work of Chaplams in the three high schools in his electorate and, in 
solicitmg government support, he claimed "havmg a school chaplaincy is emmently 
better than placing a police officer in a school" (Queensland Parliament, 1997, p. 4646). 
In August 1998, Hon. Vmce Lester MLA, Member for Keppel, paid tribute to the work 
of Chaplains in high schools in his electorate and, advocating government funding, he 
said, "The Government only has to give a little bit of money and it will get it back three 
times over." (Queensland Parliament, 1998, p. 1576). In April 1999, Mr Lucas MLA, 
Member for Lytton, highly commended the work of Chaplams at Wynnum and 
Wynnym North high schools. He strongly advocated government fimding, saying 
We should be doing more to support school chaplamcy, particularly in the light 
of our tragic youth suicide rate. Early mtervention, whether it be to reduce 
causes of crime, to support students and their families or just to provide a 
friendly ear to listen . . . represents money far better spent than the great many 
more dollars spent late on pickmg up the pieces. (Queensland Parliament, 1999, 
p. 1026) 
On 14 May 1999, the Minister for Education (Hon Dean Wells MLA) issued a 
statement in reply to Mr Lucas and a query on 15/4/99 about fmancial support for 
chaplamcy fiom Mr Dalgleish MLA, Member for Hervey Bay. Mr Wells stated: 
Chaplaincy Services m state schools is an option, provided by Education 
Queensland, to local school communities, m those situations where significant 
local support for the service is evident. It is a community decision and 
responsibility. . . . This framework enables local fundmg to be accessed i.e. 
contributions from religious societies and denommations, individuals, the school 
budget, P&C association and fund raismg. It also enables the community to 
access avenues of extemal fundmg . . . contributions from service organisations, 
donations from busmess and industry, government grants . . . It is not proposed 
to change existing funding arrangements for chaplains m schools at this time. 
(Queensland Parliament, 1999, p. 1764) 
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This response did not quash members' concems and those of people m local 
communities with Chaplains. On 26 May 1999, Mr Feldman MLA, Member for 
Caboolture, addressed the issue of youth suicide and, in this context, strongly advocated 
government funding and support for state school chaplaincy. On 27 October 1999, Hon 
Robert Schwarten MLA (Member for Rockhampton) presented a petition to the 
Legislative Assembly, on behalf of 1900 petitioners, requesting government subsidy for 
chaplaincy services. The Muiister for Education gave this reply (10/12/99): 
Regarding the provision of fundmg for chaplaincy services, it is relevant to 
reiterate the existing policy stance of Education Queensland. Individual schools 
may work collaboratively with the local communities to supply appropriate 
resources specifically for chaplamcy services. Contribution of specific funds by 
the government for chaplaincy services could involve distinguishing between 
denominations and give rise to claims of inequity of treatment to the diversity of 
religious and other belief systems held by students and their families who are 
served by state schools. (Queensland Parliament, 1999, pp. 6291-6292) 
In early 2000, three members agam raised the issue of chaplaincy in Parliament, 
two in relation to the Drug Rehabilitation (Court Diversion) Bill, commending the work 
of Chaplains in drug awareness programs and early intervention, and the other in 
relation to the Child Protection Act 1999, questioning whether the government 
recognized the good work of Chaplains in state schools. 
In May 1999, the Minister for Education (Hon. Dean Wells MLA) accepted an 
invitation as guest speaker at SU Queensland's Chaplaincy Week Dinner, which 
(accordmg to SU Queensland's Chaplaincy Coordinator) was recognition at government 
level that chaplaincy is a significant movement in Queensland state schools. A 
Ministerial Media Statement (Wells, 1999, May 24) that same week, commending the 
work of Chaplauis m state schools, is testimony to this claim. Nevertheless, despite 
recognition, the government still did not offer support of any kmd. 
School admmistrators at all selected sites (but one) advocate government 
fundmg assistance for chaplamcy. A Deputy Prmcipal (Site A) said, "My ideal is for 
Education Queensland to take it over. No, not take it over, but provide money for that 
extra support person in the school." One Prmcipal (Site G) proposed $ for $ subsidy: 
If the community raises the funds, then the government should support it. But 1 don't 
think chaplaincy would be appreciated if it were just "dropped in" like the School 
Nurses were. Not many people in town would know about the School Nurse. It's just 
been "dropped in". But there're not too many who wouldn't know about the school 
Chaplain, because we have to fimd-raise What I'd like is for it to be an optional part 
of the school community, so that, if the school raises $10,000, then "Bang!" You've got 
one. So there's not the constant worry about raising funds. 
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However, while most want government fimdmg, there are reservations. The Principal at 
Site I was concemed that government fundmg might mean government ownership: "I'd 
love the funding but I don't want them owning it, thanks!" He gave the example of the 
Unitmg Church's Blue Nursmg Service: "Now that 70% of the fimding comes from the 
government... the government has control." The Principal at site D had a similar view: 
It would be great if there were some formalized systems support so it wasn't relying on 
the churches. It's pretty well much if the churches can afford a Chaplain, schools have a 
Chaplain. . . . But 1 don't think Education Queensland should start employmg the 
Chaplain. We'd lose that beautiful flexibility. 
The Principal at a school m a metropolitan locality (where fimding is not a problem) 
suggested needs-based funding because, in his opmion, "In some of the areas where the 
need [for a Chaplain] is greatest, the community is not able to support it." The Principal 
at Site E—a small rural centre—^attested to this claim: 
I think that the chaplaincy will stay strong in large centres where there're a couple of 
strong churches. For example, I have fiiends in Brisbane who worship at a large church 
at Mt Gravatt. That church supports three Chaplains in the area. They can give large 
amounts of money. In places like this, which is not a very big conununity, supporting 
many different denominations, all of them are stmggling to pay their own Minister, 
even to keep the buildings they're in. Unless there's some significant contribution [from 
the Government]—and this is the cynical view—say dollar for dollar raised, something 
like that, there will be no long-term fiiture. And I don't like to say that. 
It would seem that in response to their school and local communities, school 
administrators—officers of the Department—^are saying that the Queensland 
Government and the Department of Education, apart from givhig their endorsement, 
need to have more mput mto chaplamcy services in state schools. 
School administrators, generally, are optimistic about the future of chaplaincy m 
Queensland state schools. Its future is assured, according to Principals at three sites (F, 
G and C) m 1999, because chaplaincy aligns with the Department of Education's 
strategic direction (Education Queensland, 1999). One of them explamed 
There's a positive future because, in my mind, schools will become the last community 
place we'll have. . . . It's the place to do things with young people, to help them. 
You've got to come to school. Churches will realize that, if they want to reach yoimg 
people, to help them spuitually, you can't wait for them to come to your door: They 
must go to "get them". Not that the Chaplam is there as a "conversion" unit. They can 
actually see a Christian role model in operation. We've got kids now from second and 
thud generation homes where people have not gone to any worship, h's a conditioning 
thmg. h's like the work issue. There's second and third generation families where no 
one has worked. They don't know anyone who works. Churches would recognize this 
as not a bad marketmg option for them. . . . Schools used to be a bh of a "spiritual 
desert". Now you can open kids' mmds to things like Christianity: That h's good and 
normal. They can see a role model. A better role model. To see that Christianity and the 
church is not a big thing to get worked up about. I've found that, of all the support 
people who have come into the school, the one whose outcomes have far exceeded my 
expectations, is the Chaplain—what they've achieved m the school. 
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The Principal at Site C envisages a future in which Chaplains are an accepted part of the 
state education system, as m the case of Chaplams in public hospitals and the armed 
forces. He said 
I can see in the future, the churches . . . having an office of the pastor on the school 
campus. Like the police—the school-based police officer— a^nd the nurses in the school. 
It's like what happens in independent schools where there's a resident Chaplain who 
ministers to staff, parents and kids. I think that would be a great day. Then state schools 
would benefit from the privileges independent schools have. 
§ SU QUEENSLAND 
In the early to mid 1990s, SU Queensland led the movement to establish chaplaincy 
services in Queensland state schools (chap. 2). In that period. Chaplains employed by 
SU Queensland were generally known as "SU Chaplams". Chaplaincy in Queensland 
state schools was becoming synonymous with SU Queensland, the main employing 
authority. In many ways, during the next few years, SU Queensland contuiued to lead 
the movement. Table 8.1 presents a summary of SU Queensland's major initiatives as 
an employer of Chaplains in the period 1996-2000. 
In the period 1996-1999, SU Queensland streamlmed and documented its 
policies, procedures and guidelines for chaplaincy services. In 1996, guidelines were 
produced. These guidelines were not meant to replace Departmental guidelines but to 
clarify them and be used in conjunction with them. The 1996 guidelines were the main 
outcome of the Review Committee's (1995, October) Report, to which Richard Jessup 
(SU Queensland's Chaplaincy Coordinator at the time) made a considerable 
contribution. In 1998, SU Queensland's 1996 guidelines and 1995 prospectus were 
revised, and an induction booklet for Chaplains produced. In 1999, the three 1998 
booklets were revamped and four chaplaincy handbooks were the result. 
A State Chaplaincy Committee, a sub-committee of SU Queensland Council, 
was established m 1997. It is not a representative group, but comprises individuals 
selected or endorsed by SU Queensland. Membership of the maugural committee 
included two Chaplains chosen by Chaplams at the 1997 Staff Conference as their 
representatives. Initially, the committee's purpose was to provide support and guidance 
for the Chaplaincy Coordmator and to act as a lobby group on behalf of Chaplams. By 
the end of 1999, its focus had changed somewhat, so that it now operates more as a 
forum for the Chaplamcy Coordinator to raise and discuss issues conceming chaplamcy. 
Meetings are held every 6 weeks. 
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Table 8.1 SU Queensland's initiatives as employmg authority 1996-2000 
Year Month Initiative 
1996 
April 
May 
1997 May 
July 
August 
August 
1998 February 
May 
October 
1999 January 
February 
March 
May 
Jime 
July 
August 
September 
October 
December 
Chaplaincy Coordinator appointed as SU Queensland's representative on REAC 
Guidelines for Establishing and Operating a Chaplaincy Service: For Local 
Chaplaincy Committees 
Richard Jessup met with Department of Education PoUcy Advisor 
Chaplaincy Chairpersons' Meetmg (in person or via teleconference) inaugurated 
(annual) 
Administration Levy increased to 10% and establishment fee applied 
Submissions invited from LCC Chairperson to SU Queensland's 1998-2000 
Strategic Plan 
SU Queensland demographic survey of Chaplains 
State SU Queensland Chaplamcy Committee first convened 
Chaplaincy Catch Up Newsletter produced (1 per term - for Chaplains) 
State-wide Chaplaincy Week inaugurated (armual) 
Chaplaincy Week Media Release (aimual) 
Chaplaincy Week Dinner held at ParUament House Annex 
Distribution of: 
Chaplaincy Prospectus for Schools and Committees 
Guidelines for establishing and operating a chaplaincy service in State Schools 
Chaplains' Induction and Information Booklet 
Brad Soussari appointed as Chaplaincy Resources Staffworker 
Chaplaincy Information Evenings held in Brisbane (quarterly, for LCCs) 
Chaplaincy Catch Up Newsletter redirected towards LCC Chairpersons & School 
Principals (1 per term) 
Pastoral Care Survey distributed to Chaplains 
Raising Funds for Chaplaincy Booklet made available to LCCs 
SU Queensland requested meeting with Minister for Education (declined) 
Making Committees Work (Better) Booklet made available to LCCs 
"A Salary Philosophy" and "New Salary Package" Papers distributed to LCCs 
ANSVAR Fimdraismg Proposal presented at Armual Chahpersons' Meeting 
Chaplaincy Review Package distributed to LCCs 
Chaplaincy Handbooks (Nos. 1-3 for LCCs; No. 4 for Chaplains) made available: 
No. 1 Choosing SU as an Employing Authority 
No. 2 Establishing Chaplaincy Services in State Schools 
No. 3 Operating a Chaplaincy Service 
No. 4 Working as a Chaplain in a State School 
Andrew McCafferty addressed REAC re chaplamcy demographics 
Andrew McCafferty met with Kendall Yeates (Department of Education) 
SU Queensland requested meetiog with Premier's Department 
Jim Rawson & Andrew McCafferty met with Senior Policy Advisor (Premier's 
Department) 
2000 January 
May 
August 
Revised salary package implemented 
Andrew McCafferty attended first meetmg of National Association of 
Government School Chaplamcy Service Providers (annual) 
Schools Mmistry Expo held as part of Annual Staff Conference (for Christian 
Youth Ministry agencies) 
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In 1997, SU Queensland mitiated the first of what have become annual meetmgs 
(in person or via teleconference) of LCC Chairpersons state-wide. SU Queensland sets 
the agenda for these meetings, which are chaired by a member of SU Queensland staff, 
usually the Chaplaincy Coordinator. The purpose of the meetuigs is to raise and discuss 
current issues and concems in relation to the operation of chaplaincy services. 
In first term 1998, SU Queensland mtroduced its quarterly newsletter 
Chaplaincy Catch Up. Its purpose was to share information and news with Chaplains. 
From the beghmmg of 1999, however, its purpose changed, so that now it is used as a 
means of sharmg information and news with LCC personnel and school administrators. 
In May 1998, SU Queensland instituted Chaplaincy Week, an annual event that 
celebrates the work of Chaplams and aims to raise the profile of chaplaincy in schools 
and communities throughout the state, with "functions, seminars, special church 
services and fiindraising events" (Sutton, 1998, May 24). The idea came from the LCC 
in the Gladstone District where Chaplaincy Week had been celebrated in 1996 and 
1997. 
In 1996 and again m 1999, SU Queensland made official deputations to the 
Queensland Government. In May 1996, Richard Jessup met with a Department of 
Education Senior Policy Advisor. In June 1999, SU Queensland requested a meeting 
with the Minister for Education, but was denied. However, a request to the Premier's 
Department in October 1999 was successful and Dr Jim Rawson and Andrew 
McCafferty (for SU Queensland) met with a Senior Policy Advisor to the Premier m 
December 1999. The purpose of the meeting was two-fold: first, to provide information 
about the work of chaplamcy and, second, to request government fimdmg. In relation to 
fundmg, SU Queensland was advised to contact other Government Departments. 
Despite these initiatives, SU Queensland's role as employing authority has met 
with criticism from various local stakeholders. On one hand, some perceive SU 
Queensland has assumed (unjustifiably) overall ownership of chaplaincy; on the other 
hand, some perceive h does not show enough ownership, that is, it has not "picked up 
the baton" (as one Chaplain put it). 
The overall management structure of chaplamcy services m Queensland is based 
on a model of decenfralization, rather than centralization (as shown in Figure 8.1). 
However, by the late 1990s, with SU Queensland so dominant as an employer of 
Chaplams, local stakeholders were aware of a growmg trend towards centralization, 
under the auspices of SU Queensland. Rather than each individual LCC sharing the 
responsibility of managmg its chaplaincy service with SU Queensland, it appeared that 
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SU Queensland was assummg more and more overall responsibility. SU Queensland 
staff were well aware of this issue. In 1998, m relation to perceptions about ownership 
of chaplaincy by SU Queensland, Andrew McCafferty said, "We are dehberately trymg 
to avoid usmg the term 'SU Chaplains'. We are trymg to use the term 'Chaplams 
employed by SU'". In 1999, Dr Jim Rawson told me this issue had caused SU 
Queensland "a lot of pain": 
It's very difficult. It's difficult for me. I don't like people questionmg the work of SU. 
In SU work, people are given a "free run". SU doesn't breathe down your neck. The 
LCC must do its own ministry. It hurts when it is said we want to control the ministry in 
the schools. 
According to Jim Rawson, SU Queensland does not seek ownership of chaplamcy, 
desphe its dommance as an employmg authority: It favours local church ownership. 
The major issue for SU is a deliberate relinquishing of power, which means that, when 
we do have to get in, it's quite difficult to do so because we want local ovmership. But 
when the local ownership is not taking the responsibility (like pastoral care and fiind-
raising), we are too little empowered to be able to help adequately. 
By the late 1990s, because SU Queensland was trustee for so many LCCs (m 
1998 administering over $1 million), its power was enormous. In the opinion of some 
stakeholders, SU Queensland uses its power to control rather than to serve LCCs. In 
1998, the Chaplain at Site F (James) said, "The LCC is fiiistrated with SU because of 
SU's demands. We've become servants of SU, rather than the reverse." A student 
representative on the LCC at Sites B and C in 1999 described SU Queensland's role as 
more like that of a "parenf than that of a "partner": 
It's like a parent watching you. They'll let you do thmgs. But, if you stuff up, they're 
there to tell you what you did wrong. And they'll help you sort out the problem, and 
help you so you won't do it again. 
In December 1999, James said, "I think that SU doesn't work with the committees. It 
dictates to the committees. It's not a partnership: It's an ownership. That's the 
problem." hi accord with this view, the LCC Secretary at Site F, referrmg to 
deliberations m 1999 between SU Queensland and LCCs concemmg the proposed new 
salary package for Chaplams, said 
SU may be the employmg body—I appreciate that and the need to have an 
understanding of the SU ethos—but h was totally school denying. We (LCCs) must 
work under Education Queensland guidelines m the schools. It was not sufficiently 
"partnered" enough. 
In relation to overall policy decisions, LCCs clearly have little or no input and 
consequently little or no influence over the direction of chaplaincy at state level. Some 
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local stakeholders feel a sense of disempowerment. "We are paying them. We should 
have a say as to how it is being run," lamented James. 
SU Queensland charges each LCC an administration fee to employ its Chaplain 
(or Chaplains). In effect, LCCs are users (or buyers) and SU Queensland the supplier of 
services and products. One Prmcipal put it this way: "SU owns the chaplamcy. But the 
LCC is leasing him." Appendix 1 of SU Queensland's 1998 Prospectus provides details 
about what is covered by the admmistration fee. I draw attention to three areas: 
donations, expertise, and combined voice. First: donations. SU Queensland has facilities 
to process and issue receipts for all donations to chaplamcy. Importantly, SU 
Queensland has tax deductibility status for donations by individuals over $2. Moreover, 
SU Queensland provides LCCs with monthly reports on donations received as well as 
lists of donor names and addresses. Second: expertise. SU Queensland boasts expertise 
in the area of chaplaincy: 
SU now has over 10 year [sic] experience in settmg up and operating 
Chaplaincies in Queensland. We were involved in the initial set up process with 
Education Queensland and basically provide a one-stop service and advice for 
all matters in relation to operating a Chaplaincy service in Queensland. We have 
produced manuals for the LCC and the chaplain that detail operational 
procedures. No other organisation provides these, (p. 21) 
Third: combmed voice. As the largest employer of Chaplains in Queensland, SU 
Queensland offers a combined voice, enablmg it "to lobby the government to access 
fimding and ensure the needs of chaplains are kept before them" (p. 22). 
With respect to SU Queensland's performance of these (and other) tasks, a 
number of local stakeholders in 1998 and 1999 were dissatisfied. Several mdividuals 
were concemed that LCCs were gettmg "value for money". For example, this LCC 
Chairperson (Sites G&H) expressed dissatisfaction with SU Queensland's level of 
administrative support: 
In respect to Scripture Union's role in the chaplaincy scene, 1 do sometunes worry 
about some of their administrative support that they give. I guess I would wonder about 
value for money that chaplaincies get. I know it's been discussed at the Chairpersons' 
Meetings. But I still have a lingering in my mind about it. The other thing 1 was going 
to mention. Too frequently, to my liking, are the administrative bungles. Mis-spelling, 
names wrong, etc. TTiere's a lack of professionalism. This is not acceptable when the 
community is supporting you, when you're dealing with a highly professional 
community. Those things are annoying, if not disturbing. 
In relation to expertise, SU Queensland's claim strongly implies ownership. It testifies 
to SU Queensland's strategic mvolvement in the chaplaincy movement m the past and 
its present dommance of the field. It implies high performance as an employer. 
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However, not all stakeholders regard SU Queensland as the model employer. Simon, 
Chaplam at Sites G and H, said m 1998 
They seem incapable of change. It's a big ship, that doesn't want to change. It's 
inefficient in administration . . . admin fees are high, not effective. They don't do 
pastoral care well. I'm a long way from Brisbane: A person could die. 
In terms of offering a combmed voice, some stakeholders criticised SU Queensland for 
failing to capitalize on this role. SU Queensland's apparent lack of leadership was 
lamented by number of local stakeholders, includmg Chaplains and LCC Chairpersons. 
Simon, for example, experienced on-going firustration with what he considered as SU 
Queensland's lack of vision and direction for chaplaincy. In May 1999, he said 
On the big scale, state wide chaplaincy—this is my area of biggest disappomtment. SU 
had such a wonderfiil opportunity, to release chaplaincy, to lead it into an exciting 
future, but this has not happened. Last Conference (1998) they were saying: "We want 
chaplaincy to leave us." Three or four senior people said this. "It has had its birth, 
grown up, and now it is time to leave." This was not said as a positive thing. I see it as 
[an admission of their] failure. This was not a statement made to the Conference as a 
whole: just to me. 1 am always asking the hard questions. I do hold leaders accountable. 
SU has not picked up the baton. SU sees chaplaincy as an addition—giving it 
an opportunity to come in to the schools, run ISCF, channel kids into their camps. SU 
didn't foresee chaplaincy developing as it did: They were not ready for it. We need a 
state organization [for chaplaincy]. I've tried to remain as objective as possible [re SU]. 
I hadn't had any previous contact with SU. They have missed the potential. 
From SU Queensland's perspective, one of the mam limitations to further 
development of chaplaincy m the late 1990s was lack of funds. By 1996, chaplamcy's 
rapid (and unexpected) growth was beguming to have a negative impact on SU 
Queensland as an organization, particularly in relation to fundmg. Chaplaincy posed a 
threat to the viability of SU Queensland's other mmistry areas, as a competitor for 
funds. Dr Jim Rawson wrote m the editorial of a 1996 edition of SU News (Rawson, 
1996, Wmter) 
Chaplamcy has grown at a remarkable rate. There are now 42 paid chaplams. 
When all of those schools currently appouitmg staff have a person in place, there 
will be 45. This is gettmg close to one third of state high schools m Queensland. 
. . . The donations from local areas to this ministry will top around one million 
dollars this year. All the other areas of SU mmistry call for donations of around 
one million dollars each year. It has been mevitable that there has been some 
leakage from historic SU mmisfries fimdmg to the chaplamcies. I see this as a 
growth problem that will take some time to solve. 
hi 1998, he agam raised the issue of fundmg for chaplamcy in an editorial of SU News 
(Rawson, 1998, Winter). This time, he encouraged supporters to lobby their local 
members of Parliament for government assistance: 
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Today $1 million is donated to the chaplamcy mmistry and 68 schools are 
blessed with SU chaplains. The biggest limitation for growth is funding. So far 
none of your state tax dollar has been given to directly fund chaplaincy mmistry. 
This may be something you could lobby your local member about. Praise God 
with us for this ministry and please pray for this 10-year-old child. 
Another limitation for SU Queensland was—^and still is— l^ack of human 
resources. In the late 1990s SU Queensland did not have adequate staffing levels (both 
quantitatively and qualitatively) to cater for chaplamcy. Chaplaincy had grown at a 
remarkable rate but this growth had not been accompanied by similar growth in SU 
Queensland's support mfrastructure. By the end of the 1990s, SU Queensland was 
finding the task of admhiistering so many chaplaincy services overwhelming, to the 
extent that this task was "driving" SU Queensland. In 2000, Andrew McCafferty 
reflected on this problem in a newsletter to his supporters (McCafferty, 2000, Spring): 
In Christian ministry the balance is easily tipped between being a good steward 
of the ministry that God has given us and allowing ourselves to become a 
servant of the mmistry. SU recently held it's [sic] annual staff conference, and 
one of the outcomes of this conference for me was the realisation that there has 
been a shift within our school ministry where we have sided more in being a 
servant of the ministry rather than custodians of that ministry who serve God. I 
guess fiom the outside looking in this might seem a bit pedantic—you can see 
that God has blessed SU and the ministry has grown. In many ways chaplaincy 
is promoted as a success story and it would appear that it is going ahead in leaps 
and bounds. 
Certainly in regard to the number of new chaplaincy services coming on 
board and the young people who are being ministered to through chaplaincy, it is 
thriving. However sometimes growth like we have seen, comes at a cost. I think 
for us, the cost has been that we have become driven and directed by the task of 
managmg chaplaincy, and we have been distracted from the reason that we are 
involved with chaplaincy. Chaplaincy is not the saviour of yoimg people—Jesus 
is! Can you pray with me that as we reflect on these things that God does his 
work m brmging us back to his heart and that we will change what we need to 
change to make this happen. 
In spite of being aware of all its limitations, Andrew McCafferty is quietly 
confident about the future of chaplaincy in Queensland state schools. His vision is to 
have chaplaincy recognized and valued, not only by the churches but also by the wider 
community. In his opmion, this is already happening, to a large extent. It is also to have 
positive relationships between the partners (the Department of Education, LCCs and SU 
Queensland). Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, his vision is to have Chaplains so 
entrenched in Queensland state schools that "if threatened, there would be so much 
public outcry that it just wouldn't be possible to get rid of them". 
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Ownership at local level 
On the whole, ownership of chaplamcy in Queensland state schools is feh very keenly 
at local level, whether by mdividuals, the LCC, the school, local churches, or the 
community. At the end of 1999 I asked Chaplams, LCC Chairpersons, school 
admmistrators and students at the selected sites to identify who "owns" the chaplamcy 
at their site. While opmions differed considerably, the large majority suggested jomt or 
collective ownership of some kmd. For example, the LCC Chairperson at Site D said 
1 thmk a lot of people have a stake m it. If you were askmg me, I'd say h's ours [i.e., the 
committee's]. Other people might say the local churches, or SU. Some people might 
even say the Chaplain owns it. 
The LCC is one owner, and the school another, accordmg to most interviewees 
at the majority of sites. At only one site (B), no-one considered the school an owner. 
Local churches were identified as one of the owners by a majority of Chaplams, but by 
few others. At two metropolitan sites, a Mmisters' Fratemal was identified as an owner. 
The LCC Chauperson at one of these sites said 
I think the chaplaincy is owned by the Ministers' Fratemal. The ovmership is felt there. 
The school P&C has made substantial contributions, the school provides all the admin 
back-up (like materials, phone, etc). Yes, the school "owns" h too. The thing about the 
high school chaplaincy—everyone feels they own it. But as to who got it off the ground 
in the first place and who cares that there's enough money to keep it going— i^t's the 
Fratemal. It's part of their "heart". 
At one site (C), all those I mterviewed identified students from the Christian Fellowship 
(CF) group as part owners. School administrators at four sites and two LCC 
Chairpersons identified SU Queensland as one owner. Chaplains at three metropolitan 
sites considered themselves part owners, a claim confirmed by LCC Chairpersons at 
two of these sites. Students at two sites considered the Chaplain an owner. Students at 
two other sites said God is the ultimate owner. At non-metropolitan sites, the 
community has ownership, jointly with the school, or with the school, the LCC or local 
churches, according to Chaplams, LCC Chairpersons and students. Phillip, Chaplam at 
Site H, said 
1 beheve the school has a great deal of ownership of it. The LCC has a great deal of 
ownership of h. The churches own it significantly. All three of these. The community as 
well. Whether h's equal shares, 1 don't know. In one local shire, the Deputy Mayor is 
very supportive. The Mayor of this city follows popular sway: Therefore he's [also] 
supportive because of popular interest. 
No-one at metropolitan sites identified the community as an owner. Figure 8.2, a 
summary of responses by mterviewees according to location (metropolitan cf non-
metropolitan), shows perceived owners of chaplamcy at the selected sites. 
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Figure 8.2 Perceived owners of chaplaincy at selected sites 
At the end of 1999 I also asked Chaplains, LCC Chairpersons, school 
administrators and students at the selected sites to identify who, in their opinion, should 
"own" the chaplaincy service at their site. Responses are summarized graphically in 
Figure 8.3. According to interviewees, ownership should be shared (as they perceive it 
to be at present—Figure 8.2). Schools should have substantial ownership. Local 
churches should have substantial ownership, considerably more than they do at present. 
The most notable difference between responses by interviewees at metropolitan and 
non-metropolitan sites concems the level of community ownership. Interviewees at non-
metropolitan sites expect the community to have considerable ownership of the 
chaplaincy service. 
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Figure 8.3 Expected owners of chaplaincy at selected sites 
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§ LOCAL CHAPLAINCY COMMITTEES (LCCs) 
Some LCCs lay claim to ownership of the chaplaincy service; others do not. LCCs 
differ considerably from site to site. They differ in composition and mode of operation. 
No two are the same. Meetings differ in regularity and levels of attendance. School and 
local church representation varies from site to site. Some LCCs have a large majority of 
members who are highly committed and actively involved; others have a majority of 
members who attend meetings, but do little else. Some LCCs show strong teamwork, as 
in the case of LCCs at Sites F and G&H; others have one or two active members who 
"carry" the LCC, as at Sites B&C and I. At some sites, the Chaplain is the most active, 
albeit unofficial, member of the LCC, as at Sites A and D. In some cases, a Ministers' 
Fratemal has considerable influence (as at Site A and D). LCCs also differ in the extent 
to which they provide leadership for the chaplaincy service. Leadership appears to be 
closely related to ownership. Some LCCs provide adequate direction for the Chaplain 
and the chaplaincy service; others do not. Some are "proactive"; others operate simply 
as a reporting body. Three examples illustrate these and a number of other points. 
The LCC at Site F is one example. The school is represented by a Deputy 
Principal (LCC Chairperson in 1998 and 1999), two teachers, one or two students, but 
no parents. There is wide local church representation. Most church representatives are 
laypersons. The committee meets monthly and is generally well attended. An SU 
Queensland representative attends occasionally. The LCC is strong and effective and, in 
the opinion of all stakeholders, exhibits considerable ownership of the chaplaincy 
service. According to the LCC Chairperson, the committee acts "as one": 
There's no one person who wants to take over. It's a plus. LCC meetings go smoothly. 
There're no major fights. It's made up of reps from Catholic, Anglican, UC, Church of 
Christ, Presbyterian, Baptist, two small Protestant churches and SU. There're no 
extreme groups. 1 am very lucky to have Peter as Secretary/Treasurer. He does a lot of 
work. Also Andrew (Deputy Chairperson)—he does his share. Between the three of us, 
we have a good team. We are lucky with the executive of the committee—extremely 
lucky—richly blessed with personnel. 
The LCC Chairperson claimed the LCC represents the interests of the school, local 
churches and SU Queensland. The LCC welcomes input from the Chaplain (James). 
"We take on board what SU sends out. We listen to James' ideas. It's pretty much all 
three (the school, the churches, SU). We all have our say." According to the LCC 
Deputy Chairperson, input is approximately school 60%, local churches 30%, SU 
Queensland 10%. In the opinion of the LCC Secretary, the school and the local 
churches, along with the LCC, are proud owners of the chaplaincy service at this site. 
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People say, "This is our chaplamcy". In relation to the fixture of the chaplamcy service 
at this site, the LCC Secretary said 
It's healthy because of the solid foundation we've given it. The churches, the school and 
people in the community see it as an integral part of the school. The question could be 
turned around: What would happen if you took it away? There'd be a "hew and cry". 
The LCC at Site A is another example. School representatives comprise a 
Deputy Principal, two teachers, and one parent. There are no student representatives. 
The local Mmisters' Fratemal appoints two clergy as representatives of the member 
churches; one is the LCC Chairperson. There are no other local church representatives 
and no SU Queensland representative. The Chaplain's input is considerable. Meetings 
are held monthly or bi-monthly and are not always well attended by church 
representatives. The LCC provides support, but little direction, for the Chaplain. In fact, 
one Chaplain (Todd) assumed leadership of the LCC by default. No-one I interviewed at 
this site in 1998-1999 regarded the LCC as having ownership of the chaplaincy service. 
However, the Minister's Fratemal is an owner, accordmg to Chaplains (Todd and Joel), 
the Deputy Prmcipal and LCC Chairpersons (1998 and 1999). The Fratemal says, "This 
is our patch", according to Todd. Ownership is strongly felt there. However, havmg 
members of the clergy as church representatives on the LCC is problematic. They find it 
difficult to gain the support and involvement of their congregations. Accorduig to Todd 
and successive LCC Chairpersons, the majority of people in the local churches do not 
own the chaplaincy service. The LCC Chairperson m 1999, a local church leader and 
member of the Ministers' Fratemal, explained 
Most people are concemed with where they're at themselves. If their kids are at 
Christian schools, the funds go there. They're not prepared to put money into state 
schools. . . . It's a sadness . . . the number of Christian families opting out of the state 
system. I'd love to see Christians involved in the state system. The Fratemal is OK, but 
getting the vision from the congregations we represent: this is harder. There are people 
who could well be involved. The majority are not in the state system. There's slowness 
in coming forward. 
Clearly, m relation to ownership, there are marked differences between Site A (in the 
Brisbane metropolitan area) and Site F (in a large rural centre). A third example is the 
jomt LCC at Sites G and H (in another large rural centre). 
School representatives comprise the Principal at Site G, and one or two teachers 
and parents from each site. There are no student representatives. Church representation 
is fairly broad and, since establishment in the mid 1990s, all representatives have been 
laypersons. Over a 3-year period in the late 1990s, the LCC increasingly assumed 
ownership—^and significant leadership—of the chaplaincy service. Accordmg to the 
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second Chaplain (Simon), when he commenced in 1996, the LCC was highly committed 
to the task of managmg the chaplamcy service but its members were "a little 
mexperienced" and did not have a good understandmg of how to go about it. By early in 
1998, however, there had been some changes in membership ("some were really tired 
and needed a break") and those who remained were "more aware and willing". Simon 
explamed, "Until recently, the LCC consisted of good Christian people, but not 
necessarily skilled or experienced or with expertise in management. Their weaknesses 
were that they knew nothmg of promotion, nothmg of fimd-raising, nothing of 
developing vision." At the end of 1998, the LCC was in a position to employ a second 
ftill-time Chaplain. The LCC Chairperson confirmed that, with significant help from the 
Chaplain, Simon (the "ideas person"), the LCC had devolved into "a small core of busy, 
hard-working, supportive people". On the eve of his departure in 1999, Simon told me 
I've helped the committee. They had a vision for two Chaplains, but no way of 
achieving it. They thought of Lamington Drives and all that. . . . We have brought 
chaplaincy to the wider community. It's about presenting the vision instead of asking 
for money. From this, we've seen it grow to what it is today. 
At the end of 1999, the majority of stakeholders at Sites G and H testified to the LCCs 
keenly felt ownership of the chaplamcy service, an ownership shared with the two 
schools and the local community. The LCC Chairperson said 
Lots of people own it. Primarily the committee would certainly own the chaplaincy 
because it's had to work so hard to make it a success. Secondly, its success has resulted 
in the schools owning it very strongly. Thirdly, the whole community owns it because 
of the financial backing that comes from a broad cross-section of the entire community. 
One Prmcipal claimed the school owns the chaplamcy service: "It is our chaplamcy," he 
said. The other Principal claimed the community owns h. Indeed, all stakeholders (but 
one) at these sites identified the community as an owner. 
Regarding the future of chaplaincy at sites A - I, most Chaplams and LCC 
Chairpersons see the LCCs role as critical. All LCC Chairpersons want at least to 
maintain the current level of service; a few seek to expand the service. In one locality, 
the LCC is lookmg to expand mto primary schools. Chaplams, typically, expect the 
LCC to have a clear vision for the chaplamcy service and conunitment to this vision. 
One Chaplam said, "There's lots of potential. Its only limit is leadership by the LCC." 
Another Chaplain put it this way 
They [members of the LCC] have got to have a heart for chaplaincy and be committed 
re fmancial help and volunteering then own church people to get behind h. They should 
be in h for the length of the term the Chaplain is m it. They need to make a 3-4 year 
commitment, as a minimum. 
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School communities 
Representation on the LCC is a one indicator of ownership. School representation on 
LCCs at the selected sites in 1999 is summarized in Table 8.2. At all sites but two (B 
and H), the Prmcipal (or one Deputy) was a member. At all sites but one (C), one or two 
teachers represented staff At four sites, students were represented on the LCC. The 
Parents' and Citizens' Association (P&C) had a representative on the LCC at seven of 
the nine sites. A school representative was LCC Chairperson at two non-metropolitan 
sites (F and H). 
Site 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
Table 8.2 
Location 
Metropolitan 
Metropolitan 
Metropolitan 
Metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
School representati 
Principal / DP 
1 
i 
on on LCCs at selected sites 1999 
Teacher(s) 
* 1 
1 
Student (s) 
t t 
t t t 
t f 
P&C 
representative 
t 
• 
1 
* 
Note: Each i indicates one individual. A * indicates LCC Chairperson. 
Provision of funds is another indicator of ownership. As an example, take the 
school's financial contribution in 1999 (Table 8.3). At Sites A and I, the school 
administration contributed $2000 and $3000, respectively, of behaviour management 
funds. At each one of the nine selected sites, the P&C contributed some funds and, at 
three sites (A, B and E), sufficient to fmance the chaplamcy one day per week. The 
Prmcipal at Site E claimed the P&C's significant fmancial contribution each year since 
establishment shows it is an "owner": 
It's been the biggest contributor over the years. They've been to a lot of trouble to get 
the Chaplain a car . . . They see the Chaplain as someone they've been very 
instrumental in: If not bringing the Chaplain into the school, certainly in keeping him 
there. They contribute $5000 or $6000 per year. 
The Student Council at three sites (C, D and H) contributed funds to the chaplamcy 
service in 1999. At Site D, for example, an amount of about $1000 is provided annually. 
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Table 8.3 
Site 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
The school's 
Location 
Metropolitan 
Metropolitan 
Metropolitan 
Metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
Non-metropolitan 
fmancial contribution to chaplamcy at selected sites 1999 
School 
administration 
$ 
$ 
Student Council 
$ 
$ 
$ 
P&C 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Note: Each $ indicates $1000 or more. 
The connection between fimding and ownership is shown clearly m this 
example, which concems the joint LCC overseemg chaplamcy at Sites B and C in 1999. 
The P&C at Site B offered to provide funds to employ the Chaplain at Site B for an 
extra day per week: The P&C wanted its funds allocated solely to its school. The LCCs 
policy, according to the Pruicipal and the Chaplain at Site C, is that all funds 
(irrespective of their source) are divided equally between the two schools. This policy 
(albeh unofficial) and the LCCs deliberations over the proposed funding caused tension 
and suspicion among representatives of the two schools, between the LCC and the 
Chaplams, and between the two Chaplams. The Principal at Site C elaborated 
There're some delicacies where you have two schools involved in one chaplaincy. . . . 
At this school, we run the plain-clothes days, raising about $2000 per year for the joint 
service. But the other school wanted to pay extra money just for their Chaplain. 
Chaplains and representatives from the school on an LCC, alike, need to be highly 
committed to equity on a committee. . . . From time to time I've found myself bemg 
proactive in trying to minimize differences between the two schools. 
Glen, the Chaplam at Site B, related the problem fi-om his perspective, especially how 
the LCCs deliberations affected him and the P&C: 
The committee said the money has to be spUt [evenly]. The P&C wouldn't have h. The 
LCC wiped then hands of h. I've negotiated another day with the P&C, gomg through 
SU. The LCC stuffed around. The P&C wanted me for an extra day from the beginning 
of the year. I started 3 months ago (at the beghmmg of second term) but I haven't been 
paid yet. ft has caused me a lot of stress. . . . Inadvertently they've killed off gettmg 
money from the P&C here. With the hassle the P&C has had to go through, they'll be 
reluctant to give in the future. 
This example shows plamly that ownership, particularly m relation to funding, is felt 
keenly by school communities. 
School communities, generally, assume ownership of the school chaplaincy 
service. The role of the school admmistration in this respect is crucial. Prmcipals (or 
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Deputy Prmcipals) m 1998 and 1999 at all but two sites (B and E) claimed they give the 
school chaplamcy public recognition and strong public support. Indeed, the majority of 
school administrators I interviewed acknowledged the school is an owner of the 
chaplamcy service. The Principal at Site H considered his role "to be seen to be 
supportmg if. He added, "I strongly believe it has a very important part to play in our 
schools." A Deputy Prmcipal (Site D) said, "We support it in any way we can, because 
it does work. We include it in any aspect [of school life] we can." The chaplaincy's 
profile m a school seems to depend largely on its recognition by the school 
admmistration. The Prmcipal at Site G described his advocacy role as encompassing the 
P&C, community groups, and the government: "My role is to sell its effectiveness, so 
people know their money is valued. With the government, it's to advocate that funding 
chaplaincy is a good thing to do." 
Regarding the future of chaplaincy at their respective schools, most school 
administrators want the service maintained, at least, at its current level. In this respect, 
most spoke of the urgent need for more stable funding. Those whose schools have a 
part-time service want a fiill-time service. Most want to further integrate the chaplaincy 
service into the support structure of the school. In this context, two School Principals (at 
Sites A and B) mentioned the concept of Full-Service Schools. 
At one metropolitan site (C), students (particularly those in the CF group) are 
perceived by all stakeholders as part-owners of the chaplaincy service. According to the 
Principal, while the chaplaincy has many owners, "The strongest ownership is felt by 
the students—the ones who receive the benefits of the service." According to the 
Chaplam (Joanne), student ownership is increasing. Joanne claimed that students should 
own the chaplamcy: "Unless it is useful to them and somethuig they want to keep going, 
h won't continue and will ultimately fail in its task." She encouraged the CF students to 
"speak up more, to be involved, to have opinions, and debate and disagree". I 
mterviewed Karen and Amy, two students who belonged to the CF group and who were 
student representatives on the LCC. They testified to their keenly felt ownership. They 
were active members of the LCC. At the time I met them they told me about then plan 
to help raise the profile of the chaplaincy m the local churches and the community: 
AMY: We're trying to create a Powerpoint presentation that we can go around and 
show the businesses and service clubs and churches. Just so that they understand 
what our history is, what we've done. 
KAREN: What we've achieved, and where we're going. 
AMY: Yeh, because, if they hear about chaplaincy, they might say: "Oh, yeh, I know 
about it, but what does it actually do?" I was working on it this moming and we 
were putting in testimonials, and things like that. 
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In their opmion, chaplamcy should be owned by: "the people who do it", "the people 
who are mvolved", "everyone who is touched by it": students, parents, teachers, RE 
teachers, the Chaplam, the LCC, and the churches that contribute. 
Local churches 
Representation on the LCC is one mdicator of ownership. Local church representation 
on LCCs at selected sites m 1999 is summarized m Table 8.4. Clearly, local church 
representation is higher m non-metropolitan locations (sites E-I) than m metropolitan 
locations (A-D). Overall, some denominations are represented more than others. In 
1999, Unitmg Church congregations were represented on six LCCs, Baptists on five, 
and Presbyterians on four. Anglican, other Protestant (e.g., Church of Christ, Seventh-
Day Adventist, Wesleyan Methodist, Brethren) and AOG congregations were 
represented on three LCCs. Catholics and COCs were represented on two LCCs and 
other Pentecostal churches and Lutherans on one LCC. At Site D, the three church 
representatives were elected ecumenically from among Fratemal or ICC members. 
Site 
A 
B & C 
D 
E 
F 
G & H 
I 
Table 8.4 Local church representation on LCCs at selected sites 1999 
Catholic Anglican Uniting Latberan 
• * 
t 
t 
f 
1 
f * 
1 
t 
t t 
Presbyt-
erian 
t * 
1 
f 
t 
Baptist 
1 
t 
t 
1 
Other 
Protestant 
t M t 
t 
AOG 
t 
1 
• 
COC 
1 
E
i?
| 
t 
Note: Each i indicates an LCC representative. A * indicates LCC Chairperson. 
Provision of funds is another mdicator of ownership. Local churches committed 
to chaplamcy contribute fmancially (as one LCC Chairperson put it) "a considerable 
amount m proportion to the size of the congregation". Table 8.5 summarizes fmancial 
contributions by local churches in 1999. One or more Unitmg Church congregations 
contributed significant funds in each of the seven localities. Baptists and Presbyterians 
contributed significantly m all localities with congregations (six and four, respectively). 
One or more Anglican congregations together contributed significant funds in five 
locaUties. AOGs contributed significantly m four localities and Catholics contributed 
fimds m four localities. 
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Table 8.5 
Local churches' financial contribution to chaplamcy at selected sites in 1999 
Site 
A 
B & C 
D 
E 
F 
G & H 
I 
CathoUc 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Anglican 
$ $ 
$ 
$ $ 
$ 
$ 
Uniting 
$ 
$ $ $ 
$ 
$ 
$ $ 
$ 
$ 
Lutheran 
$ 
$ 
Presbyt-
erian 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Baptist 
$ 
$ $ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
other 
Protest-
ant 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ $ $ $ 
$ $ 
AOG 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
COC 
$ 
$ 
other 
Pente-
costal 
$ 
$ 
Note: Each $ indicates a local congregation that contributed $1000 or more. 
Ownership by local churches appears to be directly proportional to their 
financial contribution. Two examples suffice. In one metropolitan locality, funds for the 
chaplamcy come from Unitmg, Baptist, Church of Christ, Presbyterian and AOG 
churches. These churches assume ownership. The LCC Chairperson (1998) said 
The Uniting Church has taken a long term view and budgeted accordingly. The 
Anglicans have a new building, therefore they cut out [their support for the chaplaincy] 
years ago. They might offer an occasional gift, but it is not sustained long-term giving.. 
.. The Catholics are not interested in the state school. 
In one non-metropolitan locality, small to moderate size congregations of six 
denommations (Catholic, Anglican, Uniting, Lutheran, Baptist and Presbyterian) each 
contribute $2000 per year towards the fiill-time service. All six churches claim 
ownership. Accordmg to Peter, a layperson and LCC Secretary at Sites B&C, "To get a 
church financially supporting somethmg like chaplamcy, you need a person there 
championmg its cause. In my church, it's me." Chaplains Todd (Site A) and Simon 
(Sites G and H) want the local churches to endorse chaplamcy as part of the churches' 
mmistry, rather than promotmg it as a separate, independent mmistry. They want local 
churches to give chaplauicy more recognition and support. Simon explained 
We should present chaplaincy as a valid ministry of the churches rather than just a 
ministry of a parachurch: one that's seen as effective and successful. We need to 
generate ownership by, and interest from, the local churches. The AOG denomination 
especially. The issue of chaplaincy is a new one for them. 
In accord with this, the ideal situation appears to be where chaplamcy is adopted as a 
mission of the local church and mcluded m the church budget. This approach is taken by 
a number of local churches, particularly in metropolitan localities. 
Chaplams are appointed to represent the local churches m the school. This is the 
mam aim of state school chaplamcy, according to LCC Chairpersons (chap. 4). In 1999, 
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I asked Chaplains, school admmistrators and students at the selected sites to state 
whether havmg a Chaplain m the school makes any difference to the way people in the 
school community view the churches. The majority of Chaplains and students claimed it 
does make a difference; there was ambivalence among school administrators. Two 
Chaplams (Joel and Glen) claimed that people in the school community regard them as 
representmg the churches and therefore connect what they do with the churches. A 
student at Site D, however, claimed that people in the school community do not 
necessarily make a connection between the Chaplam and the churches. She said, "I'm 
not sure how it would affect their view of the church. Church has such a bit stereotype." 
The Principal at Site D expressed a similar view 
Kids see churches associated with religion. They're not into that sort of stuff They're 
mto relationships and values. They'll go to the Chaplain when they need help. I don't 
flunk they make any connection between Katrma and going to church. 
Nevertheless, most stakeholders claim that havmg a Chaplam helps people in the school 
conununity to gam more awareness of the churches. The Prmcipal at Site C said: 
I think there is defmhely an awareness now of the churches m the local community. I 
didn't know what churches were there before we had the chaplamcy. They [people from 
the churches] come into the school now. The Chaplain makes contact with them. I am 
more aware, and others on staff are too. 
Conunents by Chaplams included: "They have a greater awareness that churches are 
actually helpful, that they do have a compassionate side." "It's broken down the 
barriers." "I would say people would have a lot softer approach to the church." Some 
stakeholders claimed that having a Chaplain helps change students' attitudes towards 
Religious Education (RE) and Christians in general. Joanne, Chaplain at Site C, said 
For the first couple of years of RE, students treated the teachers of RE with lots of 
suspicion. Now they are accepted as just part of "what happens" and even drum up 
some curiosity. I think my presence has had a part to play in that. 1 tlunk the RE 
teachers get judged on the smdents' previous experience of Christians, and for many 
students, I am all they have met. 
Karen, a student at Site C, confirmed this, givmg an example of a fellow student whose 
"entire opmion of Christians has changed from that of old ladies who teach RE to that of 
[Christians bemg] normal people". The Prmcipal at Site E claimed that the churches' 
willingness to fund a Chaplam is a witness to people m the school community: 
I thmk a lot of people not associated with the churches see them as very closed 
organizations whose work is ofl;en not seen m the community. All of a sudden, they're 
working side by side someone who's there because the churches support him. The 
Chaplain is . . . in the school because of the churches' willingness to fGnd it. Two or 
three staff members here were very "anti" about having a Chaplam when we first 
mooted it. Now they're very supportive . . .It's reframed their perception of churches 
and what churches do. 
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However, it seems that many local churches are not capitalizmg on ministry 
opportunities available to them through state school chaplaincy. 
Local churches, generally, are not takmg sufficient ownership of chaplamcy in 
state schools, accordmg to many stakeholders. In 1999, the SU Queensland Chaplamcy 
Coordmator said, "It's embarrassing to see support m the community, but lackmg m the 
churches. That's not a criticism of the churches in general, but the church m particular 
places." The Chaplam Satisfaction Survey results (chap. 7) reveal that, overall. 
Chaplains employed by SU Queensland m 1998 and 1999 throughout Queensland were 
not satisfied with the level of support for chaplaincy shown by local churches. 
Chaplains, generally, expect local churches to "own" chaplamcy. They expect local 
churches to be more mvolved in the school. Glen, Chaplain at Site B m 1999, said 
I would hope the churches own the chaplaincy. But I don't think they've got the fiiU 
grasp of it. Only a couple of churches have. They've not put it under then wing. I think 
they [the churches] should see it as a ministry they're involved in more than just 
financially contributing to. 
Another Chaplaui (Todd) claimed that the problem with many churches is "insularity". 
He especially mentioned AOG churches (his own denomination): 
The churches' own interest groups. In the Catholic, Anglican and UC, Ministers are 
appointed. This is not tme in Baptist and AOG churches. Their Ministers are called. The 
big issue for them is keeping their congregation happy. If they do this, then they keep 
their job. It's almost like a competition—between the churches—to run bigger and 
better programs, to get bums on seats. More people means more money, then they get 
paid and they keep tiieir jobs. There's a lot of pride: They're looking inwards. 
They believe that ministering to the people in the churches is important. They 
have lost their real focus: to equip the people in their churches to go out to spread the 
gospel to those outside.... AOG churches can be some of the most insular. They might 
give prayer support, but they give very little money. . . . Many churches, are they just 
interested in "bums on seats", or having more people in their Youth Group? They need 
to have the attitude that those kids at the high school need to hear the gospel. It's an 
empire building view versus a kingdom building view. 
Karen and Amy (students at Site C and members of the LCC) expressed disappointment 
that the local churches are not more mvolved m their school. Karen said, "The churches 
do not see the vision of reachmg out and touchmg schools." Amy said 
They (the churches) are always talking about having a mission. What better mission 
could we have than helping the kids in our community? There's a lot of emphasis on 
overseas mission, but there's so much to do here. It's a challenge for them. 
An SU Queensland staff member claimed the problem m the churches is "apathy". In 
the opmion of many stakeholders, chaplamcy in state schools is a "window of 
opportunity" (as one Chaplain put it), a situation local churches should not ignore or 
take lightly. 
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Ownership of chaplaincy in Queensland state schools: The main issues 
Clearly, ownership is an issue that concems all stakeholders and, arguably, it is— a^nd 
will contmue to be—the most important issue in relation to the nature and development 
of chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools. Data presented in this chapter reveal 
not only the appropriateness of present definitions, policies, procedures, guidelines and 
documented roles of key stakeholders, but also the future possibilities for chaplaincy m 
Queensland state schools. To conclude this chapter, and the thesis itself, I identify the 
mam issues arising fiom this investigation as a whole: issues that I believe require 
(urgent) consideration by key stakeholders or fiirther research. 
State school chaplaincy in Queensland is a community development activity. As 
shown in chapter 3, chaplamcy services are established as a result of campaigns at 
grassroots level, by the concerted action of concemed citizens who believe that 
Chaplams are needed in schools. They come together out of a mutual concem for the 
well-being and future of young people and families in the community, and for the good 
of the community generally. Together they domg what Greenleaf advocated over 20 
years ago: They are focussing their efforts on a large public institution—the state school 
system! Greenleaf (1977) claimed that schools will begm to change for the better "if we 
add something that is voluntary and somethuig that raises the human spirif (p. 172). He 
added: "Try it and see if you are not rewarded. See if the urge to venture further does 
not overtake you."" Chaplaincy in Queensland state schools is voluntary and it raises the 
human spirit. It has been tried and has not been found wanting! 
Conununity development is about people together taking control of their own 
lives. Andrews (1996) cites the Queensland Council of Social Services' defmition of 
community development: 
[It] is a process of responsible and deliberate activity designed to encourage 
people m the community to come together to say what their needs and mterests 
are and to promote these needs and mterests . . . in a particular area. (p. 164) 
Andrews, citmg Fred Milson, claims that though the process ought to be supported by 
the government, community development is about activities "organised for the people 
by the people themselves" (pp. 163-165). The establishment and mamtenance of 
chaplamcy services hi Queensland state schools depends on local people identifying the 
needs of young people and families in their community and mobilizing community 
resources to meet these needs. The success or failure of chaplamcy as a community 
development activity may be judged by the extent to which the community as a whole 
embraces the vision for state school chaplamcy over time. 
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Chaplamcy m Queensland state schools emerged as a significant movement m 
the 1990s, at a tune when there was a resurgence of interest m values and morality in 
Australian society, and a growmg concem to restore m the lives of individuals a sense 
of control over their lives and a sense of belongmg—to a family, a group, a 
neighbourhood, a commimity, a society (Mackay, 1993). Young people m the 1990s 
faced more serious issues in their personal lives than those of previous generations, 
accordmg to Luke and Luke (1995): the risk of AIDS, crime, drug and alcohol 
addiction, and an uncertam social future in a threatened environment and a shrinking job 
market. Youth unemployment, particularly in non-metropolitan areas, was aheady high, 
and increasing. The nature of families had changed. The parents of young Australians in 
the 1990s were the most divorced in history (Lovegrove, 1999, p. 122). Many young 
people experienced family conflict, abuse or neglect, according to Lovegrove. The 1999 
report by Moon, Meyer and Grau revealed areas of concem in relation to the health and 
well-being of Australian young people durmg the 1990s, such as: 
. Two-thirds of all youth deaths (71% of males and 55% of females) in 1997 were 
attributed to some form of injury, includmg road accidents and suicide, (p. 39) 
• Motor vehicle accidents were the cause of 18% of male deaths and 19% of female 
deaths among the youth population in 1997. (p. 39) 
• Drug dependence accounted for about 7% of youth deaths in 1997 (p. 39). 
The youth suicide rate, particularly for males, increased substantially over the period 
1979-1997 and, in comparison with other Western countries, is relatively high (pp. 
95-96). 
• In 1995-1997, 19% of all male suicides registered in Australia were for males aged 
12-24 years (p. 98). 
• In 1995-1997, death rates due to suicide and motor vehicle accidents, and 
hospitalization rates due to attempted suicide and motor vehicle accidents, were 
substantially higher for young people livmg in urban and rural localities than those 
living in metropolitan localities (p. 214ff). 
Placing a Chaplam in a state school is one way some Christians believe local 
churches can make contact with young people, something the churches in Australia, 
mcreasmgly, are failmg to do (Kaldor, Bellamy, Powell, Castle & Hughes, 1999). 
According to Kaldor et al., non-parochial mhiistries such as chaplaincy are important 
because they enable local churches to connect with people in the community and 
because of their direct impact on people (p. 86). To date, the focus of chaplamcy m 
Queensland state schools has been on ministry to mdividuals, particularly young people, 
with an emphasis on pastoral care and relationship-buildmg (chaps. 4 & 6). This is 
typical of an evangelical approach to ministry. Not surprisingly, the large majority of 
Chaplains in Queensland state schools are members of Protestant churches, and many 
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identify with, or have some connection with, the evangelical strand of the church. A 
significant number of Chaplains are members of AOG or other Pentecostal churches. 
Research shows that the large majority of Australians still hold religious beliefs 
of some kmd and that most still identify with the Christian religion. The 1998 
Australian Community Survey showed that 74% of Australians believe in God (Kaldor 
et al., 1999). A large number accept orthodox Christian beliefs such as the divinity of 
Jesus, Jesus' resurrection, life after death and the existence of heaven, hell and the devil. 
While only about 20% of Australians attend church frequently, about one-third pray or 
meditate at least once per week, and 43% of Australians feel somewhat close to God. 
According to 1996 Census figures, approximately 73% of Queenslanders identify with 
the Christian religion. For statistical local areas perthient to sites m this investigation, 
these figures range fiom 60% in one metropolitan area to 82% m a small rural centre. 
Accordmg to Kaldor et al., the majority of people in Australia today may not go to 
church, but many (39%) still have "a great deal or quite a lot of confidence" m the 
church (p. 11). Even more Australians (51%) have confidence m the education system 
(p. 11). Fmdings in this mvestigation show that havmg a Chaplam m a school helps 
people m the school community become more aware of local churches and it may help 
change people's perceptions of churches and their priorities (cf Kaldor et al., p. 86). 
Schools are embracmg and ownmg chaplaincy, as are many local communities 
touched by the work of Chaplains in Queensland state schools. Schools need Chaplauis. 
School communities want Chaplains. School administrators want Chaplains. Parents' 
and Citizens' Associations provide funds so their school can have a Chaplam. On the 
whole, schools and local communities that have chaplaincy services work extremely 
hard to (at least) maintain the current level of service. Some seek expansion, including 
expansion into primary schools. Some politicians have become advocates for chaplauicy 
in state schools. For example. Miss Fiona Simpson MLA, Member for Maroochydore, 
made an appeal m Parliament on 4 April 2001 (Queensland Parliament, 2001) for 
increased support personnel (includmg Chaplams) m state primary schools: 
I believe that there is a need to expand the provision for counsellmg and 
guidance officers m our primary schools. . . . The school chaplamcy program is 
now moving into primary schools on the Sunshine Coast. That is terrific and I 
support it. I believe that there is a need for the state to provide more counsellmg 
and support services hi our primary schools. It is heartbreaking to hear some of 
the stories that teachers tell about how they see problems and their wish they 
could help, but they are limited m what they can do. This is an area that needs 
quite a strong focus fiom government to help the communities at the coalface, 
(p. 293) 
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Andrews (1996) claims there is an expectation m the community that government 
bureaucracies (e.g., the state school system) will provide not only the services but also 
the care the community requires (pp. 114-116). However, he argues, while institutions 
can provide a service, they cannot provide care. Only people can provide care. 
Chaplains provide care: A Chaplain's role is primarily one of carmg for people. That is 
why Chaplains are so highly sought-after in school communities. Furthermore, a 
Chaplam differs from other support personnel coming into the school in that the 
Chaplain has—or should have—enormous community backing: from the LCC, local 
churches, the school, and mdividual and corporate sponsors. In the case of Chaplains 
employed by SU Queensland, the Chaplain is also supported by SU Queensland. In 
Queensland, the state school Chaplain is not simply a person on his or her own. 
Queensland Department of Education policy, procedures and guidelmes, 
together with the SU model of chaplaincy (chap. 2), greatly assisted chaplamcy to 
become a community development activity. The Department of Education and SU 
Queensland, alike, acknowledge the necessity for local initiative and cooperation among 
local stakeholders in the establishment and maintenance of chaplaincy services. Further 
to this, the Queensland Department of Education's strategic direction in the 1990s 
focused more and more on localization of services, school-based management and 
community participation (chap. 4). Similarly, SU Queensland's operational strategy 
emphasizes decentralization, local responsibility and local responsiveness (Rawson, 
1990). 
LCCs play a critical role in the nature and development of chaplaincy services m 
Queensland state schools, for better or for worse. As one key hiformant (a Brisbane-
based clergyman) said, LCCs in Queensland have much more opportunity to determine 
the nature of chaplaincy at a local level than similar committees in other Australian 
states. Accordmg to the Review Committee (1995, October) 
Chaplaincy as established is viable, though highly dependent on local 
functionmg. Nevertheless, the local base, especially m a State like Queensland 
with its culture of local and regional autonomy is also one of the strengths of the 
present approach, (p. 11) 
Indeed, the overall effectiveness of a single chaplamcy service seems to depend much 
more on the contribution of the LCC and local stakeholders than that of the employing 
authority. The employing authority has little or no input into the day-to-day operations 
of chaplaincy at a local level, according to the SU model and according to findmgs in 
this mvestigation. In a similar vem, the Review Committee reported that: 
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Chaplaincy works not because of the type of Employmg Authority, but because 
of the activity and commitment of the LCC. The LCC is of primary importance 
and the Employmg Authority is there to assist the Committee, so enabling the 
LCC to do hs job. In that sense the Employmg Authority is the servant of the 
LCC. (p. 8) 
For chaplamcy to work, local church personnel must be willmg to cooperate with each 
other and with personnel m the school community. Cooperation among local 
stakeholders is essential. Where chaplamcy is workmg well at a local level, the LCC is 
characterized by strong leadership by the LCC Chairperson or LCC Executive, and by 
strong teamwork among school and church representatives. Further to this, the LCC has 
a vision for what local people can achieve hi their community through chaplamcy, and 
actively promotes this vision. In some localities, the community development nature of 
chaplaincy is plam m that, where local stakeholders have a choice, they prefer self-help 
to outside help (e.g., from the employing authority). 
The state school chaplamcy movement m Queensland contributes greatly to the 
accumulation of "social capital" in school and local communities. Social capital refers 
to "the processes between people which establish networks, norms, social tmst and 
facilitate coordmation and cooperation for mutual benefif (Cox, 1995, p. 15). 
Establishing and maintaining a chaplaincy service requires the contribution of many, 
many people—mostly volunteers—who give freely of their time, energy, and financial 
resources. At a time when volimteermg in Queensland is generally declining (Lyons & 
Fabiansson, 1998, August), the number of people contributing to chaplaincy is 
encouraging. Speaking at a conference marking the 25* anniversary of the Family 
Court, Australia's Chief Justice, Murray Gleeson, acknowledged the considerable (often 
unacknowledged) contribution of volunteers to the "good" of Australian society (Fife-
Yeomans, 2001, July 28-29). On the basis of an Adelaide (South Australia) study that 
examined the contribution of volunteering to social capital, Baum et al. (1999, 
February) claimed "the willmgness of members of a community to volunteer can be 
seen as an indicator of a cohesive society and possibly of the strength of social capital 
within a community". 
State school chaplaincy provides a significant opportunity for local churches to 
work together in the community. As Dr Jim Rawson (SU Queensland's State Director, 
1972-2000) observed, one of the outcomes of the development of state school 
chaplaincy in Queensland has been the mcreased level of cooperation among churches 
at a local level. Chaplamcy in government schools differs from that in non-government 
schools in that the Chaplain does not represent just one (or perhaps two) but many 
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Christian denommations and local churches. Chaplaincy provides local churches and 
collective church bodies a "project focus", a reason to work together, as noted m the 
minutes of an Inter-Church Council meetmg (November, 1994). Nevertheless, while 
cooperation between denommations and local churches has increased in some localities 
because of chaplaincy, this is not the case in all localities and for all denominations. 
Chaplaincy—a sector ministry, a ministry in a public institution as opposed to a 
parochial or parish ministry (Legood, 1999)— i^s here to stay. It is not gomg to go away. 
It is likely to be a major part of the mission of local churches in the future. The Unhmg 
Church acknowledged this by including chaplaincy as a major item on the agenda of hs 
Queensland Synod in June 2001. According to Legood, chaplaincy is concemed with 
ministry to people m the real world: "The histitutions within which chaplaincies operate 
contam a variety of different human experience and life; they are communities in a very 
real sense and it is appropriate that the church exercises a ministry here as much as 
anywhere else." (p. xiii) Avis (1999) strongly advocates local church support for, and 
participation in, chaplaincy ministries, as apriority: 
The church's mission is seriously weakened where it is channelled exclusively 
through territorial structures. Organizational and mstitutional structures offer an 
altemative milieu for mission. The imperative of mission suggests, therefore, 
that where opportunities for chaplaincies or sector ministries are available, they 
should be seized with both hands. Where institutions are unwilling to fund sector 
ministries wholly, such ministries should be funded by the church as a priority, 
even at the expense of parochial mmistry. (p. 13) 
In relation to state school chaplaincy, one problem for some local churches is that, while 
the church leaders support the ministry and the church provides funding, members of 
the congregation do not share the vision or contribute personally. In some other local 
churches, the situation is reversed: Various members of the congregation back the 
chaplaincy, but the church leaders do not. Clearly, a local church needs to embrace the 
vision for state school chaplamcy and support the ministry as one. 
SU Queensland has performed a very important integrative and quality control 
and resource function in relation to the nature and development of chaplamcy services 
m Queensland state schools. In contrast to lack of input and guidance by the Department 
of Education after 1991-1993, SU Queensland continued throughout the 1990s to 
provide considerable guidance and assistance to local stakeholders m relation to 
establishment and maintenance of chaplamcy services. SU Queensland served to unify 
chaplamcy services, through common operational prmciples, standards, doctrmal basis 
and resources, and through supervision, trammg and networkmg of Chaplams. Over the 
years, SU Queensland contuiued to revise its prospectus and guidelmes, and took the 
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initiative in formulatmg (new) policies and procedures m relation to its role as 
employmg authority, and m relation to the operation of chaplamcy services generally. 
Local stakeholders appear to have had little or no say in such decisions. As the 
chaplaincy movement grew, SU Queensland assumed more ownership and control, at 
least at state level. 
While Chaplams are legally bound to SU Queensland, the relationship between 
SU Queensland and LCCs is based primarily on trust. There is no legally bmdmg 
agreement between the two parties. Further to this, LCCs are mdependent bodies, not 
sub-committees of SU Queensland. "Partnerships" between SU Queensland and LCCs, 
therefore, are somewhat tenuous. These so-called partnerships are not based so much on 
collaboration, but rather on an understanding that each party will faithfully perform its 
designated role. At different times and in different ways, both have failed. Relationships 
between SU Queensland and LCCs tend to be "up and down". Perhaps the biggest issue 
is that SU Queensland, as trustee (Greenleaf, 1977), has all the legal power. The 
relationship between SU Queensland and LCCs, therefore, is not—^and cannot be—a 
partnership. Despite a model of decentralization, decision-making is still centralized. 
Many local stakeholders realize this and consequently feel disempowered. As they see 
it, SU Queensland is very much m control. This problem is not uncommon for local 
stakeholders involved in other SU ministries where, according to Rawson (1990), 
firustration can occur at a local level when "decentralisation is supposed to be the norm 
but in fact decision-making is still centralised" (p. 75). 
At the end of the 1990s, SU Queensland effectively had no competitors as an 
employer of Chaplams in Queensland state schools. Although not its hitention, SU 
Queensland has created what Rawson (1990) calls a "niche", a strong narrow market 
niche. SU Queensland's reputation and image has come to be closely associated with 
chaplamcy, for better or for worse. In the early years of the chaplaincy movement, many 
people mvolved in local campaigns had some involvement m, or association with, the 
Scripture Union (SU) movement (chap. 3). However, over the years, more and more 
people involved m chaplamcy at a local level, and an increasing number of Chaplains 
employed by SU Queensland, have no prior connection with SU. They have no loyalty 
or commitment to SU: its aims, doctrinal basis, working principles or ethos. In relation 
to this problem m the movement worldwide, Oladipo (1985) recommended that all 
newcomers to SU—^voluntaries and paid staff alike—^undertake a basic minimum course 
of trammg m the prmciples of the movement (p. 93). Another problem for SU 
Queensland is that, as the number of its salaried staff increases, the claim that SU (at 
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least in Queensland) is primarily a voluntary movement is harder to justify. Some 
stakeholders have come to view SU Queensland as a large, powerfiil, and impersonal 
organization, more concemed about its public reputation and image than about people. 
Chaplamcy is a new mmistry area for SU Queensland. Perhaps by default, SU 
Queensland entered the welfare mmistry area, an area in which the SU movement m 
Australia has been traditionally weak (Rawson, 1990, p. 40). To a large extent, SU 
Queensland was (and still is) not well equipped in terms of focus, expertise and 
resources to cater for this area. As a particular example, the roles of Chaplain and SU 
Queensland field ministries staff are quite distinct. Field ministries staff are self-
motivated, highly autonomous mdividuals whose role is essentially one of coordmation 
and facilitation. While they are expected to care for and provide support for camp 
directors and leaders, and other voluntary workers in leadership roles in SU ministries, 
their main focus is on programs. Chaplams, on the other hand, focus ahnost entirely on 
people. While Chaplains may be involved in coordinating or facilitating programs, their 
role is predommantly one of pastoral care. Because of the nature of their work. 
Chaplains (unlike field ministries staff) need considerable support and regular 
debriefmg (as shown in chap. 7). Furthermore, SU Queensland's traditional field 
mmistries experience loss in terms of voluntary human resources, leadership and 
fimdmg, which are mcreasingly redirected to the chaplaincy area. 
Chaplamcy in Queensland state schools has started out "good", but it could lose 
its way. The onus is on local churches to ensure they have, and maintain, a high level of 
ownership. Chaplauis could find themselves serving the school's (or the Department's) 
agenda, the agenda of just one or two churches, SU Queensland's agenda, even the 
Chaplains' own agenda (whatever that may be). The aims of the chaplamcy service 
(chap. 4) and the Chaplain's proper role (chaps. 5 & 6) need to be clearly defined, 
understood and upheld by all stakeholders. The LCC needs to be strong and highly 
accountable, and in touch with what is happening in the school. The danger of state 
school chaplaincy becoming government-controlled ("bureaucratized") is also very real. 
This could happen if chaplaincy comes to be regarded as a social welfare service and 
nothing more. Rawson (1990) gave this wammg 
Government agencies have already replaced many Christian organisations or 
weakened their ministries by funding. Government dependence seems to erode 
their original goals so they are no longer distinctively Christian. For example, 
many Christian hospitals, schools and universities, the Red Cross, LifeLuie, 
Blue Nursmg and homes for the aged have become pseudo government 
agencies, (p. 41) 
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Nonetheless, the future of chaplaincy in Queensland state schools is assured. 
First, the community development nature of chaplamcy aligns with Education 
Queensland's (1999) purpose for state education in the first decade of the 21^^ century: 
Over the next decade, the central purpose of schooling in Queensland should be 
to create a safe, accepting and disciplmed environment within which young 
people prepare to be active and reflective Australian citizens with a disposition 
to lifelong leammg. They will be able to participate m and shape community, 
economic and political life m Queensland and the nation. They will be able to 
engage confidently with other cultures at home and abroad, (p. 9) 
The central idea is that of citizenship: "citizenship as part of a shared democratic 
culture, which emphasizes participatory political involvement and which strives to 
avoid social disadvantage that denies individuals full participation in society" 
(Education Queensland, p. 9). Accordmg to Education Queensland's vision, schools will 
be the focus of leaming communities and community development, through 
partnerships with mdividuals, groups and organizations in the community (pp. 14-15). 
Schools and, in particular, school administrators, will be encouraged to respond in 
innovative ways to the identified needs of members of the school community and the 
local community of which the school is a part. To meet these identified needs, schools 
will employ a wide range of professionals and paraprofessionals—^mcluding Chaplains 
(might I add)—^"significant aduhs who are both role models for children and part of the 
leammg environmenf (p. 16). 
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Issues for consideration or further research 
Findings m this mvestigation show that, overall, there is a lack of understandmg and 
lack of consensus among stakeholders regardmg their proper roles in the establishment 
and operation of chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools, at both state and local 
level. In particular, there is ambiguity among school administrators, LCC personnel and 
SU Queensland staff hi relation to management and supervisory roles. However, there is 
strong agreement among stakeholders that Education Queensland ought to be making a 
greater contribution than at present (e.g., recognition, support, financial assistance). On 
the basis of findings in this investigation, it is clear that Education Queensland needs to 
re-examine its position and take more responsibility to ensure that stakeholder roles are 
clearly defined and adequately transmitted to stakeholders. It is also clear that induction 
and traming ought to be mandatory requirements for LCC membership. Education 
Queensland and SU Queensland, alike, need to examine ways they can provide LCCs 
with ongoing support and development. 
ff state school chaplaincy is to become, or remain, truly cooperative in nature, 
communication and collaboration at local level between school and local church 
personnel, and at state level between LCCs and SU Queensland, ought to improve. My 
findings show that there is an urgent need for a forum at state level where all 
stakeholders can raise and debate issues, share information and ideas, and contribute to 
the future development of chaplaincy services in Queensland state schools. Membership 
of this forum (e.g., an "Association of State School Chaplaincy Service Providers") 
would be open to Chaplains, LCC Chairpersons and other interested LCC personnel, 
and representatives of Education Queensland, SU Queensland and other employmg 
authorities m Queensland. It would be an autonomous mdependent body, much like 
other professional associations (e.g., of School Prmcipals or Religious Educators), with 
an Executive elected annually from amongst its membership. With members linked 
interactively via the intemet and via quarterly newsletters (say), its major focus and 
responsibility would be an Annual Chaplaincy Conference (for Chaplams, LCC 
personnel, SU Queensland and Education Queensland staff, and representatives of 
Queensland churches). Education Queensland could provide fundmg assistance for this 
conference. 
Among key stakeholders at local level and among key stakeholders at local and 
state level, there is a reasonable level of expressed agreement regarding the aims of 
chaplamcy services, although commitment to these aims varies considerably among 
stakeholders, especially at local level. (By key stakeholders in this context, I mean 
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Chaplains, LCC Chairpersons, School Prmcipals and SU Queensland staff.) Among 
Chaplams' role-partiiers (those with whom Chaplams regularly mteract), there appears 
to be an overall lack of understandmg of chaplamcy service aims and a lack of 
consensus regarduig the proper role of the Chaplam. My fmdmgs highlight the need for 
LCCs to regularly monitor the work of Chaplams, to review the chaplamcy service 
annually—based on contributions from all stakeholders and role-partners—^and to re-
evaluate aims and goals annually, hnportantly, LCCs need to consider ways they can 
mcrease awareness of chaplamcy service aims and the role of the Chaplam amongst 
Chaplains' role-partners, school communities, local churches and the public at large. 
Fhidmgs m this mvestigation show that chaplamcy services m Queensland state 
secondary schools fulfill an essential need. Chaplains make a significant positive 
contribution to school communities. They provide a unique and valid support service. 
Some Chaplams have become mtegral members of school Student Support Teams. 
Chaplams provide students with a much-needed aduh role model. Chaplams cater for 
the spiritual, ethical and personal needs of a wide range of individuals and groups, and 
much more. There is a concem that the Chaplain's role could be usurped by the school 
admmistration (e.g., hi the area of behaviour management), the Chaplam becoming part 
of the authority structure of the school. My fmdings reveal the importance of the 
independent and voluntary nature of chaplaincy services bemg retained. Education 
Queensland (at state level) and schools (at local level) need to provide greater public 
recognition and validation of the work of Chaplains. Compared with School-based 
Nurses and School-based Police Officers (say), the work of Chaplains is already highly 
regarded in many local communities, as evidenced by the fact that local churches and 
people in the wider community are willing to fund chaplamcy services. Chaplains 
provide a "public service", one that is valued m local communities not because 
Chaplains are highly paid or necessarily highly qualified, but because of the quality of 
their work and the good they are perceived to be doing. 
The large majority of individuals who seek employment as state school 
Chaplains do so because they believe God has called them to this muiistry. My fmdmgs 
m relation to the nature of state school chaplaincy suggest that many individuals who 
become Chaplains have limited prior understandmg of the role. State school chaplamcy 
is primarily a pastoral mmistry. I believe it is very important that prospective Chaplams 
and those who seek to employ Chaplains understand the nature of chaplaincy in state 
schools. Chaplaincy is relational. It is in the area of pastoral ministry that prospective 
Chaplains need qualifications and trainmg, and importantly, natural and spiritual gifting. 
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Chaplams must be able to relate well to all kmds of people (i.e., accordmg to age, 
gender, race, religion, class, etc.). My fmdmgs show that the best Chaplains are not 
necessarily those who are young. Chaplains are not Youth Workers, nor are they the 
school-equivalent of the church Youth Group Leader. They are not necessarily RE 
teachers. Many have never worked m schools prior to their appomtment as Chaplain. In 
view of all this, there is an urgent need for SU Queensland, LCCs and school 
administrators to provide more adequate induction and inservice trainmg of Chaplams. 
School administrators and LCC Chairpersons need to take seriously then 
responsibilities in relation to supervision of Chaplains. They must ensure that the 
Chaplam is adequately supported (both personally and professionally) and has regular 
times for debriefmg (and prayer), (e.g., weekly meetings with a member of the school 
admmistration, weekly meetings with the school student support team, and fortnightiy 
meetings with the LCC Chairperson). 
Chaplams love their work, but most do not last long in the job. The occupation 
of Chaplam in Queensland state schools has a high tumover rate. The work of Chaplains 
is both personally rewarding and extremely demanding. It is not a job for the weary or 
faint-hearted: It is a stressful job. On the whole. Chaplains tend to work alone. Much is 
expected of them. Without strong family, church and LCC support, an mdividual is not 
likely to conthiue as a state school Chaplain. Most Chaplains leave for family reasons 
(e.g., insufficient family mcome, work-family conflict). Staying on in the job is difficult 
for Chaplams whose positions are part-time or where the position is unstable due to lack 
of fimds. Clearly, the over-riding issue here is funding. The Queensland Government 
might consider ways of providing funding assistance for chaplaincy in the form of 
grants, for which LCCs may apply, and which are awarded on a needs basis. 
In the period since 1992-1993 (when current policy goveming chaplaincy was 
formulated). Education Queensland and schools have embraced many changes. At the 
end of the 1990s and mto the 2000s, SU Queensland effectively has a monopoly as an 
employer of Chaplains. Not surprisingly, at state level, SU Queensland has assumed 
considerable ownership of chaplamcy in Queensland state schools. At a local level, 
church ownership is strong in some localities and in some denommations, but notably 
lackmg in others. School and local communities are assuming increasing ownership of 
chaplaincy. After more than 10 years, chaplamcy m Queensland state schools has 
emerged as a community development activity. This is undoubtedly its greatest 
strength. Local input and local ownership of state school chaplamcy is considerable and 
growmg. My fmdings—showmg m detail the nature of chaplaincy in Queensland state 
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schools and its development over a period of more than 10 years—vindicate a need for 
Education Queensland to reassess defmitions, policies, procedures and guidelines 
goveming chaplamcy services in Queensland state schools. In so domg, the Queensland 
Government ought to respect the collective nature of the phenomenon by inviting all 
stakeholder groups to contribute to the re-evaluation process. 
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APPENDIX LI: TOPICAL INFORMATION QUESTIONS 
1. What is the background and history of SU Queensland's involvement in chaplaincy in 
Queensland? 
1.1 What circumstances led to SU Queensland's involvement? When did this occur? Who was 
involved? What other individuals or groups were involved? 
1.2 What is the SU model of chaplaincy? Who was/is responsible for it? Has it changed? How? 
1.3 What were the major issues conceming the establishment of chaplaincy services in Queensland 
state schools at the time (educational, social, political, theological, professional)? 
What is the background and history of the establishment of chaplaincy services at each site? 
2.1 What circumstances led to the establishment of chaplaincy at.... SHS? When did this occur? Who 
was/were the prime advocate(s)? Who else was involved? What happened? 
How did each individual or group contribute? 
2.2 What was the context at each site at that time (social, political, educational, religious)? 
What are the characteristics and needs of the school or local community? 
2.3 What are the aims of chaplaincy from the perspective of various stakeholders (School Principals, 
LCC Chairpersons, Chaplains, students, SU Queensland staff)? 
3. What is happening at each site? (Process of implementation and development) 
3.1 What are the roles of key stakeholders (Department of Education, school, local churches, LCC, 
SU Queensland) in the implementation process? How have these roles changed over time? 
Who (or what) is providing the direction for the chaplaincy service? 
Who "owns" the chaplaincy service at each site? 
3.2 What are the connections between SU Queensland and this site? What are the interactions 
between the two at this time? Is there any conflict? 
3.3 How is chaplaincy viewed by members of the school communities? 
Is chaplaincy seen as meeting a need? 
What concems (relational, operational, strategic) are evident? 
Are Chaplains viewed as "professionals"? What is the relationship between Chaplains and other 
support personnel in the schools? 
3.4 What are the characteristics of the Chaplains? What are their backgroxmds? 
What reasons do they give for becoming Chaplains? Why do they leave? 
3.5 What is the nature of the role of the Chaplains? How do stakeholders perceive the role? 
How do Chaplains operate? 
What things are important to Chaplains? How do they perceive their performance? 
What professional issues are associated with their roles? 
3.6 Who are the recipients of chaplaincy services? 
When? Where? What? Why? How often? To what extent? Who refers them? What is the nature 
of the service provided? 
3.7 What is the nature of support for chaplaincy at each site? Who provides support? What kind of 
support? How much? How often? 
Is fimding a problem? 
Do issues of support and finances concem the Chaplains? 
4. What implications do this study's findings have for the future of chaplaincy services in 
Queensland state schools, in particular, those associated with SU Queensland? 
4.1 What issues are evident across all sites? What issues are most relevant to the various 
stakeholders? 
4.2 What is the vision for chaplamcy in Queensland state schools from the perspective of the various 
stakeholders? 
What changes and future developments do they envisage? 
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APPENDIX L2: SAMPLE INTERVIEW GUIDES 
CHAPLAIN INTERVIEW 
TERM 11998 
SITE 
Preamble 
While you respond to the questions I ask, please don't be put off by my taking notes, as I 
shall be writing as I listen. 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. In your role as Chaplain, what do you consider to be the important issues? 
You may like to answer this question by reflecting on your chaplaincy from four 
different perspectives: 
• personal 
• the school 
• the Local Chaplaincy Committee 
• Scripture Union. 
Is there another perspective that you would like to take? 
2. In what areas do you consider your chaplaincy is performing well? 
In what areas do you consider it is not performing well? 
Once again, you may like to answer this question by reflecting on your 
chaplaincy from four different perspectives: 
• personal 
• the school 
• the Local Chaplaincy Committee 
• Scripture Union. 
Is there another perspective that you would like to take? 
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CHAPLAIN INTERVIEW 
TERM 4 1998 
SITE 
Preamble 
In this interview, I would like to find out more about pastoral care inyour school, your 
perspective of pastoral care, and your role as a pastoral caregiver. 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. When you talk about "pastoral care", what do you mean? 
2. What does your school mean by pastoral care? 
3. How is pastoral care organized at your school? 
4. How effective is the pastoral care structure in your school? 
5. In what ways does the organizational culture of your school complement or 
conflict with your perspective of pastoral care? 
6. It has been said that pastoral care in secondary schools is a "question of time' 
What do you think of this claim? 
7. Who are the pastoral caregivers in your school? 
8. How do you differ in identity from other "helping professionals" providing 
pastoral care in your school? 
9. What is the goal of your pastoral care? 
10. What approach do you take in your pastoral caregiving? 
11. What are typical situations in which you give pastoral care? 
12. To what extent are students' problems related to the school (pattems of 
success/failure, social adjustment) compared with outside situations (family, 
homelife)? 
13. How do teachers view you in your role as caregiver: expert OR partner 
outsider OR insider? Explain. 
14. How do you provide feedback to teachers and/or other helping professionals 
regarding the problems you encounter? 
15. Why do people trust you as a caregiver? 
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CHAPLAIN INTERVIEW 
TERM 2 1999 
SITE 
Preamble 
Last year, I began by asking you about issues that were important to you then, and also 
I asked you to tell me how you believed your chaplaincy was performing. Last year, I 
also investigated your identity and role as a Chaplain. In particular, I focused on your 
role as a Pastoral Care Giver in the fourth interview in 1998. 
In the first term this year, you collected data re all the pastoral care contacts you had. 
I appreciate very much the time and effort you put into this. 
Over a year has passed since we met for the first time last year and I am interested in 
finding out where you believe your chaplaincy is at NOW. 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
Today, I would like you to tell me about: 
1. the issues that are important to you now 
2. how you believe your chaplaincy is performing 
3. where your chaplaincy is headed. 
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SCHOOL PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW 
1998 
SITE .X. 
Preamble 
While you respond to the questions I ask, please don't be put off by my taking notes, as I 
shall be writing as I listen. 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. What circumstances led to the establishment of chaplaincy at X-town SHS? 
2. What do you consider to be the mission and goals of the chaplaincy at your 
school? 
3. In your opinion, how well is <CHAPLAIN'S NAME> fulfilling this mission 
and/or these goals? 
4. How is the Chaplain viewed by the school community? 
[Admin, staff, students, parents - rapport / cooperation / respect / commitment] 
5. What difference has <NAME> made at X-town SHS since his/her appointment 
as Chaplain? 
6. How well is <NAME> supported? By: 
LCC local churches staff P&C parents 
other community members other 
7. In your opinion, what model of chaplaincy is operating at X-town SHS? 
[ ] Educational model [ ] Pastoral care model [ ] Peer model 
[ ] Other [ ] Combination of 
8. In your opinion, what are the major issues conceming chaplaincy at X-town 
SHS? 
9. What changes, if any, would you like to see in the chaplaincy at X-town SHS? 
10. What do you consider to be your role with respect to chaplaincy at X-town SHS? 
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LCC CHAIRPERSON INTERVIEW 
1998 
SITE X. 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. What are the mission and goals of the chaplaincy at X-town SHS? 
2. In your opinion, how well is <CHAPLAIN'S NAME> fulfilling this mission 
and/or these goals? 
3- As Chairperson of the Local Chaplaincy Committee, what do you see as your 
role? 
4. How well do you believe you are fulfilling this role? 
5, Are there any other things you would like to tell me about the chaplaincy? 
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LCC CHAIRPERSON INTERVIEW 
1999 
SITE X. 
Preamble 
In this interview, I shall be asking questions about school chaplaincy as a vocation, the 
identity and role of the Chaplain, support for the Chaplain, and the chaplaincy's 
ownership ami viability. 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. <Chaplain's Name> would see him/herself as being "called" to the ministry of 
school chaplaincy. Why do you think that most school Chaplains do not stay in 
this ministry for very long? 
2. Do you think that the financial situation is a distraction or concem for the 
Chaplain? [If YES, to what extent? Why? How could this be changed? If NO, 
explain.] 
3. (a) Did you participate in the August 26 Chairpersons' Meeting organized 
bySU? YES/NO 
(b) Have you or your committee contributed to the present discussions 
regarding changes to the SU Salary Package? YES / NO If Yes, in what ways? 
4. Which of the following terms best describes the identity of your Chaplain? 
(You can choose more than one term.) 
Pastoral Care Minister Support person 
Youth Worker Christian support person 
Christian Youth Worker Spiritual support person 
Counsellor Religious support person 
Christian Counsellor Christian role model 
Altemate Counsellor Spiritual helper 
Spiritual Counsellor Christian Social Worker 
RE Coordinator 
Please explain your choice. 
5. In what ways do you see <NAME> as a "professional" in his/her role as a 
Chaplain in the school community? 
6. What are <NAME>'s specific gifts and abilities, both practical and spiritual? 
How are these gifts and abilities being utilized in his/her ministry in the school? 
7. Do you think <NAME> is being utilized to the best advantage in the school? 
Explain. 
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8. (a) Where does <NAME>'s main support come from? 
(b) Who else supports <NAME>? How - in what ways? 
9. Have you read my Report on the 1999 Chaplain Satisfaction Survey Results? 
YES/NO 
If yes, please comment on the recommendations. 
10. (a) Is there a need for a Chaplain's Chaplain! YES / NO / UNSURE 
(b) Who presently fulfills this role for your Chaplain, if anyone? 
(c) Who would best fiilfill this role? Why? 
11. (a) Who is directing your Chaplain? [e.g. self / LCC / LCC Chair / School 
Admin / churches / SU / other]. Explain. 
(b) Who is directing your committee/chaplaincy? Explain. 
12. (a) Which churches are presently contributing to the chaplaincy at X-town 
State High School? 
(b) Which ones are most actively involved? 
13. (a) How would you describe the relationship between <NAME> and the 
committee? 
(b) How would you describe the relationship between <NAME> and the 
churches? 
14. (a) In your opinion, who "owns" the chaplaincy at X-town State High 
School? 
(b) Who do you believe should "own" it? Why? 
15. (a) What do you see as the future ofchaplaincy at X-town State High 
School? 
(b) What do you see as the fiiture ofchaplaincy in Queensland state schools? 
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STUDENT INTERVIEW 
1999 
SITE: 
Preamble 
In this interview, I shall be asking questions about the need for a school Chaplain, the 
role and identity of your Chaplain, the profile of the Chaplain and the chaplaincy 
service, and the chaplaincy's ownership and mission. 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. (a) In your opinion, does your school need a Chaplain? Why? Please 
explain. 
(b) Do your friends and other students you know think that your school 
needs a Chaplain? Please elaborate. 
2. (a) How does the service provided by the Chaplain in your school 
compare with that provided by other support providers (such as the Guidance 
Officer, School Nurse, Social Worker, Police Officer, etc)? 
(b) In the service provided by the Chaplain, what difference does it make 
that he or she is a "Christian"? 
3. (a) What does your Chaplain do in your school? 
(b) What difference(s) has the Chaplain made at your school since his or her 
appointment? 
4. How is the Chaplain viewed by members of the school community? 
(students, teachers, parents. Admin....) Please explain. 
5. Do you think students feel comfortable about going to the Chaplain? Please 
explain. 
6. (a) Have you been to the Chaplain at any time to seek advice or help? 
YES/NO 
(b) If YES, how would you describe the way the Chaplain dealt with you 
and your situation? If NO, how would you describe the way the Chaplain deals 
with other students who go to him or her to seek advice or help? 
7. (a) How would you describe the profile of the chaplaincy in the school? 
(b) How could the profile of the chaplaincy in the school be improved? 
8. (a) How would you describe the profile ofthe chaplaincy in the wider 
community? 
(b) How could the profile ofthe chaplaincy in the wider community be 
improved? 
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9. Do you think having a Chaplain in the school has made any difference to the 
way students and their families view the churches? (If YES, how? If NO, why 
not?) 
10. What have you gained personally by being a member ofthe Local Chaplaincy 
Committee? 
11. In your opinion, who is directing your committee/chaplaincy? 
12 (a) In your opinion, who "owns" the chaplaincy at your school? 
(b) Who do you believe should "own" it? Why? 
13. (a) Who or what is Scripture Union? 
(b) How is Scripture Union involved in your school chaplaincy? 
INTERVIEW - Andrew McCafferty 
14 December 1998 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. What are the major issues associated with chaplaincy in state schools? 
2. From SU's perspective, what are the mission and goals of chaplaincy? 
3. In your opinion, how well is this mission and/or these goals being fulfilled 
through SU chaplaincies? 
4. In your opinion, what are the major issues for SU in relation to chaplaincy? 
5. What is your own vision for chaplaincy in Queensland State schools? 
CHAPLAIN 
SATlSPACr^N 
to 
for Ser^tope Union dttq^btlns 
in Qneenslaud ^ tate Sdb(M>ls 
May 1999 
Dear Chaplain 
As you may already be aware, I am a University of Queensland PhD student conducting 
research into the phenomenon of chaplaincy in Queensland State Schools. In particular, I am 
focussing on the Scripture Union (SU) model of chaplaincy. It is anticipated that the research 
and subsequent whtten thesis will provide valuable feedback and assist churches, schools and 
SU in future planning with respect to chaplaincy. 
My research project, which commenced in early 1998, involves an in-depth study of eight SU 
chaplaincies. To place these chaplaincies in the broader context, I am gathering data from all 
SU chaplains in Queensland through surveys such as this one. You may have contributed to the 
1998 Chaplain Satisfaction Survey. 
The purpose of this survey is to ascertain what is important to you (Part A) and how well you 
consider your chaplaincy is performing (Part B). 
In order for your response to remain anonymous, I have arranged for you to return your 
completed survey form to my Associate Supervisor, Dr John Watts, at the Central Queensland 
University. He will open the envelope and pass on the form to me. Please use the stamped, 
addressed envelope provided. 
The Scripture Union of Queensland, through the Queensland Chaplaincy Coordinator, Mr 
Andrew McCafferty, will be informed of the results of the survey. A report on the survey results 
will be posted to you as soon as practicable, through an SU mailing. 
To assist me in analysing the data, please identify your chaplaincy by placing a cross X in 
the appropriate boxes below: 
[ ] Metropolitan (Brisbane or Logan City) [ ] Full-time 
OR [ ] non-Metropolitan OR [ ] Part-time 
PLEASE NOTE: The survey consists of TWO parts - Part A and Part B. Be sure to complete 
both parts. Completing this survey should not take more than 20 minutes of your time. 
Please return this form before 14 June. Thank you for your assistance. 
Yours sincerely 
Judy Salecich 
S.U. C H A P L M N M t l S F A C T l O N liUBTET- H 
PART A 
Rate each of the following items on the basis of its importance to you in your role as Chaplain. A rating of 1 is least 
important; a rating of 6 is most important. Circle one number for each of the items (1 - 50). For any item about which 
you are unsure, leave it blank. 
Least 
important 
Most 
important 
_ - r a t 1 . My job satisfaction == 
My personal witness 
Measuring the effectiveness of my ministry in the schooF ^ T T T 
Having an appropriate v^^orkload 
Having appropriate workplace conditions ,: ^ = z 
"he time I have available to do my job 
My pay 2 = = i S - 7 - ^ ^ 
Planning in my job 
:B. _ Opportunity for me to make changes in v^elfare systemsin the s ^ e o t -^E^ 
10. Opportunity for me to develop new skills 
11. The school providing-me with enough support W 
12. The school providing enough information for me to do my job properly 
^K^m trust within the scfidbf fe--= 
14. My identification with the school 
15. My understanding ottbe school's mission and goals 2r- 3 
16. Quality of the scnool's delivery of educational services 
i^T^:^ir dear direction from the schootadmintslration 
13. My being listened to by the school's senior administration 
1 t , My participation in decisions re welfare issues in the school ± 1 - 3 
My cooperation with other staff 
r2t= Opportunity to be involved in teaching across the curno in i t ta j 
\/ly cooperation with RE teachers 
^ 3 My involvement in R.E, teaching/coord(flatioriTg|P?z^ 3:^ iEr4 3E 
24. My involvement in the school SUIS group 
m:% My participation in extra-curricular activities '-=,---= g g i f ^ " ^ "2 — 
16. My responding to the needs of students and staff 
m^ Opportunity for me to provide pastoral care to individuals ? ^ J E t 
6 28. 'pportunity for me to minister to families of students 
29. Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy ! 3 ^ ' 
30, .^taff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
31r Senior administration satisfaction re the chaplaincy-
•<eceiving feedback on student satisfaction 
33. Receiving feedback on staff satisfaction 3 / ^ 4 - ; ^ : - - i 
~A. ^ihaolaincy having a high profile in the school 
35. Recognition of my efforts by the school community I ^ ^ ^ ^ W i s » ^ ^ ^ 4 
:6 My understanding of the LCCs mission and goals 
37. Clear direction from the LCC 
The LCCs provision ot spiritual support 
39. My being listened to by the LCC Chalrpei^onj 
40, Recognition of my efforts by the LCC 
41 Receiving feedback on LCC satisfaction 
- 5 
42 My contact with churches in the community 
43. Local churches providing me with enough support; M= 
44 Chaplaincy having a high profile in the community 
45. My understanding of SU Qld's mission and goals 
46. My identification with Scripture Union 
^ i—^j j j r r ^ ; " My being listened to by the SU Old chaplaincy staffworker 
48 My knowing how SU Old chaplaincies are performing 
49. Staff training / professional development for chaplains 
50 Opportunity to meet with other SU chaplains 
Judy Salecich - May 1999 
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CHAPLAIN SATISFACTION SURVEY 
1999 RESULTS 
Report for Chaplains, Local Chaplaincy Committees (LCCs), schools & Scripture Union (SU) 
Introduction 
This report summarises the results and major findings of 
the CHAPLAIN SATISFACTION SURVEY 1999 The 
survey canvassed information identical to that of the 
CHAPLAIN SATISFACTION SURVEY conducted in 
1998 Survey forms were posted in May to all chaplains 
employed by The Scripture Union of Queensland. In 1998 
55 chaplains were surveyed; in 1999, 66 chaplains. In 
1998, 36 chaplains responded (65% response rate); in 
1999, 48 responded (72% response rate). 
Respondents were asked to identify their 
chaplaincy by location (metropolitan or non-metropolitan) 
and by status (full-time or part-time). Response 
categories are summansed in Table 1. 
Table 1: RESPONSE CATEGORIES 
Location Full-time Part-time Not indicated 
Metropolitan 2 18 2 
NorSSelrcpSfita^, M,- 7 ^ ^ - i f f lS :r»F:^ 7T=?!:£ .^^ 
Total 11 33 4 
Total 
22 
„ 2 6 
48 
The survey comprised two parts, each part 
consisting of 50 items (referred to as indicators in this 
report). Part A required chaplains to rate the importance 
of each item; Part B required them to rate their 
chaplaincy's performance for each of the same items. 
Chaplains' responses have been analysed from 
four perspectives: (1) state-wide (the global view); (2) 
location - metropolitan compared with non-metropolitan; 
(3) status - full-time compared with part-time; and (4) by 
year - a comparison of 1998 and 1999 responses. 
Chaplains state-wide 
The results for chaplains state-wide are summansed 
under the following headings; 
• indicators of most importance 
• indicators of least importance 
• indicators of high performance 
• indicators of low performance 
• indicators of satisfaction 
• indicators of enhanced satisfaction 
• indicators of dissatisfaction. 
Indicators of importance and performance are ranked 
according to their mean scores. Since the small sample 
does not always allow for discrimination between the 
means, primary indicators only have been included. 
Indicators of most importance 
The following indicators reveal what chaplains state-wide 
consider to be most important in their ministry (Part A): 
My personal witness (ranked 1) 
Opportunity for me to provide pastoral care to 
individuals (2) 
My responding to the needs of students and staff (3) 
Trust within the school (4) 
My cooperation with other staff (5) 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy (6) 
Senior administration satisfaction re the chaplaincy (7) 
My identification with the school (8) 
My cooperation with RE teachers (9) 
Local churches providing me with enough support (10) 
Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy (11) 
My being listened to by the LCC Chairperson (12) 
Indicators of least importance 
The following indicators reveal what chaplains state-wide 
consider to be least important in their ministry (Part A). 
• Opportunity to be involved in teaching across the 
curriculum (ranked 50) 
My pay (49) 
Recognition of my efforts by the school community (48) 
My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing 
(47) 
Having appropriate workplace conditions (46) 
Opportunity for me to make changes to welfare 
systems in the school (45) 
My identification with Scripture Union (44) 
Quality of the school's delivery of educational services 
(43) 
My understanding of SU Qld's mission and goals (42) 
My being listened to by the SU Qld chaplaincy 
staffworker (41). 
Indicators of high performance
These indicators are rated highest in performance by
chaplains (Part B)
• My cooperation with other staff (ranked 1)
• Trust within the school (2)
• Opportunity for me to provide pastoral care to
individuals (3)
• My identification with the school (4)
• Senior administration satisfaction re the chaplaincy (5)
• My involvement in RE teaching/coordination (6)
• Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy (7)
• My cooperation with RE teachers (8)
• My responding to the needs of students and staff (9)
• Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy (10)
• My being listened to by the school's senior
administration (11)
• My job satisfaction (12)
Indicators of low performance
These indicators chaplains rate lowest in performance
(Part B):
• The LCe's provision of spiritual support (ranked 50)
• Opportunity to be involved in teaching across the
curriculum (49)
• Opportunity for me to make changes to welfare
systems in the school (48)
• My pay (47)
• Local churches providing me with enough support (46)
• My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing
(45)
• The time I have available to do my job (44)
• Opportunity for me to minister to families of students
(43)
• Clear direction from the LCC (42)
• My contact with churches in the community (41).
To aid interpretation, indicators of satisfaction, enhanced
satisfaction and dissatisfaction are linked to FOUR levels
of chaplains' ministry, symbolised as follows
~. '.j l'
--,I'.; personal,." school, LCC/churches, SU SUo
In this report, determination of satisfaction, enhanced
satisfaction and dissatisfaction is based on the results of
statistical t-tests. These were conducted to find out if
chaplains (on average) show discrepancies between what
they think is important (Part A) and how they rate their
performance (Part B) for the same 50 items. Analysis is
based on a 5% level of significance (p ~ 0.05)
Indicators for which chaplains' responses show a high
correlation between importance and performance are
shown in italics.
Indicators of satisfaction
These indicators exhibit no significant difference between
the rating of importance and performance chaplains
attribute to them. They contribute to chaplains' overall
satisfaction with respect to their ministry.
.{Jf
• My job satisfaction
• My pay
~~
: Opportunity for me to develop new skills
• The school providing me with enough support
• The school providing enough information for me to do
my job properly
• My identification with the school
• My understanding of the school's mission and goals
• Clear direction from the school administration
• My being listened to by the school's senior
administration
• My cooperation with other staff
• Opportunity to be involved in teaching across the
curriculum
• My cooperation with RE teachers
• My involvement in RE teaching/coordination
• My involvement in the school SUIS group
• My participation in extra-curricular activities
• Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy
• Senior administration satisfaction re the chaplaincy
• Receiving feedback on staff satisfaction
• Recognition of my efforts by the school community
~
• Recognition of my efforts by the LCe
SU
• My being listened to by the SU Qld chaplaincy
staffworker
• My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing.
Indicators of enhanced satisfaction
Indicators of enhanced satisfaction are indicators which
chaplains rate significantly higher in their performance
than the importance they attribute to these indicators.
FOUR indicators are rated by chaplains as low in
importance, yet significantly higher in performance.
They contribute to chaplains' enhanced job satisfaction:
~(
-/'.
• Having appropriate workplace conditions
L'• Quality of the school's delivery of educational services
Nil
SU
• My understanding of SU Qld's mission and goals
• My identification with Scripture Union.
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Indicators of dissatisfaction 
Indicators of dissatisfaction are indicators which 
chaplains, on the whole, rate significantly lower in their 
performance than the importance they attribute to these 
indicators. They reveal areas of chaplains' dissatisfaction 
and/or concern, and contribute to chaplains' reduced 
satisfaction in their ministry. 
• My personal witness 
• Measuring the effectiveness of my ministry in the 
school 
• Having an appropriate workload 
• The time I have available to do my job 
• Planning in my job 
• Opportunity for me to make changes to welfare 
systems in the school 
Trust within the school 
My participation in decisions re welfare issues in the 
school 
My responding to the needs of students and staff 
Opportunity to provide pastoral care to individuals 
Opportunity for my to minister to families of students 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Receiving feedback on student satisfaction 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the school 
My understanding of the LCC's mission and goals 
Clear direction from the LCC 
The LCC's provision of spiritual support 
My being listened to by the LCC Chairperson 
Receiving feedback on LCC satisfaction 
My contact with churches in the community 
Local churches providing me with enough support 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the community 
SU 
Staff training/professional development for chaplains 
Opportunity to meet with other SU chaplains. 
The following comparison of responses from chaplains by 
location and by status is based on analysis of variance 
tests for determining differences between the groups for 
each Part A item (importance) and each Part B item 
(performance). Analysis is at a 5% level of significance 
Chaplains by location 
A comparison is made between the responses of 
metropolitan and non-metropolitan chaplains. The 
responses from the two groups differ significantly for a 
large number of indicators of importance (Part A) and 
performance (Part B). 
Metropolitan chaplains, compared with 
non-metropolitan chaplains, rate the following as 
significantly more important; 
job satisfaction 
their pay 
their involvement in RE teaching/coordination 
student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
staff feedback re the chaplaincy 
recognition of their efforts by the school community 
their LCC's provision of spiritual support 
being listened to by the LCC Chairperson 
recognition of their efforts by the LCC 
identifying with Scripture Union 
staff training and professional development. 
No indicators are rated 
metropolitan chaplains. 
lower in importance by 
Metropolitan chaplains, compared with their 
non-metropolitan counterparts, rate the performance of 
their chaplaincy as significantly higher vj\\h respect to: 
• cooperation with other staff 
• understanding SU Queensland's mission and goals 
• identifying with Scripture Union. 
However, they rate the performance of their chaplaincy 
as significantly /oiverwith respect to: 
• their understanding of the LCC's mission and goals 
• receiving clear direction from their LCC 
• chaplaincy having a high profile in the community. 
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Chaplains by status 
A comparison is made between the responses of 
chaplains by employment status, that is, full-time and 
part-time chaplains Analysis shows significant 
differences between the two groups for TWO indicators of 
importance (Part A) and EIGHT indicators of performance 
(Part B). 
Compared with part-time chaplains, full-time 
chaplains consider as more important: 
• receiving clear direction from the school administration 
• chaplaincy having a high profile in the community. 
No indicators are rated lower in importance by full-time 
chaplains. 
Compared with part-time chaplains, full-time chaplains 
rate the performance of their chaplaincy significantly 
higher vj\[h respect to: 
• receiving clear direction from the school administration 
• participation in decisions re welfare issues in the 
school 
• opportunity to provide pastoral care to individuals 
• opportunity to minister to families of students 
• recognition of their efforts by the school community 
• chaplaincy having a high profile in the community. 
However, compared with part-time chaplains, full-time 
chaplains rate the performance of their chaplaincy 
significantly /oiverwith respect to: 
• their involvement in RE teaching/coordination 
• being listened to by the SU Qld chaplaincy stafhworker. 
Chaplains by year 
A comparison is made between the responses of 
chaplains in 1998 and 1999. 
For 1999, determination of indicators of 
chaplains' satisfaction, enhanced satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction is based on testing for correlation between 
importance and performance (as explained on page 2). 
Results for the two years are reported here on this basis, 
any differences being noted at a 5% level of significance. 
NOTE: In 1998, reporting of indicators of chaplains' 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction was based on statistical 
analysis of variance testing to determine whether 
chaplains' rating of performance depended upon the 
importance they attached to each of the 50 items 
Findings are summarised using two headings: 
• similarities 
• significant differences. 
Similarities 
Indicators of satisfaction in 1998 and 1999 are: 
• ^ 
My job satisfaction 
My pay 
The school providing me with enough support 
The school providing enough information for me to do 
my job properly 
My identification with the school 
My understanding of the school's mission and goals 
Clear direction from the school administration 
My being listened to by the school's senior 
administration 
My cooperation with RE teachers 
My involvement in RE teaching/coordination 
My involvement in the school SUIS group 
My participation in extra-curricular activities 
Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Receiving feedback on staff satisfaction 
Nil 
SU 
My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing 
- i » 
Indicators of enhanced satisfaction for both years are 
Having appropriate workplace conditions 
Quality of the school's delivery of educational services 
Nil 
SU 
My understanding of SU Old's mission and goals 
My identification with Scripture Union 
Indicators of dissatisfaction in 1998 and 1999 are 
My personal witness 
Measuring the effectiveness of my ministn/ in the 
school 
Having an appropriate workload 
The time I have available to do my job 
Planning in my job 
. ^ " 
Trust within the school 
My responding to the needs of students and staff 
Opportunity to provide pastoral care to individuals 
Opportunity for my to minister to families of students 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Receiving feedback on student satisfaction 
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Indicators of dissatisfaction in 1998 and 1999 
(continued) 
Clear direction from the LCC 
The LCC's provision of spiritual support 
My contact with churches in the community 
Local churches providing me with enough support 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the community 
SU 
Staff training/professional development for chaplains 
Opportunity to meet with other SU chaplains. 
Significant Differences 
There are FOUR areas of significant difference between 
chaplains' responses in 1998 and 1999, one relating to 
importance (Part A) and three relating to performance 
(PartB). 
One indicator of importance is rated significantly lower 
by chaplains in 1999: 
• My contact with churches in the community. 
Three indicators of performance are rated significantly 
lower by chaplains in 1999, each of these indicators 
relating to the LCC/churches ^-''. 
• Recognition of my efforts by the LCC 
• My contact with churches in the community 
• Local churches providing me with enough support. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions are based on chaplains' 
responses to the 1999 and 1998 surveys. 
Chaplains ministenng in Queensland state 
schools in 1999 may best be descnbed as relational. 
What is most important to them in their role is how they 
relate to and impact upon other people. They are 
concerned about being responsive to people's needs, 
cooperating with others in their work and having 
"customers" who are satisfied with their ministry. 
Furthermore, chaplains consider it important that they are 
supported in their ministry by Christians in the local 
churches. 
School chaplains may also be descnbed as 
altruistic. They are relatively unconcerned about their own 
welfare: for example, pay and conditions are considered 
as low in importance. This may help to explain why their 
links with the employing authonty. Scripture Union, on the 
whole, are considered to be of lower importance. In the 
school, they do not see themselves as participating in the 
curriculum or contributing to changes in the welfare area. 
They are not seeking accolades from the school. 
It is in the school sphere that chaplains believe 
their chaplaincies are performing well. They are working 
well with staff (those employed by Education Queensland 
and also volunteers in RE), meeting the needs of people 
to whom they are ministering, and satisfying staff 
(including the senior Administration) and students. In their 
role as chaplains, they believe they are identifying with 
the school. 
An issue to be addressed by the LCCs is the 
result that chaplains,rate low in performance four areas in 
connection with the LCCs and the churches. According to 
the chaplains, LCCs, on the whole, are not providing 
them with adequate spiritual support; nor are the LCCs 
giving clear direction to their chaplains. Furthermore, 
chaplains see local churches, overall, as not providing 
adequate support for their ministry. This perceived lack of 
support may be related to chaplains not making sufficient 
contact with the churches. 
Overall, at a personal level, school chaplains are 
more than satisfied with their workplace conditions. They 
find the job satisfying and regard their pay as satisfactory. 
However, areas of concern for them personally include: 
being an effective Christian presence and testifying to 
their Christian faith in the school; measuring the 
effectiveness of their ministry; coping with time 
constraints and their workload; and planning in their job 
At a school level, chaplains generally are more 
than satisfied with the quality of their school's delivery of 
educational services. They are satisfied with the degree 
of communication and cooperation they are experiencing 
with respect to the senior administration, teachers and 
other staff. This is evidenced also by the perceived 
degree of staff and senior administration satisfaction re 
the chaplaincy. Nevertheless, there may be some areas 
to be addressed at the school level. It is perhaps not 
surprising that chaplains have high expectations of 
themselves and others re the level of trust within the 
school. Furthermore, they would like to be more reactive, 
even proactive, in providing care and meeting the needs 
of staff, students and their families. Chaplains want 
students, in particular, to be satisfied with their ministry 
and they would like to receive more feedback from the 
students While not a major area of importance, chaplains 
would still like to have more input into their school's 
welfare system. Finally, chaplains, on the whole, would 
like chaplaincy to have a higher profile in their schools. 
It is in relation to the LCC/churches that 
chaplains, overall, are experiencing limited satisfaction 
and, evidently, some concern and frustration. While 
chaplains are satisfied with the degree to which their 
efforts are being recognised by their committees, all other 
aspects of their relationship with their committees and the 
churches presently contnbute to dissatisfaction for many 
chaplains. 
In relation to Scripture Union (SU), chaplains are 
more than satisfied with their understanding of the 
movement's mission and goals, and it is apparently a 
bonus that they identify with SU. Chaplains find it helpful 
to know how other chaplaincies are going. Their only 
concerns are. staff training/professional development and 
the opportunity to meet with other chaplains. 
Chaplains working in metropolitan schools, 
compared with those in non-metropolitan schools, regard 
as more important, at a personal level, their job 
satisfaction and their pay. At a school level, it is more 
important to metropolitan chaplains that students and 
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APPENDIXES 303 
APPENDIX 1.5: PASTORAL CARE RECORD SCHEDULE 
CHAPLAINCY: State High School 
Date: / / Session: [ ] individual [ ] small group [ ] large group Gender of contact: [ ] M [ ] F [ ] Mixed group 
Progress of contact: [ ] 1st [ ] 2nd [ ] contiouing 
Location: [ ] my office [ ] class/staff room [ ] grounds [ ] phonecall [ ] home/hospital visit [ ] school office [ ] other: . 
Contact status: [ ] student [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] office staff [ ] ancillary staff [ ] parent [ ] other: 
Referral: [ ] self [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] student [ ] parent [ ] minister [ ] chaplain [ ] other: 
Religious background: [ ] none [ ] Christian [ ] non-Christian (e.g. Moslem) [ ] not known [ ] other: 
Student year level/adult: Year [ ] 12 [ ] 11 [ ] 10 [ ]9 [ ]8 [ ] Adult 
Nature of contact: [ ] peer relationship [ ] home relationship [ ] school issue [ ] identity/personal issue [ ] bereavement [ ] drug issue 
[ ] suicide prevention [ ] faith issue [ ] chat / friendship [ ] class visit [ ] professional [ ] sickness [ ] other: 
Date: / / Session: [ ] individual [ ] small group [ ] large group Gender of contact: [ ] M [ ] F [ ] Mixed group 
Progress of contact: [ ] 1st [ ] 2nd [ ] continuing 
Location: [ ] my office [ ] class/staff room [ ] grounds [ ] phonecall [ ] home/hospital visit [ ] school office [ ] other: 
Contact status: [ ] student [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] office staff [ ] ancillary staff [ ] parent [ ] other: 
Referral: [ ] self [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] student [ ] parent [ ] minister [ ] chaplain [ ] other: 
Religious background: [ ] none [ ] Christian [ ] non-Christian (e.g. Moslem) [ ] not known [ ] other: 
Student year level/adult: Year [ ] 12 [ ] 11 [ ] 10 [ ] 9 [ ] 8 [ ] Adult 
Nature of contact: [ ] peer relationship [ ] home relationship [ ] school issue [ ] identity/personal issue [ ] bereavement [ ] drug issue 
[ ] suicide prevention [ ] faith issue [ ] chat / friendship [ ] class visit [ ] professional [ ] sickness [ ] other: 
Date: / / Session: [ ] individual [ ] small group [ ] large group Gender of contact: [ ] M [ ] F [ ] Mixed group 
Progress of contact: [ ] 1st [ ] 2nd [ ] continuing 
Location: [ ] my office [ ] class/staff room [ ] grounds [ ] phonecall [ ] home/hospital visit [ ] school office [ ] other: 
Contact status: [ ] student [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] office staff [ ] ancillary staff [ ] parent [ ] other: 
Referral: [ ] self [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] student [ ] parent [ ] mimster [ ] chaplain [ ] other: 
Religious bacl^round: [ ] none [ ] Christian [ ] non-Christian (e.g. Moslem) [ ] not known [ ] other: 
Student year level/adult: Year [ ] 12 [ ] 11 [ ] 10 [ ] 9 [ ] 8 [ ] Adult 
Nature of contact: [ ] peer relationship [ ] home relationship [ ] school issue [ ] identity/personal issue [ ] bereavement [ ] drug issue 
[ ] suicide prevention [ ] faith issue [ ] chat / friendship [ ] class visit [ ] professional [ ] sickness [ ] other: 
Date: / / Session: [ ] individual [ ] small group [ ] large group Gender of contact: [ ] M [ ] F [ ] Mixed group 
Progress of contact: [ ] 1st [ ] 2nd [ ] continuing 
Location: [ ] my office [ ] class/staff room [ ] grounds []phonecaU [ ] home/hospital visit [ ] school office [ ] other: 
Contact status: [ ] student [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] office staff [ ] ancillary staff [ ] parent [ ] other: 
Referral: [ ] self [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] student [ ] parent [ ] minister [ ] chaplain [ ] other: 
ReUgious background: []none [ ] Christian [ ] non-Christian (e.g. Moslem) [ ] not known [ ] other: 
Student year level/adult: Year [ ] 12 [ ] 11 [ ] 10 [ ] 9 [ ] 8 [ ] Adult 
Nature of contact: [ ] peer relationship [ ] home relationship [ ] school issue [ ] identity/personal issue [ ] bereavement [ ] drug issue 
[ ] suicide prevention []faitii issue [ ] chat / friendship [ ] class visit [ ] professional [ ] sickness [ ] other: 
Date: / / Session: [ ] individual [ ] small group [ ] large group Gender of contact: [ ] M [ ] F [ ] Mixed group 
Progress of contact: [ ] 1st [ ] 2nd [ ] continuing 
Location: [ ] my office [ ] class/staff room [ ] grounds []phonecaU [ ] home/hospital visit [ ] school office [ ] other: 
Contact status: [ ] stiident [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] office staff [ ] ancillary staff [ ] parent [ ] other: 
Referral: [ ] self [ ] teacher [ ] Principal / Deputy [ ] student [ ] parent [ ] minister [ ] chaplain [ ] other: 
ReUgious bacl^round: []none [ ] Christian [ ] non-Christian (e.g. Moslem) [ ] not known [ ] other: 
Studentyear level/ adult: Year [ ] 12 [ ] 11 [ ] 10 [ ] 9 [ ] 8 [ ] Adult 
Nature of contact: [ ] peer relationship [ ] home relationship [ ] school issue [ ] identity/personal issue [ ] bereavement [ ] drug issue 
[ ] suicide prevention [ ] faith issue [ ] chat / friendship [ ] class visit [ ] professional [ ] sickness [ ] other: 
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APPENDIX 5.1: SAMPLE LCC ROLE STATEMENT 
(a) Pastoral Care. 
The Chaplam will be available for Pastoral Care of all members ofthe school community in co-
operation with the Deputy Principal for Human Resources, Administrative Personnel and other 
members of staff Referrals to outside agencies will be made as appropriate. The Chaplain will 
abide by "The Chaplains' Code of Ethics". 
(b) The Life of the School. 
The Chaplain will be involved in general activities within the daily life ofthe school. Such 
activities could include: 
school based Christian clubs and organizations; 
school assemblies; 
school sports days and sporting teams; 
school camps; 
school awards nights; 
pastoral care meetings 
the school's HRE program; 
assisting with remedial work (tutoring); 
visiting students who are in hospital; 
contacting and visiting students who are in danger of dropping out of school; 
new student orientation. 
(c) Religious Education: Right of Entry (on an occasional basis) 
The Chaplain will operate under the support and direction ofthe Committee which will approve 
the proposed curricula materials and endorse suitable Religious Education teachers in liaison 
with the Ministers' Fratemal. The Chaplain will 
co-ordinate the teaching team; 
provide pre-service orientation and organize in-service training for the teaching team; 
undertake a significant personal teaching load. 
It is xmderstood that this does not preclude the Right of Entry as stated in the Religious 
Education Right of Entry Act. 
(d) Relationship between Local Churches and the School 
The Chaplain will operate as liaison between the school and the churches involved in the 
program. This will include planned visits to each church on a regular basis and the referral and 
encouragement of students who wish to attend church. Students are normally directed to the 
denomination to which their parents give allegiance or indicate a preference. Any variation from 
this procedure would only be by consultation with the student, their parents and the 
denomination involved. 
[Note:] School Holiday Periods. 
(a) When the school is in recess, or its program is such as not to reqxiire the Chaplaui's 
attendance, the Chaplain will engage in any ofthe following activities: 
Training, other than that already compulsorily conducted by Scripture Union 
Attendance at A-District High School camps or activities at the discretion ofthe organisers 
Attend youth activities (e.g. camps) organized by the local participating denominations or 
by Scripture Union. Such participation would be agreed to in advance by the Committee. 
(b) The Committee retains the right to determine with the Chaplain his/her fimctions durmg 
vacation periods. 
APPENDIXES 3D5 
APPENDIX 5.2: SAMPLE LCC SELECTION CRITERIA 
Abilities 
The Chaplain will have the ability to: 
present Religious Education material to youths 
coordmate a teaching team within a high school environment, includmg 
providing training and support to such a team 
contribute to the organization and management ofthe program via the 
committee 
organize and manage youth activities such as camps, and participate in other 
general activities as directed by the committee 
liaise with and be understandmg of, all Christian denominations, m activities 
relatmg to that ofthe chaplamcy duties 
Personal qualities 
The Chaplain will have: 
• sound communication and interpersonal skills, particularly in the area of youth 
• self-reliance and flexibility 
• a personal life reflecting the Christian faith 
Personal Christian faith 
The Chaplain shall show: 
• strong evidence of personal Christian faith via such activities as active 
membership in a Christian Church including regular attendance at Worship 
• imderstanding of, and empathy towards, the denominations represented on the 
Committee 
• some understanding of faiths other than Christianity would be advantageous 
Experience 
The Chaplain will have: 
• demonstrated experience working with young people, or the potential to be 
successfiil in this area 
• experience with providing counseling support to youth would be highly desirable 
• experience with teaching of religious education in a school environment would be 
highly desirable 
Qualifications 
Highly desirable for Chaplain to be a trained teacher. 
Some theological training would be advantageous. 
NB: In selecting the Chaplain no restriction will be made according to gender, age or 
nationality. Either single or married people would be considered. 
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APPENDIX 7.1: 
CHAPLAIN SATISFACTION SURVEY MEAN RANKINGS 
1998 - PART A: IMPORTANCE 
ITEM 
A02 
A26 
A13 
All 
A20 
A31 
A29 
A30 
A42 
A14 
A28 
A49 
A43 
A39 
A50 
AOI 
A34 
All 
A36 
A23 
A06 
A12 
A32 
A37 
A25 
A33 
A03 
A44 
A18 
A08 
AlO 
A38 
A41 
A04 
Al l 
A24 
A15 
A19 
A47 
A40 
A48 
A17 
A05 
A46 
A09 
A45 
A16 
A3 5 
A21 
A07 
DESCRIPTION 
My personal witness 
My responding to the needs of students and staff 
Trust within the school 
Opportunity for me to provide pastoral care to individuals 
My cooperation with other staff 
Senior administration satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
My contact with churches in the community 
My identification with the school 
Opportunity for me to minister to families of students 
Staff training /professional development for chaplains 
Local churches providing me with enough support 
My being listened to by the LCC Chairperson 
Opportunity to meet with other SU chaplains 
My job satisfaction 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the school 
My cooperation with RE teachers 
My understanding ofthe LCCs mission and goals 
My involvement in R.E. teaching/coordination 
The time I have available to do my job 
The school providing enough information for me to do my job properly 
Receiving feedback on student satisfaction 
Clear direction from the LCC 
My participation in extra-curricular activities 
Receiving feedback on staff satisfaction 
Measuring the effectiveness of my ministry in the school 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the community 
My being listened to by the school's senior administration 
Planning in my job 
Opportunity for me to develop new skills 
The LCCs provision of spiritual support 
Receiving feedback on LCC satisfaction 
Having an appropriate workload 
The school providing me with enough support 
My involvement in the school SUIS group 
My understanding ofthe school's mission and goals 
My participation in decisions re welfare issues in the school 
My being listened to by the SU Qld chaplaincy staffworker 
Recognition of my efforts by the LCC 
My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing 
Clear direction from the school administration 
Having appropriate workplace conditions 
My identification with Scripture Union 
Opportunity for me to make changes to welfare systems in the school 
My understanding of SU Qld's mission and goals 
Quality ofthe school's delivery of educational services 
Recognition of my efforts by the school community 
Opportunity to be involved in teaching across the curriculum 
My pay 
MEAN 
5.77 
5.69 
5.67 
5.67 
5.50 
5.26 
5.25 
5.17 
5.14 
5.06 
5.06 
5.06 
4.97 
4.94 
4.94 
4.90 
4.89 
4.89 
4.83 
4.80 
4.74 
4.72 
4.71 
4.69 
4.64 
4.64 
4.63 
4.61 
4.60 
4.59 
4.58 
4.57 
4.56 
4.51 
4.44 
4.44 
4.36 
4.17 
4.17 
4.14 
4.08 
4.06 
4.03 
3.97 
3.89 
3.86 
3.64 
3.61 
3.57 
3.42 
RANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
10 
10 
13 
14 
14 
16 
17 
17 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
25 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
35 
37 
38 
38 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
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CHAPLAIN SATISFACTION SURVEY MEAN RANKINGS 
1998 - PART B: PERFORMANCE 
ITEM 
B20 
B39 
B13 
B14 
B40 
B18 
B31 
B02 
B22 
BOl 
BOS 
B27 
B47 
B29 
B23 
B30 
B34 
B36 
B41 
Bl l 
B26 
B12 
B25 
B45 
B15 
B16 
B42 
B46 
B43 
B17 
B35 
BIO 
B04 
B33 
B37 
B08 
B32 
B44 
B28 
B06 
B48 
B24 
B50 
B03 
B19 
B09 
B38 
B49 
B21 
B07 
DESCRIPTION 
My cooperation with other staff 
My being listened to by the LCC Chairperson 
Trust within the school 
My identification with the school 
Recognition of my efforts by the LCC 
My being listened to by the school's senior administtation 
Senior administtation satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
My personal witness 
My cooperation with RE teachers 
My job satisfaction 
Having appropriate workplace conditions 
Opportunity for me to provide pastoral care to individuals 
My being listened to by the SU Qld chaplaincy staffworker 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
My involvement in R.E. teaching/coordination 
Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Chaplaincy having a higji profile in the school 
My understanding ofthe LCCs mission and goals 
Receiving feedback on LCC satisfaction 
The school providing me with enough support 
My responding to the needs of students and staff 
The school providing enough information for me to do my job properly 
My participation in extta-curricular activities 
My understanding of SU Qld's mission and goals 
My understanding ofthe school's mission and goals 
Quality ofthe school's delivery of educational services 
My contact with churches in the community 
My identification with Scripture Union 
Local churches providing me with enough support 
Clear direction from the school administtation 
Recognition of my efforts by the school community 
Opportunity for me to develop new skills 
Having an appropriate workload 
Receiving feedback on staff satisfaction 
Clear direction from the LCC 
Planning in my job 
Receiving feedback on student satisfaction 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the community 
Opportunity for me to minister to families of students 
The time I have available to do my job 
My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing 
My involvement in the school SUIS group 
Opportunity to meet with other SU chaplains 
Measuring the effectiveness of my ministry in the school 
My participation in decisions re welfare issues in the school 
Opportunity for me to make changes to welfare systems 
The LCCs provision of spiritual support 
Staff ttaining / professional development for chaplains 
Opportunity to be involved in teaching across the curriculum 
My pay 
MEAN 
5.14 
5.03 
5.03 
4.97 
4.94 
4.83 
4.83 
4.80 
4.79 
4.77 
4.75 
4.74 
4.74 
4.71 
4.68 
4.66 
4.66 
4.55 
4.55 
4.53 
4.51 
4.50 
4.46 
4.43 
4.34 
4.33 
4.29 
4.29 
4.23 
4.19 
4.17 
4.17 
4.12 
4.09 
4.09 
4.06 
4.03 
4.03 
3.97 
3.92 
3.91 
3.85 
3.80 
3.79 
3.69 
3.66 
3.59 
3.57 
3.42 
3.15 
RANK 
1 
2 
2 
4 
5 
6 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
12 
14 
15 
16 
16 
18 
18 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
27 
29 
30 
31 
31 
33 
34 
34 
36 
37 
37 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
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CHAPLAIN SATISFACTION SURVEY MEAN RANKINGS 
1999 - PART A: IMPORTANCE 
ITEM 
A02 
All 
A26 
A13 
A20 
A29 
A31 
A14 
A30 
A43 
A22 
A39 
AOI 
A34 
A28 
A23 
A36 
A50 
A12 
A42 
A41 
A49 
A18 
A06 
A37 
All 
A03 
A44 
AlO 
A08 
A3 8 
A32 
A25 
A04 
A17 
A33 
A40 
A15 
A24 
A19 
A47 
A45 
A16 
A46 
A09 
A05 
A48 
A35 
A07 
A21 
DESCRIPTION 
My personal witness 
Opportunity for me to provide pastoral care to individuals 
My responding to the needs of students and staff 
Trust within the school 
My cooperation with other staff 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Senior administtation satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
My identification with the school 
Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
Local churches providing me with enough support 
My cooperation with RE teachers 
My being listened to by the LCC Chairperson 
My job satisfaction 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the school 
Opportunity for me to minister to families of students 
My involvement in R.E. teaching/coordination 
My understanding ofthe LCCs mission and goals 
Opportunity to meet with other SU chaplains 
The school providing enough information for me to do my job properly 
My contact with churches in the community 
Receiving feedback on LCC satisfaction 
Staff ttaining / professional development for chaplains 
My being listened to by the school's senior administtation 
The time I have available to do my job 
Clear direction from the LCC 
The school providing me with enough support 
Measuring the effectiveness of my ministry in the school 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the community 
Opportunity for me to develop new skills 
Planning in my job 
The LCCs provision of spiritual support 
Receiving feedback on student satisfaction 
My participation in extta-curricular activities 
Having an appropriate workload 
Clear direction from the school administtation 
Receiving feedback on staff satisfaction 
Recognition of my efforts by the LCC 
My understanding ofthe school's mission and goals 
My involvement in the school SUIS group 
My participation in decisions re welfare issues in the school 
My being hstened to by the SU Qld chaplaincy staffworker 
My understanding of SU Qld's mission and goals 
Quality ofthe school's delivery of educational services 
My identification with Scripture Union 
Opportunity for me to make changes to welfare systems in the school 
Having appropriate workplace conditions 
My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing 
Recognition of my efforts by the school community 
My pay 
Opportunity to be involved in teaching across the curriculum 
MEAN 
5.63 
5.63 
5.58 
5.51 
5.27 
5.21 
5.13 
5.06 
5.02 
5.02 
5.02 
5.00 
4.96 
4.90 
4.85 
4.79 
4.78 
4.77 
4.73 
4.73 
4.71 
4.71 
4.69 
4.63 
4.60 
4.58 
4.57 
4.56 
4.48 
4.46 
4.46 
4.44 
4.44 
4.40 
4.40 
4.38 
4.38 
4.29 
4.27 
4.25 
4.15 
4.10 
3.98 
3.92 
3.90 
3.83 
3.81 
3.73 
3.71 
3.47 
RANK 
1 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
9 
9 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
19 
21 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
30 
32 
32 
34 
34 
36 
36 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 1 
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CHAPLAIN SATISFACTION SURVEY MEAN RANKINGS 
1999 - PART B: PERFORMANCE 
ITEM 
B20 
B13 
B27 
B14 
B31 
B23 
B22 
B30 
B26 
BOl 
B18 
B29 
B02 
B l l 
B39 
B34 
B45 
B05 
B12 
B16 
BIO 
B46 
B47 
B15 
B17 
B25 
B40 
BOS 
B36 
B33 
B24 
B41 
B04 
B32 
B35 
B19 
B44 
B50 
B03 
B49 
B42 
B37 
B28 
B06 
B48 
B43 
B07 
B09 
B21 
B38 
DESCRIPTION 
My cooperation with other staff 
Trust within the school 
Opportunity for me to provide pastoral care to individuals 
My identification with the school 
Senior administtation satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
My involvement in R.E. teaching/coordination 
My cooperation with RE teachers 
Staff satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
My responding to the needs of students and staff 
My job satisfaction 
My being hstened to by the school's senior administration 
Student satisfaction re the chaplaincy 
My personal witoess 
The school providing me with enough support 
My being listened to by the LCC Chairperson 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the school 
My understanding of SU Qld's mission and goals 
Having appropriate workplace conditions 
The school providing enough information for me to do my job properly 
Quality ofthe school's delivery of educational services 
Opportunity for me to develop new skills 
My identification with Scripture Union 
My being listened to by the SU Qld chaplaincy staffworker 
My understanding ofthe school's mission and goals 
Clear direction from the school administtation 
My participation in extta-curricular activities 
Recognition of my efforts by the LCC 
Planning in my job 
My imderstanding ofthe LCCs mission and goals 
Receiving feedback on staff satisfaction 
My involvement in the school SUIS group 
Receiving feedback on LCC satisfaction 
Having an appropriate workload 
Receiving feedback on student satisfaction 
Recognition of my efforts by the school community 
My participation in decisions re welfare issues in the school 
Chaplaincy having a high profile in the community 
Opportunity to meet with other SU chaplains 
Measuring the effectiveness of my ministry in the school 
Staff ttaining / professional development for chaplains 
My contact with churches in the community 
Clear direction from the LCC 
Opportunity for me to minister to famihes of students 
The time I have available to do my job 
My knowing how SU Qld chaplaincies are performing 
Local churches providing me with enough support 
My pay 
Opportunity for me to make changes to welfare systems in the school 
Opportunity to be involved in teaching across the curriculum 
The LCCs provision of spiritual support 
MEAN 
5.19 
4.98 
4.92 
4.91 
4.89 
4.83 
4.80 
4.80 
4.70 
4.67 
4.67 
4.67 
4.65 
4.58 
4.58 
4.48 
4.46 
4.42 
4.42 
4.40 
4.35 
4.35 
4.31 
4.25 
4.23 
4.21 
4.13 
4.07 
4.04 
3.98 
3.96 
3.93 
3.91 
3.91 
3.89 
3.83 
3.81 
3.75 
3.73 
3.71 
3.69 
3.56 
3.52 
3.51 
3.49 
3.48 
3.43 
3.43 
3.38 
3.25 
RANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
7 
9 
10 
10 
10 
13 
14 
14 
16 
17 
18 
18 
20 
21 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
33 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
47 
49 
50 
